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Preface

This thesis deals primarily with the eastern Islamic world during the period 1000-40. It attempts to delineate the structure of the Ghaznavid empire, its personal and administrative aspect (Part I) and its military aspect (Part II). The material used in Part II has already appeared in substantially similar form as "Ghaznevid military organisation" in Der Islam, XXXVI, 1960, 37-77. Against this background, the province of Khurasan under Ghaznavid rule, and in particular, the city of Nishapur, are described (Part III). The irruption of the Seljuqs is treated in Part V. However, a survey of what is known of the Oghuz before these migrations is prefixed to this (Part IV). It summarises presently-held views, attempting to synthesise the work of Central Asian specialists, Turcologists, historians and archaeologists, who alone are competent to investigate at first hand this difficult subject.

The scope of the thesis is therefore that of the decline of Ghaznavid power in the west, and it is this aspect which has been concentrated upon, for the early years of the Great Seljuq dynasty have already been extensively covered by such scholars as Cl.
Cahen, İ. Kafesoğlu and M.A. Köymen, and the administrative system of the Seljuqs has been examined by A.K.S. Lambton in her London University thesis on Seljuq institutions.

This thesis has been prepared under the joint supervision of the Rev. Dr. W. Montgomery Watt and Mr. J.R. Walsh, to whom I am greatly indebted for help and encouragement; from the latter, in particular, I have enjoyed much stimulating conversation and judicious guidance through the literature of the period.

Note on transliteration

The system employed for the transliteration of Arabic is that recommended by the Royal Asiatic Society. In regard to Persian, wāw is rendered by w or v and the majhūl vowels are ignored. The transliteration of Turkish names presents some difficulty. An attempt has been made to render a close equivalent of the true form, where this is determinable, and the vowel-system of modern romanised Turkish orthography has been used. However, the Arabic orthography of the texts has often been indicated in brackets after the first occurrence of the name; thus, Toghan (Tughān), Bōritigin (Būritigīn), Sūbashī (Sūbāshī).
Abbreviations employed

(a) Books and authors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Title and Author</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baih.</td>
<td>Baihaqī, Ta'rikh-i Mas'ūdī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balādh.</td>
<td>al-Balādhurī, Futūh al-buldān</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gard.</td>
<td>Gardīzī, Zain al-akhbār</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hudūd</td>
<td>Hudūd al-Cālam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>Ibn al-Athīr, al-Kāmil fi't-ta'rikh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Baṭṭ.</td>
<td>Ibn Baṭṭūta, Riḥla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Ḫauq.</td>
<td>Ibn Ḫauqal, Kitāb ṣūrat al-ṣa'd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Khall.</td>
<td>Ibn Khallikān, Wafayāt al-ṣayān</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ist.</td>
<td>Iṣṭakhrī, Kitāb masālīk al-mamālik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jurb.</td>
<td>Jurbādqānī, Tarjuma-yi ta'rikh-i Yamīnī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mīrkhw.</td>
<td>Mīrkhwānd, Ṭauqat as-ṣafā'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misk.</td>
<td>Miskawāī, Tajārib al-umām</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muntāzam</td>
<td>Ibn al-Jauzī, al-Muntāzam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murūj</td>
<td>al-Mas'ūdī, Murūj adh-dhahab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narsh.</td>
<td>Narshakhī, Ta'rikh-i Bukhārā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QN</td>
<td>Kai Kā'ūs, Qābūs-nāma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rāw.</td>
<td>Rāwandī, Rāḥat as-ṣudūr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN</td>
<td>Niẓām al-ḵūl, Siyāsat-nāma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TB</td>
<td>Ibn Funduq, Ta'rikh-i Baihaq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>Jūzjānī, Taqāqāt-i Nāsirī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS</td>
<td>Ta'rikh-i Sīstān</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRZqa</td>
<td>Ḥusainī, al-CRZqa fi'l-ḥikāyat as-Saljūqiyya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRZbī</td>
<td>al-CRZbī, at-Ta'rikh al-Yamīnī</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Periodicals, encyclopaedias, series, etc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AbhPAW</td>
<td>Abhandlungen der Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, Phil.-Hist. Kl. (Berlin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AO</td>
<td>Acta Orientalia (Leiden, Copenhagen)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Full Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGA</td>
<td>Bibliotheca Geographica Arabicorum (Leiden)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BJRL</td>
<td>Bulletin of the John Rylands Library (Manchester)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EI</td>
<td>Encyclopaedia of Islam (Leiden)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAL</td>
<td>Brockelmann, Geschichte der arabischen Literatur (Leiden)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GJ</td>
<td>Geographical Journal (London)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMS</td>
<td>Gibb Memorial Series (London)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>İslam Ansiklopedisi (Istanbul)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC</td>
<td>Islamic Culture (Hyderabad)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQ</td>
<td>Islamic Quarterly (London)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JA</td>
<td>Journal Asiatique (Paris)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAOS</td>
<td>Journal of the American Oriental Society (New Haven, Conn.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JASB</td>
<td>Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (Calcutta)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JESHO</td>
<td>Journal of the Economic and Social History of the Orient (Leiden)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JNES</td>
<td>Journal of Near Eastern Studies (Chicago)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JRAS</td>
<td>Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society (London)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KCsA</td>
<td>Kőrösi Csoma Archivum (Budapest)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW</td>
<td>Muslim World (Hartford, Conn.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLZ</td>
<td>Orientalistische Literaturzeitung (Leipzig, Berlin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REI</td>
<td>Revue des Études Islamiques (Paris)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RO</td>
<td>Rocznik Orientalistyczny (Cracow)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBWAW</td>
<td>Sitzungsberichte der Wiener Akademie der Wissenschaften, Phil.-Hist. Kl. (Vienna)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM</td>
<td>Türkiyat Mecmuası (Istanbul)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP</td>
<td>T'oung-Pao (Leiden)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAJb</td>
<td>Ural-Altäische Jahrbücher (Wiesbaden)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WZKM</td>
<td>Wiener Zeitschrift für die Kunde des Morgenlandes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(Vienna)

ZA  Zeitschrift für Assyriologie (Weimar, etc.)

ZDMG  Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenländischen Gesellschaft (Leipzig, Berlin)

ZVOIRAO  Zapiski Vostochnago Otdeleniya Imperatorskago Russkago Arkheologicheskago Obshchestva (St. Petersburg)
Bibliographical Introduction
The bibliographical survey which follows is a selective one. It deals only with the principal works on early Ghaznavid history and on Khurasan at the time of the Seljuq invasions, and concentrates on contemporary and near-contemporary primary sources and on some recent important secondary ones. These are, however, treated in some detail. A useful survey of the sources for early Ghaznavid history will be found in Nazim's *The life and times of Sultan Mahmud of Ghazna*, 1-17; Nazim is almost exhaustive in his list, dealing with works no longer extant and with later, derivatory sources as well as with the earlier ones, although he does not give a detailed consideration to all the authorities mentioned.

Barthold treated of the sources bearing on the history and geography of eastern Persia and Central Asia in the Introduction to his *Turkestan down to the Mongol invasion*, 1-63. This exhaustive treatment will for ever remain a model of its kind in its great bibliographical detail, attesting to Barthold's unrivalled knowledge of the field, and in the acuteness of its critical estimates. It may be supplemented and brought up to date by the excellent bibliography in Spuler's *Iran in früh-islamischer Zeit*, 532-94. The list contains
a few critical annotations, and Spuler has also prefixed to his book a brief, critical analysis of the sources for the early history of Muslim Persia (XV–XXXII). Many useful references, especially to recent Russian works, will be found in Frye's notes to his translation of Narshakhi's History of Bukhara.

No attempt has been made to give an analysis of sources on the early Seljuqs. V.A. Hamdani devoted an Oxford D.Phil. thesis to the sources for early Seljuq history (see O.U. Abstract of dissertations, 1939), and more recently, A.K.S. Lambton has examined the sources which bear on Seljuq administration in her London Ph.D. thesis, Contribution to the history of Seljuq institutions. Mention should, however, be made of Cl. Cahen's important article, "Le Malik-NAMEH et l'histoire des origines Seljukides", Oriens, II, 1949, 31–65, where he examines the dependence of later sources on the lost Malik-names and utilises this information; and of the recently-published (Tehran 1332/1953) Seljüq-nāma of Ẓahīr ad-Dīn Nīshāpūrī (d. c.582/1186–7), the basis of Rawandi's Rāhah as-sudūr and of many other later authors.
Primary Sources

The importance of the Ta'rīkh al-Yamīnī of Abū Naṣr Muḥammad b. Ṣabd al-Jabbār al-Ṣūbī has been recognised in Europe since the end of the 18th century when de Sacy analysed its contents, using the Persian version of Jurbādxānī (see below) (Notices et Extraits, IV, 1798, 325-411). The Arabic original was not widely known until the middle of the 19th century, when Sprenger published a lithographed text (Delhi, 1847) and Nöldeke used four Vienna Mss. to examine the relationship between the Arabic and Persian versions (SBWAW, XXIII, 1857, 15-102). 1

The exact date of C.U.'s birth is not known, but he came from an Arab family settled in Ray. The connections of the Ṣūbī family with Khurasan and Transoxania and the opportunities for employment in the Sāmānīd empire, attracted him eastwards. He entered the Sāmānīd bureaucracy, where his relatives were well entrenched, becoming Ṣāhib-Barīd of Nishapur; then he served as secretary to first Abū ʿAlī Simjūrī and then to Qāḥbūs b. Washmūr. When the Sāmānīds were patently in decline, he transferred to the service of Sebūktīgin, where he worked alongside Abū'l-Fatḥ Bustī and enjoyed the patronage of Maimandī. He became Ṣāhib-Barīd for Ṣaḥmūd of Ganj Rustāq in Bādghīs, but was dismissed through intrigues by the local governor. He remained in retirement till his death in the latter half of
Mas'ud's reign. Thus like Baihaqi, C.U. brought with him into the Ghaznavid empire a rich background of administrative experience in Khurasan and the old Samanid lands.

The Yamini covers the reign of Sebuktigin and that of Maw'ud up to 411/1020. For the remainder of the reign, we have to rely on Gardizi, supplemented by backward glances from Baihaqi's Ta'rkh-i Mas'udi. C.U. used Arabic for his book, at the request of Prince Muhammad and so that Maw'ud's exploits might be publicised in the Arab-speaking lands of the Caliphate. It will be remembered, too, that the Vizier Maimandi was at this time promoting the official use of Arabic rather than Persian. The florid (according to Storey, "turgid") style of the Yamini is freely interspersed with verses from the Arabic poets and by C.U. himself. The style of historians of the preceding two generations, such as Miskawaih, al-Jahshiyari and as-Suli, had still been comparatively simple, but C.U. used for his book the epistolary style favoured by writers like the Shihb Isma'il b. Abbâd and Abul-Fatâh Bustî. He says explicitly that Hilal as-Šabi'ı's Tâj (properly, K. at-tâj fî daulat ad-Dailam), which had been written in an exaggerated style for Tâj al-willa Āqâd ad-Daula, was his model, but C.U. carried this style to a new peak. His book was as much admired in the eastern Islamic world for its style as for its subject-matter, and he must be considered as a pioneer user of the insha' style which became all but universal by official chancellries and by writers outside them in Seljuq times and after.

The Yamini is a panegyric, yet as Barthold noted (Turkestan, 19), C.U. does not gloss over the darker sides of Ghaznavid rule: the exact-
ions in Khurasan by the Vizier Isfara' inī; the ravages there of famine, which were aggravated by fiscal oppression; the reign of terror set up in Nishapur by the Sultan’s protégé and head of the Karāmiyya sect, Abū Bakr Muḥammad. It is not therefore true, as Nazim asserts (Sultan Mahmūd, 5) that C.U. tells us nothing of the "dumb million" of subjects, but his information here must be integrated with scattered items from other sources. The greatest handicap in using the Yamīnī lies not in any bias, which can be detected and controlled, but in the inexplicitness arising from the author’s aim at literary effect rather than at the conveyance of information. C.U. is very sparing with dates and with geographical and other details of Maḥmūd’s wars. The accounts of the Indian campaigns are especially vague. He does not seem ever to have visited India himself, and the freshness of first-hand experience which we find in Baihaqī is quite absent. Nöldeke pointed out that C.U. is more interested in events in the western parts of the empire than in those on the other side and that later historians like Mīrkhwānd and Firishta are often fuller on the Indian campaigns.

The literary excellence of the Yamīnī ensured a wide diffusion of the work, and MSS. are numerous. There are also several commentaries on it, all dealing with the text from a linguistic rather than a historical point of view. A Persian version was made as early as c. 1206 by Abū’sh-Sharaf Nāqīḥ Jurbādhqānī (Persian, "Gulpāyagānī"), probably for one of the Atabegs of Azerbaijan. J.’s simplified version retains some of the florid metaphor of the original, including the Arabic poetry quoted therein, but he omitted the autobi-
graphy which was appended to the original work. The Yamînî was used extensively for Mahmûd's reign by later historians such as Ibn al-Athîr, Mîrkhwând and Khwândâmîr; Rashîd ad-Dîn's section on the Ghaznavids is lifted almost verbatim from Jurbâdhqânî's translation.

The Zain al-akhbâr of Abû Sa'id Abd al-Jâ'îy b. ad-Dâhîk b. Mahmûd Gardîzî, a general history of Persia from legendary times onwards, is a valuable authority for the history of Khurasan down to the 11th century and for the history of the early Ghaznavids. The author must have been connected with the Ghaznavid court or administration (see below), although the extant portion of Baihaqî makes no mention of him. His dates are unknown: all that can be said is that he was a native of the Ghazna-Gardiz area, as his nisba and perhaps the name "Ibn/Dâhîk" show; that during Mahmûd's reign he was usually close to the Sultan; and that he dedicated his history, being probably an old man at this time, to Sultan Zain al-Milla Abd ar-Rashîd (1049-53). 8

Only part of the Zain al-akhbâr is extant - the work seems to have had little influence upon later historiography, and citations from it in later writers are infrequent - but we do possess, in addition to the historical narrative, chapters on the festivals and eras of various peoples, on classical scientists and philosophers, and on the sciences, customs and beliefs of the Turks, Greeks and Indians. The sources used by G. for pre-Ghaznavid history and for his accounts of non-Muslim practices and cultures have attracted the attention of scholars, in particular of Barthold (cf. Turkestan, 20-1; "Zur Gesch-
ichte der Ṣaffāriden", Nöldeke-Festschrift, Giessen 1906, I, 171-6; EI A. Art. "Gardīzī") and of Minorsky (cf. Marvāzī on China, the Turks and India, London 1942, introd.; "Gardīzī on India", BSOAS, XII, 1948, 625-7). Most important is his use of the lost Taʿrīkh wulāt Khurāsān of Abū ʿAlī al-Ḥusayn b. Ḥāmid as-Sallāmī, a historian and poet of Bābāq who flourished in the middle years of the 10th century and whose fortunes were connected with those of the governors of Khurasan Abū Bakr Muḥammad b. Muḥtāj Chaghānī and his son Abū ʿAlī. G. also refers to the work of the Sāmānīd Vizier Abū ʿAbdallāh Muḥammad Jāhānī (flourished early 10th century), whose lost Kitāb al-masālik waʾl-mamālik has been extensively quoted by later writers. According to Minorsky, G.'s chapter on the sciences and customs of the Indians has Jāhānī as its source; G. refers to his work as the Kitāb-i tawārīkh of Jāhānī. Furthermore, G. knew Bīrūnī personally, and his chapter on the festivals of the Indians is demonstrably based on Bīrūnī's India ("Gardīzī on India", 626-7).

G.'s account of the Ghaznavids goes down to Mādhūd's seizure of the throne from Muḥammad (1042). His information on the origins of Ghaznavid rule in Ghazna is very sketchy; observations on the rise of Aḥtāgin and Sebūktig (the intervening governors are not mentioned) occur in the narrative of the history of the later Sāmānīds. His connected account of the Ghaznavids begins only with Maḥmūd's investiture in 999 with the governorship of Khurasan by the Caliph al-Qāḍirī. (Nazim's text, 62). In his preface to the account of Maḥmūd's reign, G. describes his qualifications for the task, in
that he had been a first-hand observer of many of the events involved. "I propose", he says, "to begin now on the history of Yamin ad-Daula, may God have mercy on him, in a brief and concise manner. For, in comparison with all the other reports I have read about, a new factor comes into consideration when I treat of his reign. I have derived knowledge about the previous events either by hearsay or by reading books; and it may well be that the authors and relaters of these compositions and accounts have made omissions or have inserted extra matter. They may have been out to secure an unusual effect by their words or to make the book sought after. But in regard to the greater part of these events which I am about to relate, I can say that I witnessed them personally - what Amir Mahmud did in India, how he conquered fortresses in Sistan, Khurasan and Iraq, what fearsome deserts, mountains and passes he traversed, what battles he fought, what mighty rulers he humbled. No-one has ever witnessed or heard about the like of these campaigns and stratagems, for indeed they were super-human feats .... Out of all the reports about the rule of this dynasty, may God establish it for ever, I have selected the most attractive and memorable parts and set them down here. So far as possible, I have condensed them; if I had explained them at length, the work would have grown too big". (61-2).

We are not therefore surprised that the account of the Ghaznavids is a chronicle of bare events, without the analyses of motive and the critical comments on events which we find in Baihaqi; nowhere does the author's personality or attitude to events come through. However, the narrative is often quite detailed. It supplements
cutbī, who does not deal with the last decade of Maḥmūd's reign. His accounts of the two short reigns of Muḥammad are the only contemporary ones we have, and the only other source with substantially new material here is Shabānkāra'ī's Majmaṣ al-ansāb (see below, 19-22).

G. is careful to give dates for the events he records (not always accurately, however; cf. 108, where the date 430 given for Mas'ūd's winter stay in Nishapur should be 431). He writes dispassionately, without fulsome praise of the Sultans and without savage condemnation of the Seljuqs and the ravages. The Persian style is usually simple, though not without some difficulties, in part caused by the lacunae of the Mss. As an example of straightforward historical style of the 11th century, the Zain al-akhbār has an honoured place.

The Taʾrīkh-i Mas'ūdī of Abū'l-Faḍl Muḥammad b. Ḫusain Baiḥaqī (385-470/995-1077) gives us a unique insight into the working of the Persian bureaucracy which ran the Ghaznavid empire. None of the compilers of biographical dictionaries deal with Baiḥaqī, for he spent most of his working life on the periphery of the Islamic world in Ghazna, but considerable biographical details can be gleaned from his own writings. Moreover, since he came from the oasis of Baiḥaq (modern Sabzawār), Ibn Funduq in his Taʾrīkh-i Baiḥaq devotes some space to this illustrious son of his home town.

After an education in Nishapur, B. entered the Ghaznavid administration during Maḥmūd's reign. He began in the Correspondence Department (Diwān-i Risālat) and remained there, first as assistant to the Chief Secretary, Abū Naṣr-i Mishkān, and then after his death in 1039, to the new head of the department, Abū Sahl Zaṣanāt.
Finally, in ʿAbd ar-Rahmān's reign (1049-53), he himself became head of the Diwān. Soon afterwards he fell from grace, and in the end retired after some forty years of active service. B. was thus one of the many Khurasanian civil servants whom the Ghaznavids attracted to their capital and who gave the administration there such a strong Khurasanian and Sāmānīid imprint.

B. put together his experiences and memories in a series of volumes called collectively the Mujalladāt. According to Ibn Funduq, there were originally over thirty volumes. During the course of his career, B. took copious notes and often made copies of official and diplomatic documents for his own purposes. These papers went back as far as 409/1018-19, and he began in his retirement to put them in order and write them out properly. B.'s own, original work in the Mujalladāt thus covers forty-two years, down to 451/1059. Events down to the year 409 had been dealt with by another historian in Ghazna contemporary with B., Maḥmūd Warraq, whom he calls "trustworthy and authoritative", but on Maḥmūd Warraq's death, his sons prevented B. from using their father's work more extensively, on the pretext that it had not yet been copied and made widely known enough. Whether this work of dissemination was ever done seems dubious, for the history has been lost without trace.

Nevertheless, B.'s intention was to produce a history of the whole Ghaznavid dynasty down to the accession in 1059 of Ibrāhīm b. Masʿūd, as the general title Taʿrīkh-i Āl-i Sebūktīgin implies; so he borrowed from Maḥmūd Warraq for the reign of Sebūktīgin and for the earlier part of Maḥmūd's reign. The divisions dealing with the
various reigns seem to have had separate names, e.g. Ta'rikh-i Nāṣirī, T.-i Yamīnī (cf. Baih., 26), T.-i Masūdī. Only the section dealing with the reign of Masūd, i.e. part of vol. 6, vols. 7-9 and part of vol. 10 (so Morley in the title of his edn., Calcutta 1862, Barthold, Turkestan, 22, and Storey, 253; according to Sa'id Nafīsī, EI* Art. "Bayhašī", vols. 5-10 complete) are extant. The last year of Masūd's life is not treated in them, and there is a lacuna covering several months in the years 424-5. At least twenty-five volumes of the Mujalladāt have thus been lost. This probably happened fairly quickly. Ibn Funduq, loc. cit., saw various volumes in a library at Sarakhs, in the library of the Khātūn Mahd-i Cīrāq madrasa in Nishapur and in private libraries, but not a complete set. The lack of incentives for copying such a gigantic work, whose subject-matter was in any case of comparatively local interest, and the destruction of books in Khurasan and Afghanistan by such vandals as the Ghuzz of Sanjar's reign, the Ghūrids and the Khwārizmshāhs, amply explain this regrettable loss.

B. was also the author of a work on the secretary's craft, the Zīnat al-kuttab. Ibn Funduq is the sole author who mentions it, and it is probably from this work that he quotes in his biographical notice of B. (TB, 176-7, cf. below, Part I, 141-3). CA. A. Fayyāq mentions some leaves of a majmū'a in a private library in Tehran, giving definitions of terms of kitāba, and attributed to Baihaqī; these leaves may have come from the Zīnat al-kuttab. B. seems also to have been the author of the Maqāmāt-i Abū Naṣr-i Mishkān, a collection of reminiscences and episodes which he took
down from his old master in the Dīwān-i Risālat. These Maqāmāt are explicitly quoted by later writers such as Cāufī and Saif ad-Dīn Faqlī (see below, 37, 48). It is perhaps this work which B. refers to in his Ta'rikh-i MasCūdī as the Maqāmāt-i Maḥmūdī. 17

The uniqueness of B.'s work has been rightly insisted on by earlier authorities like Elliot and Dowson (History of India, II, 56-7) and Barthold ('1 1 urkestan, 22-3); a comparison of its style and structure with that of the other contemporary sources, CŪtbī's inflated periods and Gardīzī's jejune chronicle, immediately displays this. B. wrote with an eye on posterity. He anticipates criticism of the work's excessive size by asserting the paramount claims of completeness and of justice to all concerned in the events: "I want to bring this history to a satisfactory conclusion and to bring out all the curious and obscure points, so that no aspect of events may remain hidden. If this book becomes long, and my readers grow weary, then I crave their indulgence not to consider me as a tiresome person" (11). The freshness of his ideas on historiography is seen in the contempt which he expresses for the arid chronicles which are, in Collingwood's phrase, mere "scissors-and-paste history", where "so-and-so king sent so-and-so general to some war or other; on a certain day they gave battle or made peace; this one beat that one or that one this; they proceeded there" (354).

B.'s work is a dynastic history because the Ghaznavid Sultans and their empire provided him with a satisfactory chronological and territorial framework; it is not a panegyric. When he wrote, he was a retired civil servant, enjoying his old age and without material
reasons for writing exaggerated praises of his old masters. Hence in the Ta'rikh-i Mas'udi he states that his aim is not to praise the greatness and courage of Amīr Mas'ūd, since these are well-known and contemporaries have been able to witness it for themselves; instead, "my aim is to write a history which will be of permanent value, and to raise up a mighty monument, whose fame will endure till the end of time" (96). He does not fail to record Mas'ūd's obstinacy and errors of judgement in dealing with the Seljuqs in Khurasan. He knows that the story of the Sultan's avarice at Āmul in 1035 is very unflattering: "It comes very hard for me to let my pen set down such words, but what can I do? One must not show partiality in writing history" (462). It was alien to B.'s nature to be unfair, even to his opponents. Although he had suffered personally at the hands of Abū Sahl Zauzani and his partisans, and says that "evil and malevolence were engrained in his nature", he wanted to be fair to him and avoid charges of prejudice and parti-pris (ta'assub u tarabbud) from readers who might think him a vindictive and cantankerous old man (154, 178-9, cf. 109).

In laying down his principles of historiography, B. shows an insight into historical method and Quellenkritik; his attitude testifies to the high level of Khurasanian Persian culture at the time, in that it produced so judicious a scholar. B. enunciates these principles at the beginning of the tenth volume of the Mujalladāt. The thirst for historical knowledge, knowledge about the past, is a universal one, he says. But this knowledge can only be acquired by personal effort, entailing much travel fī talab al-ilm, or else
by reading it in books. Man's wisdom and critical faculties are therefore most important: "Your informant must be a trustworthy and veracious person, but your own wisdom must also testify that the statement is true and must give sanction to that saying of God's which they speak about, 'Give no credence to any reports which offend against your judgement'. A book should be such that the reader's intelligence does not reject the reports set forth in it; that anyone who hears it credits it; and that wise men, when they hear it, should accept it". Unfortunately, he continues, the majority of common people are stupid, and instead of the truth, prefer incredible nonsense, stories about demons, fairies, evil spirits of the desert, hills and seas, fishes as big as islands and the turning of men into animals: "The number of people who can distinguish the truth and reject the false is very small .... In undertaking to write this history, I have laid down for myself as a guiding principle that whatever I write shall be based either on personal observation or on reliable informants known to me personally (ya az muṣāyana-yi/ya az samāc-i durust az mardī thiqā)" (666-7).

B. was a personal witness of many of the Sultan's campaigns, for the Diwāns were peripatetic and accompanied the court. Where he had no first-hand knowledge, he could often find someone else in the bureaucracy with the requisite information; thus he got an eye-witness account of Prince Mas'ūd's youthful bravery in Ghūr from the dabīr ʿAbd al-Ghaffār, fifty years after the event (109-10). In the course of his duties, B. had frequently to make copies of official documents
and communications to outside powers, and was thus well-placed for giving the exact texts of these in his history. His work is, indeed, most valuable as a source for Ghaznavid external relations, in particular, with the Qarakhanids, Ziyārids and the Baghdad Caliphs. Unfortunately, when B. fell from favour during the reign of ǦAabd ar-Rashīd, he was deprived of his official records, so that in some cases he was unable later to quote texts verbatim. If he had been able to keep his own exact copies of state papers, his history, so he says, would have had a different complexion. He had to spend years searching for the text of Masʿūd's baicat-nāma to the new Caliph al-Qā'īm (422-67/1031-75) before he came across it in the hands of Abū Naṣr-i Mishkān's children (287, 294). When he was dealing with regions of which he had no direct knowledge, he was careful to go to the best sources; the account of Khwārizm in vol. 10 of the Mujalladāt is taken from Bīrūnī's history of his native province (667).

The style of the Mujalladāt is difficult. Syntax and word-order are rambling and complicated, with frequent ellipses and parentheses. Sometimes the word-order and even the grammar is reminiscent of Arabic. It gives an impression of being the technical and erudite Persian of the dīwān-personnel, a language which was becoming affected by the increasing Arabic influences in the Ghaznavid state. B. often adorns his narrative with verses or anecdotes from the pre-Islamic or Muslim Persian past, and these contribute to the prolixity of his style. But the Mujalladāt are an interesting example of what Bahār calls the second great period of New Persian prose writing, in which
the works of B. and his master Abū Naqr-i Mishkān, the Qābūs-nāma and the Siyāsat-nāma are outstanding. 18

Barthold complained in 1900 that B.'s work had been insufficiently appreciated and used by scholars working on the history of the powers adjoining the Ghaznavid empire, e.g. the Qarakhanids. 19 His criticism has still some force. For instance, neither of the two scholars who have written on the Ziyārids in recent decades, Cl. Huart ("Les Ziyārides", Méms. de l'Acad. des Inscr. et Belles-Lettres, XLII, 1922, 357-436, and EI 1 Art. s.v.) and E. Denison Ross ("On three Muhammadan dynasties in northern Persia in the tenth and eleventh centuries", Asia Major, II, 1925, 205-25) have used B. at all; nor does H.L. Rabino include him in the bibliography to his Māzandarān and Astarābād, GMS, London 1928. Yet B. has much valuable information on the Ghaznavids' relations with their kinsmen the Ziyārids and on the topography of the regions where Masūd campaigned in 1035; moreover, the section of B. relating to this last episode was printed as far back as 1858 by Dorn in Vol. IV of his Muhammedan-ische Quellen zur Geschichte der südlichen Küstenlander des Kaspischen Meeres.

Abū Rahlīn Muḥammad b. Aḥmad al-Bīrūnī (362-c.442/973-c.1050) was the most distinguished scholar of the early Ghaznavid period, in Barthold's opinion, perhaps the greatest Muslim scholar ever. He came from Khwārizm and was born in the environs (rabaq, bīrūn) of its ancient capital Kāth. Despite modern Turkish attempts to claim him as a Turk, he was almost certainly an Iranian. His early life
was unsettled. He seems to have been first connected with the ancient Afrīghid dynasty of Khwārizmshāhs. When they were overthrown, he moved to Gurgān for a while, and there wrote his al-Āthār al-bāqiya for Qābūs b. Washmgīr. Returning to his homeland, he served the Ma'mūnids in several diplomatic missions. After Maḥmūd of Ghazna in 1017 dispossessed this dynasty, Bīrūnī was carried off by the acquisitive Sultan to his capital. According to Yāqūt's biography of him, he was saved from death at Maḥmūd's hands as a suspected heretic by his great knowledge of astronomy, and it was probably as court astrologer that he spent the remaining thirty odd years of his life at Ghazna.

Unlike many of his contemporaries, Bīrūnī was no sycophant. His dedications to Maṣūd and Maudūd are couched in what for the age are reasonable terms. Maḥmūd's role as the great Ghāzi does not seem to have impressed him; no doubt he had seen enough of the wastefulness of militarism. Of the Sultan in India, he says, "Maḥmūd utterly ruined the prosperity of the country, and performed there wonderful exploits, by which the Hindus became like atoms of dust scattered in all directions and like a tale of old in the mouth of the people." 21

The Āthār al-bāqiya can al-qurūn al-khāliya, "Chronology of ancient nations" as Sachau called it, was written before Bīrūnī came into contact with the Ghaznavids; its information on the eastern Iranian world relates chiefly to his native Khwārizm. The Taḥqīq muḥāli'l-Hind was the outcome of his visits to India in the wake of Maḥmūd's armies. Its section on the Hindūshāhī rulers of Kabul (tr.
II, 10-14) is a precious source on the history of this area before it was annexed by the first Ghaznavids, and has been much used by historians to elucidate the history of this important Indian dynasty.

We would very much like to have in our hands today two other works by Biruni listed by Yāqūt, *Irshād*, VI, 311, the *Ta'rikh ayyām as-Sūltān Mahmūd wa akhbār abīhi*, and the *Kitāb al-musāmara fī akhbār Khwārizm*. The latter is the history of Khwārizm which Baihaqī used extensively for his account of Mahmūd's conquest of Khwārizm (*Ta'rikh-i Masūdī*, 665-80).

Minhaj ad-Dīn Abū Cūmar Cuthmān b. Sirāj Jūzjānī (b. c.589/1185, d. in the second half of the 13th century) came from a family which had been connected by marriage to the Ghaznavid royal house and which had later served the Ghūrids. In 1226 he followed in the path of the Ghūrids and their successors, the Slave Kings of Delhi, by transferring to India. He attained high legal office there under the Sultans, and in 1259-60 dedicated his *Tabagāt-i Nāṣirī* to Sultan Nāṣir ad-Dīn Maḥmūd b. Ṣūltān Iltutmush. In form this is a general history, dealing with pre-Islamic and Islamic dynasties by "tables", but a disproportionate part of the book is not unnaturally devoted to the Ghūrids and their successors in India. The irruption of the Mongols, which J. witnessed personally, is graphically described. From J.'s close connections with the Shansabānīs, his book may be considered as a special history of that house, all the more precious in that it is the only detailed work devoted to them.

However, the section on the "Yamīnī" dynasty is also of value. As an historical narrative, it is here sketchy and unbalanced, even
for the reigns of the key figures Maḥmūd and Maṣʿūd; the author
seems to have been more interested in the miracles and portents which
accompanied the Sultans' campaigns than in anything else. What is
valuable is the account of the early Turkish ghulām governors of
Ghazna and of Sebūktigin's Turkish origins. J. quotes here from the
part of Baihaqī which dealt with Sebūktigin, the Taʿrīkh-i Nāṣiri, in
which Baihaqī claimed to have been given information by Maḥmūd him-
self on his father's steppe origins, and from the Taʿrīkh-i mujadwal
of the Imām Abū'l-Qāsim Muḥammad b. ʿAlī ʿImadī; both these
works are now lost (tr. I, 67-9). When dealing with the succession
to the Sultanate on Maḥmūd's death, J. quotes Abū Naṣr-i Mishkān,
presumably via his Maqāmāt (tr. I, 92).

Muḥammad b. ʿAlī b. Muḥammad Shabānkāraʾī (d. 759/1358) was a
poet and littérature of Kurdish origin. He wrote under the patronage
of Ghiyāth ad-Dīn Muḥammad b. Rashīd ad-Dīn, Vizier to the Īl-Khānid
Sultan Abū Saʿīd, and in 733/1332-3 dedicated to him the first version
of his Majmaʿ al-ansāb fī't-tawārīkh. This is a general history in
Persian, beginning with the Creation; the author prefixes to it (ff.
15a-18b of Yeni Cami 909) a "description of the various human races",
including the Chinese, Turks, Indians, Ḥabasha and Zanj. He gives
especial prominence to the history of his native region, southern
Persia, with sections on the rulers of Kirmān, Hormuz and Yezd, the
rulers of the Shabānkāraʾī Kurds and the Atabegs of Fārs (ff. 20a,
212b-239a). It is thus to some extent a special history of this
region. 24

Morley considered the work of little value, except where the
The author dealt with events near his own time (Catalogue of the R.A.S. Arabic and Persian Mss., 29), but the section on the Ghaznavids is certainly of importance ( = ff. 164a-189a). It begins with Alptigin and ends with the deposition of Khusrau-Shāh by ʿAlāʾ ad-Dīn Ghūrī, after which comes an appendix on the Slave Kings of Delhi. Sh. is especially important for giving the fullest account which we possess of the period between the governorships of Alptigin and Sebūktigin in Ghazna. Jūzjānī has a certain amount on the Turkish governors in Ghazna in this period, but many sources jump directly from Alptigin to Sebūktigin without mentioning the three governors who came in between (see below, Part I, 203 n. 61).

Sh. also gives the only text in extenso which we possess of Sebūktigin's Pand-nāma. (ff. 167a-169a). This is a brief example of the "Mirrors for Princes" genre, in which Sebūktigin tells of his steppe origin and early life and then passes on to giving advice for his son Maḥmūd on the business of kingship. It was allegedly written for Maḥmūd when, at the age of seven, he was appointed governor of Ghazna whilst his father was away attacking Bust. That a Turkish barbarian could have put together this sophisticated little epistle, which contains so many of the aphorisms and counsels of the longer and more elaborate Persian "Mirrors for Princes", is most unlikely. Either the Pand-nāma was composed for Sebūktigin by one of his Persian advisers, or, more probably, it was composed after his death, perhaps during the course of the 11th century, and retrospectively attributed to him. This process has frequently happened where the counsels or opinions of a prominent figure are involved; the
Siyāsat-nāma was, at the very least, "edited" after the great Vizier's death (see below, 44), and the so-called Waṣṣāyā or Naṣā'iḥ of Niẓām al-Mulk are clearly not from his own mouth and were only compiled in the 9th/15th century, although the subject-matter seems to come from genuine family tradition and near-contemporary written materials. The elaboration of the Pand-nāma may thus be part of the growth of the legend of Maḥmūd as the great Ghāzī and of his father as the Amīr-i Cādīl, showing that their comportment as rulers accorded with the ideal of Perso-Islamic kingship.

Sh. further describes such interesting episodes as Sebūktigin's regulation and reform of the ʿiqtāc-system among the Turks in Zābul-istān (see below, Part I, 98-9). He gives accounts of the campaigns of Sebūktigin and Maḥmūd in Khurasan, Transoxania, Sīstān and western Persia, but India is given little attention; the author is not interested in the Ghaznavids as an Indian power. Particularly noteworthy is the long section on Muḥammad's short Sultanate of 1030, the intrigues leading up to it and the vengeance later taken by Masʿūd on those involved in it. The motives of the generals and courtiers who manipulated events at this time are skilfully analysed (ff. 181b-185a). Apart from a brief account of the Seljuq irruption into Khurasan, the reigns of Masʿūd and his successors are only cursorily treated.

Sh. does not in this section name any sources, but the detail on the succession dispute after Maḥmūd's death, the analyses of the rival sides' motives and the descriptions of correspondence which passed between them all show that Sh. was using a source well
based on official records and on first-hand knowledge of bureaucratic circles. It could be from the lost part of the Mujalladāt which dealt with the end of Mahmūd's reign and that of Muḥammad. The hostile attitude towards the Masqūdiyān, those who gained ascendancy in the state after Masqūd's accession, and the friendly one towards the old, trusted counsellors like the Khwārizmshāh Altuntash, reflect very clearly the sympathies of the established bureaucracy as we know them through Baihaqī and his master Abū Naṣr-i Mishkān. The account of Sebūktigīn and his predecessors may be from Maḥmūd Warrāq's history or from the Ta'rikh-i mujadwal of Ǧūzjānī which Jūzjānī used for his much briefer account of Ghaznavid origins. (see above, 19).

As centres for scholarship of all kinds, the Khurasanian cities produced several local histories. These are frequently woven around the lives of the eminent scholars, ascetics or literary men produced by the city in question, and partake of the nature of biographical dictionaries. They aim at preserving the names and memories of these great men, and illustrate the strength of local pride in past achievements and in the lineage of prominent families. Ibn Funduq, himself the eminent author of a local history of Baihaq (see below, 27-9) devotes a section to the local historians of Khurasan and Transoxania (TB, 20-1). For Nishapur he mentions the history of Abūl-Qāsim al-Ka'bī al-Balkhī, the original of which, he says, was destroyed when the Čūqail mosque in Nishapur was burnt down; and the famous biographical dictionary of the ulema of Nishapur by al-Ḥākim al-Bayyic. Since the originals of both of these works have been lost, we cannot but agree with Ritter that we are less
well-provided for in regard to Nishapur than in regard to other Persian cities (Oriens, III, 1950, 71).

Al-Ḥakim Abū Ābdallāh Muḥammad b. Ābdallāh b. Ḥamdūya an-Nishabūrī, known as "al-Bayyic" or "Ibn al-Bayyic" (thus with "ibn" in Samqānī and Subkī) lived from 321/933 to 405/1014. He was a famous traditionist who travelled as far as Iraq and the Hijaz in search of knowledge. In 970, under the vizierate of Abū Ja'far Ṭūthī, he was appointed qādī of Nasā and then of Gurgān. Later he returned to Nishapur and administered the Dār as-sunna madrasa of the Imām Abū Bakr Aḥmad aṣ-Ṣabāwī. During his lifetime he was accused of Shīʿī sympathies, but Subkī is at pains to defend him from this charge, pointing out that Shīʿism was rare among the muhaddithūn and that his biographies of Sunni divines are invariably sympathetic.

Al-Bayyic's work included a collection of ḥadīths supplemental to those of Bukhārī and Muslim, the Mustadrak Calā 'ṣ-Ṣahīḥain, and a book on the merits of ash-Shāfiʿī. But his magnum opus was the Ta'rikh Nishabūr, which ran to eight volumes (according to Samqānī, s.v. "an-Naishabūrī", f. 574a) or twelve (according to Ibn F'unduq, TB, 21). It gave the biographies of the local ulema down to 380/990 and ended with a section on the history and topography of the city. Subkī praises it as "the most oft-consulted and profitable work on the fuqahā'" which he had by him. The praises of Ḥāji Khalīfa, who apparently himself possessed a copy of the book, are well-known (given in Barthold, Turkestan, 16). But during the three centuries since his death, the work has alas disappeared.
Fortunately, it has not disappeared without trace. Later authors like Sam'ānī, Yaqūt, Ibn al-Jauzī and Subkī quote it incessantly when dealing with the scholars of Khurāsān. Furthermore, we have extant in mss. three continuations and/or abridgements. Ibn Fundūq, loc. cit., mentions two continuations of the Ta'rikh-i Nīshābūr: one, in Persian and in two volumes, by Aḥmad al-Ghāzī (not otherwise known), and the other, in Arabic, by Abū'l-Ḥasan Ābd al-Ghāfir al-Fārisī. Al-Fārisī (d. 529/1135) continued his Siyāq li-ta'rikh Nīshābūr down to 518/1124. The second volume of this work, covering the names from "al-Ḥasan" onwards, is extant in an Ankara Ms. An epitome of al-Fārisī's work was made in Arabic by Ibrāhīm b. Muḥammad b. al-Azhar as-Ṣarīfīnī (581-641/1185-1243), and this Muntakhab is known in the unique Istanbul Ms., Köprülü 1152, which has been used in this thesis. From al-Bayyī's original, an epitome was also made by one Muḥammad b. Ḥusain, known as "al-Khalīfat an-Nīshābūrī", who must have lived in the 7th/13th century or thereafter. He reduced the biographical part to a mere list of names, keeping Arabic for this section, but he translated the topographical section into Persian. The unique Ms. of this is in Bursa, Hüseyin Çelebi, Tarih 18; efforts to procure a microfilm of this for use in this thesis have failed, but it has been cited from Frye's analysis of the topographical section in his article in Köprülû armağan (see note). 30

An unknown author wrote the Ta'rikh-i Sīstān, apparently in the reign of the Seljuq Tughrīl Beg (429-55/1038-63). It is uncertain whether it was first written in Arabic and then translated
into Persian or whether the Persian version which we now possess was what the author originally wrote. The author's own work seems seven to end on p. 382, where a break of fifteen years, 448-65/1056-73, occurs. A continuator then takes over who carries events down to the end of the 13th century, but the narrative here is very sketchy and little more than a series of chapter-headings. 31

The Ta'rikh-i Sīstān is a most valuable local history, in which the personal viewpoint of the author, his pride in his homeland and its achievements, comes over plainly. He begins with an account of the merits and blessings of Sīstān. Then comes an analysis of its revenues and the items of expenditure therefrom. Since he speaks of the share of the "Sultan", this budget may relate to the author's own day, the Ghaznavid or early Seljuq period. The coming of Islam and the Arabs is described, and we learn that the local dihqāns and Zoroastrians led resistance to the invaders (93). There is a detailed account of the Șaffārīds' rise to power (192 ff.). As a patriotic Sagazī, the author's attitude to YaĞūb and ȘAmr is very favourable, and he praises their rule as just and firm. We discern clearly what the majority of Muslim historians, viewing events through the eyes of the Baghdad Caliphate or from a Sunnī or Shiʿī standpoint, conceal: that the Șaffārīds were a popular dynasty in Sīstān, and in later times expressed local feeling against attempts at control from outside. The author notes how YaĞūb, impatient of poets who eulogised him in Arabic, a language he could not understand, encouraged vernacular Persian poetry, and several examples of these verses in New Persian are given (e.g. 211-12, 253, 260, 286-7). 32
The author's local patriotism further emerges when he describes the beginnings of Ghaznavid influence in Sīstān and the Sultans' attempts to reduce the local Šaffārids to the position of governors for the Ghaznavids. He regards the Turks' coming as the beginning of all the province's misfortunes, whereas it had previously been as prosperous a part of Islam as any:

"The day that they pronounced the khutbah from the minbars of Islam in the name of the Turks was the beginning of Sīstān's tribulations. Until then, no calamity had come upon Sīstān. From the time of Ya'qūb and ʿAmr, there was no region in the whole world more prosperous than it. They used to consider Nīmruz the centre of their rule (dār ad-daula). [This happy state lasted] till they carried Amīr Khalaf away from Sīstān as a result of the unrest which the people had stirred up against him; and then they experienced what they experienced, and are still experiencing now. God Most High only knows what fortune will eventually bring round" (354).

In the succeeding pages he describes how the activities of the cayyārs in Sīstān formed the spearhead of local resistance first to the Ghaznavids and then to the Seljuqs.

The prose style of the Ta'rikh-i Sīstān has many archaisms in wording and in orthography; these peculiarities are noted by Bahār in his glossary of unusual words and technical terms (يور - له of the introd. to his edn.). In his Sabk-shināsī, he compares the archaic style to that of the Sāmānid writers Balḵamī and Abū'l-Mu'ayyad Balkhī. The author's use in one place (375) of dating by the Persian numerals and months and the Yezdegirdī era seems to show that he took some of his source-material from dihqān and peasant circles where this system was still in day-to-day use.
Zāhīr ad-Dīn Abūl-Ḥasan ʿAlī b. Zaid al-Baihaqī, called Ibn Funduq, was born at Baihaq in 490/1097 (so according to Qazwīnī, introd. to Bahmanyār's edn. of the Taʾrīkh-i Baihaq,pace Yāqūt's date of 499/1106, repeated by Storey, 353) and died in 565/1169-70. He came from prominent local families, the Ḥākimiyān or Funduqīyān on his father's side, and the Baihaqīyyūn on his mother's, and traced his descent back to the Companion Khuzaima b. Thābit Dhū'sh-Shahādatain. His forebears had been traditionists, scholars and officials in the service of dynasties like the Sāmānids and Ghaznavids. He himself served as a qāḍī in Khurasan and then as an official in Ray during Sanjar's captivity by the Ghuzz. In his time, I.F. was famed as a scholar, with interests embracing tradition, history, astronomy, mathematics and philosophy. This wide range is reflected in the long list of his books given by Yāqūt; they include works on kitāba, Arabic proverbs, poisons, the special foods given to sick people, etc., and most of them were written in Arabic. Only four or five of his works are, however, now extant. 33

One of I.F.'s historical works was a dhāil to the Yamīnī called the Mashārīb at-tajārib wa ghawārib al-gharāʾib, which included histories of the Ghaznavids, Seljuqs and the early Khwārizmshāhs of Atsīz's line. It is cited by Yāqūt, Ibn al-Athīr (s.v. 568 A.H. on the history of the Khwārizmshāhs), Ibn Abī Ḥaṣaibī, Juwainī and Ḥamdallāh Mustauftī. The Taʾrīkh-i Baihaq was completed in 1168 under the rule in Khurasan of Sanjar's former ghulām Muʾayyid ad-Dīn Ay Āba. It has been edited by A. Bahmanyār, Tehran 1317/1938,
from the three extant Msfs. (cf. Storey, 353-4, 1295-6). I.F. uses a simple and straightforward style of Persian, but for clearness' sake, gives dates and genealogies in Arabic.

He proclaims his interest in history at the outset: it is "the treasury of the secrets of events", and is not only a useful science but also brings pleasure to its students (7-8). The book has sections on the towns of Khurasan and Transoxania in general. The topography, climate, demography and fādā'il of the Baihaq oasis are described. Then I.F. deals with its history, from its foundation by the Sassanids through the Arab conquest down to the author's own day. There are several interesting passages on local Khurasanian history during the Islamic period which are not given elsewhere by the general historians. The accounts of attacks on the oasis by qayyarbs, ruffians from nearby towns and Isma'īlīs, help us to realise how disturbed social conditions in the Khurasanian countryside often were. The core of the book, however, is a series of biographical accounts of the prominent families of Baihaq. Noteworthy are those on the family of Niẓām al-Mulk, whose grandfather was a dihqān of the Baihaq district (73-83), and on the Sayyids of Baihaq and their Naqībs (54-65, 253-5). The author describes the arrival from Nishapur of the Ālids and repeats the genealogies of the Naqībs which he had already given in his genealogical work, the Lubāb al-ansāb. I.F. himself was a Ḥanafī, although there was in his day a strong Shīʿī element in Baihaq, and in later times it acted as a diffusion-centre for Shīʿism in Khurasan. He was unable to pass over the social power and prestige of the Ālīd families, with which he probab-
ly himself had marriage connections; and in the space he allots to them we have an illustration of the important rôle they were already playing in Khurasanian society at this time. 34

The historian of Islam is often confronted with a defect of his sources: their impersonalness. In part, determinist theological attitudes were to blame for this comparative lack of interest in human character and its development. Much of Islamic biographical material falls within two divisions. On the one hand we have the biographical dictionary, which often gives a curriculum vitae of the subject, quotes a few anecdotes or verses and then lists his literary or theological output. The technique is descriptive and not analytic. On the other hand we have eulogistic or hagiographical treatment, whether the subject be a religious figure or a warrior who can be depicted as a fighter for the faith. Here, the real man is frequently hidden by extravagant praise or by the incredible feats of valour or charismatic power attributed to him.

Cūtbī's Yamānī springs to mind as an example of the second type of approach, and regarding it as a purely biographical work, we are left with a negative and unsatisfactory picture of Maḥmūd. There is a much more satisfying account of an important personage of Ghaznavid Khurasan in the Asrār at-tauḥīd fī maqāmāt ash-Shaikh Abū Saʿīd Saʿīd. The author of this work in Persian, Muḥammad b. al-Munawwar, was a Khurāsānī whose life spanned much of the 6th/12th century. He composed a work on "the mystical states and sayings" of his great-great grandfather, the Sūfī Shaikh Abū Saʿīd b. Abīl-Khair al-
Maihani (357-440/967-1049), and then later incorporated most of this into the much longer Asrār at-tauhid. Khorasan early became a flourishing home of Sufism as well as of Sunnī orthodoxy (cf. the glowing praises of the shaikhs of Khorasan by al-Hujwīrī, below, Part III, 360-1), and in the early Ghaznavid period contained two outstanding Sufi leaders in Shaikh Abū Sa'id and Shaikh Abū'l-Qasim al-Qushairī (376-465/986-1073). The Asrār at-tauhid is in effect a contemporary document, for it is based on family traditions and stories handed down by the participants in the events. For a work of family piety, designed to exhibit the Shaikh's sainthood and telepathic power (firāsat), the tone is not too extravagant, although naturally, the Shaikh always comes out best in his many clashes with orthodoxy and usually converts his opponents to his own views. The Shaikh lived in Nishapur for a decade, and we derive much information on the social classes there, on the attractions for many of the common people which the Shaikh's teaching and example had and on the opposition to him from the established religious institution, both Sunnī and Shi'ī. 35

The biographical dictionaries on Muslim scholars and literary men are vast repositories of erudition. The work of systematisation here had a particular appeal to scholars who conceived of their work as the proper arrangement and elucidation of known materials rather than the production of original work. Sometimes the compiler limited himself to a particular geographical region or place, usually his home province or town; al-Ḥakim al-Bayyānī's Ta'rikh Nishābūr
(see above, 23-4) and al-Khâṭîb al-Baḡhdâdî's Taʾrîkh Baḡhdâd are examples of this type. Sometimes the compiler treated of a particular group of scholars like the Shāfîʿîs or Ḥanbalîs, as did as-Subkî and Ibn al-Jauzî. Only the most outstanding scholars, such as Yâqût, attempted to deal with scholars in general.

Certain works whose scope is general in conception nevertheless have a particular interest for the area and age which we are studying. One of these is the Yatîmat ad-dahr fî maḥāsin ahl al-Casr of Abū Manṣûr Muḥammad ath-Thâqalîbî an-Nîshâbûrî (350-429/961-1038), a survey of the poets of his own and the preceding generation arranged under geographical regions. The fourth section of this anthology is devoted to the poets of Khurasan and Transoxania. As in earlier times, poetry under the Šâmînids and Ghaznavids was a mirror of the age and poets would express themselves on social and political topics. Amongst the satires and complaints of the poets with whom ath-Thâqalîbî deals are references to the iniquities of tax-collectors, the vices of ministers and the merits and demerits of various cities of the east. There is also much valuable biographical material. There is a section on the poet and historian as-Sallâmî, author of the "History of the governors of Khurasan" (see above, 8), and many of the notables of Ghaznavid Khurasan and Nishapur, including several members of the influential Mīkālî family (see below, PartIII, are mentioned in the Yatîma and in the continuation which ath-Thâqalîbî wrote of it, the Tatimmat al-yatîma.

One of the most impressive works of Muslim scholarship, and one which is especially significant for Khurasanian and Transoxanian
affairs, is the Kitab al-ansāb of Tāj ad-Dīn Abū Ṣaʿd (or Saʿīd) as-Samānī (506-62/1112-66). Samānī was a Shāfīʾi ʿālim whose family had long been settled at Merv. The titles of forty-nine of his works are known, including a local history of Merv; the originals of these probably perished with the Samāniyya family library when the Mongols sacked Merv in 1221. His Ansāb is a dictionary in Arabic of nisbas and in each article he carefully establishes the correct vocalisation of the name, explains its origin and mentions the famous ulema who bore it. Since the majority of the nisbas are geographical in origin, the work is of importance for topographical research, and was much used by Yāqūt for his Muṣjam al-buldān. Samānī's prime interest was in traditionists and theologians, but there are entries for names of political interest, such as that of Sīmjūrī, and there is much information on leading families of the acyan of Nishapur, like the Ẓācidīs (s.v. "al-Ustuwāʾī"), Ẓābūnīs, ʿIkālīs and Karāmīs; the main sources here used by Samānī are al-Ḥākim al-Bayḍī and his continuator al-Fārisī. Because of its great bulk, the Ansāb does not seem to have been copied much or to have circulated far beyond Merv; later Muslim scholars made much more use of Ibn al-Athīr's abridgement, the Lubāb al-ansāb, and as-Suyūṭī made an epitome of this last, the Lubb al-lubāb fī taḥrīr al-ansāb. 37

Abū ʿAbdallāh Yaḥqūb al-Ḥamawī, called Yāqūt ar-Rūmī (575-626/1179-1229) was, as the latter names suggest, a Greek by birth who had been enslaved. After manumission, he continued his former work as a trader, and then as a scholar, travelling about the Islamic world. He fled from Khurasan and the east as the Mongols advanced,
and died in Aleppo. As a man who spent much of the latter part of his life browsing in libraries and copying manuscripts, he had the mind of a cataloguer and bibliographer, and two encyclopaedic compilations stand to his credit. His Muqjam al-buldān, finished in 1228, has been described by Kramers as "the most complete compilation of the descriptive, astronomical, philological and travellers' geographical material collected by the previous generation" (EI Supplement, Art. "Djughrāfiyyā"). It is a dictionary of place-names in the Islamic world, and the author took particular care to set down the correct forms of names, so far as was possible in the Arabic script. The entries on places in Transoxiana, Khurasan and Khwarizm which Y. had himself visited are of particular value, and he was able to give a personal account of the siege of Nishapur and its capitulation in 1221 to Chingiz Khan (IV, 858-9). Often he appends a list of the famous ulema produced by a town; for the Khurasanian ulema he depends frequently on al-Hākim al-Bayyic and his continuator. However, where he had no personal experience to draw on, he followed the traditional path of Muslim geographers and used the work of previous authorities without regard to the outdatedness of their information; in his entry on Sīstān (III, 42) he describes the Khawārij as still flourishing there.

Y.'s other great work is a biographical dictionary of Muslim scholars, theologians, poets, literary men, etc., the Irshād al-arīb ilā maqrīfat al-adīb, which we now possess in its entirety. It contains valuable biographies of Khurasanians who were prominent during the Ghaznavid period, such as members of the Mīkālī and
Abū'l-Abbās Āḥmad al-Īrbilī, called Ibn Khallikān (608-81/1211-82), came from the Jazīra and was, like as-Samānī and Yaqūt, a Shāfīī in madhhāb. He acted as a qādi in Cairo and Damascus and then taught in various Cairo madrasas till his death. He wrote his biographical dictionary, the Wafayāt al-ābānīn, over a period of twenty years, 1256-74. He cast his net wider than earlier compilers and included rulers, statesmen and soldiers as well as scholars and literary men. The Fāṭimid and Seljuq Sultans, the Atabegs and the Ayyūbids, are exhaustively treated. I.Kh. was most interested in events and people of the heartland of the Caliphate, stretching from Egypt through Syria and Iraq to western Persia, although he does not exclude outstanding figures from the extremities of the Islamic world. Of the Ghaznavids, only Maḥmūd is dealt with (tr. de Slane, III, 337-44). In this article, Sebūktīgin's origins and the succession struggle on his death are touched on, and the text of Maḥmūd's fath-nāma to the Caliph after the Somnāth campaign is given; but especial place is given to Maḥmūd's alleged change from the Ḥanafī to the Shāfīī rite (see below, Part III, n. 94). I.Kh. is one of the most satisfying of Muslim biographers to study, for the anecdotes he retails and the information from earlier sources which he brings in often give life to his subjects. He usually names his sources, and some of these are important ones which are now lost; in a long and valuable article on Yaṣqūb and ʿAmr b. Laith (tr. IV, 301-33) he quotes Abū ʿAbbās ʿAbdallāh Muḥammad al-Azhar, whom de Slane
identified with the Ibn Abīl-Azhar al-Pūshanjī (b. 283/896) of the Fihrist, and also as-Sallāmī's Ta'rīkh wulāt Khurāsān. 40

Tāj ad-Dīn Abū Naṣr ʿAbd al-Wahhāb as-Subkī (727-71/1327-70) was Cairene by birth, but his father subsequently moved to Damascus, and he spent most of his life there teaching in madrasas and acting as a khaṭīb and as a qāḍī. Amongst his works is the Tabaqāt ash-Shāfiʿīyyat al-kubrā, a biographical dictionary of scholars and traditionists of his own madhhab arranged in "classes" according to the century of their deaths. The work is extant in three rescensions, the fullest of which was the basis for the not very satisfactory Cairo edn. of 1323-4/1905-6. The work is valuable for the lives of the Khurasanian scholars of the late 10th and early 11th centuries, many of whom were Shāfiʿīs and who by their intellectual eminence helped establish orthodox Sunnī learning in the madrasas there.

In the second Tabaqāt there is an important biography of the founder of the Karāmiyya sect, Muḥammad b. Karām, inserted in the entry nominally dealing with Cuthmān b. Saʿīd ad-Dārimī (II, 53-4); and there is a long section on Niẓām al-Mulk, on the ground that "he was the most famous of those who built madrasas for them [sc. the ulema]" (III, 135-45). There is also a section on the "Virtues of Sultan Maḥmūd", perhaps because of the Sultan's reputed change to the Shāfiʿī rite which Ibn Khallikān mentions. It gives prominence to the episode of the Fāṭimid dār al-Tāhartī, who came to Maḥmūd's dominions in 1013, and the source here is named as the "History of Herat" of Qāḍī Abū Naṣr. 42
It is convenient to consider together two Persian biographical works on the lives of Viziers, the anonymous *Nasā'īm al-ʾaṣḥār* and the better-known *Āthār al-wuzarā'* of Saif ad-Dīn Ḥājjī b. Niẓām al-Faḍlī. The first of these bears the sub-title *Kitāb fī alqāb al-wuzarā'*. It was written in 725/1325 and is known in the unique Ms. of Istanbul, Aya Sofya 3487, where it is bound together with a *Kitāb fī'l-mawāṣiṣ* and forms ff. 54a-111a of the whole volume (20 x 14.5 cms.; black ink with red headings; spidery naskhī with sparing consonant points; 15 ll. per page). After an introduction of generalities on the Vizierate, the biographies proper begin with those of the Viziers of the Orthodox Caliphs (sic). The Viziers of the Abbasids end on f. 71b (where nearly three blank pages follow) with the Vizier Muʿayyid ad-Dīn b. al-Qāṣī b., who held office in the period 590-2/1194-6 under an-Nāṣir. Then come the Viziers of other dynasties, beginning with those of the Sāmānids (f. 73b ff.). The section on the Sāmānid Viziers deals with the last years of the dynasty, the Qarakhanid invasion and the rise of Sebūktigin's power in Khurasan (ff. 73b-75a). That on the Ghaznavid Viziers treats at some length of Isfaraʿīnī, Maimandī and Ḥasanak, with shorter notices on the Viziers after Maḥmūd's death (ff. 75b-79b). No sources are mentioned in this section, but the account of the arguments set forth when Ḥasanak was chosen to succeed Maimandī is very similar, in parts word-for-word, to that in Baihaqī, 366-7, and must be taken from there or from a common source.

We have more explicit information in the *Āthār al-wuzarā'* about a connection with first-hand Ghaznavid sources. Saif ad-Dīn al-
Faqlī was an official of the Timūrids in Khurasan during the latter half of the 15th century; for one period he acted as Vizier to Sultan Abū'l-Ḡāzī Ḥusain Bāyqara. His work is conceived on a larger scale than that of the Nasā'im al-āṣāḥīr, with a long section on the Ghaznavid Viziers (ff. 87b-115a). He begins with Abū'l-Fath Bustī and ends with the minister of Ibrāhīm b. Masūd I and his son Masūd III, ʿAbd al-Majīd b. Aḥmad b. ʿAbd aṣ-Ṣamad. The fullest treatments are those given to the great Maimandi (ff. 89b-111a) and to Ḥasanak (ff. 111a-114a). In the section on Maimandi, the author quotes specifically from the Maqāmāt-i Abū Naṣr-i Mishkān on the Vizier's disgrace and dismissal, and the language, style and treatment are similar to those of Baihaqī. As in the Nasā'im, the story of Ḥasanak's rise to office is related at length. Al-Faqlī gives it on Abū Naṣr-i Mishkān's authority, but his version is fuller than that of the Nasā'im or Baihaqī (ff. 112a-113b).

V.A. Hamdani has pointed out the close dependence of the Āthār as a whole on the Nasā'im, extending at times to verbatim quotation. This may clearly be seen by comparing the respective sections on the Sāmānid Viziers (Āthār, ff. 85b-87b) where al-Faqlī is the briefer of the two; but in his section on the Ghaznavid Viziers he has added much fresh material, apparently from contemporary sources which were still available to him at the time. It may also be noted that Khwāndamīr (d. 8942/1535–6) drew heavily on the Nasā'im for his own book on the lives of Viziers, the Dastūr al-wuzarā'; judging by the extracts on the Ghaznavid Viziers translated in Elliot and Dowson,
The genre of adab-literature has still a didactic value for the modern orientalist, for it indicates to us the ethics and norms of behaviour then prevalent amongst educated Muslims. With the increasing complexity under the Abbasids of social and governmental institutions, an education in adab, which for the educated Muslim completed necessary Cilm, became especially for the secretaries in the chancelleries of Islamic rulers. From this time dates the quest for kafā', omnicompetence, the sum of qualities which the perfect secretary or minister needed, and in the 10th century appear laudatory designations like "Kāfī 'l-kufāt" (given to the Šāhīb Ismā'īl b. ḤAbbād) and "Shams al-kufāt" (given to Maimandī). The demand for polite education gave rise to numerous manuals. These often contained anecdotes, proverbs, maxims and curiosa of all kinds, and, in those works intended particularly for the kutṭāb, accounts of administrative procedures, forms of address, specimens of epistolary style, etc. The "Mirrors for Princes" are a special class of adab-literature, comprising manuals of guidance for rulers in which are set forth the personal and intellectual qualities necessary for wise government. The 5th/11th century sees a flowering of this genre, producing such works as the Qābūs-nāma, the Siyāsat-nāma and the Qutadghu-bilik, and it noteworthy that this development was in the eastern regions of Islam, where Iranian influence was strongest. The reproach is often levelled at works of this type that they do not relate to actual conditions and are impossibly idealistic. Yet we must surely concede that they were intelligible to people of that
time and had a practical value. The gap which then existed between
theory and practice seems impossibly wide to us, but to many Muslim
the approaching reign of justice and equity was always a real hope
and one had to strive after it. Moreover, the texts of these
"Mirrors for Princes" are often liberally interspersed with anecdotes,
many of historical value.

The Mafātīh al-Cūlūm of Abū Ğabdallāh Muḥammad b. Ḫūṣūf al-
-Ḫwārizmī, who lived in the second half of the 4th/10th century, is
justly famed as the first encyclopaedia in Arabic of the Muslim
sciences. He was probably born in Balkh and worked as a civil
servant for the Sāmānids; his book is dedicated to Abū'lı-Ḥasan: Ğubaĭd-
allāh b. Ğuṁad al-Cūtbi, who became Vizier to Nuḥ b. Manṣūr in 977.
It is a survey of the basic principles of the Cūlūm and šīnāqūt and
of the technical terms used in them. In the section on kitāba
(53-79 of van Vloten's edition, Liber Mafātīh al-olūm, Leiden 1895),
al-Ḫwārizmī explains many of the practices of the dīwāns, includ-
ing those of finance, the Barūd and the army. His model is the
Sāmānīd administration in which he worked, and many of the techniques
which he describes were later taken over by the Ghaznavids. 46

A work typical of that branch of adab-literature which aimed at
giving the reader a stock of interesting stories and snippets of in-
formation, nawādir and ghara'ib, is the Laṭā'if al-maḏārīf of ath-
-Thaḏalībī (see above, 31 ). It was dedicated to the great
Būyid Vizier, the Ṣāḥib Ismā'īl b. Ğabbād, and has been edited by P.
de Jong, Leiden 1867. Its tenth chapter is a survey of the lands of
Islam, especially those of the eastern half, and has information on
the towns of Khurasan and the articles of trade and industry handled there.

In 1082 the Ziyārid ruler of Gurgān and Tabaristān Kai Kā'ūs wrote the Qābūs-nāma for his son Gīlān-Shāh. It was written in the author's mature old age, and in R. Levy's words, "combines the functions of popular educator, manual of political conduct and text-book of ethics, with expediency as its motto". The book's name harks back to the author's grandfather Qābūs b. Washmgīr, the greatest ruler which the dynasty produced; in Kai Kā'ūs's day the Ziyārids' power had been much restricted by the Seljuqs and they were soon to disappear. They had close contacts with the Ghaznavids; until the Sultans lost Khurasan, their territories were contiguous and the Sultans treated them as dependents and tributaries. Manūchihr b. Qābūs (d. 420/1029) married one of Maḥmūd's daughters, and Masūd took as wife the daughter of a later ruler in Gurgān, Abū Kālijār (his exact relationship to the Ziyārid dynasty is not clear). Kai Kā'ūs frequently mentions the Ghaznavids as his kinsmen and states that he had spent eight years in Gāzna as a boon-companion of Sultan Maudūd.

Consequently, the early Ghaznavids are the subjects of some of the anecdotes in the Qābūs-nāma. Like the author of the Siyāsat-nāma, Kai Kā'ūs quotes the Sultans and their policies with approval. The fact that he had kept up close relations with Maudūd at a time when the domains of the two rulers were separated from each other by the territories conquered by the Seljuqs attests to the authority and respect which the Ghaznavids were still able to inspire. It is
also likely that the example of the Ghaznavid state system was exercising a powerful influence on the structures of smaller, neighbouring states, whose rulers welcomed the access of power which the Ghaznavid system gave to the head of state. 47

The Siyāsāt-nāma of Niẓām al-Mulk has been called by Barthold (Turkestan, 25) "incontestably the chief source for the study of the political structure of the Eastern Muslim states". Abū ʿAlī Ḥasan b. ʿAlī Ṭūsī (408-85/1018-92) was a product of the keen intellectual and orthodox religious atmosphere of Ghaznavid Khurasan. 48 His forebears were dihqāns and typical members of the açyēn class; his father had been ʿAmīl or tax-collector for Masʿūd of Ghazna's civil governor in Khurasan, Sūrī. The young N. al-M. grew up fully conversant with the traditions and practices of the Ghaznavid governmental system, and this background coloured much of his later behaviour and attitude. After the Seljuq conquest of Khurasan, he accompanied his father to Ghazna and worked for a time in the Diwāns there; but the pull of his Khurasanian homeland drew him back, and he entered the service of the Seljuqs, first at Balkh and then directly under Chaghrī Beg. Therafter he rose high in the counsels of Alp Arslan and his son Malikshāh, achieving the Vizierate in 1064 in succession to Kundurī. During the remainder of his life, until his assassination in 1092, he worked to bring peace and unity to the vast but disparate empire of the Great Seljuqs; he was a conservative rather than an innovator and aimed at stability through centralising the administration and through reforming the iqṭāc system, the territorial basis of the standing army. 49
As its alternative title Siyar al-mulūk indicates, the Siyāsat-nāma is a treatise on government and kingship. It is concerned with the broad principles of government and royal conduct rather than with the day-to-day conduct of affairs in the Diwāns. N. al-M.'s aim was to impress upon his politically naive and inexperienced Turkish masters how complex royal policy had to be and how the qualities of vigilance, suspicion and ruthlessness ought to be their watchword. The regimes he holds up as models are those of the Būyid Āḍud ad-Daula and above all, of Maḥmūd of Ghazna. He places himself in the line of succession of Persian Viziers like the Şāḥib Ismā'īl b. Ābbād and Aḥmad b. Ḥasan Maimandi, who sought to turn their Dailamī or Turkish masters, previously tribal leaders or military slaves, into the subtler mould of Persian despots. Hence anecdotes of which Āḍud ad-Daula and Maḥmūd are the heroes abound in the Siyāsat-nāma; and the author often quotes approvingly the administrative and military practices of "former kings" (sc. dynasties like the Sāmānids, Būyids and Ghaznavids) which the Seljuq Sultans had regrettably allowed to lapse. N. al-M.'s formative years had been spent under Ghaznavid rule, and the type of state he advocates for the Seljuqs is simply the "power-state" of Maḥmūd and his Persian officials: a state where the monarch is absolute, and whilst theoretically responsible to God, in practice restrained only by self-interest; where the division of people into caskarīs and raqāyā is upheld and a large, multi-national standing army maintained; where the ruler is kept informed of everything which happens in his realm by means of a network of spies and informers; where religious
orthodoxy is equated with loyalty to the dynasty and the orthodox institution upheld as a conservative force. Harold Bowen has written that the Siyāsāt-nāma is "in a sense, a survey of what he [sc. N. al-Ḥ.] failed to accomplish" (EI¹ Art. s.v.), but the Vizier was nevertheless the greatest statesman of his age and he made the empire of Malikshāh one of the most powerful ones in Islam since the Abbasid Caliphate in its heyday. The Great Seljuqs never became sophisticated enough fully to absorb the Persian monarchical tradition, but not all his influence died with him; his descendants continued to act as Viziers and officials for the Seljuqs for several decades, a striking example of administrative continuity upheld by a single family (cf. Zambaur, Manuel de généalogie et de chronologie, 223; Bowen, EI¹).

The Siyāsāt-nāma is a valuable document for the student of Ghaznavid history, above all for one interested in administrative and military organisation. We learn, for instance, about the rôle within the Ghaznavid empire of the Șehīb-Barīds and Mushrifs, about the army's composition from many different nationalities and about the strict insistence on the auditing of provincial governors' accounts (chs. IX, X, XIII, XXIV, XLIX). It is true that N. al-Ḥ.'s text is full of historical errors and anachronisms, and scholars have wondered how so erudite and capable a figure as the Vizier clearly was could have set down such patently inaccurate historical information. Nöldeke's sceptical outlook made him doubt the work's value as an historical source (review of Schefer's edition, ZDMG, XLVI, 1892, 766-7); but Barthold, whose critical faculties were of
the keenest, accepted as authentic such an episode in it as the account of Naṣr b. Aḥmad's conversion to Ismāʿīlism (Turkestan, 242-5; against accepting this, Qazwīnī, edn. of SN, 220 n. ff.).

Recently, doubts on Niẓām al-Mulk's authorship have been expressed. Spuler writes of it, "angesichts seiner Plattheiten und seiner geringen historischen Zuverlässigkeit doch wohl kaum von Niẓām al-Mulk?"; Qazwīnī, too, was sceptical about the attribution. It is likely that N. al-М.'s ms. was edited after his death, probably in the reigns of Malikshāh II b. Barkiyāruq (1104) and Ghiyāth ad-Dīn Muḥammad b. Malikshāh I (1104-17) by Malikshāh's old copyist, Muḥammad Maghribī, to whom N. al-М. had in any case entrusted the final chapters of the work shortly before his death. Even so, the whole ethos of the book, with its advocacy of the Persian monarchical system and its exaltation of Sunnī orthodoxy against the heresies which might rend the fabric of the state, accords well with what we know of the Vizier's beliefs and aims, and may be accepted as substantially his work.

Aḥmad b. ʿUmar b. ʿAlī as-Samarqandī, known as Niẓāmī-ʿArūḍī, was born somewhere near the beginning of the 12th century, and spent his early years wandering about Khurasan and Transoxania in search of knowledge. His fortunes rose after his verses had attracted the approbation of Sanjar's court poet Muʿīzzī. The rest of his life seems largely to have been spent in the service of the Ghūrids, or "kings of the mountains", as he calls them; when, during the reign of ʿAlī ad-Dīn Jahān-Sūz, he wrote his Chahār maqāla, probably c. 1156-8, he had been in their service forty-five years. The Four
discourses cover the arts of the secretary, poet, astrologer and physician, and each of them is largely composed of anecdotes. Herein lies the value of the book: the anecdotes treat of most of the important dynasties of eastern Islam, from the Ṣaffārids to the Qarakhansids, and give us historical information not found elsewhere. Sometimes he quotes lost works like that of as-Sallāmī. Much of what we know about the lives of the Ghaznavid poets Firdausī and Fārūkhī derives from Niẓāmī-Cārūqī, and in the second discourse he gives a list of the poets who extolled the Ghaznavid dynasty. 55

Little is known about Abū'l-ʿAbbās Aḥmad b. Ṣalī b. Bāba al-Qāshānī except that he wrote his book in Arabic, the Kitāb ra's māl an-nadīm, "the boon companion's stock-in-trade", during the reign of the Caliph al-Muqtafi (530-55/1136-60). 56 Yāqūt, Irshād, I, 230-2, has an entry on him, calling him a grammarian (lughawī) and saying that he was known as Lawah or Ibn Lawah (? l.w.ḥ.); but he knows nothing about him except a few of his verses and an anecdote of his quoted at third-hand. Ibn Bāba seems to have been more a nadīm himself than a grammarian pure and simple. V.A. Hamdani says: "It seems that the author belonged to the class of professional entertainers in ʿIrāq, whence he travelled to Khurāsān where he had cause to deplore the prostitution of his profession". 57

As might be expected from its title, the Ra's māl an-nadīm is a work containing material for nudāmā and musāmirūn: the names of famous horses and swords, people who were buried alive but escaped, men who in the Jāhiliyya had the name "Muḥammad", the lives of famous grammarians, etc. The last part of the book, however, is
a history of the Caliphate and the provincial dynasties of Islam (ff. 166a-210a) down to the 5th/11th century. He closes by saying that he has decided to devote a special work to his contemporaries, the Seljuqs, "which will describe how their power originated, how their followers (auliyā') conquered Khurasan, Iraq, Rūm, Syria, the land of Fārs and the Hijaz, and how their dominions expanded stage by stage and year by year. Because of this intention, we have not mentioned it [sc. the Seljuq dynasty] here" (f. 210a).

The section on the Ghaznavids (ff. 203a-210a) goes up to the reign of Mas'ūd III b. Ibrāhīm (492-508/1099-1114). The only authority for the Ghaznavids which he mentions here (specifically, for Maḥmūd's birth-date) is Baihaqī, Ṣāḥib ta'rikhīhim (f. 204b). He gives a succinct account of Sebūktigin's origin and of the Turkish governors who preceded him in Ghazna, with the dates of their death or deposition. He is the only authority who corroborates the Pand-nāma concerning Sebūktigin's origin from the Barskhān region of the Semirechye. This account of the Turkish governors is the earliest we possess. Ibn Bāba seems to have been especially interested in political and constitutional aspects: he deals especially with the relations of the early Sultans with the Abbasid Caliphs; the succession disputes on the deaths of Sebūktigin and Maḥmūd; and the murder of ʿAbd ar-Rashīd and the usurpation of power by the slave Tughrīl (444/1053). His mention of the legitimist feeling in Ghazna for the Ghaznavid dynasty which this last episode provoked is interesting (f. 209a). It seems unlikely that Ibn Bāba, who
was probably an Iraqi, could have had access to the originals of Baihaqi's *Mujalladat*. It is possible that he took his information from an intermediate work which had utilised Baihaqi and which could also provide some material on the Sultans of the latter half of the 11th century. The *Ta'rīkh-i mujadwal* of Īmādī must be considered a likely source here, especially as the *Mujmal at-tawārīkh wa'l-qīṣṣā* quotes as an authority in its section on the Ghaznavids "the Amīr Māḥmūd Īmādī b. al-Īmām as-Sanjārī al-Ghāznawī", and its anonymous author came from Jībal, the part of Persia adjoining Iraq, Ibn Bāba's homeland.

Sadīd ad-Dīn Muḥammad Āufī lived for some sixty years between approximately 1176 and 1232. He was born in Bukhārā and spent his early life there, being also for a while in the service of the Qara-khnaids of Samarqand. He wandered through Khwārizm, Khurasan and Sīstān seeking a suitable patron, but the troubled political conditions there, the wars of the Ghūrids and Khwārizmshāhs and the impending shadow of the Mongol invasions, drove him to seek his fortunes in India, first with the Turkish slave ruler of Sind, Multān and Uchh, Nāṣīr ad-Dīn Qubācha, and then after the latter's overthrow in 625/1228, with Shams ad-Dīn Īltutmush of Delhi.

It was in India that he composed what is the first example which we have in Persian of the *Tadhkirat ash-shuʿaraʾ* genre, his *Lubāb al-albāb*. When he passed into Īltutmush's service, he dedicated to him the work he had been engaged on for five years, the *Jawāmiʿ al-hikāyāt*, a collection in Persian of over 2000 anecdotes drawn from ninety-three named sources and no doubt many more unnamed ones.
Caufi's work is a vast repository of extracts from earlier books on a wide range of subjects, including such topics as Ṣūfism and tafsīr as well as the expected history and adab. There are eighty-one anecdotes concerning the Ghaznavids. Several of these are from the lost parts of Baihaqi's Mujalladāt, and there is also a reference to a manual written for Viziers, the Dastūr al-wuzara' of Sultan Ibrāhīm b. Masʿūd; this work is not mentioned in any other contemporary or near-contemporary source, but that ruler's known interest in administration and just rule make his authorship of it not unlikely. Several of Caufi's anecdotes are concerned with the establishment of Ghaznavid power in Zabulistān and with Sebūktigin's wars in Sīstān and against the Hindūshāhīs of Kabul.

Fakhr ad-Dīn Muḥammad b. Manṣūr al-Qurashī Mubārakshāh, known as Fakhr-i Mudabbir, was the author of a treatise on the art of war and the conduct of kingship in general called the Ādāb al-mulūk wa kifāyat al-mamlūk (also called, in the B.M. and R.A.S. Bengal's copies, Ādāb al-ḥarb wa'sh-shajā'ā). Fakhr-i Mudabbir claimed descent on his father's side from Abū Bakr and on his mother's, from Amīr Bilgātīgin, one of Sebūktigin's predecessors in the governorship of Ghazna and father-in-law of Maḥmūd. He could thus claim a personal connection with the Ghaznavid dynasty, and it is probable that his family's ancestral home was Ghazna, but that the family was driven to Lahore and Multān by the Ghūrid invasions. He nevertheless earned the commendation and patronage of Muḥizz ad-Dīn Muḥammad b. Sām and of Quṭb ad-Dīn Aibak for his famous genealogical tables of the prophets and the Muslim dynasties.
The Adab al-muluk was written when the author was already an old man and was dedicated to Sultan Iltutmush of Delhi (607-33/1211-36). The work contains forty chapters (thus in the I.O. Ms.; in the B.M. one, thirty-four) on the duties of kings, the appointment of officials, the organisation of armies, weapons and tactics. It is in part a "Mirror for Princes" with a strongly military emphasis. Illustrative anecdotes are very prominent, and amongst these, there are many relating to the Ghaznavids; there is, on the other hand, little reference to the Samanids or the Seljuqs. Episodes of interest in them include Bilgâtigin's siege of Gardîz during his governorship of Ghazna; Mahmûd's campaigns against the Qarakhanids and against Qanauj; the revolt, which took place shortly after the killing of Masûd and the accession of Maudûd, of the Ismâ'îlis of Multân (not otherwise known except from this mention); and Ibrâhîm b. Masûd's relations with Malikshâh.

Besides historical information, the work gives detailed descriptions of the weapons and tactics used by the Ghaznavid Sultans. Bearing in mind the author's family background and the fact that he wrote only two generations after the end of the Ghaznavid dynasty, it seems reasonable to regard him as giving the common Islamic stock of precepts for the ideal military commander against a specifically Ghaznavid and Ghûrid background, and to use his information where it accords with the specifically historical sources. According to Nazim, Sultan Mahmûd, 9, the anecdotes relating to Mahmûd seem to have been taken from Baihaqî or a similar contemporary source; but the military nature of these seems to point to an origin
outside the civilian Baihaqī's work.

In the *History of India* as told by its own historians, eight vols., London 1867-77, by Sir H. M. Elliot, edited from his posthumous papers by J. Dowson, the author gathered together Arabic and Persian material on the history of Muslim power in India. Vol. II, "The Muhammadan period" covers the Ghaznavids, the Ghūrids and the Slave Kings of Delhi. Roughly half of this volume is devoted to the first of these dynasties; it deals essentially with the Ghaznavids' relationship to India, but also touches upon the dynasty in general terms. E. gives translations from the sources which deal originally or significantly with the period and which were known in his day: Birūnī's *India*, cūtbī (from the Arabic original), Baihaqī, cAuffī's *Jawāmīc al-ḥikāyāt*, Ibn al-Athīr and the *Ṭabaqāt-i Nāṣirī*. In appendices he gives extracts from adab-works and collection of anecdotes relating to the Ghaznavid Sultans, from the *Waṣāyā-yi Niẓām al-Mulk*, the *Nigaristan* of Ahmad al-Chaffārī and the *Zīnāt al-majālis* of Majdī. He also quotes from the *Mir'āt-i Masūdī*, a 16th century historical romance built around the Indian campaigns of the hero and martyr Sālār Masūd Ghāzī, allegedly a nephew of Sultan Maḥmūd. The author, ʿAbd ar- Раḥmān Chishtī, professes to base the work on the *Tawārīkh-i Maḥmūd* of one Mulla Muḥammad Ghaznawī, a contemporary of Sultans Maḥmūd and Masūd, but it is in fact largely based on later compilations (see Storey, 1006-7).

All Elliot's translations were made from Mss. he had collected, and for some of the work he employed munshīs. The translations vary in accuracy from the indifferent to the downright wretched. Those...
from Ĉutbī have been shorn in part of their rich verbal ornamentation. It is true that E.'s death supervened before he could check all the munshīs' translations. The work of translation in general and, in particular, the inability to make sense of many of the personal and place names, demonstrates the handicap under which British orientalism in India at that time laboured: its isolation from and, frequently, lack of awareness of the results of continental scholarship. Turkish names suffer especially badly. Nevertheless, the undertaking was an ambitious one for the time. E. spent forty years on it and Dowson another twenty editing his papers. It has been an almost inexhaustible quarry in which later writers on Indian history have dug, either from inability to read the original texts or else from sheer laziness. For the serious scholar today, the work's value is limited. For all the texts which E. used, we now know of an increased number of MSS. (for geographical reasons E. was cut off from the continental collections), and for such sources as the Arabic geographers, Bīrūnī's India, Baihaqī and Ibn al-Athīr, we now possess critical editions. S.H. Hodivala has endeavoured in his *Studies in Indo-Muslim history: a critical commentary on Elliot and Dowson's 'History of India', I, Bombay 1939, II, 1957*, to correct and annotate it, "to undertake a systematic and exhaustive review of its contents and rectify its errors of interpretation, as well as transliteration." (I, v). He has brought to this task a vast store of information on Indian history and topography, and his work is most valuable; but as with many Indian scholars, his weak point is his comparative unawareness of the results of contin-
ental scholarship in his field.

E. introduces each of his sources with some comments on the author and his work, but his judgements are sometimes aberrant. He states that a knowledge of the *Yamins* was at one time considered a great desideratum in Europe, "but it is now found to contain but little which is not accessible through other channels". Later Muslim historians have extracted all the meat from it, although he concedes that "it must continue a work of authority and an object of curiosity, as the original source, from which later writers have drawn much of their information respecting Mahmūd's campaigns" (15). His judgement of Baihaqī is rather patronising: "although tedious, the work is eminently original, and it presents such a reflex of the doings and manners of the time that its minutiae and trifles frequently constitute its chief merit. The writer may not inaptly be described as an oriental Mr. Pepys" (57). But E. did realise the great value of the *Mujalladāt* and the judiciousness of Baihaqī as a historian.

In addition to these comments, E. devotes a special appendix to the historians of the Ghaznavids, concentrating on the later, derivatory writers like Rashīd ad-Dīn, Mīrkhwānd, Khwāndāmīr, the author of the *Ta'rīkh-i Aflī*, Firishta, etc. (429-33). Then in a further appendix he lists the Indian campaigns of Mahmūd, numbering seventeen, and cites earlier European writers on the Sultan from d'Herbelot to Reinaud (434-78). This appendix has been used as a basis by many later writers on Mahmūd, and E.'s list is a useful piece of classification. Nowhere in his book does he try to describe
the internal working of the Ghaznavid empire, but this does not come within the scope of the book. Nor does he venture any judgement on the doings of the Sultans in India, beyond such occasional references to Maḥmūd as "that ferocious and insatiable conqueror" (434), and his attitude is on the whole a dispassionate one.

Secondary sources

Every student of Central Asian history must acknowledge a debt to W. Barthold and his works, above all, to his Turkestan down to the Mongol invasion (original Russian edn., 1900, accompanied by a volume of texts, revised English edn., GMS, London, 1928; the reprint of 1958 has a very few additions and corrections). The book's value is increased by the fact that Barthold knew at first hand much of the terrain he was dealing with, its topography, vegetation and climate. From the end of the 19th century onwards he made regular journeys into what were then the Khanates of Bukhārā and Khokand and are now the Uzbek, Tajik and Kazakh S.S.R.s., and the information which he gained was used in a masterly fashion to elucidate the ancient texts in his geographical survey of Transoxania in Turkestan, 64-179.

B. does not in his book deal with the Ghaznavid empire as a
whole, nor, in any detail, with the origins of the Seljuqs and their conquest of Khurasan, but he does deal extensively with the relations between the early Sultans and the rulers of Transoxania and Khwārizm, the Sāmānids, Qarakhanids and Ma'mūnīd Khwārizmshāhs. He stresses the importance of Maḥmūd's reign in the development of the governmental tradition in the eastern Islamic world, and how the centralised Ghaznavid administration became a model for many subsequent rulers and statesmen. He further notes the division in the empire of the ruling institution, Sultan, army and bureaucracy on one side, and the masses of subjects on the other. B. was the first person to evaluate the achievements of Maḥmūd in terms beyond those of pure military conquest, and his verdict was a severe one, that the Ghaznavid régime weighed on the subjects very severely (cf. 286-93). His lack of sympathy with its authoritarianism led him to regard its supplanters in Khurasan, the early Seljuq Sultans, much more favourably (305 ff.). In estimating the social and human aspects of Ghaznavid power, the sources are rarely explicit for us; yet the general conclusion set forth below in Part I of this thesis accords substantially with Barthold's view.

As a vehicle for conveying historical information, Mohammad Habib's Sultan Mahmud of Ghaznin, Aligarh 1927 (2nd edn., Delhi 1952) has little to recommend it, for he brings few new facts to light and relies heavily on Elliot and Dowson. Yet the book has some interest because the author reveals himself as a Muslim anti-clerical and rationalist.
His interpretation of the age of Maḥmūd is that it was a time when Islamic religion preserved its outward forms apparently intact, but when the earlier, inner fire of the Arab conquests had burnt out (2-3, cf. 62-5). Hence H. combats the view, which must have been almost sacrosanct in Muslim India when he wrote, that Maḥmūd was the model warrior for the faith: "Far from being a missionary, he was not even a fanatic ... [and] fought with Hindus and Mussal-mans alike", and "His outlook on life was essentially secular" (18-21). It follows that his Indian campaigns "were not crusades but secular exploits waged for the greed of glory and gold" (81), and the progress of Islam in India was retarded, not forwarded by his campaigns there: "The plundered people were not likely to think well of Islam when it came to them in the shape of the Ghaznavide conqueror ... As a faith, Islam had been morally disgraced, not elevated, by the Ghaznavide's achievement" (44, cf. 85-6). H.'s attitude is thus in sharp contrast to that of Nazim (see below), and unlike Nazim, he indulges in reflections on the spirit of the age and the rôle of the Ghaznavid empire within it.

In considering the Ghaznavid administrative system, H. attributes to Maḥmūd a lack of interest in these affairs which led him to leave them to his officials, a competent body of men, but one devoid of idealism. H. is conscious of the debit side here of the Sultan's achievements: "An extensive empire had been established over the ruins of many governments. What for? We are not told that Maḥmūd's administration was better than what had existed before, while the collection of revenue was certainly more strict.... No laws, good
or bad, stand to his name" (73-4). With his critical spirit, H.'s approach is in one way superior to that of Nazim, although he shows nothing like the latter's industry and grasp of the sources. His secularist attitude did not apparently commend itself to Nazim, who quotes his book in his bibliography, but only mentions it in his text to correct its errors.

M. Nazim's book, *The life and times of Sultan Mahmūd of Ghazna*, Cambridge 1931, deals with the Sultan against the background of military conquest in which he spent his life. This is the author's main concern, but he has also endeavoured to do justice to Mahmūd as an administrator, as a pious Muslim, as a patron of the arts and as the head of a family.

N. has used a wide range of Arabic and Persian literary sources, and he surveys these in a bibliographical introduction (1-17). As well as contemporary and near-contemporary sources, he has used extensively the products of later Indian historiography. Much of this is derivative and repetitive, but a careful gleaning occasionally yields new facts. N.'s use of the *diwāns* of Unšurī and Farrukhī, with their tedious floridities, is enterprising and to some extent rewarding, although the value of these *diwāns* to the historian lies less in the facts which they reveal than in the picture of the court and cultured life and the insight into contemporary tastes and ways of thought which they open out for us. N. might, however, have used Manūchihrī who first came to the Ghaznavid court during Mahmūd's reign (see R. Levy, *EI*1 Art. "Manūchihrī"), and whose *diwān* is available in both a Tehran lithograph and in the European edition.
of A. de Biberstein-Kazimirsky. But N. takes little cognisance of work by earlier European orientalists, except that he uses Barthold's Turkestan for Central Asian events. He could have profited from the works of scholars who have worked on the periphery of his field; thus the works of Tomasev and Marquart would have amplified his knowledge of the historical geography of Afghanistan and neighbouring lands (Barthold's text of the Ḥudūd al-ʿĀlam was not published in time for him to have used it).

In common with other writers on the Ghaznavids like Elliot and Dowson, M. Longworth Dames and Sir Wolseley Haig, N. appears to have no knowledge of Turkish. As a result, N. repeats the familiar perversions of transliteration practised by Arabic and Persian authors when faced with Turkish names and terms (e.g. "Bilkātimīn", rectius Bilgātimīn; "Chaghartīmīn", rectius Chaghīrī-, Chaghīrtīgin). His use of the terms "Turkistān" and "Turkomīn" (127, 131 n.3) is vague and imprecise; contemporary sources use the second term at least with a specific meaning. This criticism is not captious, for O. Pritsak's researches on the Qarakhanids have shown the importance of a good acquaintanceship with Turkish onomastic in throwing light on the ramifications within Turkish dynasties and families. Moreover, anyone who deals with a Turkish dynasty and has no background knowledge of Turkish steppe life, culture and customs, is handicapped. Certainly, the Ghaznavid Sultans themselves were quickly Persianised, and the sources - all non-Turkish - do not allow us to see clearly how much the Turkish ethnic origins of Maḥmūd and Maṣʿūd counted for. But these cannot have been altogether negligible; only one
generation separated Māhmūd from the Central Asian steppes; the
Sultans remained Turkish speaking; and a considerable part of the
army and most of the top commanders, who were always close to the
Sultan, were Turks (see below, Part I, 109-10, Part II, 239 ff.).

When we come to non-literary sources, N. is much weaker. As
Minorsky has pointed out in his review (BSOS, VI, 1930-2, 1025), N.
gave little attention to Māhmūd's monuments and inscriptions,
even though S. Flury did much careful work on these (see his articles
in Der Islam, VIII, 1918, and Syria, VI, 1925). Equally lacking is
the use by N. of numismatic evidence, although he gives it a cursory
mention (16). In coins we have a physical link with the Sultans'
power in the period under study. Not only were they in part propa­
gandist documents, proclaiming the extent of the Sultans' claims to
obedience, but they still indicate to us today the Sultans' financial
standing. The issue of a good-quality coinage was especially import­
ant within the Ghaznavid empire, spanning as it did the Muslim,
Central Asian and Indian worlds. The Indian plunder enabled trust­
worthy coinage to be minted, and the movements of treasure and
slaves across the empire must have stimulated the circulation of
money within it.

Nearly half of Sultan Māhmūd is devoted to the Sultan's wars,
and here N. has combed the sources and thrown much new light on the
campaigns (42-122). The military nature of the dynasty is thus rightly
stressed. N.'s work on plotting routes and battle-campaigns is
most useful, for the Muslim geographers fail us in dealing with
northern India, and personal knowledge of its topography is a
desideratum. A guiding principle of N. in this section is "to exonerate him [sc. Maḥmūd] from the charge of fanaticism so often levelled against him, and to show that his wars in India were not the haphazard movements of a predatory warrior but were the results of a well-considered programme of conquest and annexation" (xiii-xiv). He is however, torn between the two views, firstly of buttressing the orthodox Muslim view of Maḥmūd as the propagator of the faith, and secondly, of showing that his hero was not, pace Barthold, a bigot in religion (161 ff.). But it is irrefutable that the Ghaznavid armies in India left behind trails of destruction, and there is little trace here of a "well-considered programme". The Hindus inevitably recoiled from the Islamic faith, and the real spread of Islam came later and was effected by more peaceful means combined with the Indians' own desires to escape from the rigidities of the caste system (cf. Arnold's classic study, The preaching of Islam).

N. then surveys the administrative system of Maḥmūd, stressing the personal nature of his rule and the empire's dependence on his own energies (126-50). N.'s picture of the administration has been painstakingly built up from the fragmentary information of sources like Baihaqī, the Siyāsāt-nāma, the Āthār al-wuzara' and the Majmāʿ al-ansāb, but it could have been longer. Five pages on the Ghaznavid army are quite inadequate in view of the military nature of the empire, the rôle of the Sultan as war-leader and the importance of the slave institution within the state (137-42). An attempt has
been made in Part II of this thesis to fill the gap.

A deeper criticism of this section is that it is superficial, in that the information cited has not been properly evaluated. It could have been related to the administrative systems of other dynasties, whose practices might be expected to have been copied at Ghazna (e.g. those of Bukhārā). Further, the system's points of contact with the subjects have not been brought out; to quote Minorsky, "we learn nothing on such important questions as revenues, assessment, situation of the civil population, especially the peasants, to say nothing of the conquered races" (op. cit., 1024). Apart from the military one, we do not know what the dynamics of the empire were. The military one was certainly very important, but there were also those of the administrative tradition, inherited from the Sāmānids and ultimately from Baghdad, and kept alive by the Persian secretary class, and of the Turkish strand coming from the Sultans' personal entourages. Difficult to evaluate, but undoubtedly of importance, was the dynamic of local life inside the empire, whose resilience in the face of repeated acts of oppression and natural disasters was indeed remarkable. Here, in particular, the sources have little direct information, but some picture can be built up by inference.

The book's text ends with an assessment of Maḥmūd's work and personal character (151-70). He ascribes to him a rôle as a Maecenas and encourager of learning (156-9), with a genuine interest in this. He absolves him from direct responsibility for Firdausī's
shabby treatment. But Mahmud's patronage was not disinterested, for if it had been, scholars of all shades of belief would have been welcomed at Ghazna. As it was, Avicenna, with his family's Isma'ili antecedents and personal reputation as a falsasif, fled from Khwarizm to avoid capture by Mahmud and preferred to end his days at the court of a kindred spirit (stigmatised by Ibn al-Athir, IX, 310, as fasid al-ictiqad), the Kakuyid Cala' ad-Daula. It is not difficult to make out a case that the local DailamI dynasties of central Persia and the Caspian coastlands, many of which exhibited heterodox and ShI tendencies, were more genuinely interested in encouraging the revival of Iranian culture than were the rigidly SunnI Sultans (see further on this topic, below, Part I, Chapter 5).

B. Spuler's Iran in früh-islamischer Zeit, Politik, Kultur, Verwaltung und Öffentliches Leben zwischen der arabischen und der Seldschukischen Eroberung 633 bis 1055, Wiesbaden 1952, represents the only large-scale conspectus of the history of Persia in this period which we possess. Three-quarters of the book are devoted to a kulturgeschichtlich survey (133-518), to which is prefixed a survey of the sources (XV-XXXII) and a concise historical survey of the period (3-129). The concentration on social, economic and cultural history is thus most welcome.

In the historical section, S.'s central thesis is Iran's "immer gleichbleibende Bedürfnissen zu konzentrieren "(VIII), and this historical process is seen in the gradual assimilation in this period of Islam in its orthodox, SunnI form, and in the attempts of Iranian dynasties like the Tahirids and Samanids or "kulturell
iranisiert" dynasties like the Ghaznavids and Seljuqs to unite the Iranian world and impose uniformity over it. S.'s attitude is essentially that of the Sunni historians who extol these dynasties for their aristocratic nature and their orthodox piety. The limitations of this view for the modern scholar have been pointed out by Minorsky in his review of S.'s book (JRAS, 1953, 161-3; cf. also, Hrbek and Rypka, OLZ, LI, 1956, 249): in particular, that it fails to appreciate the parts of the Būyids and lesser Dailamī dynasties, many of which played significant parts in the encouragement of Iranian culture. In this period, Shi'ism began to take firm root, but S. has little sympathy for the non-Sunni sects and describes the Dailamīs as "a series of Iranian tribes who had remained backwards till that time" (88).

Thirteen pages (111-24) are devoted to Maḥmūd and Masʿūd of Ghazna, and these deal exclusively with warfare in Transoxania and Khurasan, latterly, that with the Seljuqs. Maḥmūd, hero of the Sunni historians, is also S.'s hero: "he must undoubtedly be considered as the most outstanding champion of the faith of his age". His supreme achievement lay in his Indian policy: "the permanent establishment of Islam in India, and with it the creation of a point d'appui for a further expansion of the numbers of the Muslims there, is the historical achievement of Maḥmūd" (112). But the truth, as we have seen, is nearer to Habib's view, that Maḥmūd was rather the calculating, unfanatical exploiter of the riches of India, with no burning desire to win souls for Islam; and the legacy his armies left behind was one of hatred.
The kulturgeschichtlich part of the book has been stigmatised by Minorsky, loc. cit., as little more than a vast, undigested card-index of information, but this is too sweeping a condemnation; it is very useful to have information on these topics conveniently gathered together, and with so many valuable references. The bibliography, listing over 600 works, is of outstanding value (532–94). S. has perhaps attempted too much, but his book makes a useful starting point for more specific researches.
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Part I

The administrative system of the Ghaznavids
Chapter One

Introductory

It must be said at the outset that the term "state" is used here for convenience rather than as an exact description of the Ghaznavid dynasty and the territories and peoples over which it ruled, for the "state" of European political theory has little meaning in 11th century Islam. Most Islamic dynasties have in the last resort been founded on military force, whether exercised by a ruling dynasty with a centralised administration and a professional army (e.g. Abbasid Caliphate, the Fāṭimids, the Samānids, the Ghaznavids and the Ottomans) or by a chieftain controlling tribal or nomadic bands (e.g. the Dailamī dynasties and the many Central Asian Turkish and Mongol peoples who irrupted into the Near East and eastern Europe). In both cases, the directing genius of the leader is most important; but in few Islamic dynasties was the personality of the ruler so crucial as amongst the Ghaznavids. Only the military skill and the untiring activity of Sebūktigin (Sabuktigin) and Maḥmūd enabled these Turkish adventurers to become rulers of an empire which at the latter's death was the most extensive known since the dismemberment of the Abbasid Caliphate.
In considering the Ghaznavid administrative system, two questions will be born in mind. Firstly, did the Sultans regard their subjects as anything more than docile tax-payers, and did the subjects in their turn expect anything more than internal peace and defence from outside enemies? Secondly, was the administrative structure of the empire such that the sovereign's will could speedily be enforced in all parts of the empire, and how much administrative continuity was there in such crises as the death of the sovereign and in succession disputes? It is hoped to elucidate these points by particular reference to Ghaznavid rule in Khurasan and to the structure of the Ghaznavid civil administration and military machine.
Chapter Two

The Samanid foundations

An important strand in the theory of government in the Islamic world of the 11th century derived from the Persian governmental tradition. This stretched back to Achaemenid times, and included an aristocratic and feudal element, in which the importance of agriculture and the land, and the duties of the ruling classes in keeping them prosperous, were stressed. It also included an element from the concept of the Divine Ruler, familiar all over the Ancient Near East. Here, the emperor was regarded as descended from the gods and as being the Cosmic Ruler, haft kishvar khvatai or gehān khvātāi. With his divine status reflected in court ceremonial and the insignia of royalty and his priestly education qualifying him as sacrificer and fire-priest, the emperor's rule took on a theocratic nature. In purely Islamic thinking, disobedience to a ruler, even to one who had flagrantly disregarded the Sharia, was not to be undertaken lightly. But in the theocratic Persian view, no right of resistance was possible at all, for there could be no motive in defying the Divine Ruler. (In practice, as Widengren has pointed out, the strength of aristocratic and feudal forces in Persia,
dominant in the Parthian period, meant that, whilst the Persian emperor's secular authority was very great, it was not unrestricted and despotic).

When these Persian concepts were brought into an Islamic context, the divinity of the ruler could no longer be put forward as such; only extremists like the Dailamī Mardawīj b. Ziyār and other exponents of extravagant Iranian nationalism, whose own Islam was a very dubious quantity, openly claimed divine attributes. But by the 11th century, the Persian governmental ethos had leavened most political thinking in the Islamic east. A Turkish dynasty like the Ghaznavids rapidly left their steppe origins behind and adopted the Perso-Islamic political attitude. A theologian like al-Ghazzālī, whom one might expect to uphold the older, more purely Islamic views on kingship, was strongly influenced by the prevalent Persian ideas; in his *Naṣīḥat al-mulūk* his general conception of a ruler is not that of a patriarch, but of a despotic monarch. From the later Umayyad period, when the Caliph Hishām began to show an interest in Persian history and Sassanid court procedure, the Persianisation of the Eastern Caliphate continued apace, showing itself especially in administrative and financial practice and in the manners and morals of polite society.

The dominance of *adab* in education; the influence of the secretaries in the *diwāns*, who used Sassanid techniques for coping with the growing complexity of the work of ruling; the reliance of the early Abbasids on their Khurasanian guards; all these combined to fuse Persian monarchical ideas with the original Arab basis. The Abbasid
Caliph-Imāms and many of the lesser rulers, from the Arab Ḫamdānīds to the Dailamī Būyids and the Turkish Ghaznavīds, now became raised high above their peoples; the gap between ruler and ruled widened and the terms raṣīyya or raṣīyā, "herd, flock of beasts", became generally applied to the subjects.

Yet in one region, that of Khurasan and Transoxania, the process had not in the 10th century gone so far. Here the Sāmānīds, a dynasty which seems to have been of local, Soghdian origin, ruled from Bukhārā. The historians are very favourable to the Sāmānīds and to their predecessors and patrons, the Ṭāhirīs. Thus Ibn al-Athīr, whilst he is eulogising the Sāmānīd Ismāʿīl b. Ṭāhmad, also takes the opportunity to contrast the justice of the Ṭāhirīs with the evil conduct of one of their predecessors in Nishapur, the governor Muḥammad b. Muslim (160-3/777-80), and their successors, the Šaffārīs. Barthold pointed out that this favourable bias is attributable to the fact that the Ṭāhirīs and Sāmānīds both stood for law and order, orthodoxy in religion and the preservation of the traditional, hierarchical society, whereas the Šaffārīs were regarded — on the whole, rightly — as base-born brigands. The same bias is visible in the accounts of the geographers; but as contemporary travellers within the Sāmānīd empire, they did see things for themselves, and the general prosperity and feeling of euphoria which they record as prevailing there rings true. Ibn Ḫauqal visited Transoxania in the reign of Manṣūr b. Nūḥ (350-66/961-76) and wrote:

"The rulers over this region and over the rest of Khurasan are of the Sāmānīd dynasty. They are descended from Bahrām Chōbēn,
whose bravery and nobility are well-known among the Persians. In all the eastern lands there is no kingdom whose borders are better-defended, whose population is more numerous, whose material possessions are more extensive, whose internal affairs are better-regulated, whose resources are more plentiful, where foodstuffs are more easily obtainable and where official salaries are more regularly paid. All this despite the mildness of taxation there, the lightness of their imposts and the small reserves they maintain in their treasuries).

Maqdisi wrote a few years later:

"They come from a village in the environs of Samarqand called Sāmān, and trace their descent back to Bahrām Gūr. God has given them success and dominion. They are amongst the most praiseworthy and exemplary of monarchs in their conduct and outlook and in the respect they give to learning and scholars. If a tree were to rise up against the Sāmānid dynasty, it would surely wither! Have you not considered the case of ʿAṣūd ad-Daula, with his despotic power, his firm grip on affairs, the perfection of his power and his noble personal qualities? He was hailed as ruler in the whole of the Yemen, and he achieved this authority without warfare and intrigue, but merely by writing an ultimatum and sending an envoy. He was hailed in Sind, too, and he conquered ʿUmān and gained possession of many other territories. But when he launched himself against the Sāmānids and tried to take Khurasan, God caused him to perish, shattered his assembled might and gave his enemies dominion over his own lands. So perdition to whoever tries to attack the Sāmānids!

Amongst their [laudable] practices is that they do not compel men of learning to kiss the ground before them. Also, in the weeks of Ramaqān they hold evening meetings for disputation, and these are held in the ruler's presence. He himself introduces a topic and then they all discuss it. They belong to the law-school of Abū Ḥanīfa. Severity towards their subjects is never part of their
policy. The Vizier merely puts their ideas into execution [i.e. does not act in his own arbitrary way]. Indeed, when they want to honour a man, they sit him down at the table with themselves. They did exactly this with Shaikh Abū'l-Abbās al-Yazdādī. When important affairs crop up, they frequently interview envoys personally, just as they spoke directly with Shaikh Abū Ṣāliḥ when they despatched him to the commander of the army, Abū'l-Ḥasan [Muḥammad Sīmjūrī]. They always select the most learned and pious of the Bukhāran scholars, treat him with great respect, act upon his counsel, supply his material needs and nominate people to offices on his advice, as was the case with the exalted Shaikh and Imām Muḥammad b. al-Faḍl, until people began to talk amongst themselves about this. So now they resort for advice to his successor. Have you not observed how they now consult al-Ḥakim al-Imām Muḥammad b. Yūsuf because he is the most learned and most ascetic of men?" 6

It seems from this passage that the gap between ruler and ruled had not yet become so wide as it did under the Ghaznavids. The Amīrs cultivated the ulema and showed them great respect, exempting them from the humiliation of the taqbil and constantly associating them with their executive decisions. Indeed, the royal ghulāms who in 301/914 murdered Aḥmad b. Ismāʿīlī were said to have become alienated from him by his excessive frequenting of scholars and theologians. Nūḥ b. Naṣr (331-43/943-54) employed the Imām of the Ḥanafīs Abū'l-Faḍl Muḥammad as-Sulamī, "the most learned faqīh of his age", as his Vizier. 7 Both the Amīrs and the ulema had a common interest in checking the progress in Khurasan and Transoxania of Ismāʿīlī Shi'ism, which was attracted many converts there in the 10th century. 8 When the Sūmānid empire was being established, the moral support of the Abbasid Caliphate was valuable against enemies like the Ṣaffārids
and the various Dailami adventurers who coveted Khurasan; so when Narshakhi praises Ismā’īl b. Ḥāmid, the vanquisher of ḤAmr b. Laith, for his faithfulness to the Caliph's commands, the element of self-interest must be remembered. Later, the Abbasid Caliphate fell under the tutelage of the Samānids' enemies, the Buṭyids, and towards the end of the 10th century the Amīrs found themselves at odds with Baghdad when they refused to recognise the succession in 381/991 of al-Qādir, but continued to recognise his deposed predecessor, aṭ-Ṭā'ī. After his great victory in 389/999 over the combined forces of the Amīr ḤAbd al-Malik b. Nūḥ and his generals Abū'l-Qasim Simjūrī, Fā'iq and Begṭūzun (Begṭūzūn), Maḥmūd b. Sebuktīgin became master of Khurasan, and in his fath-nāma to the Caliph claimed that it had been only the Samānids' refusal to recognise al-Qādir that had caused the war in the first place. Nevertheless, the Samānids contented themselves with the modest designation of "Amīr", and did not arrogate to themselves Caliphal titles, as some dynasties in the western Islamic world had done by the end of the 10th century.

Naṣr b. Ḥāmid (301-31/913-43) built himself a fine palace in Bukhārā, together with an adjacent building to house the various government departments. He could thereby keep in touch with day-to-day affairs. Ten dīwāns were located there: those of the Vizier, of the Treasurer (Mūṣtaufī), of the chief of the Correspondence Department (Cāmīd al-Mulk), of the Captain of Police (Ṣāḥib-Shuraṭ), of the Postmaster (Ṣāḥib-Barīḍ), of the internal espionage system (Sharaf, probably to be read as Ishrāf), of the Amīrs' personal domains (mamlaka-yi khāṣṣ), of the Muḥtasib and of the Qāḍī. This
proliferation of offices, and their nomenclature, is clearly based on the system at Baghdad, with the Vizier as chief executive officer. Already under the Sāmānids there were local families, like those of Balcamī and Cūtbī, who were professional bureaucrats and who held the Vizierate for long periods, just as the Abbasids had their Barmakīs, Naubakhtīs and Furātīs. Al-Khwārizmī's encyclopaedia, the Mafātīḥ al-Culūm, was written in the Sāmānī dominions and dedicated to Nūh b. Manṣūr's Vizier Abū'l-Ḥasan Cūbaidallāh Cūtbī (see above, Bibliographical introduction, 39). In his section on kitāba, it is Sāmānī practice upon which he draws for his explanations of administrative organisation and techniques. We can deduce from this section the complexity and advanced state of their bureaucracy, in particular, of the Diwan al-Kharaj (taxation) and the Diwan al-Jaish (military affairs); al-Khwārizmī states that the Sāmānids had twenty-six different types of daftar, official registers, for recording financial and military transactions.

The Sāmānī administration's sphere of operation was essentially Transoxania itself, the valleys of the Zarafshān and the middle Oxus, with Khurasān in close dependence. However, Khurasān tended latterly to fall under the control of powerful military leaders, whether of Turkish slave origin, like Tash (Tāsh), Begtuzun and the eunuch Fā'iq, or drawn from local landowning families, like Abū CAlī Chaghānī and the Sīmjūris, who had extensive estates in Qūhistān. Their ascendancy in the second half of the 10th century was symptomatic of the enfeeblement of the Sāmānids. The Sāmānids also regarded as their tributaries adjacent rulers like the Šaffārids in Sīstān, the
Farīghūnids in Gūzgān, the Khwārizmshāhs and the rulers of Iranian or Arab origin in the upper Oxus principalities of Chaghāniyān and Khuttal. On none of these was the Sāmānīd hand a heavy one.

As a centre for controlling Soghd and for speedy access to the Oxus crossing at Āmul-i Shāṭṭ the Sāmānīd capital Bukhārā was well sited. Ịṣṭakhrī stresses this strategic aspect: "The Sāmānīd governors of Khurāsān established themselves at Bukhārā because it was the nearest of the Transoxanian cities to Khurāsān. When someone fixes himself there, he has Khurāsān in front of him and Transoxania behind him. Their [sc. the people of Bukhārā's] good behaviour towards their governors and the infrequency of their rebelling brought about the Sāmānīd's decision to settle among them". The Arab governors of Mā warā' an- Nashr had established themselves further up the Zarafshān valley at Samarqand, but Bukhārā also had ancient traditions as a capital; Naṣr b. Aḥmad's new palace and government building in the Rīgistan of Bukhārā were on the site of the pre-Islamic Bukhār-Khudāhs' palace. Before the Sāmānīds, Transoxania had always been a politically fragmented region. Its broken topography of mountain ranges, fertile valleys and irrigated oases had encouraged the growth there, from at least Hellenistic times onwards, of city-states; these had often been involved in internecine warfare. Into this region, the Sāmānīds—whose early fortunes had owed something to the patronage of the Caliph al-Ma'mūn—placed an administration modelled on that of Baghdad and thereby introduced a new element of centralisation there.

On the other hand, the social system of Transoxania and Khurāsān
was in many respects different from that prevailing in the heart of the Caliphate. This region formed the north-eastern bastion of the Iranian world against the barbarians of Central Asia, and the historic rôle of defending it was taken over by the Sāmānids. It was also the transition area connecting the Islamic Near East with the Eurasian steppes and the routes to the Far East, and played an important part in conveying trans-Asiatic commerce. The landed and trading interests of the region demanded a well-protected frontier against the Turks and a political and military authority which could command respect inside the steppes and so secure the safe passage of caravans. In their heyday, the Sāmānids provided this authority, but when eventually they weakened, the local landed and commercial interests were obliged to come to terms with the Qarakhanid (Qarākhānīd) invaders.

In general, Sāmānīd policy in Central Asia was not an aggressive one; in the 10th century, especially, the possession of Khurasan and Ray, rather than of bare steppeland, was a more lucrative prize. Normally, activity along the northern frontiers of Transoxania was the minimum consonant with defence needs and the maintenance of the dynasty's prestige within the steppes. Slaves were the chief reward which warfare there could bring, and without this compensation - admittedly a considerable one in the economy of Transoxania (see below, Part IV, 405-6) - all raids would have been unremunerative; the nomad has no towns or valuables to pillage and can quickly send his herds back into the deep steppe. Only in their earlier, expansionist stage did the Amīrs adopt a forward policy. Farghāna was
definitely conquered for Islam in the middle of the 9th century, possibly by Nūḥ b. Asad; more certainly, he conquered Isfījāb in 840 and in the next century it was ruled by a tributary Turkish dynasty. In 893 Ismāʿīl b. ʿAḥmad dethroned the local dynasty of Afshins in Ushrūsana, brought the area under direct rule and then pushed on to capture Talas. Besides military campaigns like these, there was continuous activity on the frontiers by the ghāzis of the ribāṭs. In the Isfījāb province, towns like Binkāth and Saurān bristled with ribāṭs against the Oghuz and Kimāk (Kimāk); the 1700 or so ribāṭs of Isfījāb were manned in part by volunteers from Nakhshab, Bukhārā and Samarqand. In Iṣṭakhrī's time, Isfījāb paid no kharāj because of its frontier position. Ushrūsana is likewise described as having many ribāṭs; those at Dīzak were manned by ghāzīs from Samarqand, and the famous ribāṭ of Khudaisir had been built by the Afshīn ʿHaider and endowed by him with augāf. The defence of Baikand, a vital point on the Bukhārā–Amul road, which guarded the communications with Khurasan against the Oghuz of the Qara Qum, was the special responsibility of the Bukhārans. Life in these frontier regions bred tough, self-reliant communities lacking the graces of more settled existence; Maqdisī describes the inhabitants of the town of Isfījāb as wild beasts, churlish, violent and self-satisfied.

This fundamental fact of the frontier meant that in Transoxania the landed, military class was notable in the social hierarchy, whilst in Khurasan the dihqān class of small landowners was numerous and influential to an extent unknown in parts of the Islamic world further west, where rulers had often succeeded in curbing the power
of local, feudal elements and reducing them to the general level of subjects below the throne. In the north-eastern part of the Persian world, the survival of the agrarian, feudal society of earlier Iran was combined with the keen, mercantile spirit of the urban traders and manufacturers, both of these elements enjoying equal importance there. This situation may be in part ascribed to geographical and economic reasons, as was suggested above; but also to the fact that Transoxania and Khwārizm escaped the Sassanid social reaction in which an attempt was made to model the state on the pre-Parthian past. Sassanid political, and above all cultural and religious, influence was certainly strong beyond the Oxus. Local rulers in Soghd and Chāch (but not in Khwārizm, which had its own independent cultural tradition) minted coins on the Sassanid pattern. However, direct political control by the Sassanids ended not far beyond Merv. The landowning and dihqān classes were longer-lived and socially more powerful here than in Persia proper; large personal retinues were kept up and the heroic virtues of hospitality and entertaining practised on a scale which drew enthusiastic praise from travellers. Maqdisī calls the people of Khwārizm ahl ḍiyāfa wa nahma fī'l-akl. Istākhrī expatiates on the intense hospitality of the people of Transoxania, and mentions the house of a landowner of Soghd whose door had not been closed for a century or more and who fed and lodged a hundred or two hundred travellers each night. Four hundred years later Ibn Baṭṭūṭa declared in similar vein that he had never met a people who had nobler and more praiseworthy characters or who were more pleased to receive strangers than the people of Khwārizm. At
the very end of the Samanid period, the common people in the towns retained their personal arms, and were ready to defend their homes or to sally forth as ghazis. The Sultan of the Bukhara ghazis was an important military figure at this time; and Mahmud of Ghazna was able to attract thousands of the Transoxanian ghazis for his Indian campaigns.

Such were the social and military conditions within which the Samanids had to work. Their administrative model was essentially that of the Caliphate in Baghdad, and it can hardly be doubted that they aimed at increasing the element of centralisation in their dominions and at raising their own status as rulers. In the event, the counter-balancing elements of the landowners and merchants frustrated these trends; it must be remembered that any increase in the central power meant fresh taxation. Moreover, from the reign of Nuh b. Nasr onwards, the cost of dealing with rebellious governors in Khurasan began to cause periodic deficits. Attempts to tap new sources of revenue, such as the inheritance tax introduced in the Baihaq district in the last years of the Samanids by the local governor, the Amir Abul-Faql Ziyad, were felt to be tyrannical; even the Ghaznavids did not retain this particular tax. The landed class was also that of the military leaders and cavalrymen. Many Transoxanian dihqans found their way to Baghdad as soldiers of fortune and were made officers in the Turkish slave armies of the Caliphs. The Samanid Amirs had to rely heavily on this class for their own armies, but tried to break away from over-dependence on them by recruiting Turkish slave ghulams; here again, the Abbasid Caliphate
was the model. Moreover, Turks already settled within the borders of Transoxania had already been employed by local Soghdian rulers. From the Sāmānid ghulāms arose great commanders like Alptigin and Sebūktigin, and in this way, the idea of the slave army passed from Baghdad via the Sāmānids to the Ghaznavids on the easternmost borders of Islam. Unfortunately for the Sāmānid Amīrs, their hope that the Turks would be a counterbalance to the military power of the Iranian landed classes proved false; the royal ghulāms were often turbulent and acted as king-makers in succession disputes.

Following the Abbasids, the Sāmānids aimed to make their court a centre of culture and graceful living, and the Amīrs' part in encouraging the renaissance of New Persian literature was appreciable. There is a fine description of the splendour of Naṣr b. Aḥmad's court in one of Rūdaki's poems. Nevertheless, because of the social and military factors outlined above, the Sāmānids' absorption of Abbasid ideas on administration and court ceremonial could not proceed beyond a certain point, and the Amīrs could never make themselves into absolute rulers. In the first half of the 10th century at least the Amīr was not permanently resident in the administrative capital of Bukhārā; Naṣr b. Aḥmad used to take his army and spend the summer in Samarqand, Herat or some other of the cities of Khurasan. The passage quoted from Maqdisī (above, 77–8) shows that the Amīrs were by no means withdrawn from immediate contact with their subjects and that they could receive them without undue ceremony.

Finally, the failure of the Sāmānids' attempts to conciliate the
religious classes and to draw them to their own side may be noted. Indeed, in the increasingly frequent succession troubles the religious elements often aligned themselves with the anti-dynastic forces of the landowners and military leaders. Hilāl as-Ṣābi' gives the account of a merchant, one Abū'1-Ḥasan b. Ilyasa al-Fārisī, who witnessed the entry of the Ilīg Naṣr into Bukhārā in 389/999. The khaṭībs of Bukhārā, who were of course salaried servants of the Sāmānids, tried to raise the population on behalf of the Amīrs, saying:

"You are aware how well we have conducted ourselves and how cordial have been the relations between us. The enemy now menaces us, and it is your manifest duty to help us and fight on our behalf. So ask God's grace in succouring our cause". But the people consulted the representatives of popular religious feeling, the faqīhs, who dissuaded the people from taking up their arms and risking their lives against other good Muslims, as were the Qarakhanids (Qarākhānids): ictizāl al-fitna aulā.
Chapter Three

The establishment of Seljuktigin in Ghazna

The town of Ghazna, which became the centre of Seljuktigin's empire, had been in theory a possession of the Samanids, but in practice, control from Bukhārā had been tenuous. Although the Arabic geographers of the 10th century describe Ghazna as one of the entrepôts (furaq) of the transit trade connecting Khurasan and Transoxania, its economic rôle was never as important in this respect as that of Kabul. It was really the Ghaznavid Sultans who erected Ghazna, previously a small town on the margin of the Indian political and cultural world, into the centre of an empire, and Bābur, visiting it when it was again insignificant, wondered at this: "Ghazna is a very humble place; strange indeed it is that rulers in whose hands were Hindustan and Khurasan should have chosen it for their capital!"

The Ghaznavids used the town as a spring-board for their winter campaigns into India, and their empire inevitably acquired a bias towards India; in Sultan Mas'ūd's time this was to prove a source of strategic weakness in dealing with the Turkmen and other threats in the west (see below, Part V). On the other hand, despite territorial losses in the west to the Seljuqs, the Ghaznavids were able to
survive as a considerable power in eastern Afghanistan and northern India for another 130 years.

The most important of the former Samanid provinces to pass into Ghaznavid hands was Khurasan, with its rich economic resources, its fertile agricultural oases and its populous towns. It was the taxative potentialities of the province which appealed to the Ghaznavids, with their insatiable demands for treasure, the sinews of war. Solidarity of race and culture and comparatively restrained exercise of power by the Amirs had knit the two main province of the Samanids' empire, Transoxania and Khurasan, into a fairly organic whole; whereas under the Ghaznavids, when the prosperity of Khurasan was threatened by the Turkmens, the people of Khurasan became conscious of the remoteness of the capital Ghazna and of the pull of India for the Sultans.

The outlying dynasties in loose tributary status to the Samanids, such as those in Khwarizm, Sistan, Guzgan, Gharchistan, Chaghaniyan and Khuttal, also passed under Ghaznavid suzerainty, and a systematic policy of bringing them under closer control was pursued by Mahmud. By a combination of ruthless diplomacy and military force, the local Ma'munid dynasty of Khwarizm was in 408/1017 overthrown and the province brought under direct control; for the next twenty-four years or so it was ruled by the ghulam general Altuntash (Altüntaşh) and his sons. The upper Oxus principalities were strategically important as outposts against the Turks who lived to the north, and these were left in the hands of their old rulers; but where considerations such as this were absent, the Sultan did not hesitate to intervene.
The Shēr of Gharchistān, Muḥammad b. Abī Naṣr Muḥammad, may have encouraged the Ilīg Naṣr's ambitions in Khurāsān; be that as it may, in 403/1012 Maḥmūd invaded the province, deposed its dynasty and annexed their lands. When in 401/1010–11 the Farīghūnids of Gūzgān failed to provide an heir of suitable age, Maḥmūd stepped in and installed his son Muḥammad as governor. In Sīstān, the Ṣaffārid Amīr Khalaf b. Ahmad was deposed in 393/1002, and the Sultan's brother, Abū'l-Muṣaffar Naṣr, eventually installed as governor; but scions of the Ṣaffārid family continued to head ġayyar bands and lead them against the Ghaznavīds, and up to the time when the Seljuqs reached Sīstān, the land was rarely quiet.  

Before Sebūktigin achieved power in Ghazna and Zābulistān, a series of Turkish governors, ghulāms of the Sāmānids, had ruled there. The commander-in-chief of the Sāmānīd forces in Khurāsān, Alptigin, together with the Vizier Abū CAbī Muḥammad BalCamī, had staged a putch on the death in 961 of the Amīr CAbd al-Malik b. Nuḥ. They failed to place their candidate on the throne, and the triumph of the rival party made Alptigin's position uneasy. So he decided to withdraw to the eastern fringes of the empire. The sources state that he made for India to avoid his enemies at court and to earn divine merit by raiding the Hindus; he had no intention of capturing Ghazna, and was only forced to take it when the local ruler denied him transit. In reality, Alptigin was probably influenced by the example of a group of Turkish ghulāms of the Sāmānids who had already become largely independent on the southern borders of the empire. The general Qaratigin (Qaratigīn) of Isfījāb had established himself at Bust and
ar-Rukhkhaj before his death in 929; and a line of his own ghulāms succeeded him at Bust as governors. They were frequently involved in the affairs of their Šaffārid neighbours. It was a dispute between two of these ghulāms, Toghan (Tughān) and Baytuz (Bāytūz), which in 367/977-8 gave Sebūktigin a pretext to intervene and add Bust to his existing territories. 38

Alptigin proceeded with a small force of his own ghulāms and of ghāzīs, subduing en route the Iranian Šehr of Bāmiyān and the Hindū-Shāhī king of Kabul. 39 After besieging the citadel of Ghaţna for four months, Alptigin wrested the town from its ruler, Abū Ğalī or Abū Bakr Lawīk or Anūk. Despite the Islamic kunyas, and pace Marquart, Erānšahr, 298, who considered him to be certainly a Muslim and perhaps a descendant of the Zunbīl whom Yaqūb b. Laith took prisoner (see below), this Lawīk was not necessarily a Muslim; the whole form of his name is very dubious, and he is described as the brother-in-law of the ruler of Kabul's son. It was from Kabul that Lawīk sought aid in an attempt to regain Ghaţna during the governorship of one of Alptigin's successors. 40

The regions of Bust, ar-Rukhkhaj, Zābulistān, Ghaţna and Kabul had been invaded at the end of the 9th century by Yaqūb and ĞAmr b. Laith. 41 On his first expedition, Yaqūb captured the Zunbīl of Zābulistān, identified by Marquart with the ruler of an extensive kingdom in the Helmand basin, the Firūz b. Kabk mentioned by Masʿūdī and Ibn Khallikān, who was probably subordinate to the Kabulshāhs. On a second expedition, this time in 870, the two brothers reached Bāmiyān and Kabul and again captured the Zunbīl, who had fled to Kabul. 42 In 900 Khurasan, Sīstān and these regions of eastern Afghan-
istan passed to Ismā'īl b. ʿĀḥmad and henceforth became part of the Samānīd empire. In practice, these last regions were too distant to be controlled from Bukhārā. Probably they reverted to their original, local rulers, who may have received some form of investiture from the Samānīds and who may have paid some tribute, although even this is doubtful. The Shārs of Bāmiyān were Iranian rulers, but Kabul was ruled first by the Hinduised Turk-Shāhīs and then after c.850 by the purely Indian Hindū-Shāhīs. The racial origins of the Zunbīls and the mysterious Lawīk are unknown, but their close links with Kabul point, at the least, to strong Indian influences. 43

The Turkish ghulāms of the Samānīds came to a land where some Turkish ethnic elements had been known in earlier centuries. Marquart visualised the whole of eastern Afghanistan as once held by first the Kushans and then by the Ephthalites or White Huns, the Svéta Hūna of the Hindus and the Haiṭal (rectius, Ḥabṭal, cf. A. Herrmann, "Die Hephthaliten und ihre Beziehungen zu China", Asia Major, II, 1925, 571-2) or Ḥayāṭila of the Arab historians, and as retaining in the early Islamic period a strong ethnic flavour of the Ephthalites. He connects the very name "Zābulistān" with an Ephthalite tribe, Jadvīla, Jabūla, Jabuvlah, known from northern Indian inscriptions. The Oghuz and Khalaj Turks, who in the early Islamic period roamed from Ṭukhāristān and Badakhshān down to Bust, would thus be the remnants of Turkish peoples brought from north of the Oxus as part of the Ephthalite confederation and left behind there. Marquart's theory is by no means certain, although Frye and Sayfī have recently followed him. 44 Yet there is no doubt about their existence there in pre-
Ghaznavid times. At the opening of the 9th century, the Kabulshāh had to send an annual tribute of 2000 Oghuz slaves to the governor of Khurasan, ʿAbdallāh b. Ṭahir. In the Caliphate of al-Manṣūr, Maḥbūb b. Zāʿīda as-Sulāmī was governor of Sīstān, and he received from the Zunbīl at his winter capital of ar-Rukkhkaj the customary tribute of camels and Turkish felt tents and slaves (qībāb Turkiyya wa ṭaqīq). 45 The Zunbīl is said to have had a bodyguard from the local Turks, at-Turk ad-Dawari. 46 Iṣṭakhrī says that up to his own time, the Khalaj of Zamīndāwar had kept their Turkish customs, external appearance and (?) language. 47 The Khalaj survived as an ethnic unity for several more centuries; they were subdued and recruited into his army by Sebūktīgin; they formed an important element in the armies of the Ghaznavids, Ghūrīds and Khwārizmshāhs; they were the progenitors of the Lōdī kings of Delhi (1451-1526); and their name probably survives today in that of the modern Ghilzā'I Afghans. 48 Some form of authority was exercised over these nomads in the 10th century by the Sāmānid central government; the youthful Sebūktīgin was once sent by his master Alptīgin in a military force to collect the customary taxes from the "Khalaj and Turkmens". 49

Alptīgin had his position in Ghazna regularised by a patent of investiture (mānsūr) from the Amīr Manṣūr b. Nūḥ. 50 On his death in 352/963, he designated in his waṣāyā his son Abū Ishāq Ibrāhīm (or perhaps, Isḥāq b. Ibrāhīm) as his successor; for the next three years Abū Ishāq held the governorship of Ghazna, travelling to Bukhārā, apologising for his father's errors and securing investiture from the Amīr. It was to Bukhārā that he fled for the year 964-5 when Lawīk
temporarily re-occupied Ghazna, bringing back military aid from the Samanid capital. On his death in 355/966, the Turkish troops in Ghazna chose one of their commanders, Bilgetigin (Bilkätigin), a former ghulām of Alptigin's, as their leader; like his predecessor he sent to Bukhārā offering his allegiance and explaining that he had been elected by the Turks' popular acclamation. Shabānkāra'I records that in Bukhārā the Ḥājib Fā'iq was bitterly opposed to the "Turkish rabble" (mushtī Atrak) being left in Ghazna in virtual independence and that he sent an army to assert direct authority over them. Bilgetigin defeated it, and no army was ever sent out from Bukhārā again. After governing Ghazna for ten years, Bilgetigin died in 364/975, and another of Alptigin's ghulāms, Pīrī or Pīritigīn (? Bōri, Bōritigīn), held power for two years. He too regarded himself as governor for the Samānids, for as insignia of office he had the pointed hat (kulāh), cloak (qabā) and girdle (kamar) which were to be the standard outfit of a governor under the Ghaznavids (cf. Baihaqī, 50, 430, 492 and passim) and which are clearly Persian in origin. Indeed, after Alptigin's son Abū Ishāq had had to apply to Bukhārā for help to recover Ghazna, the money coined at Ghazna began to include the name of the Samānīd Amīr as well as that of the local governor. It may be assumed that the name of the Amīrs was also in the khuṭba.

Bōritigīn's misrule caused the people of Ghazna to invite Lawīk back again, and it was by Sebūktigīn's skill that he was repulsed. In 366/977 the Turkish soldiery in Ghazna deposed Bōritigīn, and Sebūktigīn took his place and began a twenty years' reign. Already
During Böritigin's governorship he had had the substance of power, and was thus able to impose his own terms upon the soldiery. During his reign, the main lines of Ghaznavid expansion, which Maḥmūd was later to follow, were laid down: south-westwards to Bust and Quṣṭār; eastwards into India, against the Hindū-Shāhī Rājās of Waḥānd; and latterly, Sebūktigin intervened decisively in Khurasanian affairs. Sebūktigin was again one of Alptigin's ghulāms. His Turkish origins and early life are known from three main sources. Firstly, there is the preface to Sebūktigin's own Pand-nāma (see above, Bibliographical introduction, 20-1). Secondly, there is Jūzjānī, who in his Tabaqät-i Nāṣirī, 6-8, tr. 67-75, quotes a lost part of Baihaqī's history which dealt with Sebūktigin's reign under the title Ta'rikh-i Nāṣirī, and also a general history, now lost, the Ta'rikh-i mujadwal of Abū'1-Ḡāsim Muḥammad b. ʿAlī ʿImādī (see above, Bibliographical introduction, 19). Thirdly, there is the not very reliable account of Sebūktigin's rise as Alptigin's ghulām in the Sāmānid service, given in the Siyāsat-nāma of Niẓām al-Mulk, ch. XXVII, 111-26, written at least a century after most of the events described there. According to the Pand-nāma, Sebūktigin (Sabuktigin) came from the Barskhān, or as Kāshgharī spells it, Barsghān tribe of Turks.

The main settlement of the Barskhān people, which bore the same name, was on the southern shore of the Issiq-Göl; the father of Kāshgharī, author of the Diwān lughat at-Turk, came from there. Since the Barskhān were part of the Qarluq confederation, it is a curious point that both the Ghaznavids and their great rivals the Qarakhanids may have sprung from the same tribal grouping. Obsequious genealogists
of the Ghaznavids were unable to get round this fact of Sebuktigin's pagan Turkish birth, but did later succeed in connecting his tribe with Yezdegird III, the last Sassanid emperor. It is noteworthy that the Persian culture which the Sultans acquired eventually led their court genealogists to attach them to the Iranian past, as had the genealogists of the Sāmānids, Būyids and Ziyārids, and not to some ancient princely family of the Turks, which would have been just as easy and more plausible. This alleged Persian connection of the Barskhān tribe is inserted in the Pand-nāma's preface, and may have been elaborated during the 11th century. A complete genealogy connecting Sebuktigin with Yezdegird appeared in the Ta'rīkh-i mujadwal, whose date is, however, unknown; Barthold found an indication that its author might have flourished in the early 12th century. On the other hand, we know definitely that Maḥmūd was praised for his Turkish lineage. Cūtbī quotes verses in which the poet Badīʿ az-Zamān Abū'l-ʿAbd al-Hamadhānī says that "The house of Bahram [sc. the Sāmānids] has become subject to the son of the Khaqān". This emphasis on the Sultan's Turkishness comes, of course, from the early years of the Ghaznavid dynasty.

Sebuktigin's enslavement was typical of what often happened in the internecine warfare of Turkish peoples in Central Asia. He was captured by a neighbouring tribe, the Bakhtiyān (read "Tukhsiyān" = Tukhs). The Tukhs are described by Marvāzī as one of the divisions of the Qarluq confederation; they lived in the Chu valley to the north-west of the Issiq Göl. Sebuktigin was sold to a slave-dealer of Chāch, who took him with other captives to a slave-depôt at Nakhshab.
After a period of training in the military and equestrian arts, he was bought at Nishapur by the Hajib Alptigin for service in his guard. Thereafter, according to Niẓām al-Mulk's narrative, he climbed rapidly under Alptigin's patronage and at a rate much quicker than the normal cursus honorum for Sāmānid ghulāms allowed, for Alptigin had early discerned in him the marks of future greatness. At the age of eighteen, he already commanded 200 ghulāms. On Alptigin's withdrawal to Ghazna, he accompanied his master and played a prominent part in defeating in Ṭukhāristān the pursuing Sāmānid army. On Alptigin's death, he passed to Abū Ishāq Ibrāhīm as part of his father's bequest to him. al-Ṭabī, and following him Ibn al-Athīr, begin Sebuktigin's career only as a ghulām of Abū Ishāq, whom Ibn al-Athīr calls "Commander of the army of Ghazna for the Sāmānids"; he accompanied Abū Ishāq to Bukhārā when he was temporarily expelled by Lawīk, and became known at court for his intelligence, judgement and piety. The Pand-nāma, ed. Nazim, 613-14, tr. 623, merely records briefly Sebuktigin's passing into Alptigin's hands and subsequent rise to favour. It is likely that Niẓām al-Mulk's elaborate story of his gradual rise in his master's esteem is largely invention, and that Sebuktigin, although originally bought by Alptigin, did not achieve prominence until Alptigin and his son settled at Ghazna.

During the governorships in Ghazna of Bilgetigin and Būritigin, Sebuktigin's prestige grew among the Turkish troops, and on Būritigin's deposition, was chosen by the army as their head. Whilst in Ghazna, Sebuktigin had for some time been winning over other army chiefs to
his side by lavish twice-weekly feasts for them, and this work of 
\[\text{ta' lilf qulûbihim}\] now bore fruit. He also acquired local connections 
outside the ranks of his Turkish fellow-soldiers; the future Sultan 
\[\mu hümoud\] was born in 971 of the daughter of a chief (\textit{ra'is}) of \[\text{Zabûl-
istân}\], whom Sebûktigin had married. 62 Like his immediate predecess-
ors in Ghazna, Sebûktigin continued to regard himself as governor 
there for the Sâmânids. The names of the Amîrs appear on his coins 
before his own one, and the title on his tomb at Ghazna, \textit{al-\text{"Ajib} 
al-Ajall}, shows that he clung to this status till his death. Hence 
in 993 the Amîr Nûh b. Naqr, faced with the generals Fâ'iq and Abû 
\[\text{\c{A}lî Sîmjûrî}\] united against him in rebellion, summoned Sebûktigin 
to Transoxania. His oath of allegiance to the Amîr was renewed, and 
for the next few years, the attentions of Sebûktigin and his son 
\[\mu hümoud\] were focussed on Khurasan. As Sâmânid power weakened, they 
found themselves well-placed to share in the spoils and, in the end, 
to partition the Sâmânid dominions with the Qarakhanids. 64

When Sebûktigin became governor of Ghazna and \[\text{Zabûlistân}\], the 
Turkish soldiery who had originally accompanied Alptigin thither 
had been established there some fifteen years. They had implanted 
a system of fiefs, and later in the Ghaznavid period four agricultural 
areas around Ghazna, (\textit{\?) Nûgh}, (\textit{\?) Khîmûr}, Lamghûn and Shâh-Bahûr, 
are mentioned as fiefs of the Turks and their descendants. 65 The 
system of military fiefs was already well-known in the Sâmânid empire. 
Alptigin himself had accumulated an immense number of estates and 
properties all over Khurasan and Transoxania: 500 villages in out-
right ownership (\textit{dîh-i milk}); palaces, gardens, caravanserais and 
baths in every town of note; revenues assigned to him from estates
By the time Sebükhtigin came to power, the system in Zabulistān had got into disorder. Apparently mustaghall-type fiefs were being converted into outright ownership (tamlik) and the warriors were settling down as cultivators, with a consequent disinclination from taking up their arms. On the other hand, the central administration in Ghazna was tending to appropriate lands allotted to the soldiers and turn them into state lands (dīḥā-yī diwānī). At some point early in his reign Sebükhtigin reformed the system, insisting that all fiefs should be of the mustaghall-type, that the revenues from these should be paid out to the army by the central Diwān, and that those soldiers whose incomes had declined through appropriation of fiefs should have them made up to the amount originally allotted.

At an early date, if this had not been already done by his predecessors, Sebükhtigin must have had to set up government offices. Basically, three dīwāns were necessary: one to administer and tax the territories which gradually became added to the nucleus around Ghazna; a second to deal with correspondence and diplomatic relations with Bukhārā; and a third to see to the mustering, payment and provisioning of the army, which was already assuming a dominant rôle. Thus emerged the three administrative branches, later to be formally organised as the Diwān-i Wazīr, the Diwān-i Rasā'il and the Diwān-i Ārīq, under the Vizier, the Chief Secretary and the Ārīq respectively. The personnel of these offices would be wholly Persian. The contacts which Alptigin and his successors had kept up with the Bukhāran court must have entailed some coming-and-going of financial
and administrative personnel, with the resultant transfer of Ṣāmānīd practices to Ghazna. There may have been a few representatives of Ṣāmānīd authority in Zābulistān before Alptigin's arrival. We cannot trace a definite series of Viziers of Sebūktigin, as can be done for later Sultans, but there seems to have been a nucleus of Persian secretaries in Ghazna whom Sebūktigin could call upon for duty. When in 367/977-8 he left for his Bust expedition (see above, 91), he appointed the boy Mahmūd as his lieutenant in Ghazna, and left as his Vizier the official Abū ʿAlī Kirmānī, whose nisba suggests the possibility that he had once been in the Būyid service. Through the Bust expedition Sebūktigin acquired the services of the noted scholar and rhetorician, Abūʾl-Fath Bustī, a fact which ʿUtbī accounts one of the chief results of the campaign. Abūʾl-Fath had been secretary to the Turkish ghulām ruler of Bust, Baytuz. Now he became chief of Sebūktigin's Dīwān-i Rasāʿīl, with the duty, among other things, of composing his master's fath-namās, and remained in this post until early in Ḏahī's reign.69

The last paragraph has suggested that Sebūktigin must have drawn on the relatively advanced Ṣāmānīd model in setting up his administration in Ghazna. It must be remembered, however, that institutions and practices can rarely be transplanted en bloc from their homeland to a strange environment, and Ghazna and Zābulistān were on the far periphery of the Ṣāmānīd empire. The Ghazna region itself had no strong local traditions of governmental procedure, but it is likely that there were influences from the adjacent Indian world, especially from the Kabul valley, where a Hindu dynasty ruled until Alptigin began his campaigns there (see above, 91-2). The chief innovation
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which the Turkish ghulām commanders introduced into the village organisation of the Ghazna region lay in the system of military fiefs for their followers; but beyond this, there cannot have been any question of imposing from outside a completely new system in local affairs.

In one direction, the early Ghaznavids did in part adapt themselves to local conditions: their system of minting coins. No attempt was made to set up a uniform, centralised system here. Their coins show the distinctive traits of various local mints. Sebūktigin's main minting-place was at Parwan; these coins from the Bāmiyān-Kabul area vary considerably from those of his Sāmānid suzerains, but approximate in size and weight to those of the Hindū-Shāhī kings of Kabul. 70 (Comparatively speaking, the silver coinage of the Ghaznavids was considered by E. Thomas to be heavier than that of the Sāmānids (average of 50–55 grains compared with 45 grains) and nearer to that of the Indian Kabul kings (average 50 grains). On the other hand, Ghaznavid gold coinage seems to be modelled on that minted by Maḥmūd at Nishapur when he was governor there). 71 The silver coins minted by Maḥmūd at Ghazna differ perceptibly from those he minted at Nishapur. The products of mints in Balkh and Sīstān can likewise be distinguished from those of elsewhere. Thus the policy was to retain existing provincial patterns and to change them as little as possible. 72 This applied especially to the conquered territories of India, which had their own patterns of economic and social life entirely different from those of the Islamic world. Sebūktigin struck coins for Indian circulation, and in Maḥmūd's
reign are first attested the well-known bilingual coins with legends in both Arabic and Devanāgarī characters; Thomas mentions one from 412/1023 and Lane Poole catalogues two minted at Ṣahmūḍpūr in 418/1027. On these coins, the Ghaznavids combined Islamic titles and professions of faith with Hindu motifs, the recumbent Bull of Siva, Nandī, and the Sanskrit superscription "Ṣrī Samanta Deva". 73 Outside the sphere of numismatics, it is difficult to estimate what the fabric of the Ghaznavid empire in its full florescence owed to local foundations; but if the highly-developed superstructure was Persian and Sāmānid in inspiration, there must nevertheless have been a certain substratum of local practices to build upon.
Chapter Four

The succession of Maḥmūd

By 998 Maḥmūd had successfully set aside the succession claims of his brother Ismā’īl and had made himself ruler of all the lands his father had held. By 1001 he had expelled from Khurasan all his rivals from amongst the Turkish generals of the Sāmānids, and had secured that province against the last, fugitive Amīr, Ismā’īl al-Muntaṣīr. All Maḥmūd’s earlier life had been spent aiding his father, and Sebūktīgin had always acted as a faithful vassal of the Sāmānids. Maḥmūd felt this connection less strongly, but the idea of making himself completely independent did not occur to him immediately on his father’s death. In accordance with Sebūktīgin’s wishes, his son Ismā’īl received the provinces of Ghazna and Balkh in 387/997. Straightway, he came to Balkh, the nearest point in his newly-acquired dominions to Bukhārā, and did homage to the Amīr Abū’l-Ḥārith Mansūr b. Nūḥ. Likewise, when in the next year Maḥmūd had deposed his brother, he came from Ghazna to Balkh and did homage to the Amīr, who confirmed him in the provinces of Ghazna, Balkh, Bust, Herat and Tirmidh.

As has been seen, the Sāmānid Amīr had invited Sebūktīgin to intervene in Khurasan against Abū cAlī and Fā’iq. After his victory
in 994, Sebūktigin had been rewarded with the governorship of Balkh, Ṭukhayristān, Bāmiyān, Chūr and Gharāchistān, and Maḥmūd with Abū ʿAlī's old job as commander of the army in Khurasan. Maḥmūd had made Nishapur his headquarters, the first taste Khurasan had of Ghaznavid rule. Because of the pressure on the Sāmānids from the Qarakhanids, then in possession of the whole upper and middle Syr Darya basin, Maḥmūd had been able to strengthen his hold in Khurasan. But the death of Sebūktigin and the succession struggle in Ghazna had forced him to leave Khurasan, and in the interim, the Sāmānid government had sent out the ghulām general Begtuzun as commander there. Maḥmūd felt that he had prior claim on the province, and when he was able to attend to the west once more, asserted his claim by force.

After 999, a weakening of Maḥmūd's respect for the Amīrs is discernible. His stay in Nishapur had given him knowledge of the richness and desirability of Khurasan, and theoretical loyalty towards an increasingly impotent overlord now yielded to personal ambition. In the event, circumstances saved him from unambiguous hostility to Bukhārā. In 999 Fāʾiq and Begtuzun deposed the Amīr Abūʾl-Ḥārith and set up his brother Abūʾl-Fawāris ʿAbd al-Malik b. Nūḥ. Maḥmūd was able to pose as avenger of the blinded Amīr, even though he had previously taken up arms to seize Khurasan whilst Abūʾl-Ḥārith had been still on the throne, and clear all his rivals from Khurasan.

Judging by Sebūktigin's last wishes, he did not envisage that his family should set up as an independent dynasty, despite the evident decay of the Sāmānids. He did not leave his territories as
an undivided inheritance, but as governorships to be held by various members of his family, continuing the practice prevalent during the last years of his life. His brother Bughrachuq (Bughrājūq) was to remain as governor of Herat and Pūshang. Of his sons, Maḥmūd was to command the army in Khurasan; Sebūktigin did not claim any right to nominate the governor there. Another son, Abū'1-Muẓaffar Naqr, was to remain at Bust; and the younger son Ismā'īl was to have Ghazna and Balkh. In allotting Ghazna to Ismā'īl, he was probably influenced by the fact that Ismā'īl was his son by a daughter of Alptigin’s, and so felt it more fitting that a descendant of Alptigin should rule there; the apparent preference of Ismā'īl over Maḥmūd, who was much the more experienced in statecraft and war, puzzled Muslim historians of the Ghaznavids. 75 In fact, no specific overlordship was given to Ismā'īl. The possession of the ancestral lands in eastern Afghanistan perhaps implied this, but it is arguable that Maḥmūd’s hold over the rich province of Khurasan was a more desirable inheritance than Ghazna, whose chief value was as a springboard for Indian conquests.

Just as Sebūktigin divided up his territories and gave an apparent preference to the young Ismā'īl, so did Maḥmūd in his last days nominate as his successor in Ghazna his son Muḥammad, governor of Gūzgān, excluding the other brother, Masūd, who had much greater fame as a military commander and was the obvious choice. 76 Although Maḥmūd’s declining powers of judgement should be taken into account, there is a certain parallel here with Sebūktigin’s testatory wishes. If any consistent principle is to be sought here, it might be found in the early Ghaznavids’ Turkish background rather than in their
acquired Perso-Islamic culture. In the system of inheritance of ancient Mongolian customary law, ultimogeniture prevailed: the major part of the paternal inheritance went to the youngest son, who was guardian of the domestic hearth, the otchigin, "prince of the fire", and the elder sons were entitled to indemnities during their father's lifetime. This institution seems to have been carried over into Turkish life; Kotwicz suggested that the Turkish name "Kültigin", familiar from the Orkhon inscriptions and from later usage, is not a personal name but a title, and he connects it with kül "ashes", giving the complete meaning "prince of the ashes" = "guardian of the hearth in the Qaghan's family, the younger son". Certainly, the transmission of an inheritance undivided to the eldest son was little familiar to Central Asian peoples; chiefs often took the view that leadership should come through personal merit and not birthright, and that all children should have a chance to achieve success. It is just possible that some memory of steppe custom may have remained in the minds of Sebüktigin and Mahmūd. The sources provide no direct evidence for this surmise, but the reasons they give for Mahmūd's designation of Muḥammad as his heir are unconvincing.
Chapter Five

The cultural background of the early Sultans, and the Ghaznavid court and bureaucracy's continuity with their predecessors in structure and personnel

Maḥmūd's education and training was a two-fold one. The practical, military side came from accompanying his father into battle, and boyish exploits of his are recorded against the pagans of Ghūr and the Hindū Shāhī Rājā Jaipāl at Lamghān. Later, his favourite weapons were the spear and long sword (qalāchūrī), the weapons of the champion who goes out for single combat. Doubtless Sebūktigin passed on to him all his distilled experience and expertise. The academic side of his education came from a leading Ḥanafī scholar, the father of the Qāḍī Abū Naṣr Ṣīnī, who also acted as prayer-leader for Sebūktigin; from him Maḥmūd learnt the Qur'ān and later derived much benefit from his counsel. Because of Maḥmūd's early involvement at his father's side in the business of warfare and ruling, his academic education in the Muslim sciences and literatures may have been somewhat broken. He is said to have known Arabic well, although he disliked the language. But clearly, his knowledge of Persian was adequate for him to work with his Persian secretaries and ministers; exactly how much he appreciated the florid panegyrics,
both Arabic and Persian, which his poets dedicated to him, is more dubious. C Aufti quotes in his Lubab al-albāb some fragments of verse said to be by Maḥmūd. The verdict of Ethē, Browne and Rypka has been against the authenticity of this attribution, even though it is true that most persons literate in Persian could at that time have turned out tolerably competent verses. 83

From Baihaqī, we have a few details about the Islamic education which Maḥmūd gave to his own children. Maḥmūd had his two sons Masūd and Muḥammad and his young brother Yūsuf, only three years older than the two princes, educated together. Already by the age of fourteen, Masūd had a good knowledge of adab and was able to teach a few of al-Mutanabbi’s odes and the Muqallada of Imru’ul-Qais to another boy. Their tutor at this time was a eunuch, Raiḥān Khādīm. Afterwards, when Maḥmūd nominated Masūd to the governorship of Herat, Raiḥān Khādīm accompanied him there as a tutor, with a strict commission to watch over Masūd’s moral welfare; in Seljuq times, Raiḥān Khādīm would have been described as an Atabeg. 84 As Sultan, Masūd was a competent Persian stylist. As well as affixing his tauqīc to the documents prepared for him by the Diwān-i Risālat, he sometimes added sections in his own hand. The draft of a treaty which Masūd was making secretly just before his father’s death with the Ziyārid Manūchihr b. Qābūs was written in his own excellent hand "such as the masters among secretaries would have been impotent to indite". Baihaqī retained in his possession many documents, drafts and notes by Masūd which he utilised in putting together his Mujalladaṭ. 85 From his knowledge of adab, Masūd was certainly able
to read Arabic and apparently able to understand it when spoken.
The Caliph al-Qādir's envoy brought a diploma of recognition to the
Sultan on his accession, and addressed him and his court in Arabic.
Masūd acknowledged the greetings, and then a Persian abridgement of
the mansūr was read out for the benefit of those present who could
not understand Arabic. 86 The expressions Masūd used occasionally
reveal his intellectual processes as thoroughly Islamic. Writing
to the Qarakhanid Arslan Khan Sulaimān b. Qadīr Khan after his defeat
at Dandanqān by the Seljuqs, the Sultan minimised the disaster and
compared it with the Prophet's setback at Uḥud against Quraish; on
one occasion the Chief Secretary, Abū Naṣr-i Mīskān, described the
Turkmen pillagers in Khurasan to his master as "Khawārij". The
knowledge of classical Islamic learning which the Ghaznavid Sultans
early acquired is in striking contrast to the untutoredness which
seems to have characterised the Great Seljuq Sultans down to a late
date in that dynasty's history. 87 It was nevertheless necessary for
the Ghaznavid Sultans to stay attuned to the needs and aspirations
of their Turkish ghulāms, upon whose military prowess much of the
dynasty's success depended. Some of the ghulāms who had been in the
Sultans' service for a long period no doubt acquired some knowledge
of Persian, especially those in positions of high command and thus
in contact with the civilian administration; but the ranks of the
ghulāms were frequently replenished by recruits from Central Asia
(see below, Part II, 228 ) and Turkish was their normal language.
Certainly Masūd, and a fortiori Maḥmūd, retained their ancestral
Turkish tongue and always used it when speaking informally to their
The sincerity of the Ghaznavid Sultans as patrons of learning has provoked speculation. To consider the topic in detail would not be in place here, but it cannot be altogether neglected, for it helps us to assess the barbarian, Turkish elements in the early Sultans versus the cultured, Persian ones. Undoubtedly, Maḥmūd's and Masʿūd's courts at Ghazna became brilliant cultural centres; according to Daulatshāh, 400 poets were regularly in attendance on Maḥmūd, presided over by the laureate, amīr ash-shuʿarāʾ, ʿUṣūrī, who was continuously busy commemorating in verse his master's exploits and campaigns. The polymath of his age, al-Bīrūnī, finished his days at Ghazna, and dedicated his great astronomical treatise, al-Qānūn al-Masʿūdī, to Maḥmūd's son, and his book on mineralogy, the Kitāb al-jamāḥīr fī maṣrīfāt al-jawāhir, to Masʿūd's son Maudūd in turn. Inasmuch as it was Maḥmūd who brought him to Ghazna, the gateway to India, it was he who made possible al-Bīrūnī's Taḥqīq mā līl-Hind, although Sachau has pointed out that al-Bīrūnī's mentions of the Sultan's name are curt and unenthusiastic, and has added that during the thirteen years spent under his Sultanate, al-Bīrūnī "had no official inducement or encouragement for this study [sc. his India], nor any hope of royal reward". 90

In the evaluation of the culture of the early Ghaznavids, two opposing views have been adopted. Many of Maḥmūd's admirers, especially those among Indian Muslim scholars, have stressed his rôle as a munificent patron of the arts and as the creator of a Muslim culture on the eastern fringe of the Islamic world, by whose influence
Muslim religion and civilisation passed to the Indian plain.  

\textsuperscript{91} Maḥmūd has thus become the first hero of Indian Islam. At the other extreme, some European scholars have condemned this culture as insincere and derivative. The Sāmānid court at Bukhārā, which had nurtured authors like Rūdakī, the Vizier Abū ʿAlī Bālʿamī and Daqīqī, presented Maḥmūd with a striking model, and scholars like August Müller, Barthold, Browne and recently Rypka have asserted with justice that Maḥmūd's encouragement of culture did not spring from a disinterested love of learning. In the course of his conquests, the Sultan brought back whole libraries to Ghazna (e.g. from Isfāhān and Ray), and he seems to have had an acquisitive love of collecting around himself poets and scholars, if need were, by force. In Browne's words, "Sulṭān Maḥmūd has often been described as a great patron of letters, but he was in fact rather a great kidnapper of literary men, whom .... he often treated in the end scurvily enough\textsuperscript{92}."

In telling how the Tabānī family of Ḥanafī faqīhs passed in Maḥmūd's time from Nishapur to Ghazna (see below, Part III, 339-41 ), Baihaqī remarks that "whenever he came across a man or woman who was an expert in any skill, he deported them thither [sc. to Ghazna].\textsuperscript{93}

The Sultan's intentions were perfectly blunt when he sent an ultimatum to the Khwārizmshāh Abū'l-ʿAbbās Ma'mūn b. Ma'mūn: "I have heard that there are at the Khwārizmshāh's court several men of learning, each peerless in his science, such as so-and-so and so-and-so. You must send them to our court, so that they may have the honour of being presented there and that we may derive prestige (mustaṭṭhir shavīm) from their knowledge and capabilities. We request this favour of
Barthold's strictures are also based on the political and social background of this culture: the narrowness of the circle involved, and the ruthless fiscal exploitation and war misery which alone enabled Mas'ud, for instance, to dispense at Mihrgan celebrations 1000 dinars to cUnsuri, an elephant's load of 50,000 dirhams to Zainab Alawi and 20,000 dirhams to poets not regularly of the court circle (bigana-tar). These points are valid ones, and our verdict must on the whole lie with Barthold's strictures rather than with Nazim's defence.

But three qualifications must be made. Firstly, all highly-developed Islamic cultures were at this period elite ones, resting not on popular but on royal or aristocratic bases. Although patronage inevitably brought the attendant vices of hyperbole, effusiveness and insincerity, it was the sole foundation upon which such a culture could then rest. Al-Biruni pointed out the necessity of the system when he said that "to do this [sc. to honour learning and its representatives] is ... the duty of those who rule over them, of kings and princes. For they alone can free the minds of scholars from the daily anxieties for the necessities of life, and stimulate their energies to earn more fame and favour, the yearning for which is the pith and marrow of human nature". Moreover, the financial basis of patronage was that upon which the whole dynasty and state rested; the one cannot be condemned without the other, but such a judgement would not be in order here.

Secondly, poets and writers were the publicity men of their age. Rulers bathed in the echoed splendour of their eulogists and retained
them with a practical purpose in mind. Both sides benefited: "For just as a patron becomes famous by the verse of a good poet, so do poets likewise achieve renown by receiving a great reward from the king, these two things being interdependent".  

Thirdly, the culture of the early Ghaznavids did begin to show individual traits of its own. Originally, there was no significant literary tradition in Ghazna and Zäbulistän upon which to build. It is noteworthy that the great poets of the Ghazna court all came from outside: Ünüşürî from Balkh; Asjadî from Merv or Herat; Farrukhî from Sîstän; and Manüchihrî from Dâmghan. The latter two were attracted to Ghazna from the service of the Muhtäji Amîrs of Chaghâniyân and the Ziyârîds respectively. Arberry has drawn attention to the greater receptiveness of the cultures of Mâhmûd and Mâsûd, with their strongly Sunni policy and cultivation of links with the Abbasid Caliphate (see below, 132–4), to Arabic influences in learning and literature. These brought an increased elaboration and euphuism in literary style, and set the pattern for the ornate poetry and prose which became increasingly popular in later Ghaznavid and Seljuq times, and Arberry concludes that "Ghazna developed into a greater centre of Arabic learning than Bukhârâ had ever been". According to Bahâr, the penetration of Arabic influences into Persian literature marks the opening of the second great period of New Persian prose, whose style differs clearly from that of the Sâmânîd period; and in the sphere of poetry Rypka notes the appearance of the "romantic epic", whereas the Shâh-nâmâ had been the climax of the "feudal epic" inspired by the Sâmânîd milieu. It is also notable that during
Mahmūd's reign, Turkish poetry seems to have been known and recited in literary circles, although this poetry was probably popular in origin and not the product of cultured circles. A certain growth of individuality is also visible in architecture and the plastic arts. Under Mahmūd, a great influx of treasure flowed into Ghazna, and there can be little doubt but that the Sultan imported artisans and craftsmen from the conquered lands to beautify his capital, just as he imported scholars and literary men. When Mahmūd began his work, there was no strong local tradition to guide him. But during his reign and that of his successor, a certain tradition did grow up, with the sumptuous, Indian use of marble for building, and with carved decoration grafted on to the more sober, Persian technique of fired brick construction and moulded brick decoration.

The literacy of the Sultans, their Muslim educations, their encouragement of scholars, all these have been sketched out; it remains to adduce further evidence from the court surroundings in which they lived to demonstrate that the Ghaznavids were, in Spuler's phrase, "kulturell iranisiert." The Sultans were lovers of splendour and luxury, to which their zeal in building palaces and laying out gardens attests (see below, 189-90). The lavish furnishings and decorations of these palaces show that the way of life there fell within the Iranian tradition. Mas'ūd acquired luxurious tastes at an early age. When he was the youthful governor of Herat, he built a house for his afternoon siesta in the garden of the cAdnānī palace. This house was cooled by water dripping down the hangings within it, and its walls were adorned with lascivious paintings of
nude men and women in various convivial scenes (ṣūrat-hā-yi ʿulfiyya).

The splendour of court life in Ghazna itself shows how far the Sultans now were from the frugal ways of Turkish steppe life. The description of a celebration there in 1038 is worth quoting at length:

"The golden throne and the hall for audiences and merry-making, which the Amīr had ordered to be constructed, and on which they had been busy for over three years, was now ready. They informed the Amīr, and he ordered that they should install and set it down [sc. the throne] on the great dais of the new palace, and put the building in order. Everyone who on that day saw that adornment never saw anything after that which could compare with it. I was one of them at that time, and I have never known anything like it. The throne was constructed entirely of red gold, overlaid with shapes and patterns of branches and plant-fronds. It was set with a large number of precious jewels, and over it was stretched lattice-work, again all encrusted with jewels. The throne itself was overlaid with covers of Rūmī brocade. It had four well-filled cushions, made of silk and sewn with gold thread, laid down for the feet; a cushion for the back; and four other cushions, two for each side. A golden-plated chain hung from the ceiling of the chamber containing the dais, and came down over the dais where the crown and throne were. The crown was attached to this chain, and there were four bronze figures fashioned in the shape of human beings and mounted on columns which were secured to the throne itself, so that their hands were outstretched and thus held the crown safely. In this way, the crown did not hurt the head since the chains and the columns supported it, and the Sultan's cap could go underneath it. They draped this dais with rugs, gold-woven Rūmī brocade and gold-woven parti-coloured carpets. Three hundred and eighty golden dishes were set out in the hall, each a gaz long and a khushktar (?) gaz wide. On these were placed cakes of camphor, vesicles of musk, fragments of sandal-wood and amber. Before the high throne
were fixed fifteen settings of pomegranate-coloured and Badakhshānī rubies, emeralds, pearls and turquoises. Within that opulently-appointed hall they had set out a table, and in the middle of it, stretching towards the ceiling, was a pavilion made out of ḥalvā, and there was ample other food.

On Tuesday, the 21st of ʿAbd al-Samad, the Amīr came back from the Ḥāmūdī Garden to this new palace and seated himself in his new golden throne on the dais. The crown was suspended above his cap and he wore a cloak of crimson brocade so heavily ornamented with gold that only a little of the material underneath could be seen. All around the hall, standing against the panels, were the household ghulāms (ghulāmān-i khāṣṣāt), with robes of Saqlāṭūn, Baghdādī and Isfāḥānī cloth, two-pointed caps, gold-mounted waist sashes, weapon belts and golden maces in their hands. On the dais itself, to both left and right of the throne, were ten ghulāms, with four-sectioned caps on their heads, heavy, bejewelled waist sashes and bejewelled sword belts. In the middle of the hall were two lines of ghulāms; one line was standing against the wall, with four-sectioned caps. In their hands they held arrows and swords and they had quivers and bow-cases. There was another line positioned down the centre of the hall, with two-pointed caps, heavy, silver-mounted waist sashes, weapon belts and silver maces in their hands. The ghulāms of both these lines all wore cloaks of Shush-tarī brocade. As for the horses, ten had bejewelled accoutrements and twenty had plain, golden ones. There were fifty Dailamīs with golden shields, ten of which were ornamented with jewels. The high-ranking servants of the state stood by, and outside the portico of the palace there were many palace attendants and a crowd of infantrymen (ḥasbar), all armed.

The court celebrations then took place. The great men of state and the holders of high rank came forward. Enormous quantities of largesse were distributed. The prominent people, governors and great men were invited to sit on that dais, and the Amīr held court, seated on his throne, till morning, when the nadīms came in,
greeted the Amīr and distributed largesses. Then the Amīr rose, mounted and made off to the garden. He changed his robes, rode back and sat down to feast in the splendidly-adorned hall. The nobles and great men of state came forward to the table too. Other tablecloths were spread outside the hall, to one side of the palace, and the sarhangān, khailtāshān and other groups of the army sat down there and began to eat. The musicians struck up and wine flowed like water, so that gradually, those who had become drunk left the tables. The Amīr rose up from the table in a mood of great joy, mounted and rode off to the garden. They organised a splendid majlis there, similar to the first. The nadīms came along and they all settled down to drink wine till the evening prayer. Then they went back". 104

For supplying the opulent clothes, carpets and hangings mentioned here, the Sultan depended in part on the customary presents brought by governors and tributary rulers at Naurūz and Mihrgān and in part on taxation levied in kind, for most cities of the empire produced textiles and rugs in some form or other. But we know that in Bahrāmshāh's time (512-47/1118-52), and doubtless before then, there were also royal workshops, kār-khānahā, supervised by a Mihtar and a Mushrif, where the rich embroidery of the ṭarāz was sewn on to the robes. 105

The running of the palace and its ancillary departments was organised on lines reminiscent of earlier Islamic courts and, ultimately, of the Abbasid Caliphate in Baghdad. At court, the Sultan was withdrawn from contact with the masses, except when he held maẓālim sessions. Normally, his entourage consisted of his nadīms, the bureaucracy officials and the leading military commanders. Access to the royal presence came only through the intermediacy of
the Court Chamberlain, a eunuch (the Aghāchī-khāssā khādim), who also performed such personal services as waking up the Sultan, and was in charge of the inner living quarters of the palace. At court, strict protocol was observed; Maḥmūd once hit a well-known trāditionist on the head for speaking without permission and made him deaf for life. For the Sultans' majālis-i nashāt u sharāb, poets, musicians and clowns were brought in, and to wait on the topers there were the sāqīs, of whom Ayāż was chief in Maḥmūd's time. The smooth functioning of the palace service and its needs (in particular, provisioning and financial expenditure) was the responsibility of the Wakīl-i khasāq (see below, 159) and of the Aghāchī (domestic affairs and staffing). An office of Katkhudā, overseer of the chambers of the harem and of the royal princes, is mentioned in Ibrāhīm b. Āṣcūd's reign (451-92/1059-99). The Aghāchī had a staff of eunuchs and pages. The pages were often younger members of the royal family, sons of tributary princes or hostages taken from the families of the Sultan's commanders. Most of the eunuchs were probably castrated in the slave-markets of Transoxania or India, but ghulāms were also castrated at the Ghaznavid court itself. It is not known whether black eunuchs were used; they were certainly used as harem attendants by Maḥmūd's neighbour in Sīstān, Khalaf b. Aḥmad. The eunuchs had special charge of the Sultan's harem. The harem and its attendants usually accompanied the Sultan, the army and the Diwāns on their peregrinations, and they were then housed in special tents. On the death of a Sultan,
it is likely that the new ruler took over those of the wives and concubines whom he desired. When Mahmūd died, the Sultan's women were looked after by his sister, Ḥurrā-yi Khuttalī, and those who were no longer wanted were assigned estates on whose revenues they could live. When Muḥammad was deposed after his brief reign, he had to make over his harem, together with other possessions, to Masʿūd. 112 Hence, far from the comparative freedom of women in Turkish steppe life, the Ghaznavids immured their women in the confines of a harem system, with all the traditional concomitants such as eunuchs; and this system became so tightly knit that Bahramshāh is said to have been reluctant to allow even a physician to treat a slave girl in the harem. 113

Because the Ghaznavids inherited much of the former Sāmānid empire, they acquired a considerable proportion of the Sāmānid bureaucracy personnel. Some of these merely remained at their posts in the Diwan of Khurasan when Mahmūd took over there, others were attracted to Ghazna when the Qarakhanids took over Transoxania. Such trained men as these were welcomed in the Ghaznavid bureaucracy, for the expansion of the empire under Mahmūd enlarged its sphere of operation and the volume of work which it had to cope with. These former Sāmānid officials strengthened the continuity in traditions and techniques between the Sāmānid and Ghaznavid administrations.

Mahmūd's first Vizier, Abū'l-ʿAbbās Faḍl b. ʿAbbās Isfara'īnī, was a Khurāsānī. Shabānkāraī errs in describing him as a former Vizier of the Sāmānids, but he had been a secretary in Fa'iq's employ. On the defeat of Fa'iq and Abū ʿAlī Simjūrī, he went over
to Sebüktegin, and when Maḥmūd gained the throne, became the new Sultan's Vizier. From the evidence of his nisba, the family of Maṣūd's Vizier Aḥmad b. ʿAbd aq-Šamad Shīrāzī came originally from Fārs, but according to Cūṭbī, his father Abū ʿṬāhir had served the Sāmānids' ghulām general Ḥusām ad-Daula Abū' l-ʿAbbās Tash as his confidential secretary (Calā dīwān asrārihi). Aḥmad himself began his career as katkhudā of the Khwārizmshāh Altuntash, and ended up as Maṣūd's Vizier (see below, 138). The Ghaznavid official Abū' l-Qāsim-i Kathīr, whose name appears frequently in Baihaqī and who had been head of the Dīwān of Khurasan, came from a family which had long served successive masters of Khurasan; his grandfather Kathīr had been such a talented katkhudā of Abū' l-Ḥasan Sīmjūrī that the Sāmānids had frequently tried to get him directly into their own service. An experienced treasury official (dābīr-i khizāna) of the Ghaznavids, Abū' l-Ḥasan Quraish, had been formerly a secretary in the Sāmānids' treasury at Bukhārā, but had been brought back to Ghazna by the Vizier Isfarāʾīnī. The Amīr Abū' l-Ṭaḏlī Ziyād b. Aḥmad, who came from the prominent Baihaq family of the Ziyādīs, had been governor of Baihaq under the Sīmjūrīs, and although he suffered temporary imprisonment when they fell, he soon found favour with Maḥmūd and was appointed his deputy in Khurasan when Maḥmūd had to hurry eastwards and deal with his brother Ismāʿīl. The Sultan was less successful with another civil servant from Baihaq, Abū' l-ʿAbbās Ismāʿīl Ānbarī; Abū' l-ʿAbbās had acted as Vizier for the Ilīg Naṣr, but refused to accept the same office from the Ghaznavids, and was imprisoned for his recalcitrance and died.
Shortly before his death, Maḥmūd annexed Ray and Jībāl and so became the possessor of lands formerly ruled by branches of the Būyid dynasty. Hence there is, perhaps, a subordinate strand in the formative factors shaping the Ghaznavid administrative system, the influence of Būyid practice, but this contribution can only have been small compared with that from the Sāmānids, for Ghaznavid control over central Persia lasted less than a decade. We learn from Miskawaih that the administration of the Būyid territories was based on the procedures of the Abbasid Caliphate, although the Dailamī origins of the Būyids and their dependence to a considerable extent on a tribal following brought about changes in the systems of land tenure and taxation in western and central Persia. Any borrowings from Būyid practice would supplement the more important ones from the Sāmānids, for the ultimate parent of both these administrative systems was Baghdad. In an anecdote of the Siyāsat-nāma, ch. XLII, a group of unemployed Būyid dabīrs and mutaṣārrīfs in Ray contemplate emigration to Khurasan, where they believe that Maḥmūd's well-known munificence to scholars and appreciation of talent will surely bring them recognition and employment. As Qazwīnī notes, the anachronisms in this tale make its authenticity doubtful, but we do hear of instances where men passed from Būyid to Ghaznavid employment. Baihaqī mentions a Ghaznavid commander who had previously been a sipahsālār-i Shāhanshāhān, and the Dailamī element in the Ghaznavid army was an important one (see below, Part II, 243-4). The Qādī Shīrāzī, to whom Maḥmūd gave an important post in India (see below, 168-9), came into the Sultan's service from that of
the Buyids. When Mahmūd dethroned Majd ad-Daula of Ray, the Buyid administration there continued to function as a provincial diwan of the Ghaznavids, with a sphere of operation embracing Ray and Jībāl. As with the take-over in Khurasan, much of the old personnel must have stayed on. This was the case with Abū'l-Cālā' Mūḥammad b. Ḥassūl, who later became known as the author of a propaganda tract for the Seljuqs, the Taḏīl al-Ātrak ālā sā'ir al-ajnād. He had previously been Vizier to Majd ad-Daula, and then after the capture of Ray, was given a secretarial job by Maḥmūd; by the time of the Seljuq invasions he was heading the Diwan-i Rasā'il at Ray, and finally he passed into the service of yet another master, Tughrīl Beg. 120
Chapter Six

The attitude to power

In Part III of his book Sultān Mahmūd, 126-50, Nazim surveys the administrative system of Mahmūd of Ghazna. From a patient winnowing of Baihaqī's history and of the excerpts from the Maqāmāt of his master Abū Naṣr-i Mishkān incorporated in the Āthār al-wuzarā' (see above, Bibliographical introduction, 12-13, 37), together with details from the later source of the Siyāsat-nāma, he has built up a straightforward account of the Sultan presiding over his administration, with its diwāns and its officials. It is not the intention here substantially to add to what Minorsky has called "a valuable reconstruction of the administrative machinery under Mahmūd" (BSOS, VI, 1930-2, 1024). Unfortunately, Nazim's reconstruction only takes us to a certain point; we know what the bare bones are, but we are still ignorant about what made the system really work. What ethos guided the Sultan and his chief officials and what was their attitude towards the subjects? In what ways did the subjects, townsmen and peasants alike, feel the hand of the state? How did the state exact the taxes and services due to it, and what limits, if any, were recognised to these demands? Nazim is silent here, and the imperfect
state of the sources does not allow us to fill out the whole of the picture; but there is enough information for us to assess in broad outline what principles and assumptions guided the men who ran the empire and, to a much less extent, how the subjects themselves reacted. Such questions are relevant in considering why the Seljuqs were able to conquer Khurasan, for the purely military and strategic factors (described below in Part V, "The ascendancy of the Turkmens in Khurasan") are insufficient to explain the total failure of Ghaznavid power there. We must look further back into the forty years or so of Ghaznavid rule in Khurasan; and if our specific material on that province under the Ghaznavids is not so abundant as could be desired, we can tentatively apply the more general deductions which can be made from conditions in the Ghaznavid empire as a whole.

Some of the formative factors which moulded Sultan Maḥmūd have been mentioned: his education in the Perso-Islamic tradition, and his inheritance of a large part of the former Sāmānīd empire, together with much of its personnel and many of its techniques. The Perso-Islamic bias to his upbringing was undoubtedly the predominant influence in his attitude towards the exercise of power. The Turkish steppe background, into which his father had been born, was overshadowed by the influence of the Islamic milieu in which he had to rule and the Persian officials with whom he had to work. Such men as Alptigin and Sebūktigin are classic examples of the transformation of the Turkish military slave, brought into the Islamic world at a young and impressionable age, plunged into the sophisticated environ-
ment of Muslim civilisation, rising to high command within it and having to deal with the complexities of political and administrative life there. Very soon, religion as well as culture became a barrier between such men and the steppe past. Although Islam was spreading through the steppes in the 10th century, there was still much paganism there, and in any case, it is not to be supposed that there was much in common between the subtle Ḥanafī mutakallimūn, whose company Mahmūd affected to enjoy, such as the Tabānis, the Ṣācidīs and the Ṣāqīhīs, and the Ṣūfīs and itinerant preachers who carried the faith from Transoxania and Khwārizm into the steppes. Men like Alptigin and Sebūktigin were initially déracinés in the Sāmānīd empire, but speedily integrated themselves into the Persian world around them.

The great stronghold of Turkish nationality and feeling in the Ghaznavid empire was of course the army, a considerable proportion of which was Turkish. Those who had passed into the Ghaznavid empire via the Sāmānīd service had had some opportunity to adapt themselves to the Perso-Islamic world; but there were always fresh elements arriving from the steppes with only a brief transit through the Islamic lands along the Oxus. The inability of two Turks, Asīghtigin (spelt in Baihaqī "Āṣaftīgīn") Ghāzī and Eryaruq (Āryāruq), whose fighting qualities had raised them to high military rank, to find their way about in the complexities of life in the capital Ghazna, is remarked upon by Baihaqī:

".... these two prominent men, Eryaruq and Ghāzī, had no reliable person to advise them. These two generals lacked a pair of katkhudās who were efficient, competent in official procedure and with wide
experience of the world. Obviously, what could one expect from 
SaCID the Money-changer and other lackeys like him, of obscure 
position and little worth? The Turks just acted according to the 
guidance of men like these, without regard to what the final 
outcome and disastrous effect might be. They had no experience, 
and although they were perfectly ready to expend their efforts and 
their lives, and possessed extensive wealth and belongings, they 
lacked judgement and had no familiarity with official routine 
(dabIRI). They lacked any foresight [lit. "could not distinguish 
between today and tomorrow"], so were inevitably powerless against 
misfortunes". 121

It must be noted, however, that until the annexation of Khwārizm, 
the Ghaznavids did not have direct access to the Central Asian steppes 
for recruiting Turkish troops; often they acquired them through the 
Transoxanian slave markets, and after the fall of the Sāmānids, 
Ghaznavid access to the north had been partially blocked by their 
rivals the Qarakhanids. 122

It was mentioned at the outset (above, 74-5 ) how in the 
eastern Islamic world, the Persian administrative tradition had 
become prominent by the 11th century, and as a result of this, we 
have the rise of what E.I.J. Rosenthal has called the "power state". 
It was noted, too, that the spread of this form of political organ-
isation was connected with the orientalisation of the Arab Caliphate. 
Especially noticeable in this process was the dependence of the 
Abbasids first of all on their Khurasanian guards, the abnā' ad-daula, 
and then, from the 9th century onwards, on a mercenary and slave 
army recruited from all parts of the Caliphate and beyond. Whilever
a ruler had to depend on the levée en masse of his free subjects, as the early Caliphs depended on the Arab muqātila, or on a tribal following, as many Central Asian dynasties of Turkish or Mongol origin did at a later period, he could not hope to free himself from dependence on his subjects and to demand unfettered obedience. When he acquired a slave or mercenary army which had no ethnic or territorial links with the rest of his subjects, he might find it turbulent at times, but he could be sure that there would be no bond of sympathy between it and his subjects. Hence he could be sure of its ruthlessness in dealing with unruly subjects (see further, below, Part II, 224 ff.).

This may be considered as the military aspect of the process. The social aspect was the rigid division of society within the state. This differed from the hierarchisation of social groups in earlier Middle Eastern cultures. In the early Caliphate, the community of freemen (we must always remember the substratum of slaves and mawālī) had its aristocracy of noble Arab blood, but there was also at the side of this a feeling that moral and intellectual factors in part determined whether one belonged to the cawāmm or khawāṣṣ. In ancient Iran, as in ancient India, class divisions were rigid and were determined by birth; the Avesta divided society into three classes, to which a fourth was added in the Sassanid period. But in the Islamic power state, there was only one dividing line, that between rulers and ruled (in the later terminology of the Ottomans, that between Ğaskerîs, comprising both military and civil ruling elements,
and Recayá). In the 10th and 11th centuries there was nothing predestined about which of the two divisions a man might belong to. The Mirrors for Princes might expatiate on how God designates certain outstanding men to be kings (cf. the opening words of the Siyāsat-nāma), but in practice kingly power was often gained through military force, political shrewdness or merely through favourable circumstances, as the maxim ad-daula ittifaqāt ḥasan ā implies. Whatever exalted genealogies might be later supplied, most Islamic dynasties of this period arose from lowly or even slave status (Ṣaffārids, Ghaznavids, Khwārizmshāhs of Atšz's line); from invading tribal groups (Seljuqs, Qarakhanids); or from local chieftains or dihqāns of middling status (Sāmānids, Būyids, Ziyārids, Ma'mūnīd Khwārizmshāhs). Dynasties that could genuinely trace their ancestry back to a long line of kings, like the Afrīghid Khwārizmshāhs, were very much the exception.

The political theorists of the power state were always concerned with laying down moral bases for kingship, for Ibn Khaldun's wāzić, the institution which curbs the individualist and anarchic instincts of mankind and which guarantees an ordered form of society. Our concern here, however, is with the practical effect of this concept in the Ghaznavid dominions, i.e. the gratitude and obedience which the subjects must always show towards the Sultan who stands between them and chaos. Three passages are quoted here from authors of the 11th century, each of them touching on the relationship of kings and subjects.

Niẓām al-Mulk says:
"Concerning subjects, God Most High has created kings to be over all mankind; all mankind are beneath their sway and derive their means of life and their degree in society from them. Hence they [sc. the kings] must always keep them [sc. the subjects] in such a position that they know their stations and never remove the ring of servitude from their ears". 125

Baihaqī's views on this topic, representing as he does the katib class who put the commands of the Ghaznavid Sultans into action, are of special interest. He employs the analogy, familiar from the political theory of so many cultures, of the human body. In the body he distinguishes three forces: (1) that of the guiding intellect and the faculties which serve it (khīrad u sukhan, nafs-i guyanda); (2) that of anger, revenge and self-defence (nafs-i khashm-i giranda); and (3) that of passion and desire (nafs-i arzū). These he compares with the ruler, his army and his subjects:

"You must realise very clearly that the nafs-i guyanda is the king — commanding, masterful and overbearing. He must administer justice and punishment as whole-heartedly and firmly as possible, and not in an ineffective manner; and when he shows kindness, it must not be so as leave an impression of weakness. Furthermore, khashm is the army of this king, by means of which he uncovers [the enemy's] weak points, makes secure [his own] vital points, frustrates the enemy and protects the people (raṣiyat). The army must be fully-prepared; when it is thus ready, it is able to carry out the ruler's command. The nafs-i arzū is the subject population of this king; it is vital that they should be in complete fear and trembling of the king and the army, and give [him] obedience". 126

Thirdly, we return to the Siyāsat-nāma for the credo attributed there to Bahrām Gūr's Vizier Rāst Ravish. Here, the relationship of ruler
and ruled is conceived of as being always in tension; any latitude
given to subjects diminishes the majesty of the ruler and will lead
inevitably to rebelliousness, for if they are given an inch, they
will always take a mile. The Vizier is made to say:

"The subjects have grown insolent because of our extremely
equitable rule and have become impudent. If they are not punished,
I fear ruin will appear [in the state] .... Be severe on them,
before ruin becomes visible. For know that severity is of two
kinds: destroying evil-doers and confiscating the wealth of the
good." 127

In the Ghaznavid empire under Maḥmūd and Masūd we see these
attitudes of mind on the part of the ruler made the mainspring of
political action. The darker side to the rule of these Sultans
was well brought out by Barthold, Turkestan, 291-3, and must constant-
ly be born in mind as the background to Nazim's biography of Maḥmūd.
Especially noticeable is the discouragement of what we might call
local solidarity and self-help. The words in use today in the
Middle East for "patriotism" (waṭaniyya, waṭanparastī, vatanperverlik)
are neologisms, and the concepts of both "patriotism" and "national
feeling" are very recent ones in the Islamic world. Certainly,
these terms could not be used with reference to the 11th century
without serious qualification. What we can speak of are regional
and local solidarities of feeling and interest, and the Caşabiyyāt
of one province or town against another. 128 For most people at this
time, the rural district in which the peasant worked or the town in
which the artisan or shopkeeper lived was the limit of their world.
Protection of their homes and freedom to pursue their avocations in peace were what these people essentially expected from the government to which they paid taxes.

It would have been an abdication of this responsibility if the ruler had left the subjects to defend themselves. Yet the Ghaznavid Sultans denied their subjects a limited right of self-defence, even when the Sultan was unable to bring help in time against external attackers; arms which were used to repel attackers might be turned against the Sultan himself. As the Sultans saw it, the great cleavage was between all rulers on one side and all subjects on the other, not between the ruler and the ruled of one kingdom as against the ruler and ruled of another. This is especially clear in Maḥmūd's reprimand to the people of Balkh when in 1006 they resisted the Qarakhanid general JaCfartigin. In a determined resistance against the attacker, royal property was damaged, and this attracted the Sultan's wrath. He told the townspeople that they had no right to resist the enemy and so place his own property in jeopardy; subjects must resign themselves to whichever ruler shows himself the strongest.

There was some logic in the Sultan's words. The army alone did the fighting, and subjects should not arrogate this function to themselves; on the other hand, if the ruler was impotent to protect them, they should not let any feelings of loyalty prevent them from getting the best possible terms from the incoming power. This explains Maḥmūd's attitude when, towards the end of his reign, the Seljuqs were thought to be aiming at Ghazna itself. He resolved to leave for India, but
gave his officials full permission to stay behind in Ghazna and make terms with the Seljuqs, in whose service they could expect to find employment.

Lastly, we turn to what might be termed an ideological aspect of the Sultans' power, the buttressing of secular authority by the cachet of Sunni orthodoxy, achieved by the establishment of cordial relations with the Abbasid Caliphs.

In 389/999 Maḥmūd received the titles Yāmīn ad-Daula wa Amīn al-Milla for his recognition of the Caliph al-Qādir in the khūṭba in Khurasan (the Sāmānids had continued to recognise the deposed Caliph aṭ-Ṭā'ī; see above, 79). During his reign, Maḥmūd felt the need for legal and moral confirmation by the Caliph of the accomplished fact of his empire; and Caliphal approval was also valuable against enemies like the Ismāʿīlīs of Multan and the Shiʿī Būyids. He was always careful to include the Caliph's name on his coins; to send presents to Baghdad from captured spoils; and to depict himself in his fatḥ-nāmas as a warrior for the faith, justifying the title of Ghāzī Amīr al-Ḥaẓīmīs which appears on the "Tower of Maḥmūd" near his tomb. The rôle of defender of orthodoxy against the Būyids was especially useful to him in justifying what was an act of pure aggression, the deposition of Majd ad-Daula of Ray in 1029. Whereas the Sultan had latterly grown dilatory in sending fatḥ-nāmas to the Caliph after his Indian campaigns, one now came straight from the army camp outside Ray. In it, Maḥmūd boasted that through him, "God has swept away from this region the hands of the tyrants, and
has cleansed it from the da'wa of the infidel Bāṭiniyya and the evil-doing innovators", and went on to justify his action by detailing Mājd ad-Daula's uncanonical practices and the ascendancy of heretics within his territories.

In his turn, the Caliph found the support of the greatest military power of the age useful against both the tutelage of the Būyids and the pressure of the rival Fāṭimid Caliphate, whose wealth and splendour completely overshadowed the impotent and poverty-stricken Abbasids. In support of the Caliph, Ṭahmūd harried the Ismā'īlis within the boundaries of his empire; ostentatiously had da'īs who strayed into his territories, such as the luckless at-Tāḥartī (see below, Part III, 356), executed; and satisfied the Caliph over his Vizier ʿHasanak's dealings with the Fāṭimids (see below, Part III, 348). Actions like these all contributed to the picture which grew up in later ages of Ṭahmūd as the fanatic for religious orthodoxy, so that Shabānkāraʾī can say in the Sultan's praise that he was said to have executed over 50,000 heretics and dissidents.

Under Masʿūd, loyalty to the dynasty continued to be identified with religious orthodoxy. Early in his reign, he proclaimed his imperialist ambitions in the west, embracing the freeing of the Caliph from Būyid constraint in Iraq and the opening-up of the Pilgrimage route; attacks on the Būyids of Kirmān; an invasion of ʿUmmān from Makrān and dislodgement of the Qarāmiṭa from there; ghazw against Rūm; and attacks on the Fāṭimid Caliphate. On gaining the throne from his brother and rival Muḥammad, Masʿūd was careful
to secure a Caliphal patent of investiture for his territories, and this was renewed when in 422/1031 al-Qādir died and al-Qā'im succeeded in Baghdad. Rich presents of indigo, cloth, jewels and aromatics were sent for the Caliph and his retinue. When the new Caliph's envoy came to Nishapur in 424/1033, bringing a fresh string of laqabs for the Sultan, Mas'ūd again swore to act as the hammer of heretics:

"They brought forward the turban and sword, and the Sultan declared, 'This turban which I am about to put on with my hand, must be wound on by the hand of the Supporter of Religion'. He put it on his head after the crown. He drew the sword and said, 'The Żanādiqa and Qarāmiţa must be uprooted, and the sunnat of my father Yamīn ad-Daula wa'd-Dīn thereby observed; moreover, other regions which are in the hands of enemies must be seized by the might of this sword'."

137 There emerges from all this that the Ghaznavids were very conscious of the moral benefits to be derived from Caliphal support and that religious orthodoxy was regarded as a cement for the fabric of the empire.
Chapter Seven

The Sultan and his servants

The Ghaznavid Sultans were despots who held their empire together by fear. Nazim mentions as an institution of the administrative system the so-called Council of civil and military leaders which the Sultan convened for opinions and advice on important issues. But as he admits, ".... the council was nothing more than a deliberative and consultative body at best, and the Sulṭān was not bound either to ask or accept its advice". A body so nebulous and gelded of real power hardly deserves to be accorded an independent existence.

In current monarchical theory, to acknowledge the circumscribing influence of ministers could only be viewed as an encroachment on kingly power. Maḥmūd could only be made to accept advice indirectly. The quotation from Baihaqī given below, Part V, 458, shows how he was enraged by any contradiction; but on mature reflection, he might well quietly heed the advice. By this means, the appearance of total personal control of decisions was kept. Masʿūd was amenable
to the suggestions of certain of his ministers, but this was usually when the ministers in question were his own creatures and personal favourites. i.e. those who gave the advice which the Sultan wanted to hear anyway.

This explains the ascendancy in the early part of Mas'ūd's reign of the Ārîq Abū Sahl Zauzanī, whom Baihaqī (admittedly Abū Sahl's enemy) regards as the evil genius of much of the Sultan's reign. It was he who instigated Mas'ūd to bring to trial and execute the former Vizier Ḥasanak on pretext of his being an Ismā'īlī. This course of action accorded with the Sultan's desire to uproot the men of the old regime, the Muhūdiyān, who had either offended him in the past or who had supported his brother Muḥammad's bid for the throne (see below, Part V, chapter 4); but Abū Sahl was actuated by the motive of revenge for a slight he had once received from one of Ḥasanak's servants. He so ill-treated the captive Ḥasanak that the people began to murmur against him for his cruelty. Similarly, it was Abū Sahl's stimulation of the Sultan's avarice which led the latter to attempt in 1031 to recover the māl-i ba'īcat, the seventy to eighty million dirhams which Muḥammad had paid out to the military leaders, officials and courtiers on his accession in an effort to secure their loyalty. Mas'ūd even hoped to recover the presents given to the court poets, musicians and buffoons. The Vizier Maimandī and the Chief Secretary considered the scheme unprecedented in the annals of the kings of ʿAjam and Islam; the attempt to collect the money failed in the end and served only to show up the Sultan's
avarice and arbitrary behaviour. At last Abū Sahl overreached himself. In 1031 he tried to procure the assassination of the Khwarizmshāh Altuntash, but the plot was revealed by one of Abū Sahl's enemies at court and so misfired. Unfortunately, the Sultan himself had been privy to the scheme, although his ministers Maimandī and Abū Naqr-i Mishkān had known nothing about it. The revelation of the plot meant that all the officials' tact and diplomacy had to be employed to cover up their master's blunder; Altuntash's strategic position as a shield against the Qarakhanids and the Turkmens made him too important a personage to be alienated. The Vizier feared that the Khwarizmshāh might ally with the Qarakhanid ĠAltūtgin against the Sultan. Hence he insisted that Abū Sahl should be sacrificed, and he was dismissed from the CArq, imprisoned in the citadel of Ghazna and stripped of his estates and properties in Merv, Zauzan, Nishapur, Ghūr, Herat, Bādghīs and Ghazna. Masqūd avowed that henceforth he would do nothing behind the Vizier's back or without his advice: "Let the Khwāja know that after this, whatever is done in regard to matters of kingly power, finance or statesmanship, it shall always be done on the advice of and after consultation with him". Abū Sahl was restored to favour in 1034, and after Abū Naqr-i Mishkān's death, was appointed in 1039 to head the DIwān-i Risālat; but his influence was never again allowed to become preponderant in the state.

Whether, if Maimandī had lived, the Sultan would have followed his judgement more closely, we cannot know. The probability is
that Mas'ud's high opinion of his kingly office, his arbitrariness and obstinacy, would not long have allowed him to work in complete harmony with the wise old Vizier. Certainly, he was soon on bad terms with his new Vizier, Aḥmad b. ʿAbd as-Ṣāmad. The latter had been katkhudā of the Khwarizmshāh Altuntash. The Sultan had been so impressed at his skill in extricating the Ghaznavid forces after the Battle of Dabūsiyya, in which Altuntash had been fatally wounded fighting against ʿAlītigin, that he made him ūmaidī's successor. He thus exchanged a quasi-military post for a civilian one. Despite the new Vizier's excellent conduct and reliable advice, Mas'ud soon grew suspicious, to such a point that he automatically opposed whatever good counsels the Vizier put forward. Thus when in 1037 a council was summoned to discuss where the Sultan should campaign next, the Vizier and the Chief Secretary were the only ones to oppose the projected Indian expedition; they both held that the threatening situation in Khurasan demanded the concentration of effort there, but their opinion was unheeded. After this, the Sultan and his Vizier remained on cold terms. Like the rest of the civilian officials, the Vizier complained of his master's capriciousness, his growing immersion in drinking and his neglect of personal attention to the menace of the Turkmens.

The Sultan was well aware that he could ill afford to dispense with an experienced man like the Vizier, and Aḥmad b. ʿAbd as-Ṣāmad survived Mas'ud and after his murder served the new Sultan Maudūd for two years. The uneasy relationship between the Sultan and his Vizier is seen in the care with which the latter secured specific
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conditions of duty when in the autumn of 1040 Mas'ūd appointed him to accompany the Prince Maudūd to Balkh and Ṭūkhāristān. It was usual for an official to have a contract or muwāda’Ca explaining the conditions under which he was taking office. Aḥmad b. Ābd ʿ-Ṣamad had doubtless secured a muwāda’Ca when he had accepted the Vizierate, but this was a new, additional one. It shows that the Vizier was especially anxious to maintain his rights vis-à-vis the Department of the Čārīd. Clauses of this contract deal with his relationship to the palace ghulāms and their commander and to the Commander-in-chief of the army and other generals. He also claimed some control over the army’s pay arrangements and the right to appoint and dismiss the Čārīd’s deputy. The text of Maimandī’s muwāda’Ca, made when in 1031 the Sultan brought him out from imprisonment in India and restored him to the Vizierate, is known from the Āthār al-wuzarā’, ff. 107a-110a (summarised in Nazim, Sultān Maḥmūd, 130-1; for the Āthār al-wuzarā’ see above, Bibliographical introduction, 36-7 ). It was clearly advisable for officials to have a statement of their duties in black-and-white, in order to avert criticism for omissions and shortcomings and to avoid encroachments by other departments. The importance attached to this muwāda’Ca of 1040 between the Sultan and Aḥmad b. Ābd ʿ-Ṣamad is shown by Mas'ūd’s order that the copies for each party should be engrossed in code, a procedure reserved only for documents of prime importance.

The atmosphere generally prevailing between the Sultan and his ministers may be inferred from what has been said above. We have
the explicit words of Abu Nasr-i Mishkan that "Kings often harbour fancies (khiyālıhā), and no-one can be sure, as he ought to be able, of what is in their minds or their hearts, nor can he discern what they really intend". Elsewhere he warns against the immediate execution of an order for someone's being put to death, for kings often change their minds and repent of their decisions. The institution of the muwādaca shows that something with greater legal sanction than the undefined, paternal relationship of master and servant was felt as necessary by the bureaucracy.

As a typical representative of the Persian secretarial class and the author of a work on the secretary's craft, the Zīnat al-kuttāb, it is unlikely that Baihaqī's views on kingship and the divine ordering of events were much different from the accepted Perso-Islamic tradition. In his own words,

"Know that the Lord Most High has given one power to the prophets and another power to kings; and He has made it incumbent upon the people of the earth that they should submit themselves to the two powers and should acknowledge the true way laid down by God". However, there are some indications that the education in the Muslim religious sciences undergone by all literate persons at this time had made Baihaqī and his fellow-officials conscious of the claims of justice and morality in official life and had disinclined them from wholly accepting the most ruthless aspects of the theory of the power state. The all-presence within the Ghaznavid empire of spies and informers will be discussed below. Baihaqī is very disapproving of the fact that the mushrif whom Sultan Mas'ūd secretly set over
his uncle Āqūd ad-Daula Yūsuf b. Sebūktīgin was one of Yūsuf's own ghulāms, a ghulām whom Yūsuf had cared for and treated as his own son; to Baihaqī, this was the ultimate in cynicism and ingratitude. Likewise, when Abū Naṣr-i Mishkān was eventually told by the Sultan that during Wāhmūd's lifetime, when his son Masʿūd had been governor of Herat, the latter had employed one of the officials in Abū Naṣr's own Diwān-i Risālat as a spy for his own interests, he was deeply shocked at this deceit. He expostulated that, had he known, he would have thrown the official in question out of the Diwān, for "a treacherous dabīr is no use". 153

These attitudes seem to be evidence of a feeling amongst the Diwān officials that there were moral limits to the application of the internal spy system and that the atmosphere of mistrust which it engendered would, if unchecked, make honest administration impossible. As might be expected from a man who served several Sultans in turn, who recorded events carefully and who had much occasion to observe the harsh effects of government on the Sultan's subjects, Baihaqī seems to have made some reflections on the position of his class, that of the secretaries, and their position as intermediaries between the ruler and the ruled. These philosophisings have a rather more practical cast than much of the material in the "Mirrors for Princes". Ibn Funduq gives them in his biography of Abū'1-Faḍl Baihaqī, without stating from which of his works they are taken. It is possible that they came not from the Mujallādāt, the complete thirty volumes of which were not apparently extant in Khurasan even by Ibn Funduq's time, but from the Zīnāt al-kuttāb; if this surmise is true, it
is unfortunate that a work of this interest has not survived.

Baihaqi says:

"The Sultan's officials should not accumulate treasure hoards, since this would mean attempting to share in the Sultan's power; for the accumulation of wealth and treasures is one of the prerogatives and procedures of kings. Nor should they pile up estates and mansions, for that is what subjects (ra'ayā) do. The Sultan's officials have a rank and position midway between that of the subjects and the Sultan, superior to the one but inferior to the other; they must not try to emulate the Sultan in accumulating treasure hoards, nor the subjects in acquiring estates and incomes from landed property. They should be content with their official salaries. From this income, they can enjoy affluence, esteem and influence. They should not desire greedily a higher salary than this moderate one which they derive from the service of rulers. Purely temporal benefits should not be sought through the exercise of this rank in the state; for if they seek after rank, and work for purely temporal ends, both rank and wealth will slip through their fingers and they will lay themselves open to bringing down perdition on their souls."

Then he passes on to consider some of the moral obligations which the Sultan's servants ought to observe towards the subjects. Baihaqi himself had noted the trail of deprivation which the Sultan's court and accompanying forces not infrequently left behind. When the commissariat, which was organised by the ġāriq, was inadequate to feed and house all the Sultan's train, living off the land or the imposition of irregular levies on the population was often resorted to. Baihaqi goes on to say:

"Wherever the royal court (dār al-mulk) may be, it is necessary that this person [sc. the official] should have properly equipped
quarters (sarāy-i maʿmūr) so that it is unnecessary for him to be billeted on the subjects. It is preferable for the ruler to take with him herds of sheep, wherever he establishes himself, because otherwise it means that someone without herds, who comes to greet the ruler, is unable to show the virtues of hospitality and liberality. If the official is able, he arranges it so that his [sc. the host's] expenditure comes out of supplementary official funds (az marsūm-i ziyādat āyad; or perhaps, "so that his expenditure is made up out of official funds", az marsūm ziyādat āyad); this is only just and it avoids a [financial] catastrophe [for the host]. Also, it gives him [sc. the official] security from punishment or dismissal in whatever he says or writes. And if he uses his high position to succour the distressed and needy, he will have built for himself one of the pillars of felicity in the next world. In this way, he will avoid calamity in this world, and will secure for himself an abundant entitlement to God Most High's mercy in the next world". 155
Chapter Eight

The intelligence system

The day-to-day running of the empire was the work of the Diwāns, which, together with the royal treasury, wardrobe and harem, normally accompanied the Sultan on his progresses round the realm. The official papers and registers were loaded on pack animals, and when the court halted for a period, tents were set up to accommodate the government departments and their clerks. (Nazim's survey of Mahmūd's administrative system does not clearly bring out the peri­patetic nature of the central administration, but it emerges clearly enough from Baihaqī's pages, cf. 93, 256, 287, 452 and passim).

The Diwāns were continuously fed by reports and despatches from all parts of the empire and brought in by couriers, askudārān, munhiyān. These reports covered such matters as the conduct of local officials; famines, gluts and the prices of provisions; natural catastrophes; incursions by external enemies; and activities by bandits and questions of law and order in general. The gathering of all this information was done by a network of local intelligence officers and spies, and
their reports were conveyed to the centre by the couriers of the Barīd or postal-relay service. The service was, it goes without saying, organised for the benefit of the state and not for the use of private individuals. It was also used for the conveyance of important people, such as diplomatic and Caliphal envoys, to the capital. Occasionally, rare or perishable goods and foodstuffs were conveyed by it to the court. The etymology of the term barīd has been traced back (in the first place, it seems, by Quatremère) to the Late Latin veredus "post-horse" and veredarius "courier", words used in Byzantine administrative terminology. The use of a communications network and of envoys to carry messages, however, dates back in the Near East far beyond Byzantine times. Herodotus and Xenophon admired the Achaemenid postal system, and this system was perpetuated by the Sassanids. The Arab Caliphs inherited the institution and found it equally useful, although they relied more on swift mounts than on well-constructed roads for speedy movement.

We may therefore view the Ghaznavid use of a Barīd and Ishrāf system as deriving from the practice of the Sassanids and early Caliphs, spread eastwards by the successor states in Persia of the Caliphate, such as those of the Īshāhirids, the Šāmānids and the Būyids. Such a system was a governmental necessity for dynasties which had territories disparate from each other in nature and geographically distant from the capital, as had the Caliphs and many of their successors. The Ghaznavids had the problems of great distances and mountainous terrain to cope with, so it was not surprising that military commanders on the periphery of the empire should be tempted
to rebel or that tax-collectors should divert more to their own pockets of the local revenues than convention of the time allowed. It was taken as axiomatic that the pride and arrogance of local governors made them insubordinate and that Çâmîls were dishonest as a class. The Mushrifs and Şâhib-Barîds were the sole means by which misdeeds could be reported and the vengeance of the Sultan made to fall on the miscreants. Thus to a certain extent, they acted as checks on oppression and arbitrary behaviour.

Karl Wittfogel has drawn attention to the care with which rulers in his "hydraulic" and "agro-managerial" societies devoted to the question of rapid communication and the conveyance of information. However dubious the value of his thesis to Middle Eastern conditions at the time we are considering, it is true that an effective spy system and a network of communications buttressed a ruler's power and enabled him to exert more pressure on the periphery of his territories. In the Islamic power state, the division of ruler and ruled was maintained largely by fear, and the ruler's life was often dominated by fear of plots against him from within his own court circle and family, of rebellious generals in the provinces, of peasant jacqueries, in short, fear of almost anything. The resultant atmosphere was, in Wittfogel's terse summary, "total terror, total submission, total loneliness".

The value of an efficient espionage system is stressed in the "Mirrors for Princes" literature. The Pand-nâma of Sebûktigin recommends:

"You should always keep spies to bring you news of foreign
kingdoms and armies and of distant cities. In your own kingdoms and cities, you should keep honest šib-barîds so that they may keep you acquainted with the condition of the people and of the justice and righteousness of your camîls". 159

Niţām al-Mulk devotes four chapters to the topic maintaining internal and external security by means of spies and secret observers (chs. VII, IX, X, XIII). The aim of the system of post-masters, he says, is to keep subjects in a state of obedience and fear of punishment and so discourage revolts. Spies must travel continually up and down the roads of the kingdom, disguised as merchants, travellers, Şûfîs, quacks and dervishes, reporting everything of note, for governors, fief-holders, officials and military commanders have a propensity towards rebelling. 160

The Pand-nāma cautions the ruler about his officials:

"Do not be unmindful of those who have been camîls for several years. They will spend the money which they have been saving for years to influence the governors and your servants, so that you may renew their appointment. Hence it is necessary that you should keep yourself acquainted with the condition of every revenue collector who has been in a village, town or city for two or three years, and get his accounts checked".

Niţām al-Mulk advises similar caution on the ruler's part:

"It is necessary continually to enquire about the affairs of camîls; if the camîl acts in the way we have just mentioned [sc. with compassion and justice towards the people], he may keep his office; but if not, he [sc. the king] must give it to someone more worthy .... It is likewise necessary to enquire about the affairs of Viziers and whether they are carrying out their duties properly or not, since the good or evil state of the king and the kingdom
is bound up with this official. When the honest Vizier is of good conduct and sound judgement, the kingdom is prosperous, both army and subjects are happy, contented and well-supplied, and the king is relieved of worry. But when the Vizier is of evil conduct, indescribable injury is generated within the kingdom; the king's head is always spinning round, his heart is distressed and the land is disturbed”. 161

Nizam al-Mulk also deals with the two men who were the mainstay of the system of internal control, the Mushrif and the Sahib-Khabar or Sahib-Barid. The use of salaried officials such as these is clearly a more practical procedure than the other suggestion he makes, that the ruler should seek out the most virtuous citizen in each town and make him his private eye/the local officials and the subjects. But the great Vizier stresses throughout the Siyasat-nama that all officials, and not merely spies and post-masters, should be paid adequate and regular salaries which will put them above being bought or corrupted. Any economies in this direction are false ones; the advantage of having trusty Mushrifs compensates ten or a hundred-fold for the expenditure on their salaries. The pay of Mushrifs and Sahib-Barids should, moreover, come from the central treasury, and not from provincial funds or from levies on the people; in this way their direct dependence on the ruler will be maintained. 162 The Ghaznavids made extensive use of these two officials for policing their empire, but the Seljuqs let the internal espionage systems lapse in the lands which they took over. Hence it is probable that Nizam al-Mulk is here drawing upon Ghaznavid practice in his advocacy of the system.
The Ādāb al-mulūk (see above, Bibliographical introduction, 48-50) devotes chapters to the Mushrif dar umūr-i mamlakat and to the Ṣāhīb-Barīd respectively. From this first chapter, the Mushrif emerges as an official with a very varied number of inspectoral duties, mainly in connection with the smooth running of the Sultan's household and the administration of his private property. Fakhr-i Mudabbir echoes Niẓām al-Mulk in advising that the Mushrif should be of good birth as well as cautious and discreet. His duties included the inspection of all royal workshops (karkhānas), where the ṭarāz and other items like cordials, herbs and aromatics were manufactured or processed for the Sultan's consumption or bestowal, and the planting of agents in the royal kitchens to watch that the food was properly prepared and that none of it was stolen. He looked after the supply of fodder for the royal stables and saw that the falcons and hounds were being cared for. Especially important was his oversight of the Sultan's herds of camels, cattle, sheep and buffaloes; he had to check that new births were recorded, that the beasts were branded with the Sultan's tamgha and that the herdsmen were fulfilling their tasks properly. Finally, the Mushrif had to be present in battle with the army to take the Sultan's fifth of the spoil. Fakhr-i Mudabbir's emphasis on the Mushrif's inspectoral and regulating duties reflects perhaps the development of the office in the later Ghaznavid period rather than the position in the first half of the 11th century.

However, there is some evidence that in the earlier period too
the Ghaznavid Mushrifs did have certain inspectoral and executive functions. Possibly this secondary aspect of the Mushrif's duties grew to primary importance after the Ghaznavid territories in the west were lost to the Seljuqs and the empire shrank in size, making an extensive internal spy system less necessary. In Baihaqī, the Mushrif is essentially a member of the internal espionage system, but Mushrifs also had some duties concerning enforcement of the Sultan's decisions and other legal processes. When an official fell from grace, Mushrifs carried out his arrest and the sequestration of his property. On one occasion, Baihaqī himself, though at that time a secretary in the Diwān-i Risālat, was temporarily appointed a Mushrif. He accompanied an envoy conveying messages to two generals who had incurred Masʿūd's displeasure and saw that the message was properly delivered. 164 An office of Mushrif-i khizāna existed in Masʿūd's reign; he was probably charged with keeping an eye on the activities of the officials and guards of the treasury. 165

The essential function of the Mushrifs, that of police and espionage work, was organised from a special government department, the Diwān-i Shughl-i Ishrāf-i Mamlakat. 166 Its importance to the ruler of an authoritarian state in preserving his power is attested by the words of Sultan Masʿūd himself, who regarded it as more important than the Diwān-i Cārā; and at the outset of his reign, he appointed as Chief Mushrif the man who had held the supreme office of Vizier in Muḥammad's reign. 167 It was the ideal of the Sultans that the tentacles of the Ishrāf system should stretch out and connect him with every important official and commander within the empire.
Because of their turbulence, the palace ghulāms (see below, Part II, chapter 1) were a source of potential danger. During Mas'ūd's reign we learn that the Sultan had a special mushrif planted among them. This man hung about the ghulāms' living quarters and gathered gossip and intelligence from their victuallers and suppliers (ḥawā'ij-kashān-i withāqāhā); then he made a personal report to the Sultan. It was felt as especially necessary to have someone to report on the great military commanders. Usually, someone close to their hearts and particularly cognisant of their ambitions and intentions was chosen. Thus the katkhudās of the two Turkish generals Eryaruq and Asīghtiğin Ghāzī were suborned to act as spies over their masters; these two men were Persian secretaries who acted as the advisers of the slower-witted Turks. The Sultan often had spies over the higher civilian officials too. Being sharper and wiser than the Turkish soldiery usually was and being in the heart of the bureaucracy, of which the Department of the Ishrāf was itself a part, these officials were less likely to be taken in. Towards the end of his reign, Sultan Mas'ūd was on bad terms with his Vizier, Aḥmad b. Ḍabd aṣ-Ṣamad, and when the latter went out with an army to Balkh, Ṭūkhāristān and Khuttal, the Sultan secretly appointed one of the officers to be a muwakkal over the Vizier. Aḥmad was quite aware of this, but did not let it interfere with his work for his master.

The royal family itself was not exempt from the working of spies within it. Mas'ūd was intensely jealous and suspicious of his uncle Yūsuf b. Sebūktiğin, who was an experienced soldier and a former governor of Khurāsān. Fortunately for the Sultan's designs,
Yūsuf had a weakness for boys. He therefore commissioned Yūsuf's favourite slave to act as a spy over him, despite the fact that this ghulām owed his career and fortune entirely to Yūsuf. In this way, Mas'ūd was soon able to catch his uncle out in a doubtful move and lead him openly to confess his disloyalty. Spies were even planted in the heart of the bureaucracy and at court by rival members of the royal family. When Maḥmūd appointed his son Mas'ūd to be governor in Herat, he did not rely only on his tutor Rāhān Khādīm's reports, but further employed ghulāms, valets, old women and musicians as spies there. Conversely, Mas'ūd received news of events at court through the intermediacy of a Turkish ghulām commander, Anūshtīgin Khāṣṣa, and of his own aunt, Ḫurra-yi Khuttalī, who was a fervent partisan in Mas'ūd's interests. More daringly, Mas'ūd succeeded in planting two spies in the Diwān-i Risālat itself, unknown to the Chief Secretary; their presence was only revealed to Abī Naqr-i Mishkān when Mas'ūd became Sultan and decided to reward these two men with the offices of the Barīd of Sarakhs and the Ishrāf of Balkh and Tūkhāristān respectively.

It need hardly be added that the spy system also covered external enemies. In the early Ghaznavid period, the Sultans were anxious to know what was going on amongst the Qarakhanids and Türkmens in Transoxania, and spies were employed in the courts and military encampments there. Something approaching modern psychological warfare was practised at times. Sultan Ibrāhīm b. Mas'ūd used his official Mihtar Rashīd to create an atmosphere of mistrust and
treachery in the camp of the Seljuq Sultan Malikshāh. Mihtar Rashīd promised substantial payments to the Seljuq Amīrs and other officers if they would betray their master. Incriminating documents from this correspondence were then left in a sack ostentatiously dropped near Malikshāh's own tent in the encampment, with the aim of undermining his confidence in his troops. 174

It was noted above that the postal system depended on mounted couriers conveying reports from the Sāhib-Barīḍs in the provinces. For extra safety, messages were often concealed on the courier's person or on his mount, especially when the envoy had to pass along the edge of hostile territory, as did an envoy coming from Khwārizm; we hear of messages being concealed in hollow staffs, in hollowed-out shoemakers' tools, in the lining of boots, in the lining of water-bottle holders and in saddle-cloths. 175 Furthermore, messages were often written in code (mucammā); at court, the secretaries of the Correspondence Department deciphered them, whilst when messages were sent out to military commanders in the provinces, the commanders' katkhudās did the decoding. 176

The Sultan appointed the chief Sāhib-Barīḍs and Mushrifīs himself. They had to be thoroughly trustworthy, for the central government depended on them exclusively for news of happenings in the extremities of the empire such as Ray and Khwārizm, and had to form its policy on the basis of their reports. 177 The office of Sāhib-Barīḍ was not infrequently a stepping-stone to offices as high as that of the Vizierate; and according to Fakhr-i Mudabbir, Sāhib-Barīḍs were as a
profession always scholars and learned men, writing many books. We hear of a Ḍādí, Abū'1-Faql Ahmad al-Abīwardī, being appointed Ṣahib-Barīd of Nishapur by Ḥāfīz. The line between Ṣahib-Barīd and mushrif was not always a hard and fast one; the man who in 1033 was appointed by the Sultan as Ṣahib-Barīd of Nishapur was also secretly charged by the Vizier to act as his personal spy over the Ḍāmīd (Civil governor) of Khurasan, Sūrī. To complete the police and communications network, the Sultan had watchmen, ṭalā'īq, along all important roads within the kingdom, and he had at his disposal pursuivants and bailiffs, muwakkalān, who made arrests and carried out distraints on goods and property. Finally, the local officials and notables, aṣyān, who acted as wakīls of crown property in the provinces, could be alerted to apprehend fugitives.
Chapter Nine

The financing of the empire

The Ghaznavid rulers required immense amounts of treasure to run their administration and to keep the momentum of expansion going. With regard to this requirement, there are three points to note.

Firstly, the Ghaznavid state had a strongly military and imperialist bias. As will be described later (below, Part II), the military machine of the Ghaznavids combined features from earlier military practice. In particular, it had a nucleus of slave soldiers, ghulâms, who gave personal loyalty to the Sultans and who came from several nationalities. The purchase or hire of soldiers for professional armies such as this entailed great expenditure. Previously, armies of free citizens or tribesmen had usually had the obligation to equip and feed themselves, and when the campaign for which they had been summoned out was over, they had returned to their peace-time callings. The evolution in human society of armies from a feudal or tribal basis to a paid, professional basis has generally
meant an increase in state expenditure. Fresh taxation and a larger administration to collect it have then been required, so that the power of the ruler and the state vis-à-vis the subjects has grown. This process can be seen at work amongst the Ghaznavids, but they were fortunate in the financial resources which they could tap, i.e. the rich provinces over which they ruled in the west and the plunder obtained from the Indian campaigns. A corollary of this was that the Sultans could pay their armies mainly in cash and did not, like the Būyids and Seljuqs, have to resort generally to a system of military feudalism and landgrants (see below, Part II).

Secondly, the immediate needs of cash for the Sultans' campaigns were great. Mahmūd's campaigns have been carefully elucidated and classified by Nazim, Sultān Mahmūd, 42-122; see also, Elliot and Dowson, History of India, II, 434-78, Sir Wolseley Haig in Cambridge History of India, III, ch. II, and M. Habib, Sultan Mahmud of Ghaznin2, 23-59. Those of Mas'ūd were equally far-ranging, even though the peak of expansion had passed when he assumed power, and he made no significant territorial additions to the empire left by his father. In the latter part of his reign, the fabric of the empire began to crack under the Turkmens' attacks, but even then, the liquidation of the Ghaznavid assets in the west was an expensive business. The warfare between the less mobile Ghaznavid professional forces and the Turkmen skirmishers, often indecisive, swallowed up whole armies. There was no compensatory booty to be taken from these miserably-equipped nomads; moreover, their depredations were ruining the
economy of the rich province of Khurasan.

Thirdly, there was the luxurious court life and the heavy superstructure of the bureaucracy, which was not flexible enough to be cut back as the momentum of the empire ground to a standstill and then began to go back. The Sultans lived opulently; and habits of extravagance contracted in times of affluence cannot easily be curbed in times of ill fortune, when there is always the hope that prosperity is once more around the corner if only one can hold on long enough. The administrative network had grown in complexity as the empire expanded; the members of the bureaucracy had acquired a corporate feeling of interest, and the machinery of state now went forward under its own momentum. 182

The sources of the revenue which fed the Ghaznavid state, and the methods by which it was collected, will now be examined. In particular, we would like to know how oppressive was the burden of taxation, for there are many indications that taxes were often collected brutally. These sources of revenue will be considered under five headings:

(1) crown lands and private possessions of the Sultans;
(2) escheats to the Sultans and confiscations by them;
(3) tribute and presents from dependent rulers, governors, etc.;
(4) war plunder;
(5) normal taxation, the kharāj, and extraordinary levies.

Firstly, crown lands and private possessions of the Sultans.

In the Islamic world at this time, there was little distinction in practice with regard to the ultimate disposal of the monies a ruler
had, i.e. there was no water-tight division between his Privy Purse and the Public Treasury. Certainly, within the Abbasid Caliphate there were two separate financial organs, the Bait al-māl and the Bait māl al-khāṣṣā, and in his survey of financial practice as it was in the last days of the Baghdad Caliphate, Nāṣir ad-Dīn Ṭūsī distinguishes very carefully between the māl-i mašāliḥ-i pādīshāhī and the khāṣṣā; but as Mez pointed out, the Caliph could draw on either of the two without having to account to anybody. Often, when the Public Treasury was exhausted, the Private one was used. This procedure resembles that which Niẓām al-Dīlūk recommends: that the ruler should have a khāzīnā-yi kharj for everyday expenses and payments and a khāzīnā-yi aṣl for capital deposits. The latter should only be tapped in emergencies, and money taken from it regarded as a loan therefrom. 183

In the Ghaznavid state, there was some duality of organisation in that there was a Diwān-i Wikālat which administered the crown lands and supervised the financial side of the running of the Royal Household. 184 However, its operations did not extend outside this limited sphere, and in this respect, the Ghaznavid system was not so developed as that of the Abbasids. Under the Sultans, the Diwān-i Wazīr was the premier financial department. It received and disbursed the monies, whilst its ancillary, the accounts office (Diwān-i Istīfa'), registered the transactions in its ledgers and accounted for them. Income from the Sultans' private possessions, apart from that specifically expended on the Household, seems to have been utilised through the departments of the Vizier and Mustauffī.
It was the Wakil-i khaṣṣ who normally administered the personal estates of the Ghaznavid family, the diyāc-i khaṣṣ, but at times, some of the lands seem to have been given to other officials. One Bū Ṣaḥd-i Sahl, an old retainer of Maḥmūd's brother Naqr b. Sebūktigin, held the overseership of the crown lands at Ghazna until he further acquired the Diwān-i Ghaznī, when he combined the two posts. (The Diwān-i Ghaznī was the local administrative office there, permanently located in the capital, whereas the chief diwāns of state were peregrinatory. The supervision of the Ghazna estates required their overseer to be permanently resident there.) The royal family's lands were especially concentrated in the Ghazna area, where the iqṭās originally granted to Sebūktigin formed their nucleus (see above, 98–9). But they had other, lucrative properties, estates and markets scattered all over the empire, such as the Bāzār-i Čāshiqān in Balkh (see below, 190). It is likely that the Ghaznavids succeeded to ownership of the former Sāmānid crown lands in Khurasan, which, towards the end of the latter dynasty's rule, had been appropriated by the Sīmjūrīs. For the Ghaznavid family augāf there was a special katkhudā. As well as lands and properties, the Sultans' private possessions also included herds of horses, sheep, camels, cattle and buffaloes, whose tending required numerous herdsmen and attendants. It was the practice in the spring of each year to put the royal horses to graze in lush meadows, whilst the camels were sent to the rich pastures at Ribāṭ-i Karwān, on the borders of Ghūzgān and Ghūr. During his father's lifetime, Maṣūd
had his own flocks of sheep at Herat, where he was governor. Their numbers may be gauged from the fact that soon after his accession, Mas'ud was able to bestow 16,000 sheep from his personal flocks on someone whose faithful service had pleased him. There were appreciable opportunities for personal profit for the custodians of these flocks. When after fifteen years' oversight of the Ghazna flocks, the accounts of the Bu Sa'id-i Sahl mentioned above were investigated, it was found that in this period he had made seventeen million dirhams pure profit (hasil-i mahd), even though his personal income (tankhwah) was only one million per annum. Lastly, the Sultans' private possessions included their own treasure hoard, and this normally accompanied them in their journeyings. It came from such sources as paternal inheritance, personal savings and confiscations among the royal family; Mas'ud was very careful to see that the treasure of his deposed brother Muhammad came safely into his own hands.

Secondly, escheats to the crown and confiscations. The Sultan was ultimus haeres to those whose heirs could not be found, to those who were his personal slaves and to his eunuchs. From the property and possessions thus gained, the Sultan often distributed movables and personal slaves among the royal family and granted out estates and military slaves to other commanders. When the Sultan freed any of his slaves, these freedmen still remained tied to their manumitter, according to the latter's right of wala', and the Sultan was heir to their property. It was normal on the death of a high
official that his accounts and personal affairs should be investigated by one of the Sultan's officials. When Baihaqi's master in the Correspondence Department, Abū Naṣr-i Mishkān, died in 1039, the Sultan took over the only possessions he left, his personal slaves and herds of beasts; these must have been originally granted out as emoluments of his office, reverting to the grantor on Abū Naṣr's death, for he certainly left children of his own.}

The office of Vizier was traditionally a precarious one. The Vizier's far-reaching control over affairs and the sources of profit open to him, often aroused the ruler's jealousy over encroachments on his own sovereign power and his cupidity at the Vizier's personal gains. Similar temptations and dangers beset other high officials, and many aphorisms were current in the Islamic world which contrasted the perils of office with the joys of a life free from responsibility. Hence men who thought the joys of power a poor exchange for the dangers inherent in high rank, refused offices like the Vizierate.

The Abbasids had brought to a fine art the practice of ṭuṣādara, the process by which officials retiring from their posts were made to disgorge their ill-gotten gains, and had set up a special department for this, the Diwān al-ṭuṣādara. In their greed for money, the Ghaznavids in no way fell behind the Caliphs, although they lacked the refinements of torture which the ṭuṣādirūn of Baghdad had developed over the years. Even so, the Ghaznavid "extractor of information" (mustakhrij; often called, in Abbasid parlance, the mutālib) had at his disposal the rods, the lash and the rack, and
behind him stood the executioner as ultimate compeller. When Maḥmūd's Vizier Maimandī was being divested of his wealth, one of his bitterest enemies was specially brought from Sarakhs to Ghazna and Gardīz to act as mustakhrij. 195

Of the six men who acted as chief minister during the reigns of Maḥmūd, Muḥammad and Masʿūd, three were dismissed and died violently and another of them suffered disgrace and prolonged imprisonment. Isfarā'īnī acted as Maḥmūd's Vizier for ten years, extorting large sums for his master from the luckless subjects. Yet the Sultan's avarice was insatiable, and when the Vizier could squeeze the people of Herat no further and he refused to make up the deficiency in the revenue from his own pocket, Maḥmūd tortured him to death. 196 The next Vizier, Maimandī, eventually fell from favour, suffered various torments and confiscations, escaped death very narrowly and was imprisoned in India. He nevertheless survived the Sultan and died a peaceful and honoured death as his son Masʿūd's Vizier. 197 Maḥmūd's last Vizier, Ḥasanak, was executed by Masʿūd shortly after his accession after he had "voluntarily" sold all his possessions to the Sultan; in this way, an illusion of legality was preserved. 198 Surprisingly, Muḥammad's Vizier, Abū Sahl Ḫamdawī, escaped Masʿūd's vengeance and was honoured with further important offices. 199 Masʿūd's first chief minister (it is not clear whether he was ever formally invested with the Vizierate) was Abū Sahl Zauzanī; he was moved to another office and was later dismissed under a cloud (see above, 136-7). The new Vizier, Ahmād b. ʿAbd aṣ-Ṣamād, remained Vizier till the following reign, but after two years of service to Maḥdūd, his enemies at
court procured his downfall, and he was jailed, dying of ill-treatment. Other high officials were liable to suffer *muṣādara* on leaving any office which could have given opportunities for private gain, and they frequently suffered rough handling in the process.

It was the Vizier who was finally responsible for safe collection of the taxes. Consequently, he kept a continuous watch by means of the *Barīd* system over the collectors, *Cummāl*, and the forwarding of the sum assessed for each collector's district was strictly required. If the sum fell short, either the *Cāmil* had to make up the sum from his own pocket or else the money which he was withholding was wrung from him by force. It was Isfarā'īnī's reluctance or inability to make up the sum demanded by the Sultan which led to his downfall. In one of his *gaṣīdas*, Farrukhī describes what must have been a common occurrence: "Tomorrow when he [sc. the Vizier] demands an account from the Sultan's *Cāmils*, their extortions will become manifest. The money which they have embezzled, he will recover from them to the last *dāng*, and will send them to prison". It was because of considerations like these that Maimandī, when he became Vizier once more, insisted in his *muwāḍaqa* with Mas'ūd that the traditional practice in the appointment of the deputies of the *Şehib-Barīd* and the *Mushrīfs* should continue to be observed. Whereas the Sultan personally appointed the chief officers in these police and espionage services, the Vizier had the right to appoint their deputies. The relevant clause of the contract explains that the Vizier must be assured of the subordinate officials' probity and
must be able to prevent any collusion between them and the Cāmil; otherwise, there will arise irregularities in the collection of taxes and officials will take from the taxes a greater share than their salary (mushāhara) allows. The recalcitrant Cāmil could expect at the least the bastinado, and if he still held out, the rack or mutilation of the hands and feet. At the end was death; trampling by elephants was one of the methods of execution used.

Maimandi's father had been nā'ib and Cāmil of Bust, but because of his defalcations and confiscations of property, he had been denounced to Sebük'tigin and crucified on a tree. A further method of control over Cāmils was to take hostages from their families. In Mahmūd's reign, the Cāmil of Sīstān, Muḥammad-ī Bā Ḥafṣ, had to send one of his four sons in turn to Ghazna each year, where they were kept as sureties for his honest behaviour.

Finally, in this section on escheats and confiscations, we may note income from extraordinary acts of expropriation, such as Mas'ūd's attempt to recover the māl-i bā'īcat which his brother Muḥammad had paid out (see above, 136-7, and below, Part II, 267), and a lesser but more constant stream of payments of pecuniary mulcts and fines for ordinary criminal offences.

Thirdly, tribute and presents from dependent rulers, governors, etc. Many lands were annexed outright; but in other cases rulers had to recognise the suzerainty of Ghazna, but it was not possible to bring their territories under direct rule. To have held down the Indian native rulers would have required enormous forces in closely-
-spaced garrisons. The Caspian provinces were too unhealthy for troops accustomed to the bracing plateaux of Khurasan and Afghanistan to endure for long. Sometimes it was politically expedient to leave local rulers in possession; those of the trans-Oxus principalities of Khuttal and Chaghāniyān were left to hold their provinces as buffers against the Qarakhanids, Kumījīs and other marauders from Central Asia. (see below, Part V, 464, 468). Above all, there was the question of distance: it was administratively impossible for the bureaucracy in Ghazna to keep a regular control over such distant regions as western Persia or Khwārizm. In the outlying areas ruled by tributary rulers, the Sultan had to be content with the precedence of his own name after that of the Abbasid Caliph in the local minbars, the occasional requiring of contingents for his armies and the exaction of an annual tribute. This is called in contemporary sources مَلٍّ-ی ْdamān or مَلٍّ-ی muwāḍa, "tribute stipulated according to a covenant, muwāḍa".

Maḥmūd's conquests in western Persia in the last year of his life brought him into contact with the Būyids and with several minor Dailamī and Kurdish dynasties. He forced the Musāfirid and Rawwādí rulers at this time to pay tribute, but the region of Ğūrām, Sāwa and Ğāba did not remain subject to the Ghaznavids for long. A Dailamī rebellion at Qazwīn and Qum was suppressed in 1033, but Ghaznavid influence here was hampered by the great distance from Ghazna involved and by Turkmen pressure on the line of communication through northern Persia. The Kākūyids of Isfāhān were also overawed as a result of Maḥmūd's Ray expedition. The Kākūyids were another
Dailami dynasty who, although they falsely claimed descent from the Bāwandid Ispahbads of Tabaristan, really rose to power under Bu'yid patronage. However, the son of the founder of the dynasty, Ḫālid ad-Daula Muḥammad b. Dushmanziyar, known as Ibn Kākūya (reigned 398–433/1008–42), cannot be classed as just another barbarian from the backwards Caspian highlands. The possession of such rich towns as Isfāhān, Hamadān, Dīnawar and Shāpūr-Khwāst enabled him to buy Turkish mercenaries and to make himself a power in central Persia. His court was a flourishing centre for the arts and sciences, and Avicenna eventually found refuge there from Ghaznavid pursuit, acting as Ḫālid ad-Daula's Vizier until his death in 1037. Mascūd always regarded "Pisar-i Kākū" as a powerful and dangerous opponent. At the outset of his reign, he had to content himself with exacting tribute; on the Caliph's intercession, Ḫālid ad-Daula promised to pay each year 20,000 dinars and 10,000 pieces of cloth from the local workshops, besides sending the usual Naurūz and Mīḥrāgān presents. But in the succeeding years, Ghaznavid armies had frequently to march against him, and the tribute remained generally in arrears (see further, below, Part V, 460).

The Ghaznavids had especially close relations with the Ziyārids of Gurgān and Tabaristan. In the last decades of Samānid rule, Qābūs b. Washumgīr had intervened in Khurasanian affairs and taken part in the warfare between the rival Samānid governors and commanders. His son Manūchihr became Maḥmūd's son-in-law, but derived no special privileges from this. The Sultan's financial demands on him were exorbitant and continuous. He had to buy off Maḥmūd's support of a
rival to the succession, his own brother Dārā, by an annual tribute of 50,000 dinars. When Maḥmūd marched against Nārḍīn in India shortly afterwards in 1013-14, Manūchīhr had to send a contingent of Dailamī troops. When the Sultan marched westwards to Ray, he was compelled to give a subvention of 400,000 dinars and supply provisions to the army. Manūchīhr then feared that the Sultan might direct this army against his own kingdom, and assumed a hostile attitude; for this, he had to pay a further 500,000 dinars. When he died a few months later, his son Anūshīrwān had to pay another levy of 500,000 dinars in order to secure recognition from Ghazna. For much of Masʿūd's reign, the effective ruler in Gurgān and Ṭabar-īstān was one Abū Kālījār (on him, see below, Part II, 246). The Sultan tried to attach him to himself by a marriage alliance, but was nevertheless most careful that the māl-i ḍamān should still be forwarded to the provincial dīwān at Nishapur. Even so, Abū Kālījār was by 1035 two years behind with his tribute, and this was one of the reasons behind the Sultan's decision then to take a punitive expedition to the Caspian shores.

In dealing with India, it is not easy to distinguish regular tribute payments by the Indian princes from plunder brought back by expeditions. Since for most of the early Ghaznavid period there was no special dīwān or permanent civil administration in northern India, income came in irregularly. Military force was often the only means of collecting tribute. The payment of tribute was usually stipulated in the peace treaties between the Sultan and the princes;
sometimes part of it was payable in elephants. Thus at some time after 1009, the Rājā of Narāyanpur (in modern Alwar state) made peace on the basis of an annual tribute, which included fifty elephants, and promised to send a contingent of 200 men for the Ghaznavid army. After the winter campaign of 1022–3, Ganda, the Rājā of Kālinjar (near the modern Allahabad), promised a spot payment of 300 elephants and an annual tribute. The city of Multan had been since the early Arab invasions of Sind an outpost of Islam in India, but during the course of the 10th century had been won over by Ismā'īlī dāris. Ṭaḥṣīl, the hammer of heretics, captured Multan in 1006, and the inhabitants are said to have been forced to pay a fine of twenty million dirhams to keep the city from being sacked. Multan remained quiet for over thirty years, and it is probable that the Sultans were able to collect regular tribute from it, since it lay closer to Ghazna than did much of northern India. One valuable commodity taken from India as tribute was the dyestuff indigo (nil). The Sultans reserved part of this for their own usage, and often sent it as presents for the Caliph or for other rulers.

Towards the end of his reign, Ṭaḥṣīl tried to establish a more permanent form of control over the Punjab, with a division of responsibility there. The military command remained in the hands of Turkish ghulām generals, based on Lahore, centre of the Muslim ghāzīs in India; but at their side was set up a civil administration under a Persian official, the Qāḍī Būl-Ḥasan Ǧalī Shīrāzī, of whom the Sultan though so highly that he had considered him for the Vizierate.
A Šāhīb-Barīd was deputed to watch over both the military and civil heads. The intended division of functions is clearly laid down in the instructions sent out early in Masʿūd's reign from Ghazna to the Qāḍī: "Your job is management of the finances there (katkhudā'ī mālī) and you have nothing to do with the military command or the army. [The new Commander-in-chief] Aḥmad [Inaltigin] will himself carry out the duties required of him; he will exact the stipulated taxation and tribute from the native princes (mālhā-yi takkurān basitānād az kharāj u muwādācat) and then go out on plunder raids and bring back large sums to the treasury". It seems that this was an attempt to set up a civil administration in the Punjab with a regular system of taxation, as was the normal arrangement in the heartlands of the Ghaznavid empire. In the event, northern India was not pacified enough for this to work, nor were there adequate means of controlling officials there. Personal animosity poisoned the relations of the Qāḍī Shīrāzī and Aḥmad Inaltigin, for they were unable to agree about the demarcation of their respective spheres. In the time of the previous Commander-in-chief, the Qāḍī had gone round in military dress and had claimed to give orders to him; but Aḥmad Inaltigin had the backing of the Vizier Maimandi in Ghazna and, above all, of the troops and ghāzīs of Lahore. He used these forces and the money which he had kept back from the princes' tribute and from the plunder of his raid on Benares to rebel against the Sultan in 1033. The rebellion was suppressed, but northern India remained in a turbulent state, and the experiment of dual administration seems to have been
Provincial governors and tributary rulers brought presents to the Sultan's court on the traditional Iranian festivals of Naurūz in the spring and Mihrgān in the autumn, and in return, the Sultan dispensed hospitality on a munificent scale. At the Mihrgān celebrations of 422/1031, presents were received from the civil governor of Khurasan, Sūrī, from the Khwārizmshāh Altuntash, from the Amīres of Chaghāniyān and Gurgān; from the governors (wulāt) of Qūḍār and Makrān, etc. On another occasion, the ruler of Chaghāniyān brought to Ḥassād specialities of his country - powerfully-built horses, Turkish slaves, hawks, panthers for hunting, etc. Diplomatic relations with outside powers like the Caliphate or the Qarakhanids, with whom the Sultans had to treat on an equal footing, normally entailed an exchange of presents. Those exchanged in 1025 between Ḥaḍīd and Qādir Khan Yūsuf were especially luxurious; they are described in detail by Gardīzī. Many of the fresh Turkish slaves for the Ghaznavid armies came in the form of tribute or presents from the Turkish lands to the north (see below, Part II, 228).

At the local level, the Sultans benefited from presents given by their subjects; it was the annual custom of one rich landowner of Ghazna to present the Sultan with pickles, savouries, dried meats and fine clothes.

Fourthly, war plunder. The rich spoils of regions like the northern Indian plain and western Persia were an important factor in making the Ghaznavid empire the most dynamic power known in eastern Islam since the Arab conquests. The Ghaznavids' professional
army was a salaried one that had to be kept permanently in existence and could not be stood down. In paying it, the regular income from taxation was most important, but the spoils of war supplemented this. Moreover, specific articles like weapons, valuables or slaves could be divided up amongst the soldiers in addition to their regular pay. Hopes of booty and religious zeal made ghāzīs flock to the Sultans' standards from all parts of eastern Islam; these irregulars did not qualify for regular pay, but could rely on rich pickings from the Indian campaigns. The ghazis also performed much of the work of garrisoning Lahore and other Ghaznavid strong points in India.  

It is unnecessary to cite more than two or three sets of figures to show the extent of booty falling to the Ghaznavid armies; despite Muslim historians' penchants for round numbers and tendencies to exaggerate, its great size is apparent. From the temple in the fort of Nagarkot in the upper Indus valley, Maḥmūd is alleged to have taken in 1008–9 seventy million dirhams in coined money, 70,000 mans of gold and silver ingots and rich clothing, a folding house made of silver and a richly-decorated throne. From the temple of Somnāth, he is said to have got over twenty million dinars' worth of spoil. When Ray was captured in 1029, the army carried off about 500,000 dinars' worth of jewels, 260,000 dinars in coined money, over 30,000 dinars' worth of gold and silver vessels, 5,300 garments, suits of woven and Khusrawānī (?) clothes valued at 20,000 dinars and fifty loads of books, excluding those of the Muḥtazila, philosophers and Shī'a, which were burnt forthwith.
Part of the bullion and precious stones taken from the temple treasures of India was converted into negotiable form by skilled valuers and assayers (nuqqād) at Ghazna. Another part of it was used for ornamenting and enriching the Sultan's palaces and their furnishings, in which precious metals and jewels were lavishly used (see above, 115-16). A further part of it was given away as qilāt for the Sultan's favourites, courtiers, poets, etc. To the pious, wealth brought back from pagan India was māl-i ḥalāl, lawfully gained from the idolaters; it was very likely that money from taxation on the Muslim subjects had on it the taint of violence and oppression.

Perhaps the most important use of all for the bullion was for minting purposes. The Ghaznavids' gold coinage maintained a high standard. Their early dinars, modelled on those minted at Nishapur by Maḥmūd when he was governor there, were probably of an average of 65–66 grains, but a considerable number of specimens are known which reach 76 or 77 grains. It has been noted (above, 101) that the silver coinage of the early Ghaznavids seems to be of a higher standard than that of the Sāmānids. There are extant dirhams of Muḥammad and Masʿūd (in both cases with mint and date illegible) with weights as high as 60 and 66 grains respectively, and one large silver coin from Maḥmūd (? Nishapur, 399/1008-9) of 76 grains. With the strong treasury backing such as they had, the Ghaznavids could have issued a trustworthy copper currency; in practice, there seems to have been so much silver available for minting that copper
currency was little necessary. The exception was that in the Punjab a mixed silver-copper currency continued to be minted on the old Hindu models. There are some signs of a decline in quality of the silver coinage in the second half of the 11th century in the reign of Ibrāhīm b. Masʿūd; on the other hand, there are some heavy silver coins known from the reigns of Bahrāmshāh and Khusrau Malik in the next century. The high standard of the coinage in the reigns of Maḥmūd and Masʿūd facilitated trade between the Islamic east and India and across the Ghaznavid empire. Whereas for centuries India had swallowed up precious metals, from the mineral resources of Tibet and Central Asia and from trade with the Islamic world and the Turkish steppes, this process was now for a time halted and the terms of trade for the first time favoured the lands to the west and north-west of India. The flow of bullion stimulated trade and industry within eastern Islam; and it was partly because of this that provinces like Khurasan and Transoxania, though racked by warfare and other disturbances, were highly prosperous in the 11th century. Finally, the Indian campaigns yielded large numbers of slaves and the influx of slave labour into Ghazna and its economic hinterland drew slave traders and further stimulated trade. (see below, Part II, 229).

Fifthly, regular taxation and extraordinary levies. Here one realises how heavily the Ghaznavid state machinery bore at times on the population. Some general remarks have been made (above, 146 ff.) about the tyranny of Ḍmils and the measures taken by rulers to
control their activities, but there are two further points to consider. The first concerns the harshness of the Câmil towards the subjects. Whilst many of them regarded their tenure of office as an opportunity for lining their own pockets, it is clear that others were forced into oppressive measures by the relentless pressure of the Sultan, for he showed no mercy towards Câmils whose quotas fell short of the stipulated amounts. The second point concerns the attitude of the subjects themselves towards their masters and towards authority in general. Gibb and Bowen have commented on this in regard to the Arab world in the 18th century, but their judgement has validity for other places and periods in Islam:

"The conception of authority implied in the minds of the subjects themselves an assertion of power accompanied by a certain measure of harshness and violence .... The prevalence of such a conception of authority may, at first sight, be put to the account of long centuries of misrule and oppression, supplemented by the tradition of quietism which was inculcated by the religious authorities and by an acquired habit of stoicism, passing into fatalism. But this explanation by no means covers all the facts. It seems rather to be a development of the basic idea that authority confers privilege .... Yet public opinion recognized certain limits to tyranny and exploitation. One may even speak of 'permissible extortions' or 'recognized abuses' as we shall see later, in the sense that they had become traditional usages". 230

Nevertheless, the exhortations of the "Mirrors for Princes" show that theorists of the 11th century often felt that exploitation went too far. Niẓâm al-Mulk warns against pressing the peasants too far and against demanding taxes before the harvest is ready, so that
peasants are driven into debt or have to sell their possessions to find the money. Such a policy, he says, drives peasants away from the land and into foreign parts. In practice, the timing of tax collecting must have presented considerable problems, for the different crops on which taxation in cash or kind was to be levied ripened at different times of the year. Flight to the city or to another province gave the peasant an ultimate weapon if conditions grew intolerable. Before the Great Seljuq period, Khurasan and the east were as yet little familiar with the iqṭāʿ system as developed in western Persia, Mesopotamia, the Jazīra and Syria by the Ḥamdānids and Būyids, and the peasants there were not yet adscripti glebae. In the 1030's the people of Khurasan were being heavily taxed by the Ghaznavids, but were not being properly defended against the Turkmen raiders. Hence peasants fled to the comparative safety of the towns, rural depopulation took place and there was a catastrophic fall in land values (see below, Part V, 504-5). Another frequent reaction of exasperated peasants was to break out in jacqueries against the authorities; in the course of these, camils might be murdered and and tax registers destroyed. 

The land-tax, kharāj, was collected by the camils, who brought in their yields to the provincial diwāns, where their accounts were audited. The collected revenues, whether in cash or in kind, were often temporarily stored in local strongholds and castles. When in 1038 the Turkmen were threatening Nishapur, the cash part of the revenues of Nishapur and other light and transportable items were
removed for safety to a castle belonging to the Mikālī family on the Nishapur-Sīstān road. It appears from the anecdote about the Khwārizmshāh Altuntash's allowance in ch. XLIX of the Siyāsāt-nāma that the Vizier Maimandī always insisted that the revenues of the more outlying provinces, where central control was weakest, should go through the central Diwān at Ghazna. Only after they had been accounted for there was a part of the revenue to be sent back to the province for local salaries and expenses. Otherwise, the central administration had no idea of what a distant province was actually yielding, nor could it determine how much a local governor might be diverting to his own pocket. However, in the provinces which were not too distant from the centre, the regional Diwān normally deducted the expenses and salaries of the local administration before forwarding the surplus to Ghazna (see above, 164).

Collection of the revenues by local Čāmils under the direction of the ČAmīd or civil governor applied to those provinces under regular, civil government, such as Zābulistān, Sīstān, Ťukhāristān, Khurasan and, for a brief period, Ray and Jibāl. In a less pacified area like northern India, where a civil administration did not normally function (see above, 167 ff.), the military collected taxes. Since the collecting methods of the army were more violent than those of the civilian Čāmils, the Sultan occasionally resorted to the issue of berāts, assignments of revenue to be collected personally by the troops in lieu of salaries paid by the Diwān, as a punitive measure in the lands of settled government. MāsCūd did this at
Amul in Gurgân in 1035 (see below, 186 ) and four years later against the people of Herat and the surrounding regions of Ganj Rustāq and Bādghīs, on the pretext that they had been helping the Turkmen invaders (see below, Part V, 512 ). Where the revenues of one region were insufficient to maintain the administration or army required there, supplementary assignments might be made on the revenues of another province geographically quite distant from the first one. In the above-mentioned anecdote of the Siyāsat-nāma, Altuntash comes to the Dīwān in Ghazna a year after he has been appointed ruler of Khwārizm (sc. in 1018) and demands his allowance (jamāgī) of 120,000 dinars. The revenues of Khwārizm only cover half of this, so the Vizier Māimandī assigns him the rest from the yield of Sīstān and Bust. On receiving authorisations (berāts) from the Dīwān, Altuntash's representatives proceed to Sīstān and Bust, collect the amount allowed and take it back to Khwārizm. The story also says that these taxes were levied in kind, comprising cotton, pomegranate husks, oak-galls, etc. Another source mentions that eggs and straw were taken in taxation during Maḥmūd's reign. In cases like these, either the Čāmil converted them into cash locally, or else the professional valuers in the Dīwān at Ghazna appraised them and produced a cash equivalent. The crops and other products collected as taxes in kind were then placed in granaries and storehouses, whilst beasts were kept in special enclosures or added to the Sultans' personal flocks.

The Persian provinces of Khurasan, and after 1029, of Ray and
Jibal, were distant from Ghazna and were governed by local **Diwāns** at Nishapur and Ray respectively. Each was presided over by a civilian **Camīd**, a Persian secretary, and at his side was the commander of the army of the province, usually a Turkish ghulām general. The civilian and military heads were equal in status and independent of each other, although they had naturally to work in co-operation. Liaison had to be particularly close in Khurasan during Masʿūd's reign when military forces were operating there continuously against the Turkmens. Along the projected routes of the Sultan's armies, the **Camīd** of Khurasan, Sūrī, and the local **ruʿasāʾ** and **cumnāl** were required to prepare provisions and fodder. Taxation collected in kind was also used for eventualities like this; not all of it was forwarded to Ghazna, but part of it was laid up in local warehouses, ribāṭs and castles for the army to use. The **Siyāsat-nāma** recommends the general adoption of this system: since requisitions on the peasantry by passing armies are both unlawful and impolitic, the ruler should have storehouses, filled up by local officials, in each village or ribāṭ. Dumps of provisions and stores such as these were further used in times of natural disaster such as famine, when seeds and foods were dispensed from them.

Maḥmūd had handed over the governorship of Ray, Jibal and the west to his son Masʿūd. On his father's death, Masʿūd had to rush eastwards and claim the throne, so it was necessary to leave there a strong army and administration for fear of a revanche by the Būyids or an attack by Ibn Kākūya of Isfāhān. The city of Ray was a great
prize; its industrial position and commercial position along the highway connecting Iraq with Khurasan and Transoxania made it the richest city of northern Persia. In 422/1031 the Sultan sent a ghulām general, Tash (Tāsh)-Farrāsh, to Ray. His force of ghulams and Turkmen auxiliaries were to accompany him, and these were to be provisioned and paid in the first place by the Diwan in Nishapur. Eight months later a secretary, Abū Tayyib Tāhir, was sent to take charge of civil affairs, but with the designation of katkhudā to Tash-Farrāsh, i.e. in a subordinate status to the military. A treasurer and a Shāhib-Barid were also sent out. This arrangement lasted till the beginning of 424/1033, but was not satisfactory, so Muḥammad's old Vizier, Abū Sahl Ḥamdawī, was sent out with full powers as civil governor and with the title ash-Shaikh al-Amīd, and a completely-equipped civil Diwan set up in Ray.

But Ghaznavid rule in Ray was now approaching its term. During their few years there, the Ghaznavids failed to keep local support. At the outset, their entry into Ray in 1029 had been welcomed by some sections of the population, exasperated by the turbulence and excesses of the undisciplined Dailamī troops of Sayyida and Ḥajj ad-Daula. Masʿūd made an initial effort to win over the notables by giving robes of honour to prominent personages like the Qādī, the Raʾīs, the Khāṭīb, the Naqīb of the Alīids and the Sālār of the Ghāzīs, and they in their turn expressed gratitude at deliverance from "the oppression and tyranny of the Qaramīta [sc. the Shiʿī Dailamīs]." This fund of goodwill was based on the hope of firm, just government from the Ghaznavids, and shortly afterwards, when an attempt to
regain Ray was made by Abū Kālījār Fānā Khusrau b. Majd ad-Daula, the local people turned out in force with their own arms to help the Ghaznavids defend the city. Unfortunately for the Rāzīs, their new masters turned out to be as intolerable as the old. Financial demands were at the bottom of this revulsion. On arriving in Ray, Abū Sahl Ḥamdawī had to abolish the illegal levies and exactions (al-aqsāt wa'l-muṣādarāt) which Tash-Farrāsh and Tāhir had practised and which had reached such a pitch that many Rāzīs had fled the city: "Tash-Farrāsh had filled the land with injustice and tyranny, until the people prayed for deliverance from them and their rule [sc. of the Ghaznavids]. The land became ruined and the population dispersed".

Likewise, financial exploitation was the root of the Ghaznavids' inability to secure for their rule in Khurasan the loyalty of the people during the forty years which they had there. Although officials and governors were to some extent active there in the public works and charities conventionally expected of them, the Sultans regarded Khurasan, with its rich resources, as a milch-cow, and their interests in it extended little beyond this. It was distant from Ghazna and India was always a counterattractive influence. In their lack of any disinterested concern for Khurasan's well-being and defence, the Ghaznavids differed from the earlier Iranian rulers of the province, such as the Tāhirids and Śēmānids, who had more fully identified themselves with its interests.

In the first part of Maḥmūd's Sultanate, Khurasan suffered much from the financial policies of the Vizier Isfārā'īnī, who, it must
or be admitted, was driven on by the insistent demands of his master (see above, 162). Of the Vizier's Raubwirtschaft policy CUtbi records that he extracted continuously and put nothing back:

"[Affairs in Khurasan] were characterised by nothing but tax-levies, sucking dry (istidrār) and the lust for increased revenue, without any constructive measures (istiCmār)." After some years of this, there was nothing to be got, "since in Khurasan, after water had been thrown on her udders, not a trickle of milk could be extracted, nor any traces of fat". Land went out of cultivation, peasants fled and the camils were unable to collect the required amount of taxation. During the Iltig Naqr's invasion of Khurasan in 1006, Nishapur remained quite passive, and a large group among the aCyān of the province actively supported the Qarakhanids. Natural disaster added to the ravages of armies and tax collectors. Earthquakes occurred periodically. Khurasan was badly hit by the famine of 1011, when the corn failed to ripen because of early frosts and people were reduced to cannibalism. Pestilence followed, and spread all over Persia, so that at Ḫulwān in the west the Kurdish ruler Abū'l-Fatḥ Muḥammad b. Ānāz died of it.

When Isfarā'īnī was arrested and jailed, Maḥmūd appointed Maimandi, then heading the Department of the Kārū, to act temporarily as civil governor and collector of revenue in Khurasan. It is recorded that he paid such attention to affairs that nothing was ever in disorder there, and when the Sultan returned from his Indian campaign, Maimandi brought him "extensive quantities of cash and numerous
presents", "whilst the račāyā of Khurasan were universally enthusiastic for him and attached to him, and their tongues were united in thanks and praise towards him". 247 If Maimandī really could please both Sultan and subjects at one and the same time, his short spell in Khurasan must have stood out from a generally unhappy picture.

During Mas'ūd's reign, the Ḍāmīd of Khurasan was Abū'1-Faḍl Sūrī b. al-Muqīz. 248 Just as Ḥāfīz had allowed Isfārā'īnī a free hand in Khurasan provided the money came in, so did Mas'ūd leave Sūrī to drain the province dry. In 1031 Sūrī's Mihrgān presents were "limitless"; two years later he sent a magnificent array of presents valued at four million dirhams, comprising cloth, gold and silver vessels, slave boys and girls, musk, camphor, rare fruits, pearls, striped carpets and fine linen. Baihaqī records that the Sultan exclaimed in delight, "What an excellent servant is this Sūrī! If I had a few more like him, it would be extremely profitable!", but the Chief Secretary, Abū Naṣr-i Mishkān, denounced Sūrī as a tyrant, who only sent the Sultan half of what he took from the people. The acyān in Khurasan, he said, were being destroyed and were sending envoys and letters to "the leaders of the Turks" (sc. the Qarakhanids) in Transoxania inviting them to direct the Turkmens into Khurasan. Baihaqī himself voices the opinion of the high officials in Ghazna when he insists that Sūrī's policies were a direct cause of Khurasan's loss. The Vizier Aḥmad. b. ʿAbd aq-Ṣamad distrusted Sūrī intensely and employed the Ṣāhib-Barīd of Nishapur as his personal Mushrif over Sūrī. 249 This official, Abū'1-Muẓaffar ʿAbd al-Jabbār Jumāḥī, came from a prominent Baihaq family, and his class of notables and landown-
ers was suffering particularly from Şuri's exactions. Abûl-Muẓaff-ar was a fine poet and wrote many savage satires in both Arabic and Persian against Şuri, which the Vizier passed on to the Sultan in an attempt to rouse him against Şuri. Scraps of these verses are extant, including the following:

"Mas'ūd's power collapsed through Şuri's tyranny and misdeeds;
He alighted on the people for hospitality, and left not one timber on another in their houses"

and

"Amîr! Pay heed to Khurasan, for Şuri is denuding it of wealth and possessions;
If his tyrannical hand is allowed to stay extended, your interests there will be badly affected;
For that flock which you have entrusted to Şuri, he will bring back to you like a shepherd who is clumsy at branding". 250

Niẓâm al-Mulk's father had Şuri as his taskmaster and suffered under him. This man, Abûl-Ḥasan, was câmil and bundâr (sc. tax–collector) at Tûs for many years, but as Seljuq depredations grew, the land suffered, the processes of agriculture were interrupted, beasts were carried off and the câmil of Tûs decreased. Finally, Abûl-Ḥasan was unable to find the 50,000 dirhams demanded of him, so Şuri confiscated his property and valuables to the amount of 30,000 dirhams, and took out a bond for the rest. 251 When the first Seljuq occupation of Nishapur in August 1038 was imminent, Şuri fled with the local garrison, the movable part of the state treasury and his own money to a nearby stronghold and then to Gurgân; Thus to the people of Nishapur, the appearance of the Seljuqs was in
one sense a liberation. By now, Mas'ud must have realised how Sūrī's unpopularity had contributed to his difficulties in Khurasan; when in January 1040 Nishapur was re-occupied, he decided not to re-appoint Sūrī, but to appoint his brother instead. After the battle of Dandānqān, Sūrī retired to Ghazna; later, he became Maudūd's Shāhib-Dīwān, but returned to his old ways of extortion, fell from favour and died in the fortress of Ghazna. 252 He had tried to salve his conscience by public works and charities in Khurasan. He added to the improvements made by Fa'iq's old master, Abū Bakr Shāhmard, at the shrine of ʿAlī ar-Riḍā in Mashhad, building a minaret and giving a village in waqf for its upkeep; he built a fine musallā at Nishapur and embanked a stream which flowed through the Nishapur oasis with a stone and brick barrage against the floods caused by melting snows, again endowing them with waqf; and did other things at Farāwa and Nasā. But it was the humane Baihaqī's opinion that these benefactions in no way compensated for the misery he had caused.

The province of Sīstān passed into Ghaznavid hands after Maḥmūd had invaded it in 393/1002 and dethroned the Ṣaffārid ruling there, Khalaf b. Aḥmad. After the suppression of a revolt in the next year, during which Maḥmūd's pagan Hindu troops behaved extremely savagely, sacking the Friday mosque of Zarang and killing the Muslims in it and killing the Christians in their church, an administration was set up in Sīstān with the Amīr Naṣr b. Sebūktigin as governor and a civilian ʿAmīl to collect the taxes. 254 The first of these ʿĀmilā, Muḥammad-i Bā Ḥafṣ, made the province ruinous by his exactions, and
as in Khorasan, the distress caused by financial exploitation was consummated by the famine and plague of 1010-11. Because the Sagazis hated the Ghaznavid yoke so much, the province was never at peace whilever they ruled there. Khwaja Bū Maṣūr-i Khwāfī became cāmil in 1010, and "during his term of office there were always a thousand men in Sīstān engaged in revolt". In Mas'ūd's reign, the cāmil had to take draconian measures against the cāyyārs (see below, Part III, 325) and to levy heavy fines (muṣādarahā) on the urban leaders and rural gentry (sarhangān-i qaṣaba u mihtarān-i rūstā). When the Turkmens began to appear in Sīstān, local leaders gladly used them to throw off Ghaznavid control. 255

It is clear from what has been said about Ghaznavid financial methods in the provinces of Ray, Khorasan and Sīstān that they were often very harsh. Hence it is not surprising that the rulers and peoples of neighbouring lands, although they might have to pay tribute to the Sultans, were anxious to keep their financial agents from direct interference in internal administration. We have seen how the people of Ray speedily became disillusioned with Ghaznavid rule. The experience of another province of the Būyids, Kirmān, was similar. Early in his reign, Mas'ūd sent an army there and conquered it from Abū Kālījār cīmād ad-Dīn of Fārs's representatives. The Ghaznavids set up a civil administration there and began to collect taxes, but the exactions of the governor Abū'l-Faraj Fārisī were so intolerable that the aṣyān of Kirmān sent secretly to cīmād ad-Dīn's Vizier Ibn Māfinna and in 1034 a Būyid force ignominiously ejected the Ghaznavids. 256
The Ziyārid kingdom of Gurgān and ʿabaristān was tributary to the Ghaznavids (above, 166-7). By the winter of 1034-5 its ruler Abū Kālījār was two years behind with his tribute. Masʿūd decided on a punitive expedition to the Caspian shores, hoping to give his army a break from the climatic rigours of the Khurasanian plateau, where provisions and fodder were in short supply. Moreover, the cost of the warfare against the Turkmens was causing serious financial difficulties, and the Sultan aimed at getting the two years' arrears of tribute from Abū Kālījār and at levying a dinar per head on the population of Āmul, whose numbers, he believed, amounted to a million. 259 Abū Kālījār and his retinue withdrew westwards into the unhealthy and impenetrable jangal of ʿabaristān and Rūyān. The Sultan vented his disappointment on the unfortunate people of Āmul. Whereas on arrival in Gurgān he had forgiven them a year's taxes, he now decided to mulct them to the tune of a million Nīshāpūrī dinars, 1000 sets of Rūmī and other clothes, 1000 carpets and rugs and 5000 pieces of linen. He threatened that if this were not paid promptly, it would be extracted forcibly by a mustakhrij and by the army, to whom berāte would be assigned for collecting the taxes. The Vizier exclaimed that the whole of Khurasan would not yield such a sum, but nevertheless he had to pass on the Sultan's commands to the acyān of Āmul and their head, an ʿAlīd. "Know", he began, "that your master the Sultan has incurred great expense in sending and army here and in clearing out these oppressors. These provinces must give him a fitting subsidy (nathār)". The acyān pointed out that the traditional rate, the "permissible extortion" from Gurgān
and Šabaristan had always been 100,000 dirhams and some carpets and cloth.

Faced with the Sultan’s demands, a large number of the citizens fled. These fugitives were rounded up from the surrounding countryside by the military. A Diwan for extracting the money was set up and the soldiers got to work. After four days’ sacking, when 160,000 dinars had been collected, Amul was set on fire. Baihaqi expresses his shame at having to record the affair; the Ghaznavids had made the paradise of Amul into a hell. They brought much discredit down on themselves; from Amul, a stream of people went to Baghdad to complain of the Sultan’s tyranny, and the news travelled as far as Mecca. Mas‘ūd now realised that, by a process of revulsion from the Ghaznavids, Abū Kalījar’s position among his people would be stronger than ever. 260
Chapter Ten

Building construction and labour services

Something has been said on the splendour of court life under the early Ghaznavids, their many palaces and gardens and the assimilation of their way of life to the typical luxury and conspicuous consumption of Persian monarchy (above, 114 ff.). The heavy expenditure which the upkeep of these buildings and gardens and the maintenance of this opulent standard of living entailed has also been noted (above, 157). Because of drains on resources similar to this, one can often discern at various places and times in Islamic history much popular feeling against the constructional extravagances of rulers; it was a clear factor in the unpopularity of the later Umayyads. 261

Maḥmūd and Masqūd were both great builders, although little of their work has survived today. The effects of an extreme climate; natural catastrophes like earthquakes and floods; the ravages of war; the use of comparatively perishable materials like sun-dried brick,
since stone and even fired brick were infrequently used; the theft of building materials by local people: all these combined to make much building work, however splendid and imposing at the time it was put up, impermanent and transient. How often in the sources does an author note that an edifice was put up only a few decades before the time of writing, but is now ruinous or totally disappeared! Nazim mentions some of Maḥmūd's public works, which included bridges, aqueducts and irrigation channels; of these, the Band-i Maḥmūdī, just north of Ghazna, has survived and has been still used in recent times. Ghazna itself was sometimes exposed to inundations caused by sudden rainstorms or melting snows rushing down the bed of the river which ran through Ghazna. Baihaqī records a particularly disastrous flood in 1031 which wrecked most of the markets and caravanserais of the town and necessitated Sultan Masʿūd's building a new bridge across the river. Irrigation works by the "Kings of Zābul" are mentioned in the Herat and Bādghīs area. 

Of architectural works, the tombs of Sebūktigin and Maḥmūd are still in existence (the contemporaneousness of the latter one - at least in its extant form - with the Sultan's death is, however, dubious). The well-known brick minaret or tower of Maḥmūd stands today on the old site of Ghazna. The work of the French Archaeological Delegation in Afghanistan brought to light in 1949-51 the shell of the great Ghaznavid palace of Lashkar-i Bāzār at Bust, the modern Qalʿat-i Bist. Since Maqdisī mentions the caskar there, it seems probable that it was Sebūktigin who first began this.
Baihaqi connects this *lashkar-gāh* "at the Polo-Field at Bust" with Maḥmūd, and states that Masʿūd made additions to it which were still in part intact when he wrote thirty years later. Although only Lashkar-i Bāzār seems to have survived at all, we learn from Baihaqi that the Sultans possessed palaces and gardens in every important city of the realm. In Herat there was the ʿAdnānī palace, which was reconstructed and added to by Masʿūd (see above, 114-15). In Balkh, Maḥmūd possessed a lucrative market, the Bāzār-i Ḵāshiqān, and a splendid garden, the upkeep of which was a distressing burden on the local people. It was probably in this garden that there was constructed the ʿAbd al-Aʿlā palace. In the Nishapur suburb of Shādyākh, Masʿūd built to his own design a palace with pavilions and courtyards, since there had not previously been an official residence there for the Ghaznavids. In Ghazna itself, Maḥmūd had a palace at Afghān-Shāl, and there was a ʿṣād-Hazāra garden with the White and Zābulī pavilions in it and a Fīrūzī garden where the Sultan was eventually buried; but Masʿūd decided to design and build a new palace for himself at Ghazna (see below).

Such buildings were erected by the time-honoured oriental way, described by Wittfogel as especially characteristic of his "hydraulic" societies, of corvées. We have evidence for the organisation of these labour services in the Islamic East both before and after the coming of Islam. Like so many others of the cities of Persia, the foundation of Nishapur was attributed to the Sassanid Emperor Shāpūr, who imposed corvées on the local people. Such was his frenzy to get
the construction finished, so the story goes, that the masons had to be there before dawn each day, and those of the subjects not there by sunrise were thrown alive into the mortar and plaster of the walls. When Abū'l-Ḥabbās al-حرك b. Sulaimān at-Tūsī was governor of Khurasan (166-71/783-8), he ordered the Arab Amīr of Bukhārā to construct a fortified enceinte around the city to protect it from the Turks. The wall was completed by 830, but later Amīrs added to it and large sums of money and corvées on the local population were required to maintain it, until the Šāmānid Ismā'īl b. Ahmad relieved the people of this burden. The first story may not be historical, but the two instances do demonstrate how normal was the use of corvée labour for large-scale constructional works.

Although the Sassanids had used bodies of peasant infantrymen in their armies as cannon-fodder, this usage was not followed to any appreciable extent by the Islamic rulers who relied on professional, often slave, armies (see below, Part II, chs. 1, 2). The Ghaznavids relied on their professional soldiers and ghulāms, although we hear that their opponent CAlītigin supplemented his forces with Turkmens, including the Seljuqs, and peasant levies (hashar) at the battle of Dabūsiyya in 1032. But the Ghaznavids did make use of peasant levies (hashar, mard-bigārī) for their building operations. Baihaqī more than once stresses Mas'ūd's passion for building and his skill as the architect and planner of his own works. The new palace which he built at Ghazna took four years to complete, cost seven million dirhams and was erected by corvée labour. In this
case, the workers may have been paid. But Baihaqi says that the building was already dilapidated when he wrote. He also mentions corvées for other purposes. When the Sultan wanted to hunt, a peasant ḥashar was assembled by officers of the army after consultation of the registers kept for this purpose; it seems that there was some kind of a rota. Another ḥashar was organised to clear snow from the roads into Ghazna when the Sultan's army was due to return. This use of forced labour was undoubtedly a burden on the shoulders of the population, who not only paid taxes on the products of their own hands, but had also to provide labour service. However, the practice has lasted in Persia and Afghanistan down to the present day.
Notes to Part I

Chapter 2


2. Mardāwīj's forerunner, the Gilānī Asfār b. Shīrūya, was not a Muslim, and at Qazwīn threw down a muezzin from his own minaret; Mardāwīj asserted that he was the ruḥ of Sulaimān b. Dā'ūd, and openly celebrated the Zoroastrian feast of Sadhak (Mas'ūdī, Murūj, IX, 10, 19 ff.; Misk., I, 162, tr. IV, 182; IA, VIII, 222 ff.).


4. Turkestan, 212-13, 225-6. There is a revealing anecdote on the relative characters of the Tāhirids, Šaffārides and Sāmānīdes in Ta'rīkh-i guzīda, 380 = Ch. Schefer, Description de Boukhara par Mohammed Nerchakhy, Paris 1892, 101. The most penetrating account of the Sāmānīd dynasty is still Barthold's, op. cit., 209-70, but many problems in the elucidation of their history remain. See further, idem, Four studies, I, 12-17; Spuler, Iran, 76-90, 99-100, 107-11; Nazim, Sultān Mahmūd, 180-3; a brief survey by R.N. Frye, "The Samanids: a little-known dynasty", MW, XXXIV, 1944, 40-5; E.E. Oliver, "The decline of the Sāmānīs and the rise of the Ghaznavīs in Māwāra-un-Nahr and part of Khurāsān (With some unpublished coins)", JASB, LV/2, 1886, 91-106 (from translations only).

5. the alleged descent from Bahrām Chōbēn and not from Bahrām Gūr
is confirmed by Narshakhi, Biruni and the Mujmal at-tawārīkh, and by later authorities like Yaqūt, Ibn al-Athīr, Jūzjānī and Mīrkhwānd. It is difficult to see why a tradition ascribing to the Sāmānids a Turkish origin should have grown up (given by Rashid ad-Dīn, quoted by Togan, Giris, 55 n. 2).
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Part II

The Ghaznavid army
Chapter One

The ghulāms

In general, the Ghaznavid army developed within the eastern Islamic military tradition, exemplified before the Ghaznavids in the armies of dynasties like the Sāmānids and Būyids. Certain features of this tradition were, however, modified by the unique nature of the Ghaznavid empire — its strong militarist bias and its ethnic diversity, providing a wide range of races from which soldiers could be drawn.

The core of the Ghaznavid army was the slave force (ghilmān, mamālīk), and more than anything else, this institution marks off the armies of the Islamic Persian dynasties from those of pre-Islamic Persia. It is true that in both Achaemenid and Sassanid times there was an imperial bodyguard, the pushtīghbān, and a corps of cavalry, probably of 10,000, the "corps of immortals"; such elite bodies grow up naturally around a ruler. But the Sassanid court service was largely hereditary in a few great families; and all the cavalry, the only part of the army which counted, was drawn from the nobles, vuzurgān, and gentry, azādān. Apart from this fact, there are certain parallels between the Sassanid and Ghaznavid
armies, e.g., military reviews resembling the Islamic carâq, the
tactical use of elephants and a continuity in the personal arms
used, which will be noted later.

The value of slave troops lay in their lack of roots and local
connections. Brought in at an early age from the lands outside the
Dâr al-Islâm, their minds could be moulded by their masters and
their bodies trained for warfare. Attached to the ruler by a pers-
onal bond of fealty, they could give single-minded loyalty; owing
everything to their master, they were untrammelled by the material
and personal interests which locally-raised troops inevitably had.
Well might a poet say, "An obedient slave is better than a hundred
children; the latter desire their father's death, the former his
long life". It was the ideal that all parts of the army should be
bound to the ruler by a personal bond - in Kâ'â'ûs' words, "It
is a matter of necessity that your troops should at all times be
under an oath, sworn by your life and head, of loyalty to you" -
but the relationship could be closest where a slave was concerned. 2

The development of a slave institution within the Caliphate
dates back to the time when the early Abbasids first reduced the
pay of the free Arab muqâtila and then let their summonse lapse,
using the money saved on their pensions for buying Turkish slaves.
Al-Mu'tasîm on his accession in 833 struck off the Arabs from the
Dîwân in Egypt and bought ghulâms instead. 3 Provincial dynasties,
some of which, like the Tülûnids and Ikhshîdids, were themselves of
servile origin, followed suit. Ya'qûb b. Laith had a corps of
over 2000 ghulâms as his pages and bodyguard, fitted out with weapons
captured from Muhammad b. Tâhir's treasury at Nishapur, and he also
employed a contingent of Indian soldiers in his army. His brother
A'mr used to buy slaves at an early age, rear them, and give them to
his commanders, where they acted as spies on the A'mir's behalf, an
anticipation of what became regular practice under the Ghaznavids. 4
The Dailamî leaders, from Mardâwîj b. Ziyâr onwards, all stiffened
their Dailamî followings with Turkish ghulâms. This was in part a
necessity of military organisation, for the Dailamî mountaineers
were primarily infantrymen, and for their thrusts across the plains
and steppes of central Iran, these Dailamî condottieri needed cavalry. 5
This need was filled by Turkish horsemen, with the handling of whom those Dailamî leaders who had served in the Sâmânid armies
were already familiar, and soon the Turkish element became as important as that of the Dailamîs themselves. The majority of the ghulâms
of the Bûyîd Mu'izz ad-Daula (d. 356/967) were Turks, and in pay and
the granting of iqṭâ'as were preferred above the Dailamîs. 6
The Sâmânîds could draw directly on the steppes beyond the Syr Darya for
Turkish slaves. Already in the reign of Ismâ'îl b. A'îmad (279-95/892-907) the Commander-in-chief of the army was a slave. It was
the hope of the A'mîrs that their palace ghulâms would form a counter-
balance to the indigenous military element of the Iranian dihqâns,
who opposed their centralising policy. As early incidents like the
murder by his ghulâms in 914 of A'îmad b. Ismâ'îl and the growing
inability of the later A'mîrs to depend on them showed, this hope
was not realised. But whilst the Amīrs were strong and able to control their troops properly, an observer like Iṣṭakhrī could praise the Sāmānid slave army for its discipline and boldness in battle. Naṣr b. Aḥmad (301-31/914-43) is said at one time to have had 10,000 ghulāms, his own together with his father's, as well as the rest of the army. The Fātimid army included a force of what Naṣir-i Khusrau calls Sarāiyān, "palace guards", 10,000 infantrymen drawn from all countries. Even Turkish rulers like the Qarakhan-ids, who ruled over a loose, semi-nomadic confederation rather than a unified state, early acquired military slaves. For his war against Maḥmūd of Ghazna in 1007-8, the Ilīg Naṣr had a force of some 1000 personal ghulāms which he placed on one occasion in the centre of his battle-line.

Thus by the 11th century most Islamic armies were built round a nucleus of slaves. Turkish ghulāms were preferred for their loyalty and martial virtues, but even when a ruler disliked Turks, as did the Caliph al-Muqtadī (530-55/1136-60), the necessity for a slave guard was not questioned; the Caliph merely recruited Greeks and Armenians instead. That any of the nations customarily supplying slaves were conspicuously superior to the rest is problematical; the criterion was that they should come from some region remote from the ruler's own seat of power. When ghulāms proved treacherous, it was usually either because they had acquired local, vested interests or else had been treated unduly harshly by their masters.
The career of the Samanid general Alptigin, Sebuktigin's master, illustrates the potential dangers of an uncontrolled slave institution. Although legally a slave, he had amassed great possessions within the Samanid dominions (see above, Part I, 98-9); as governor of Khurasan he had 2700 Turkish slaves of his own. Since under the Samanids the mount, equipment and property of a dead ghulām reverted to his military superior and not necessarily to the Amīr, a man like Alptigin had ample resources and opportunity to attach men to himself. Private armies such as this easily became abstracted from the ruler's control, and a nexus of intermediate loyalties arose which might on occasion be turned against the ruler himself. The growth of private empires within the state was symptomatic of the later Samanids' enfeeblement; earlier, one of their generals, Qaratigin (d. 317/929), had deliberately avoided acquiring estates lest they tie him down and interfere with his mobility. Profiting from the history of the last Samanids, the early Ghaznavids kept strict watch on the followings of their generals.

The slave element of the early Ghaznavid army was commanded by the Sālār-i Ghulāmān, whose office ranked next in importance only to that of the Commander-in-chief, the Ḥājib-i Buzurg. Baihaqī also mentions a Sālār-i Ghulāmān-i Sarāy, but in Masʿūd's reign at least, this officer was the same as the Sālār-i Ghulāmān, and the two names seem to be different titles for the one office. The slaves comprised Turks, Indians and some Tājīks, probably Khurāsānīs. The former predominated, and normally held the highest commands in
the army as a whole. Nevertheless, when in 1033 the Turkish commander of the army in India rebelled, Ḍālūd gave ʿAḥmad Ināltīgin's post to a Hindu ghulām, one Tilak, who had formerly been an official translator in the administration; the appointment aroused considerable resentment at court. Within the general body of ghulāms there was a special group, the Sultan's personal bodyguard, the ghulāmān-i sarāy, ghulāmān-i khāqq or ghulāmān-i sultānī. The proportion of these to the whole is uncertain, but their numbers were appreciable (see below, Turkish slaves came mainly from the traditional Central Asian sources, either by purchase or by gift. In Ṣāḥībūd's reign it was the custom of the wife of the Qarakhanid Arslan Khan Ḥānsūr b. Ṣāli (406-15/1015-24) to send the Sultan each year a male and female slave as a present. During his Transoxanian campaign against Ināltīgin in 1025, the Sultan reached Samarqand and exacted from it a tribute of 1000 ghulāms; at the same time he received from his ally Qādir Khan Yūsuf of Kāshghar and Khotan presents of Turkish horses and slaves. Some slaves were taken over by Ṣāḥībūd from his father. When he first established himself in Ghazna, Sebūktīgin spent the greater part of his official income in building up a following and attaching them to himself through twice-weekly feasts. On the other hand, the accession of a new ruler often meant a clean sweep of officers in the higher positions. The feud between the Ḫāmûdiyān or Ḥāḏar-iṭīrān on the one hand, and the parvenu Ṣāḥībūdīyān or Nau-khwāstagān on the other, runs through Baihaqī's pages very clearly (see below,
Part V, chapter 4. It was even considered wise before one campaign of Mas'ud's against the Turkmen to appoint both Mahmudiyan and Bar-kashidagan-i khudavand to the top commands lest jealousy and dissension arise. Sometimes ghulams who had become masterless or who had deserted a previous, less successful leader, would enter the Sultan's service. The Indian ghulams were continually replenished from the campaigns there; on one occasion, the return from the Qanauj expedition in 1018, 53,000 captives were carried off, merchants converged on Ghazna from all parts of eastern Islam and slaves could be bought for two to ten dirhams.

A well-known passage in the Siyasat-nama on the education and training of the Samanid palace ghulams has been accepted at its face value by such an authority as Barthold. According to this, there was a definite training programme spread over seven years and a cursus honorum, so that a youngster began as a foot-groom and at the age of thirty-five became eligible for the rank of amir. If we could accept this account, we would expect to find at least traces of such a system amongst the Ghaznavids, themselves arisen from it. In reality, Niẓām al-Mulk is probably describing an ideal rather than an actuality and is influenced here by the favourable attitude towards the Samanids adopted by so many of the historians. The Samanids cannot have possessed the administrative experience and skill to organise a training curriculum like this. The Ottoman Palace School, of which we are reminded, came into being through the
peculiar position of the Sultans as rulers of a large Christian subject population in the Balkans, and more doubtfully, by earlier Byzantine traditions of palace service. The account of Sebūktigin's early training given in his Pand-nāma is of a general one in weapons and the equestrian art, not of a specific course. The most we can be sure of is that there was some hierarchy of offices among the Samānids, although the grades may not have been clear-cut; Alptigin reacted vigorously when in 960 the Amir Abū'l-Fawāris Ābd al-Malik b. Nūh tried to appoint him Āmil of Balkh, for he had previously held the supreme military dignity of Ḥājib al-Ḥujjāb. 22

Amongst the Ghaznavids, the ghulāme's training came mainly from actual experience in the field, and we have no information about a specific training programme. Its existence would imply an army with fixed grades and ranks for the trainees to pass out into, and here again, the evidence is doubtful. Nazim, Sultān Maḥmūd, 141-2, has tentatively sketched the chain of command in the Ghaznavid army by inference from the sources. Whilst the relative positions he ascribes to the various officers ring true enough, there are difficulties. For instance, the term khailtāsh; Nazim suggests that this was an officer who commanded ten cavalrymen, but it seems to be a function as much as a rank. A naqīb-i khailtāshān is mentioned. When in 1039 the army of Khurasan left Merv for its last effort against the Seljuqs, 500 khailtāshān formed the vanguard, and at Dandanqān they fought as a group on one of the wings. In one passage, Baihaqī calls them one of the constituent groups, aṣnāf, of the army. 23
But if there was no specific training programme, promising lads might be taken into the Sultan's entourage for education, often with the Sultan's own children. In Ḥasan's reign, the ruler of Gurgān, Abū Kālījār, had a son at the court of Ghazna. In this case, as often happened, there was a political motive; the child served as a pledge for his father's good behaviour. On appointing Aḥmad Inaltigin as commander of the Indian army, Ḥasan required that his son should be left at court as a hostage, where he would be brought up in the saray-i ghulāmān-i khas; India's rich resources and the numbers of turbulent troops there gave especial temptations to rebellion. For the sons of great commanders and courtiers thus to be admitted to the Sultan's household for education gave an excellent start in life, but in considering the general question of how ghulāms achieved favour and promotion, the personal element should also be taken into account. In the strongly-masculine world which Islam brings about, the beauty of "moon-faced ones" was no small asset. Turkish youths were prized for their good physique and light colouring, and it was no accident that "Ibn Khāqān" became a synonym for "catamite". Later Muslim writers have often played down the physical aspect of Ẓahmūd's relationship to his favourite, the Yimāk slave Ayāz, but the ethical climate of the time hardly frowned on such connections. Kai Kā'ūs soberly recommends lying with boys in summer and women in winter, and Niẓām al-mulk exhorts alert rulers to discover which of the two sexes neighbouring princes prefer; neither condemns unnatural tastes. Baihaqī relates an
episode where a palace ghulām's beauty saved him from execution for murder and set him on the road to becoming the Sultan's dawāt-dār. Even after his master's death, Ayāz was still able to play a political rôle in the setting up and then the deposition of Ḥaḥmüd's son Ḥuḥammad. 27

The palace ghulāms usually fought as a body, although groups of them might be detached for service on expeditions with the ordinary troops. In battle they usually had the key position of the centre. As a crack force, they could be despatched to retrieve a campaign where the regular troops had failed. When they were part of a larger military force, orders were not given directly to them by the commander of the army, but only through a liaison officer, one of their own hājibs, specially appointed to the force. 28 They had their own set of officers, such as the sarhangān-i sarāy. Domestically, their corporate organisation was directed by a major-domo, the mihtar-i sarāy, and for their needs there was a special secretary, the dabīr-i sarāy or dabīr-i ghulāmān, who kept a nominal roll of the ghulāms (it is not clear whether this roll was merely of the palace ghulāms or of the ghulāms as a whole). 29 They had their own standards with a lion device, and when they were dismounted for ceremonial occasions, the special weapons of the short spear (ṭirād, miṭrad), bow and mace (gurz, camūd). The ceremonial occasions when they lined the Sultan's audience chamber and surrounded the monarch enthroned on his dais, were an integral part of their duties. At these times, they wore splendid robes of the finest brocades of
Isfahān, Baghdad and Shushtar, and their weapons were heavily bejewelled and had gold and silver mountings. It is easy to gauge from the descriptions we have of these levées, how important was the department of the Sultan's wardrobe and the office of its keeper, the jāma-dār, who was normally a slave, and how serious the loss of the wardrobe in battle was regarded. 30 Besides this last office, there were certain other highly-regarded offices to which ghulāms high in the Sultan's favour might attain, such as that of armour-bearer (silāh-dār) to the Sultan, bearer of the Sultan's ceremonial parasol (chatr-dār) and standard-bearer (calam-dār). 31 Each palace ghulām had his own personal servant, khādim, and two were only allowed as a special concession. 32 As regards numbers, Baihaqi records that in 1037 at the annual military review, the palace ghulāms amounted to 4000 odd, and this tallies with the number he gives for them five years previously. But two years later, in 1039, 6000 are mentioned as employed in northern Khurasan against the Oghuz, and it is possible that this increase represents a fuller awareness then of the Turkmen menace and a supreme attempt to master them. 33

The process whereby great commanders imitated the ruler in assembling a slave retinue round themselves does not seem to have gone so far under the Ghaznavids as under the later Sāmānids. The Sultans' keen supervision and their extensive spy system, organised from the central Diwān-i Shughl-i Ishrāf (see above, Part I, ch. 8) helped to curb such a development. Only in the peripheral province of Khwārizm was Masūd powerless to prevent his governor there,
the Khwārizmshāh Altuntash's son Hārūn, from collecting a force of 2000 ghulāms and asserting his independence. Normally, the Sultans felt strong enough to give out ghulāms to their commanders when these were detailed for governorships or for campaigns where strong support was necessary. On Ahmad Inaltigin's appointment in 1031 to India, the Sultan gave him 130 of his own palace ghulāms. The general Tash Farrāsh was sent off to Ray two months later, and the Sultan added 100 to Tash's own 150. When in 1033 Abu Sahl Ḥamdawī was sent as governor of Ray and Jībāl with troops to reinforce the army already there, Masūd gave him 200 ghulāms and their officers. (For the backgrounds to these appointments to India and Persia, see above, Part I, 168-9, 178-80.) In all these cases the ghulāms were released from their personal bond to the Sultan, and this was transferred to their new master. Notwithstanding this, ghulāms thus transferred would often be expected to act as mushrifs over their superiors (see above, Part I, 151-2). In fact, Ahmad Inaltigin endeavoured to circumvent royal control and to gather a really trustworthy personal guard. He sent agents to buy ghulāms for him in Turkestan, and over seventy of these were secretly transported to India via the upper Oxus and Panjhir before his preparations for revolt were delayed to the Sultan.

Sultan Ibrāhīm b. Masūd bestowed 400 Turkish ghulāms on his trusted chief minister, the Sharīf Abu'l-Faraj Siddīqī, including a special group of seventy with golden belts like those of the palace
ghulāms; but he continued himself to pay allowances to them all in cash and kind, and so kept up his personal bond with them. The ghulāms and livestock left by Baihaqī's master in the Diwān-i Risālat, Abū Naqīr-i Mishkān, were on his death all taken over by Māsūd. It is likely in this case that the use them had been granted to the Chief Secretary for life, who was of course a free Persian and not a slave, for use within his lifetime, and on his death they reverted to the Sultan. 36 Where a ghulām commander was involved, the Sultan was the ultimate beneficiary as maulā al-aqlā. When such a man died, his personal following of ghulāms was broken up. Anūshhtigin Khāṣṣa, an old and trusted eunuch commander and military governor of Merv when he died in 1037, left an extensive household with its own intendant and secretary, property and estates, and a body of personal ghulāms. Anūshhtigin requested and got his freedom just before he died, and expressed a desire that his ghulāms should not be split up. Māsūd agreed to this, and ordered that the civil governor of Merv should meanwhile pay their salaries and allowances from government funds; later, the ghulāms were taken into the royal household, the Sultan keeping the thirty best ones and distributing the remainder among his four sons. Thus the act of manumission does not seem to have affected the Sultan's position as beneficiary, for he still retained a right of wālā' over his freedman. 37 The same process whereby retinues were broken up is observable when in 1031 the generals Eryaruq and Asīghtigin Ghāzī were removed from their
posts of commander of the Indian army and Commander-in-chief respectively. Their personal ghulāms were confiscated and divided up; the Sultan took the best and gave the rest to his courtiers. 38 Aging and superannuated ghulāms were probably found jobs around the palace or in the lower ranks of the administration; some may have retired to ribāṭs for less exacting defence duties. 39
Chapter Two

The racial contingents within the army and their fighting roles

In his article in EI on the Ghaznavids, M. Longworth Dames considered it a weakness that the Sultans had no strong nucleus of native troops for their armies. Such a view has little validity in the context of the age. Rulers who rose to power with the backing of troops from their own people or tribe had frequently to kick this ladder away. The Buyids soon found Turkish troops more reliable than their Dailamī fellow-tribesmen, and indeed, discriminated against the latter (see above, 225); latterly, the Buyids depended almost wholly on Turkish troops. 40 That the Turkmen nomads would be an unstable element in the Seljuq state was shown to Tughrīl Beg as early as Ibrāhīm Inal's rebellion in 1059. Most Muslim rulers would have recoiled from arming their own subjects, and in contemporary eyes, the racial diversity of armies like those of the Ghaznavids and Fāṭimids was a source of strength. Moreover, the absence of a strong native backing meant that the Ghaznavids were not faced with the Seljuqs' problem, that of keeping occupied or absorbing a large nomadic following.
The two great 11th century Furstenspiegel both quote with approval Maḥmūd's policy of diversity within the army; they ascribe it to his great percipience rather than to the mere fact that troops from so many races could conveniently be obtained. Kai Kā'ūs praises his kinsman's use of Turks and Indians as palace guards whereby "he constantly overawed the Hindus by means of the Turks and the Turks by means of the Hindus, with the result that both nations submitted to him through the fear of each for the other". Whereas, "if a prince's bodyguard is all from one race, he is ever the prisoner of his bodyguard and tamely submissive, for the reason that the members of one race will be in alliance together, making it impossible to use them in holding each other in check". The variety of nationalities within the Ghaznavid army is praised in ch. XXIV of the Siyāsat-nāma, "The army should be composed of troops of all races". Maḥmūd's army was always organised by nationalities, and these encamped separately under their own guards. A spirit of emulation in battle was thereby engendered. Consequently, Niẓām al-Mulk concludes, a mono-national army should be avoided as leading only to plots and émeutes; there should always be 2000 Dailamīs and Khurāsānīs at the ruler's court together with an admixture of Shabānkāra'I Kurds and Georgians, both of which races were famed for their valour. 41

The great Vizier's historical fact is here correct, although the Ghaznavid army was by no means the only multi-national one of its age. The Būyids had Dailamīs, Turks and Arabs in their service; the soldiers of the Fāṭimid Caliph al-ʿUSTANṢĪR (427-87/1036-94)
ranged from Berbers and Negroes to Bedouins and Turks; and contingents from tributary states, symmachoi, and regiments of foreign mercenaries had long been a feature of Byzantine military policy. Whilever there was a strong ruler on the throne, national diversities were indeed a source of strength, especially as different races often had their own particular skills to bring to the common military pool; and from the organisational point of view, it was easier to deal with the separate national contingents when they each retained their unity under one commander from amongst themselves. We do not know whether the Ghaznavids themselves had any consciously-formulated views on the virtues or otherwise of the multi-racial structure of their army, apart from odd pointers in two anecdotes of Fakhr-i Mudabbir. In the first one, the homogeneity of the Qarakhanids' Turkish army when they invaded Khurasan, seems to be favourably contrasted to Maḥmūd's mixed army of Turks, Indians and irregulars. But in the second, Sultan Ibrāhīm b. Masʿūd's envoy boasts to Malikshāh that the Ghaznavid army is of ten sorts compared with the Seljuqs' one only (tarā yak nau c-i lashkar ast, mārā dāh nau c) — in fact, an inaccurate assertion, for the Seljuq forces also included troops of several races — and so advises Malikshāh to give up his design of attacking Ghazna.

The Sultans' own Turkish co-nationals inevitably formed a substantial element of the army, and from them most of the top commanders were drawn. Contemporary Islamic opinion characterised the Turks as a hardy race from the steppes divinely endowed with the qualities of
bravery and loyalty, if not of intelligence (see below, Part IV, 406-7). The Ghaznavids gave the Turks this prominence because of these virtues, because of personal ties forged by comradeship in arms and because war was the only field in which the Turks in their retinue could be employed. The administration was a Persian preserve, and instances where a Turk held high office in it were exceptional; they tended to be in functions connected with the Sultan's household and person rather than in the bureaucracy proper. Aḥmad Inaltigin had been Maḥmūd's treasurer, and it was personal ties—Aḥmad claimed to be a son of Maḥmūd's and was physically very like him—and not military experience which prompted Maṣūd to give him the Indian command. The fact that Maṣūd also appointed a Persian dabīr, Abū'1-Ḥasan cIrāqī, over the Arab and Kurdish troops in Khurāsān shows that the military and civil institutions were not always rigidly separated and that administrative capability might be used in the military field too. On one occasion, the links of racial fellow-feeling were appealed to on a question of policy; in 1040, to dissuade the Sultan from what the Vizier considered a disastrous decision, he brought forward a simple, loyal Turkish general to reason with his master, hoping that he would succeed where the more sophisticated Persian advisers had failed.

There was probably a steady stream of mercenaries from the north coming to swell the Ghaznavid armies. The 10th and 11th centuries were troubled ones within the steppes, and the migrations of peoples like the Oghuz and Qipchaq caused pressure on the northern
frontiers of the Ghaznavid empire. A section of the Oghuz, called by contemporaries the "Cirāqi" Turkmens to distinguish them from the bands who irrupted into Islam under the leadership of the Seljuq family, were admitted in 1025 to Khurasan by Ahmad, and enrolled under their own leaders as auxiliaries (see below, Part IV, 434-6).

At the outset of his reign, Mas'ud used them as part of an expedition to Makrān, but under one of his own Turkish generals, and again in 1032-3 under the same general against a local rebel in Qazwīn. 46

Provincial governors on their own initiative recruited tribesmen for local defence. The governor of Khwārizm, Altuntash, employed Kujāt and Chaghirāt Turks, probably of Qipchaq stock, to help defend the frontiers of his province against other nomads; these auxiliaries were later used by his rebellious son Hārūn to throw off Ghaznavid control. It is likely, however, that many of the Turks in the Ghaznavid armies were recruited from within the empire's borders, in particular, from nomads who had filtered into the upper Oxus region and across the Hindu Kush into eastern Afghanistan in earlier centuries (see above, Part I, 92-3). When Ahmad hurried back from Multan to repulse the Ilīg Naşr's invasion of Khurasan, he recruited Khalaj Turks, so that in 1008 he faced the Qara-khanids with a mixed army of Indians, Afghans, Oghuz, Khalaj and local troops from Ghazna. Although at this date Oghuz tribesmen from the lower Syr Darya were entering the service of the Qarakhanids, these Oghuz in Ahmad's service may well have been much earlier settlers from eastern Afghanistan. 48
The Indians in the army resembled the Turks in their lack of home ties and of distracting interests which might affect their loyalty. Below the Hajib-i Buzurg, the Indians had, like the Arabs and kurds, their own commander, the Sipahsalar-i Hinduyan, and they had their own quarter in Ghazna. Often they were more reliable than the Turks, to whom they formed a counterweight. When the brief regime of Muhammad b. Mahmud (421/1030) was collapsing through the defection of many of his troops, including the palace ghulams, to his brother Mas'ud, it was Muhammad's Indian troops under their commander Suvendhray who remained loyal. The Turkish Hajib-i Buzurg, Cali Qarib, went over to the new Sultan, but was doubtful of his reception. So he set out from Tiginaabad to Herat, sending on the main body of troops to Mas'ud, but preferring himself to travel the next day with the more reliable Indians. As part of the vendetta against the Mahmudiyân, representatives of the old regime, the two Turkish generals Bryaruq and Asfichtigin Ghazi were in 1031 overthrown (see above, Part I, 125-6, and Part II, 235-6). After an unsuccessful attempt to flee to Khwarizm, the second of these was to be sent back to Ghazna. The Sultan stipulated that he was to have three Indian ghulams as personal servants and that his escort to the capital was to comprise 300 Indian cavalry and 200 Indian infantrymen. Obviously, Indians were preferred here where the fallen general's plight might have aroused the active sympathies of his fellow-Turks. Likewise, Mas'ud never forgave his uncle Yusuf b. Sebuktigin for supporting his brother Muhammad, and in 1031 arrested
him on his return from an expedition against Quqdār. Yūsuf was
sent away to a fortress with an Indian escort of three muqaddams,
three naqūbs and 500 cavalry, together with a body of infantry of
unspecified nationality. Indian troops were of good quality;
the Ghaznavids always found the Rajput princes tenacious opponents,
and the poor showing of an Indian contingent sent in 1034 against
the Būyids of Kirmān seems to have been an isolated occurrence.
Furthermore, religion was no bar to their employment, and the anon-
ymous historian of Sīstān complains bitterly of the slaughter and
violence done to the Muslims and Christians of Zarang in 1003 by
Wahmūd’s pagan Indian troops.

The Dailamīs, sturdy mountaineers from the backwards and inac-
cessible Caspian provinces, were familiar over many parts of the
Islamic world after their upsurge in the 10th century. It is possi-
tible that the poverty of their homeland forced them to seek military
employment outside, much as it forced another mountain people, the
Swiss, to do so in mediaeval and Reformation Europe. Thus in the
11th century there was a corps of Dailamī infantry in Fāṭimid
service; Nāqīr-i Khusrau saw them escorting the Caliph as he made
his ceremonial progress to the Nile, and the Dailamīs had a special
quarter in Cairo. In the previous century, the Būyids had found
their tough and frugal Dailamī troops superior in the field to the
Sāmānids’ Khurāsānīs and the Musāfīrīds’ Bedouins. Abū Cāli
Sīmjūrī had used Dailamīs in Khurasan against Wahmūd; it was probably
here that the victorious Wahmūd became aware of their calibre and
enrolled them in his forces. 54 The *Siyāsat-nāma* recommends that Dailamīs should form half of the ruler's crack guard of Mafradān, together with Khurāsānis. The original fame of the Dailamīs was as infantrymen, and their characteristic weapon the short, two-pronged spear (*zhūpīn*) which could be thrown at the enemy, and it was as infantrymen that the Seljuqs of Kirmān were still using them in the 12th century. 55 It is uncertain whether the Ghaznavids' Dailamīs fought mounted or on foot; but we know that amongst them was an élite group of some fifty or sixty who acted as foot guards, carrying golden or bejewelled shields, when the Sultan held full ceremonial court. The Dailamīs were undoubtedly an important element and their amīrs were highly favoured. 56

The Kurds and Arabs were often, though not always, grouped under a single commander, and as such were given prominent military rôles; when in 1040 Mas'ūd's army left Merv for Dandānqān, they formed the bulk of the key vanguard force. 57 Successive Persian rulers, from the Sassanids to the Qājārs, have taken the pastoralist, mountain-dwelling Kurds from their homes in Kurdistan and Luristan and planted them in Khurasan to defend the north-eastern frontier. Because of dispersions like these they came to be found as mercenar- ies in the armies of many Islamic dynasties. The Sāmānīds used them, although their experience with them was not always happy; moreover, a battle fought outside Ray in 1036 between the Ghaznavids and the "Cīrāqī" Turkmens was lost by the former because of the treachery of the commander of the Kurds in their army. 58
The Arabs formed some of the finest cavalry in the army, the so-called dīvsuvārān, "dare-devil riders". In Maḥmūd's reign, the commander of the Arabs was ʿAbdallāh Muḥammad b. Ibrāhīm at-Ṭāʿī al-ʿAcrābī. Together with the Sultan's brother Naṣr, his troops held the centre position in the great battle of 1008 with the Qarakhanids. Again under Muḥammad at-Ṭāʿī, the Arabs were chosen as advance guard when Khwārizm was invaded in 1017. It seems that the swiftness and dashing qualities of the Arab cavalry made them especially favoured for advance and raiding parties. In Khurasan and the east, the Arab tribal colonisations in the first century or so of Islam had left many groups of them. Some, like the Arabs who made Wadhār in the Samarqand oasis famous for textiles, fitted themselves into the settled economy of the land; but others remained semi-nomads, for whom the strategic position of Khurasan as a cockpit gave frequent employment in war. The author of the Ḥudūd al-Ḡālām mentions as many as 20,000 Arabs in his home province of Gūzgān who lived off their extensive herds of sheep and camels and were richer than all the other Arabs scattered about Khurasan. Ismāʿīl al-ʿUmaqāṣīr, the last of the Sāmānids, was killed by a group of Arab nomads who lived in the Qara Qum steppe. Some of these communities may have retained their tribal organisation and distinctive Arab dress. Just before Maḥmūd's death, the Ziyārid Manūchehr b. Qābūs sent envoys to Masʿūd; these were disguised as Arabs, so it seems that Arab dress cannot at that time have been an unusual sight in Gurgān and Khurasan. The later Ziyārids themselves
relied substantially on Kurds and Arabs for defence. The obscurity surrounding the antecedents of the man who ruled Gurgan and Tabaristan for much of Mas'ud's reign, Abū Kālijār, has been remarked upon (above, Part I, 167), but Ibn al-Athīr makes him Commander-in-chief of the forces and a Kurd of the Qūhiyya tribe. During Mas'ud's expedition of 1035 against this rebellious vassal, the entire defence force of Gurgan, 4000 Arab cavalrymen, came over to the Sultan, then at the peak of his fame, and enrolled in his army as musta'mina; the remnants of them were still living at Ghazna when Baihaqī was putting together his memoirs (1058-9).

An extensive supply of mounts was necessary for the cavalry, especially as a considerable proportion of it was of two-horse troopers, the second horse providing a fresh mount or carrying equipment and food. In the campaign which ended at Dandānqān, however, lack of fodder reduced many of these troopers to a single mount.

The officer in charge of the royal stables, the Akhur-Sālār or Amīr-i Ākhur, was a high-ranking commander; in an important battle against the Qarakhanids, Māhmūd chose this officer to lead the palace ghulāms in the main charge. The army's mounts were all branded with the royal mark, as were the camels and other beasts of burden. It was a duty of the Department of the Ishrāf periodically to send out inspectors to the royal horse and elephant stables and ensure that the animals were being properly fed and cared for. They also visited the royal herds left out to pasture to see that they had been branded as a precaution against fraud (see above, Part I, 149).
form of the tamgha is not known.

Many of the most famous breeding grounds for horses in eastern Islam fell within the Ghaznavid sphere of influence. The Sulaiman Mts. to the west of the Indus have a very long history as a horse-breeding area, and the name "Afghan" has been linked with the Aśvaka, "horse people", of Gandhara in the Mahābhārata. On the upper Oxus, the lush valleys and upland pastures of Gūzgān, Gharchistān, Ṭukhāristān, Khuttal and Chaghāniyān were famous for their horses; these were coveted in the Arab Caliphate as far back as Hishām's reign and exported as far east as China in the Mongol and Timurid periods. In the Sāmānid and Ghaznavid empires, the men of Khuttal were known for their skill in veterinary science, and their province produced high-quality bridles, straps and other pieces of equipment for horses. All these regions were either for most of the time under direct Ghaznavid rule, or in the case of the provinces beyond the Oxus, held by tributary princes. In times of peace the Oghuz of the Čara Qum and beyond supplied Khurasan with livestock such as sheep and goats, and doubtless some of their horses in this way were acquired by the Ghaznavids. The 3000 horses sent in 1017 by the Khwārizmshāh Abū'īl-ʿAbbās Maʿmūn to his brother-in-law Ṭahmūd, and the further 4000 promised by Abū'īl-ʿAbbās's killers as an indemnity, must have been obtained from Oghuz and Čipchaq nomads around the borders of Khwārizm. On one occasion, the incoming Seljuqs offered the Ghaznavid ČAmīd of Khurasan Khuttalī horses, Bactrian camels and sheep as presents. Camels were reared in
most parts of northern Khurasan and in the Baluchistan and Wakrān deserts by Baluchi and Brahui nomads, but in the Ghaznavid army they were used mainly as beasts of burden. Only at the time of Dandānqān, when the army's endurance had been sapped by famine and exhaustion, were the palace ghulāms reduced to camels for mounts, whilst, however, protesting their inability to fight on such beasts.

In the Sassanid armies, the infantry was an ill-organised rabble of conscripted peasants who served without pay and were of dubious fighting value. In the Ghaznavid army, the cavalry was tactically the more important arm from its mobility, ability to charge the enemy and usefulness in skirmishing, but the infantry was valuable in pitched battles and at sieges. The Sultans had a permanent force of infantry, the piyādāgān-i dargāhī, who were esteemed enough to be mounted on swift camels for distant campaigns, dismounting to fight. Indians were a prominent element in this infantry, but probably Dailamīs and other races were to be found in it. As well as this permanent core, it was often convenient to recruit infantry locally for specific expeditions, as near to the theatre of war as possible. Here, the indigenous populations of Afghanistan and Khurasan were drawn upon. The army sent from Balkh in 1031 against the Ḳūfīth Ǧīmād ad-Dīn Abū Kālījār's outlying province of Kirmān was to travel via Sīstān and there pick up 2000 Sagāzī infantry provided by the local, tributary Ṣaffārid ruler. In the same year, the infantry mustered at Ghazna comprised Marvāzī heavy infantry with shields and 3000 others from Sīstān, Ghazna,
Herat, Balkh and Sarakhs; and in 1039 a force of 2000 infantry was again raised in Afghanistan, from Sīstān, Ghazna, Ghūr and Balkh, to reinforce the army of Khurasan against the Oghuz. 71

Finally, there was the volunteer element of the army, the ghāzīs or mutaṭawwīqa. As with all successful commanders, the armies of the early Ghaznavids attracted plunder-seeking adventurers, above all for the Indian campaigns. Their predecessor Alptigin had come to Ghazna with only 200 personal ghulāms and 800 ghāzīs, but his successes in India attracted so many warriors from Khurasan, both Turk and Tājīk, that he ended up with 15,000 cavalry and 5000 infantry. Ten thousand ghāzīs accompanied Maḥmūd in 1001 to Peshawar and Waihind against Jaipāl, and 20,000 from Transoxania for the Qanauj campaign of 1018. The concentration of Turkish ghāzīs in places like Lahore was a potent factor in the turbulence of the Indian garrisons. 72 The ghāzīs were not registered in the Diwān-i ʿArd as regular soldiers entitled to a salary, bīstāgānī, but some attempt was made to control their exuberance and to make better tactical use of them. For the Somnāth expedition of 1025–6 Maḥmūd took with him 30,000 regular cavalry plus the volunteers, and these latter were allotted 50,000 dinars from the state treasury for weapons and equipment. 73 There was in Wāsūd's reign a special Sālār-i Ghāziyān, normally stationed at Lahore, but he was also present in Khurasan at Dandāṅqān; this office was held by a Turkish ghulām, ʿAbdallāh Qaratigin. 74
Chapter Three

The elephants and other elements comprising the army's train

Amongst the Indian princes, possession of elephants gave great prestige and a visible proof of power; in Hodivala's words, "the number of elephants which an Indian Rājā could command in those days provides a fairly reliable criterion, if not absolutely crucial test, of the extent and magnitude of his power". It was from India that the Ghaznavids learnt the use of elephants, not merely for ceremonial purposes, but also as an important part of the army's matériel. They used them in conditions very different from humid, tropical India. They used them in the steppes and plateaux of Afghanistan and Khurasan and even in Central Asia. During the Dandānqān campaign, when the army suffered terribly from lack of water, provisions and fodder, Masʿūd was still able to field twelve elephants for the actual battle. They could even survive in
the hot, dry deserts of south-eastern Persia; some "unbelievers", Qufíchis or Baluchis, used them against Maḥmūd in 1010-11. 75

The numbers of the Ghaznavids' elephants were kept up by presents from tributary Hindu princes and by plunder from campaigns, and the sources usually list the number of beasts a victorious army brought back. These might amount to hundreds at a time, e.g. 350 from Qanauj and 185 from Mahāban in 1018-19, and 580 from the ruler Ganda in 1019-20. 76 ʿUtbi records that the Thanesar expedition of 1014-15 was provoked by Maḥmūd's desire to get some of the special breed of ʿailamānī elephants, excellent in war. On another occasion, the Sultan so coveted an elephant belonging to Chandar Rāy, ruler of Sharma, a beast whose excellence had become proverbial in India, that he offered fifty ordinary ones in exchange. When in Masʿūd's reign the appointment of a new governor was being discussed, the duty of procuring elephants was specifically linked with those of carrying on ghazw and collecting taxes. 77

The numbers of elephants in the Ghaznavid army must therefore have been great. At the army review of Shābahār in 1023-4 Maḥmūd reviewed 1300 of them, each with equipment and armour; Masʿūd in 1031 reviewed 1670 at Kabul, "all plump and ready for action". A pīlkhāna to accommodate 1000 elephants was built at Ghazna, but one would imagine that Kabul was more suitable to be the main depot for them. The expenses of upkeep and the amount of fodder required by these beasts must have been prodigious, and the fertile, irrigated
Kabul River valley, part of which Bābur distinguishes as a *garmsir*, would seem to be more suitable than the colder uplands of Ghazna. The elephants were tended by a staff of Hindus under a Muqaddam-i Pilbānān, who had the high rank of ḥājib; from the name of one holder of it in ʿAsqūd's reign, he was not necessarily an Indian himself. The price of an elephant appears from Baihaqī as 100,000 dirhams.

Having so many elephants, the Sultans could afford to dispense them as gifts to other princes. In 1001 Maḥmūd sent the Ilīg Naṣr female elephants; in 1023 the *fath-nāma* to the Caliph al-Qādir announcing successes in India was accompanied by presents of elephants; and ten female ones were given to Qādir Khan Yūsuf in an exchange of gifts in 1025. Elephants were indeed essentially royal beasts at this time and for many centuries later, among both Hindu and eastern Muslim rulers, and possession of them jealously guarded. The unpermitted assumption of this privilege by a private individual was tantamount to rebellion. Rulers bestowed elephants on their amīrs and nobles only as a great favour or when they were being fitted out for particularly responsible posts. Thus Aḥmad b. ʿAlī Anūshtigīn was given five elephants together with the usual outfit of a governor – girdle, two-pointed hat, drum and standard – when he assumed command of the Kirmān expedition of 1034. When plunder from the Indian campaigns was being divided out, the elephants automatically fell within the Sultan's fifth.
One of the reasons why the Caliph al-Manṣūr had collected elephants was that they were "the most comfortable and smooth-moving beasts for transporting monarchs!" Similarly, the Ghaznavid Sultans rode them on state occasions such as reviews of the army; and in 1011-12, when Maḥmūd specially wished to impress the envoys from the Ilīg Naqr and his brother and rival Toghan Khan, he had forty richly-caparisoned elephants drawn up facing the assembly, with a row of 700 war elephants behind. The elephant became Mas'ūd's favourite mount for hunting; iron plating was placed over the beast's head and face to protect it. Mas'ūd also had an elephant held ready for his use at any time, and it was a daring stroke of Chaghṣīf Beg's Turkmens to steal this "big elephant kept at the door of the Sultan's palace".

Among Islamic dynasties, it was the Ghaznavids who first used elephants for battle in large numbers and who assigned them a definite place in their tactical theory; they had of course been much used in Persia and Iraq by the Sassanids, including at the battle of Qādisiyā. Tactically, they provided excellent vantage-points for commanders in confused fighting, and when in 1035 an army was sent to Nasr against the Oghuz, the commanders were all given elephants specifically for this purpose. The Turkish peoples of Central Asia were by no means unfamiliar with elephants, as the totemistic title (onghun) Yīghtantīgin "elephant-prince", found among the Qarakhānids, shows. But their use in battle against nomad horsemen could be demoralising, especially as they were norm-
ally placed in front of the battle line, enraged, and then used to lead a charge. As Christensen says of their use in an earlier age, "leur rugissements, leur odeur et leur aspect terrible faisaient peur aux chevaux des ennemis". Sebük'tigin had used 200 elephants captured in India against the rebel Sāmānid generals Fā'iq and Abū влад Симджи, and Maḥmūd took a force of them with him when he went off to repel the Ilīg Naṣr's invasion; the Qarakhanid troops protested that "it was impossible for anyone to withstand these elephants, weapons, equipment and arms". In 1025, 400 elephants were used against влад 'İtigin; before battle, drums and other instruments were beaten in the Sultan's camp, and the elephants' dangling ornaments and accoutrements shaken and jangled to excite them and to shatter the enemy's nerve. An anecdote of Fakhr-i  Müdabbir's mentions Malikshāh's alarm when he saw his first elephant, a present from the Ghaznavid Sultan; and as late as 1116-17, during the battle outside Ghazna between Sanjar and Arslanšāh b. Mas'ūd b. Ibrāhīm (509-12/1115-18), the Seljuq horses were initially thrown into a panic by the fifty Ghaznavid elephants, each having four mailed spearmen and archers mounted and fastened down on the tops of them, which were facing their front line. However, the Seljuq troops were able to stampede them into retreat by attacking the leading beast in the only part not covered by armour, the vulnerable under-belly.

The Ghaznavid Sultans applied the administrative talents of their Persian bureaucracy to problems of logistics, the mobilisation, orderly movement and supplying of their armies. Like other profess-
ional Islamic armies, the Ghaznavid army carried in its wake auxiliary equipment such as armouries (zarrādkhānas) and, where necessary, siege machinery. The elephants were useful both for hauling this equipment and also in the sieges themselves. In 1033 reinforcements were sent to defend Ray and to mount an offensive against the Kākūyids; among these were five elephants fitted with rams and battering equipment for use against walls and buildings (dīvār afgan u darvāza shikan). For the Gurgān and Ţabaristān expedition of 1035, Maḥmūd took several elephants to the Caspian shore jangal, where they would find the hot, humid conditions there very congenial and where they could be used for breaking through the dense vegetation. In India and the mountainous regions of Afghanistan, where stone for building was plentiful, the reduction of a fortified town or strong-point, rather than a pitched battle, was often the crux of a campaign. Here, specialists like engineers, sappers and pioneers were dafted in to work ballistas and catapults and to mine beneath walls. In 1020 Maḥmūd attacked the pagan Afghans of the Nūr and Qirāt valleys to the east of Kabul (the later Kafiristan), taking with him blacksmiths, carpenters and stonebreakers for making roads, felling trees and clearing away other obstructions in this difficult terrain. The campaigns of Maḥmūd and Maşūd in Ghūr were merely strings of sieges, for this backwards region had no large towns but was essentially a land of local strongholds and derebeys.
Other impedimenta taken along when the Sultans went to war included the royal treasury and wardrobe, the kitchens and their provisions and the harem with its ladies. There were other hangers-on such as nadīms, physicians, astrologers, etc. The Diwāns of the administration were peripatetic and their personnel and official records and documents had to be housed. Thus the amount of tented accommodation required was considerable, and Gardīzī records that when Mahmūd met Qādir Khan Yūsuf near Samarqand, he had one tent big enough to hold 10,000 riders and another tent for his personal use of crimson Shushtarī brocade. When it was a question of moving an army to reduce a rebellious town or to engage another army in pitched battle, the whole of this train had to accompany the army; nevertheless, Mahmūd had a reputation for being a dashing commander. Food and supplies could be taken in en route. Nizām al-Mulk recommends the establishment of granaries and storehouses all over the provinces so that unjust levies on the people are avoided; furthermore, the ruler should be able to draw on the resources of the iqṭās in the provinces. The camp-followings of Islamic armies normally included traders who supplied the troops, the bāzār-i lashkar. Then when the campaign was over, the army returned to base or to garrisons in the provinces to rest and refit before it was next required.
The personal weapons of the Ghaznavid soldiers were basically those which had always been used in the Persian world. The regular infantry carried bows, but for close fighting had maces, short swords and spears. They wore mailed coats and carried leather-covered or metal shields, so that, in the Adab al-muluk's phrase, they could form a solid line in battle "like a fortress". The cavalry carried bows, battleaxes, maces, lances, sabres and long, curved swords (galāchūra). As the Shāhnāma shows, these weapons used by the Ghaznavid troopers were the traditional ones used by Iranian cavalry-men. In particular, the mace is the special weapon in the Shāhnāma of heroes and princes; Bahram Gur is said to have excelled in its use. The murals of Lashkar-i Bāzār seem to depict the palace guards with maces on their shoulders, although the heads of the weapons are unfortunately not discernible. The Ghaznavids do
not seem to have used horse-armour, but their elephants were certainly armoured, as the Sassanid ones had been (see above, 253-5).

Fakhr-i Mudabbir has an interesting section on the favoured personal weapons of the Ghaznavid Sultans. Sebūktigin fought with the spear, bow and qalāchūr; Māhmūd excelled in the use of the spear and bow; Muḥammad used the spear; Māsūd favoured the mace, and fought with this and with a sword and poison-tipped short spear at Dandānqān; Maudūd was a fine archer and is said to have invented a new kind of arrow-head; Farrukh-zād used a battle-axe; Ibrāhīm a spear and bow; etc. According to Shabānkāra'I, Māhmūd had a mace of 60 mans weight which he could whirl round his head and throw 20 gaz, whilst Māsūd also excelled in fighting with the mace (chumāq, gurz). Fakhr-i Mudabbir makes the qalāchūr the weapon par excellence of the Turks, but it is perhaps the bow which is most typical of nomads. The bow probably came to the ancient Iranians from the north, and in their use of it, the Turkish soldiers of the Ghaznavids were drawing on both Iranian and Turkish traditional practice. Similarly, the lasso, characteristically used by pastoral herdsmen, had been used in Persian armies as far back as Xerxes' time; Māh-mūd's troops used it against the Indians, and Māsūd's troops against the Turkmens in Khurasan. It has been noted that some groups in the Ghaznavid army specialised in the use of certain weapons, e.g. the Dailamīs' two-pronged spear (above, 243).

We have little direct information on where the weapons and armaments of the Ghaznavid troops were made. The Indian booty
often yielded weapons; like elephants, they fell within the Sultan's fifth (see below, 268), and India had long been famous for its steel cuirasses and sword blades, the sharpest and finest-damascened of all blades, according to Fakhr-i Mudabbir. But local centres within the Ghaznavid borders must have provided many of these weapons and protective coats. Some areas had their own specialities, e.g. Khwārizm produced swords and a very strong type of bow. The mountain massif of the Hindu Kush and the adjacent ranges are geologically new and are all metalliferous; Kabul was known for its iron mines, and Ghūr had both iron and timber to supply the forges. Hence Ghūr was noted for its arms production, supplying the nearby provinces; the Ḥudūd al-Ḡālam records that "from this province come slaves [it was still a pagan enclave in early Ghaznavid times], armour, coats of mail and good arms". The name of one of its chief settlements or strong points on the upper Heri Rud was Āhangarān, also called Pul-i Āhangarān, "blacksmiths' boundary". Māsūd, at the time governor of Khurasan, campaigned in Ghūr in 1020-1; one of the local chiefs came to join him and brought a tribute of arms, shields and cuirasses, and when the main stronghold was captured, a tribute of arms was levied there. Māsūd was later able to utilise Ghūrī officers in his service as specialists in siege warfare. Two of them directed the defence of Tirmidh in 1035 against the troops of Čalītigin's sons, for which the defenders had a ballista (carrāda) operated by a Ghūrī soldier and firing stones
weighing five or six mans. In the 12th century, the local ruler of Ghūr, ʿIzz ad-Dīn Ḫusain (493-540/1100-46) used to send to Sanjar as annual tribute armour, coats of mail, steel caps and other war material, together with some of the fierce dogs bred in Ghūr. 100
The army's internal organisation, mustering, commissariat and pay arrangements were directed from the Diwan-i Cārid, and the office of Cārid was accounted second only to the Vizier's. As well as the chief Cārid at the centre, there were subordinate Cārids and katkhudās, quartermasters, appointed for armies in the provinces and for the forces of great men like Māhmūd's brother the Amīr Naqr. Since administrative rather than military experience was the desideratum here, it was usually Persians of the bureaucracy, and not Turkish soldiers, who held these offices. 101

The functions of the Cārid have been concisely described by Nazim, Sultan Māhmūd, 137-8. To this survey may be added something on the annual review of the army (Cārd) and on the army's pay arrangements. When the Sultan was at Ghazna, his forces (excluding, of course, those in provincial garrisons) were paraded on the plain of Shēbahār, described as "a green place", carpeted with anemones,
half-a-farsakh outside the capital; the fertile region around it produced a famous variety of pears. This convenient site was probably utilised at an early date; Mas'ūd built a new palace there to replace an old one of his father's. The Mujmal at-tawārīkh considers the card to be a Sassanid institution, in which the mūbedh acted as Cārid and inspected everyone from the Emperor downwards, passing them as fit for service. It is true that amongst the Sassanids, it was customary to hold a review of the army before battles, when the troops filed past the Emperor, and in the institution of the card we see one of the elements of continuity between the Ghaznavid army and the Iranian past. The inclusion of the Amir himself as the first person to be inspected and approved before payment at the Naurūz card is a detail recorded of ĔAmr b. Laith's procedure. As among the Samanids, with the Ghaznavids it was frequently the Sultan himself who performed the inspection. The troops filed past him and were counted by his whip-end. They had their names checked against the general nominal roll, jarīda-yi card, of which the Cārid had one copy and the other was kept in the Diwān-i Rīsalat; there was a separate roll for the ghulāms. The immediate origin of this general nominal roll was probably the special register of the Samanids, al-jarīdat as-saudā', wherein the names and duties of all their soldiers had been recorded.

The evidence from the historical sources gives a ring of truth to the extended section in the Ādāb al-mulūk on the correct procedure for the card, where it claims to reflect the practice of
the "kings of Islam". According to this, the ʿArid stood on an
eminence. The order of inspection was first the army's left
(maisara), then the centre (qalb) and then the right (maimana).
Cavalry and infantry filed past to have their weapons and kit in-
spected and their names and descriptions recorded in a document, a
copy of which was given to the Naqib of the army so that on the
day of battle he could set out the forces in the same order. Then,
beginning with the most senior, the commanders and officers were
inspected and their names recorded. It was thus possible to bring
detachments up to their required strength of officers before setting
out for battle. At the end of the Carq, commanders returned to
their detachments, got the men and horses in order, and made speeches
of encouragement to the men. Then the ʿArid discreetly reported to
the Sultan or Commander-in-chief, taking care that no hostile spies
were lurking nearby to overhear information on the state of the
army. Indeed, it is recommended that the ʿArid should arrange
previously with cavalry commanders that after being inspected, their
troops should slip back and quietly mingle with the uninspected
ones, so as to confuse enemy spies about the army's numbers.

The annual Carq was also the occasion for general festivities
at the Sultan's expense. The Carq at Shābahār in 1037 took place
at the end of Ramadān, coinciding with the ʿĪd al-Fiṭr, and it ended
with a feast in which large tables were laid out, the Sultan, his
family, the commanders and the courtiers being at the top one, and
poets and musicians entertained the concourse. Such munificence
was in the tradition of Turkish nomadic life, where patriarchal hospitality was an important factor in a tribal chief's holding together his following. We have seen (above, 228 ) that Seb-uktigin gave feasts as part of his policy to build up his forces, and they were expected too of the Seljuq Sultans.

Lastly, the Carâq was one of the occasions for the payment of the bistagâni (Arabic, al-Cishrîniyya), cash allowances to the troops. These were normally paid out in advance so that soldiers could equip themselves and their mounts for a forthcoming campaign (Fakhr-i Mudabbir nevertheless advises that a special issue of two days' rations should be made to all combatants on the morning of battle). Among the Sâmânids, official salaries, both military and civil, had been paid quarterly, and according to Niżâm al-Mulk, the Ghaznavids continued this practice. However, it is clear from several citations in Baihaqî (e.g. 146, 611) that allowances to civilians in the bureaucracy and pensions awarded to people who had attracted the Sultan's favour were paid monthly (mushâharât). But it was no doubt preferable to pay the army at longer intervals than this, if only from the point of view of convenience; unlike the officials and courtiers, the troops were not often long in one place. Often it was necessary for the Carâq or his deputies to pay armies in the field with cash drawn from provincial treasuries; the armies campaigning against the Turkmen had often to be paid from Nishapur by the Camîd of Khurasan. It was an exception to the usual practice of advance payment, that the forces for the
Kirman expedition (see above, Part II) were to be paid from the revenues of Kirman after they had occupied it.

Where distant provinces were concerned, the duty of paying and equipping local troops was often left to the governor or commander there. It was, for instance, difficult for the central Dilwan at Ghazna to pay the army of Khwarizm, especially as the tenuous line of communication along the Oxus was vulnerable to Qarakhanid attack; nevertheless, it appears from the anecdote in ch. XLIX of the Siyasat-nama that the Vizier Maimandi insisted that the monies for paying the Khwarizmshah Al-tuntash and his army should go through the Dilwan at Ghazna. There was, indeed, a danger in letting a local governor have full control over his army's salaries, for the army's loyalties to him and not to the Sultan at the centre were by this means strengthened. Whilst Al-tuntash lived, the Sultans could count on his loyalty, but the close links of the army in Khwarizm with its leaders facilitated his sons' assertions of independence.

Niẓām al-Mulk also asserts that "previous kings", i.e. the Sāmānids and Ghaznavids, did not pay their officials and soldiers in land grants, iqṭās, but gave allowances of cash, food and clothing. Barthold has already pointed out (Turkestan, 238-9) that the hereditary lands of the Sīmjūris in Qūhistān were in fact something like feudal franchises; moreover, great men like Alptigin had amassed large estates and properties all over the Sāmānid empire.
Moreover, the Turkish ghulām governors in Ghazna and Zābulistān seem to have introduced a system of fiefs there for their soldiers. By Sebūktigin's time, these fiefs had been in existence some time, so that he had to reform abuses which had crept in (see above, Part I, loc. cit.). Shabān-kāra'I describes his action thus:

"The second affair which he attended to was that he regulated the army's organisation and their fiefs (iqṭā'ī-ḵān). One day he gathered together the army and said: 'I perceive that the disordered state of the country has arisen from the army's fiefs being converted into state lands (dīhā-yi dīwānī). Consequently, the countryside has suffered and the army has lost its source of sustenance. The proper task of the army is warfare and wielding its weapons; when it turns to cultivation and agriculture, things come to no good'. Then he issued his decision. He resumed all those agricultural lands which were in the hands of the army, and said, 'I will pay the fiefs out as a cash payment from the treasury at the beginning of each year. Each soldier must have his fighting equipment in battle order then'. Next, he made some calculations; each person who had acquired something in excess of his allotted fief had to give it back, and those who had less than the allotted fief had the amount made up. In this way he set the army's affairs in order'.

It is clear from this passage that Sebūktigin's rule ended the period of weak government by Alptigin's successors, and that the central power in Ghazna was now strong enough to resume the fiefs and substitute cash payments. In general, his successors for the next two or three generations at least maintained the system of paying the troops in cash, but it is possible that a type of fief
more closely supervised than the hereditary iqṭāc continued to exist under the early Ghaznavids in the form of the tūgma or property assigned for life to an office-holder.

The early Ghaznavids had an advantage over their rivals, the Būyids, in having the wealth of Khurasan and India to tap. They could therefore pay their troops regularly, whereas Miskawaih's narrative shows that the pay of the Būyid troops was frequently in arrears, making them tumultuous and unreliable. The practice of issuing authorisations, berāts, to troops for them to collect their salaries — and anything else they could get — from hapless civilian populations was often the last resort of bankrupt rulers, but MasCūd resorted to this practice with political as well as financial reasons in mind (see above, Part I, 176-7). Normally, the Sultans were in firm control of their forces; it was only after MasCūd's demoralising defeat at Dandānqān and the loss of Khurasan, followed by the decision to abandon the west for India, that he lost control of the army and was deposed by it. At the opening of his reign he had been strong enough to dispense with the accession largesses and pay increases with which weak rulers like the Abbasid Caliphs and the Būyids had to win their armies' homage, the so-called māl-i baicat, corresponding to the julüs aqchesi of the Ottoman troops; indeed, he had been strong enough to try and get back the money which his weaker brother Muḥammad had paid out to soldiers and courtiers (see above, Part I, 136-7).

On top of the allowances which a soldier received there was
his share in the plunder. Immediately after a victory, the Čariq or his representative supervised the valuing of the spoils. If the Sultan was not personally present, his rights would be watched over by an agent from the Department of the Ishraf. The Sultan took a fifth from the slaves, animals and general booty, reserving to himself within this fifth all precious metals, arms and elephants; and he had a right of first pick, ṣafiyya, from other choice articles. The remaining four-fifths went to the troops in proportion to their ranks and with cavalrymen getting two shares to the infantrymen's one. When the Sultan had had his pick from the arms and precious metals, he would often turn the rest over to be divided amongst the army. 114 There were also special bonuses, şilāt, awarded in the field for outstanding valour or for a particularly striking achievement; Fakhr-i Mudabbir advises a definite scale of rewards proportionate to such feats as capturing horses or elephants or carrying off the enemy's standard or chatr. 115
Chapter Six

The numbers of the army

There remains to see whether we can make any estimate of the total numbers of the Ghaznavid army. Nazim, Sultan Mahmud, 140, estimated that in peace-time Mahmud's army probably amounted to 100,000 cavalry and infantry, a figure which would be swollen in war-time by volunteers, tributary contingents, etc. This is perhaps a generous estimate. An examination of the numbers of men used in certain campaigns suggests that in Mas'ud's day the total was less than this.

The sections in the Akhbar ad-daulat as-Saljugiyya, Ibn al-Athir, Barhebraeus and Mirkhwand on the Ghaznavid-Saljuq warfare in Khurasan all draw to a considerable extent on the Malik-nama, which was probably written for Alp Arslan, i.e. it dates from within a generation or so of the events which it describes. The Akhbar is the oldest of the later sources, and the figures it gives
for armies and combattants are generally reasonable. On the other hand, many of Ibn al-Athīr's figures need drastic pruning. The figure of 30,000 for an army sent in 1038 against Tughrīl Beg is on the large side; that of 100,000 cavalrymen plus a train of followers taken from Balkh against Chagāfī Beg shortly afterwards is certainly to be rejected. More acceptable are the figures given for a battle outside Ray between the local Ghaznavid army of 3000 and 5000 of the "Cīrāqī" Turkmens. ʿUtbi is normally vague about figures, but certainly Baihaqī, and no doubt Gardīzī, accompanied armies in the field, and their estimates of numbers seem to be on the whole sensible ones.

According to Gardīzī, there were 54,000 cavalry and 1300 elephants at the Shābahār Card of 1023, excluding those in the provinces and on garrison duty. This may represent a peak for Maḥmūd's reign. Baihaqī's figures for individual expeditions in Masʿūd's reign are often quite modest. To place his protege Abūl-Muwasīṣ̄̄k on the throne of Makrān, the Sultan sent 4000 cavalry, 3000 infantry and a force of "Cīrāqī" Turkmens. Also at the beginning of his reign, his uncle Yūsuf b. Sebūktigīn was sent to Qaudār in Baluchistan with 500 cavalry and his own ghulāms. The 4000 cavalry, 2500 infantry and five elephants sent in 1034 to Kirmān were beaten by a Būyid relieving force of 10,000. For the Gurgān and Ṭabaristān expedition of the following year, Masʿūd took 3000 cavalry, but this figure was raised to 8000 when he reached Āmul and saw the difficulties of the terrain. These were all expeditions to peri-
pheral regions, but the forces sent were deemed adequate, and the Sultan's prestige was in the early part of his reign at its height. Moreover, Maḥmūd just before his death had considered 8000 cavalry-men sufficient for the task of dethroning Majd ad-Daula at Ray.

After 1035, however, the problem of Khurasan and the Oghuz incursions became central. The army of 15,000 cavalry and 2000 palace ghulāms sent in 1035 to Nasa was defeated by the Turkmen. At the end of 426/1035, the Hindu general Tilak returned from suppressing Aḥmad Inaltigin's rebellion, and at Ṭerv ar-Rūdh handed over to the Sultan his force of Indian cavalry and infantry together with fifty-five elephants taken in tribute from the Indian princes. MasCūd was at this time able to leave an army at Sarakhs, to send 1000 cavalry (Akhbār ad-daulat as-Saljūqiyya, 5: 3000) to supplement the governor of Khurasan's force at Nishapur, and to leave garrisons in Herat and Qā'in. There must have been something over 20,000 Ghaznavid troops in Khurasan at this time, and the events of the next year, 1036, strengthen this impression. The Sultan's advisers then estimated that a strong army of 10,000 cavalry and 5000 infantry should be sent forward against the Oghuz, whilst the whole of the Arab and Kurdish element should stand at Herat as a second line of defence. There was also at this time an army of 3000 at Ray. At the end of 1038, Baihaqi, following the estimate of "trustworthy people", says that there were some 40,000 infantry and cavalry reviewed at Shābahār; clearly, nobody was very certain how many there were, and the figure seems quite a high one.
What is certain is that MasCūd was never able to take to Khurasan the army of 50,000 men and 300 elephants which at this time he promised to the notables of Nishapur; and eighteen months later he was only able to scrape together at the most 100 elephants for the final effort at Dandānqān in 1040. For this battle, the Turkmens fielded 16,000 riders, having sent 2000 of the youths and those with poor mounts back to guard baggage and families. Baihaqī does not mention how many troops MasCūd had to oppose them, but his troops were starved and demoralised and the news of the Turkmens' numbers depressed him intensely. Hence it is unlikely that his forces equalled his opponents' ones, and probably they were less.

During this period there were garrisons and an army in India, but with the exception of the Hānsī campaign in the winter of 1037–8, major offensive operations were not undertaken; the cream of the Sultan's troops were in Khurasan. Even allowing for the troops in India, it seems unlikely that the strength of the regular army in MasCūd's reign approached that of his father's; a total of 30,000 – 40,000 might be a fair estimate.
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Part III

Nishapur and its Khurasanian setting
Chapter One

Introductory: the position of Khurasan in early Islamic history

The rôle of north-eastern Persia in the development of Iranian civilisation has been a long-standing one; in as much as Zoroastrianism may have arisen in this corner of the Iranian world, this rôle is almost coeval with the appearance of the Iranian race in western and central Asia. During the Achaemenid and Sassanid periods the centre of Persia's gravity lay in the west, and for much of this time the capital of the empire lay in Semitic Mesopotamia and not in Persia at all. Even so, Khurasan and the east retained its own vitality, fertilised by contacts with the Buddhist worlds of India and Chinese Turkestan and by successive waves of incoming Indo-European, Turkish and perhaps Mongolian peoples from the steppes.¹

Hence in the 9th century, when the Abbasid Caliphs were integ-
ating Persia with the Arab world, Khurasan was ready to assume a creative part in the Islamic community. It was in the east that the first Persian dynasties grew up in the 9th and 10th centuries independent of Baghdad. Merv and Nishapur began to rival the cities of central Persia like Ray and Isfahān as centres of industry and trade. The New Persian language and the Persian national epic arose in the east, as did a Perso-Islamic style of architecture and painting. Although Khurasan and Transoxania were in this period predominantly Sunnī in outlook – the real home of revolutionary, political Shi'ism lies in the Caspian provinces – one district of Khurasan, that of Baihaq or Sabzawār, later played a decisive part in the dissemination of Shi'ism in eastern Persia, and Ismā'īlīsm had strong Khurasanian connections (see below, ch. 8). These factors, combined with Khurasan's position adjoining the Dār al-kufr, gave the province a remarkable intellectual vitality. It was the starting point for the orthodox reaction of the 11th century onwards, and its theologians like al-Juwainī and al-Ghazzālī and its statesmen like Niẓām al-Mulk gave the movement intellectual leadership. Missionaries and faqūhs streamed from Khurasan and Transoxania to the lands beyond the Syr Darya. The interest in evangelism and the atmosphere of polemic in this north-eastern corner of the Islamic world explain in part the persistence there beyond the Mongol invasions of the Muḥtazila, a sect which had originally arisen to combat dualist and other threats to orthodox Islamic teaching.
Geographically, Khurasan is part of the mountain and plateau zone which stretches from Anatolia through the Elburz to Afghanistan and the Pamirs. In the west, Khurasan began to the east of Gurgān and Qūmis; in the east, the Ḫudūd al-ʿĀlam considers that Qūhistān, Gūzgān, Bādghīs and Ṭukhāristān are part of it, but that Ghūr, Sīstān and beyond are only the marches of Khurasan. In the south, the uninhabitable Dasht-i Kavir and Dasht-i Lut salt deserts provide one of the strongest of natural frontiers; in the north, Khurasan spills over the Iranian plateau towards the Oxus. The mass of brown shading or hatching which a relief map displays to us, the lifeless salt deserts, the land-locked river basins, the indeterminate rivers which peter out in lakes and swamps and permit no navigation or access to the sea: all these betray an erratic water-supply, a harsh climate, an arid terrain and introspective and closed human communities. Life in Khurasan did present a challenge to the inhabitants. Localism was always a feature of life there, but it expressed zeal and industriousness rather than retardation.

The strategic position of Khurasan shows us one reason why the niggardliness of nature did not inhibit progress there. The historic trade route from the Near East to Central Asia and beyond passed along the southern edge of the Elburz through Ray and Dāmghān and then through the heart of Khurasan to the Oxus crossings at Amul-i Shaṭṭ or Tirmidh, or else through Balkh and the upper Qunduz valley and the Ghorband to Kabul and India. Khurasan was the
springboard for the Arab conquests of Central Asia, and its importance in the first two centuries of Islam was essentially military, as a colonial frontier area for the Arab tribesmen. Similarly, Nādir Shāh made his Afghan and Indian conquests from here and stored up his armaments and plunder in the natural stronghold of the Qalat-i Nādirī in the mountains of Khurasan.

But equally often, military movements have been in the reverse direction. Khurasan was the bastion first of Toynbee's Irano-Semitic "Syriac" society, and then of Islam, against Central Asiatic Turkish and Mongol peoples. Here, the mountains rise steeply from the steppes to over 10,000 feet, and the nomad has to leave the Eurasian plain and ascend the Iranian plateau. Here the armies of the civilised Near East have often chosen to stand against incoming barbarians, and here took place the fighting between the Ghaznavids and the Turkmens. The failure of the Ghaznavids to stem the invaders should warn us that the abrupt change of terrain and habitat only checked the nomads temporarily; the Central Asian peoples were only in part composed of horse-rearing plainsmen, and in any case, the balance of a pastoral economy requires herds to be driven up each summer to yailags in the hills. In the event, the Turkmens found excellent pasture for their beasts in the oases of Khurasan and in the valleys of Azerbaijan and Armenia further west. Because of such movements of peoples, Khurasan inevitably became a cockpit. Ya'qūbī contrasted its open position to Baghdad's sheltered one, and said that it "stretches out like a salient into the east, surr-
ounded on all sides by fierce enemies and warlike aggressors"; and Curzon was probably right when he said that "more people have died a violent death in Khurasan than in any other territory of equal size in Asia". 4

However, the penalty of being a frontier area may be cultural impoverishment or lack of material progress, because the constant insecurity inhibits urban life and agricultural and commercial prosperity. There was always a danger for Khurasan here. It flourished during the Greco-Bactrian period, when urban life was stimulated by Alexander the Great's activities in the east; his foundation of Merv and Herat is historically attested in Pliny. This prosperity continued under the Arsacids, as the etymology of the older name for Nishapur, Abar-shahr (older form, Aparnak-shahr), "country of the Aparnak", one of the three tribes of the Dahae who founded the Parthian empire, shows. 5 But Khurasan became comparatively poor and backwards under the Sassanids, who never held the more easterly part of Khurasan; many of the province's connections at this time were with the Buddhist east rather than with Zoroastrian Persia. The list of Persian towns mentioned in sources on the Sassanids and listed by Herzfeld is instructive: out of a hundred listed, eighty-two are in western Persia. Khurasan in its widest sense has only eleven, and of these, only Dāmghan, Nishapur, Merv ar-Rūdh and Pūshang are really certain. 6 In the period of the early Caliphate, Khurasan was racked by Arab tribal and Persian sectarian strife, whilst western Persia and Iraq were
enjoying great prosperity under the Caliphs. It was the appearance of vigorous local dynasties in the 9th century which gave Khurasan a greater measure of protection and stability; in the 11th century it was probably the most flourishing region of Islam after Fatimid Egypt, even though violence and insecurity were never far away.

The rise of native Persian dynasties like the Tāhirids and Sāmānids coincided with a revival of interest in the nation's past, stimulated in the first place by the Persian secretarial class in the early Abbasid Caliphate. These native dynasties attempted to create a community of interest with the dihqāns and urban merchant classes. The Šaffārid occupation of Khurasan was only an interlude. The Saffarids were essentially military adventurers, who gloried in their plebeian origins; some of the earliest recorded building in Nishapur, of mosques and of the Dār al-Imārā, is attributed to Āmr b. Laith, but his brother Yaḡūb had plundered houses and burnt down palaces when he had captured the city. Under the Sāmānids, Khurasan became a centre of the Persian cultural renaissance. The ambitions of the emergent Dailamī adventurers, such as Lailā b. Nuḡmān, who temporarily occupied Nishapur in 921, were deflected by Sāmānid firmness towards western and southern Persia. Ghaznavid rule in Khurasan was short-lived, and though it gave political stability initially, failed to protect the province ultimately from the Turkmens.

The Seljuq Sultans rapidly assimilated their rule to the Persian
administrative tradition. The fact that a direct line of the Seljuq family, running from Chaghri Beg through Alp Arslan to Sanjar, ruled Khurasan proper for over a century (the eastern fringes like Herat and Balkh were often granted out to other members of the family) gave the province some continuity of administration. Moreover, from the time when Tughrul took with him westwards from Nishapur the Imam Muwaffaq (see below, Part V, 510-11), Khurasan provided the Seljuqs with a corps of efficient administrators, distinguished in the eyes of contemporary historians from the oppressive and heretical dabîrs of Iraq and western Persia by their orthodoxy and just conduct. Unfortunately, the capture of Sanjar by the Ghuzz showed that the Seljuqs had failed to master the anarchically-inclined Turkmen bands who roamed the Khurasanian countryside with their flocks and who were to be henceforth a permanent element there. The Mongol ravages in Khurasan were grievous, but were repaired, and the province probably benefited commercially from the internationalist attitude of the Mongols and the continuous traffic between Persia and Central Asia in the Ilkhânid period. The real end of Khurasan's vitality comes only after the disappearance of the Timurids, for the Šafavids, a Kurdish dynasty from Azerbaijan, had little interest in the east and were unable properly to protect it from the Özbegs.
Chapter Two

The agricultural and commercial bases of Nishapur's prosperity

The modicum of political stability which Khurasan's strategic position allowed favoured the province's economic prosperity in the period from the 9th to the 13th centuries. Lying as they did on the caravan route connecting Iraq and Baghdad, the supreme centres of consumption in the Near East, with Central Asia and beyond, the Khurasanian towns were transit points for this traffic. To the north of Khurasan lay Khwarizm, which tapped the resources of the steppes and forests of Siberia and the middle Volga, some of which were luxuries like furs or musk, but others materials of everyday use or consumption like leather and hides, wax and tallow, and honey. These products came to Khurasan and were distributed from there to other regions of Islam. Above all, there was the slave trade from across the Oxus (see below, Part IV, 405-7).
The products of China and the Far East had to be either small in bulk or luxurious in nature to make the journey across Asia worthwhile, but even fine porcelain from China could survive the trip: among the presents which cAli b. cIsā b. Māḥān, the tyrannical governor of Khurasan (796–807), sent to Hārūn ar-Rashīd were twenty pieces of chīnī faghfūrī, dishes, cups, etc., and 2000 other pieces of china. The historic caravan route through Central Asia has often been known as the "Silk route", and imports of Far Eastern silks supplemented the locally produced ones of Khurasan and the Caspian provinces. The growing ease of life in Baghdad and other urban centres during the Abbasid Caliphate stimulated the demand for luxury merchandise and raised up a class of entrepreneurs who organised the required long-distance caravans and created a mechanism of distribution. In the early 11th century a Nishapur merchant could have a business partner as far away as Bulghār; doubtless it was commercial contacts such as this which in 1024 stimulated the King of Bulghār, Abū Isḥāq Ibrāhīm b. Muḥammad b. Iltābir, to send a substantial sum for the repair of the Friday mosques of Sabzawār and Khusrūjird in the Baihaq oasis. Hence the economic and cultural renaissance of Khurasan from the 9th century onwards was in part a reflection of the prosperity of the Caliphate in general at this time.

As well as this east–west axis of trade, a secondary commercial route ran southwards from Khurasan to Kirmān, Fārs and the Persian
Gulf. The Kirmānīs had a bazaar of their own in Nishapur, and the town of Kirmān or Jīruft was a prosperous entrepôt, especially under its local Seljuq dynasty of the late 11th and the 12th centuries, when the settlements of foreigners there included Greeks and Indians. By this route, the commercial and financial influence of Khurasan spread across the Persian Gulf to Cūmān and Arabia. Naṣir-i Khusrau came home from the Pilgrimage in 1051 via Falaj in Yemāma, and found that commercial transactions there were done in Nīshāpūrī dinars. Maqdisī noted the trade connections of Khurasan and Arabia, and of Qā'in in Qūhistān said that ismuḥā bi-Cūmān kabīr. In this age when a money economy was becoming dominant in trading, the prestige of Nishapur currency was high. Thus when in 1036 the Caliph al-Qā'im tried to strike against the superior economic power of the Fātimids, he ordered that commercial transactions should no longer be made in Maghrībī (i.e. Fātimid) dinars, but in Qādirī (i.e. those of the previous Caliph al-Qādir), Ǧāshānī or Nīshāpūrī ones, and notaries and legal attesters were not to entertain any legal or commercial documents relating to the former currency. The geographers describe Nishapur at the end of the 10th century as an international trade centre, the resort of merchants from Iraq and Egypt, the depot (maṭrāh) for Khwārizm, Ray and Gurgān, and the entrepôt (fur qa) for Fārs, Sind and Kirmān, and with inhabitants who were the richest in Khurasan.

Khurasan was also a manufacturing centre. This industry was
organised on a local, small-scale basis, the work of craftsmen and artisans in their own houses and shops. Nishapur's artisans produced, among other things, ironware, needles, knives and other articles of metalware. The mountains of northern Khurasan yielded copper, lead, antimony, iron and silver (and, it seems, gold, but not in economic quantities); but on the whole, mineral exploitation was more highly developed in regions further east, such as Kabul and Badakhshan, where there were better supplies of timber for smelting purposes. The mountains of Khurasan were generally bare, and there was only deciduous woodland in any quantity in the valleys which ran down to the Caspian, like the Dīnār-Sārī defile which carried the Nishapur-Isfarā'īn-Gurgān road. Coal, of an indifferent quality, has been noted on the hills around Nishapur in recent times, but has never been in general use there as a fuel. The mountains of Khurasan were most valuable for the luxury building material of marble and for the famous Nishapur turquoises. The turquoise mines, still worked today, lie to the north-east of the city on the Mashhad road; Curzon estimated that the workings covered forty square miles. The fame of these turquoises reached China; a 14th century glossary of the jewels of the Muslims mentions ni-she-bu-di turquoises.

Above all, Nishapur produced textiles. The cloth industry was always an important one in the Islamic world. As the number of terms like "muslin", "tabby", "damask", "fustian", etc. which have passed into European languages shows, there were few Middle Eastern towns
which did not produce cloth in some shape or other. Cloth and clothing played a far greater part in the lives of mediaeval Muslims than in our own today. Then, clothes were a mark of social class or religion or the uniform for an office or profession. House furniture comprised essentially carpets and hangings. Investing money in a store of clothing or bales of cloth was one way of keeping wealth in a fairly liquid form. Often cloth was taken for taxation (see above, Part I, 186). It is not therefore surprising that the New Testament makes moths and rust the great enemies of the hoarder. The workshops of Nishapur produced cloth of all grades. At the lower end were the utilitarian cottons and felts, produced for the masses of the people. At the upper end were the brocades and silks, for the demands of court ceremonial, official uniforms and robes of honour and the needs of harem women, always kept production here at a brisk level. The materials for these cloths were readily available. Raw silk came especially from the mulberry groves of the Caspian coastlands (Merv, rather than Nishapur, was foremost among the Khurasanian towns in the production of silks); wool and hair came from local herds or from the Turkish steppes (see below, 304); and cotton, whose use had spread from India, was either grown locally in irrigated oases or else imported from the garmsîrs of southern Persia and Makrân. Because of the importance of the textile industry, the cloth merchants of Khurasan were foremost among the bourgeoisie, and it seems to be they who
amassed the biggest fortunes in trade. 22

A mixture of both urban and rural life was characteristic of Khurasan. The fundamental unit in Khurasanian demography was the **rūstā** or **rustāq** (Arabic pl. rasāṭīq), and the geographers enumerate four "territories" (**ṭassūj**, **khān**) and thirteen districts (**rasāṭīq**) in the old province of Abarshahr. The **rustāq** comprised a central market town, not necessarily very big, with a hinterland of villages around it. Often it was coincident with an oasis. Each **rustāq** was an entity of its own, and frequently had its own distinctive dialect. Even the weights and measures used in Khurasan varied from one **rustāq** to another. 23 The agricultural **rustāqs** and their market towns, and the bigger cities like Nishapur and Merv, were interdependent from both the human and the economic points of view (see below, 302–3 ). But the dominantly urban nature of Islam as an institution caused the townspeople frequently to regard the **rustāqs** as places where the good Muslim life could not easily be lived and their inhabitants as hayseeds. The description **rūstā-yī ṭabḥ** was a contemptuous one. Towards the end of his life the famous Ṣūfī Shaikh Abū Saʿīd b. Abī'l-Khair decided to leave Nishapur for his home town of Maihana, a small town in the **rustāq** of Khawarān between Sarakhs and Merv, but two of the most eminent religious leaders of Nishapur, Abū Muḥammad Juwainī and Ismāʿīl Ṣābūnī, tried to dissuade him from burying himself in this obscure place: **sukhan-داعش bā shaikh-i mā ḏin būd ki ay shaikh az har-gūna ki hast Maihana rūstā-yīst mārā darīgh miyād ki tū dar Maihana**
After Abū Saʿīd was established at Māhīhana, the news of his saintliness reached the community of Ṣūfīs at Sarakhs, but they were sceptical that anyone of note could be living out in a rustāq. Similarly, the Seljuk Vizier Kundurī lamented that Ibn Funduq's grandfather, the Raʿīs Abūʾl-Qāsim Baihaqī, a fine scholar and poet, should choose to bury his talents in a rustāq. Nevertheless, city, village and countryside in Khurasan formed an integrated social and economic whole; each required the others for its own prosperity.

Nishapur and its villages lie in a plain bounded on the north-west by the fairly low Kūh-i Chaghatai and on the north-east by a rather higher mountain chain, the modern Binālūd–Kūh, which separates Nishapur from Tūs and Mashhad. This is comparatively steep on the Nishapur side, rising to over 11,000 feet, but to the east it rolls downwards as a wide plateau at four to five thousand feet, dotted with villages and orchards. This was a very attractive region for townspeople to visit. The village of Bushtaqān or Būshangān was a favoured pleasure-resort (tamāshāgāh) of the Nishapurians; it was here that Shaikh Abū Saʿīd once gave a sumptuous feast for 2000 of the people of Nishapur. Mustaufī mentions a delightful spring on the Tūs side popular for holiday excursions. From the mountain ridges many streams run down through the Nishapur oasis and lose themselves in the salt desert to the west. One of them, the Saghāwar river, was especially important for irrigating the city itself.

The soil of the oasis was very fertile. Its "black earth",
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turba Calika, indicates a loamy nature, and nearly a century and a half ago, J.B. Fraser found a good proportion of loam to sand in it. He also mentions a thick carpeting of grass over much of the oasis; this has resulted from the conversion of the mixed arable-pastoral farming of pre-Seljuq times into the predominance of pastoralism under the Turkmen and Kurdish nomads. On his mission to Timūr, Clavijo saw the herds of sheep, cattle and camels of the Kurds who wandered here as tributaries of Timūr. Yet the district still supported a dense agricultural population; the decisive event in its transformation was the ascendancy of the Özbekfs on the borders of Khurasan.

Thus Nishapur in the 11th century was the market centre for a rich agricultural region. It was also, as we have seen, a centre for industry and commerce, but the artisan and trading population of the city could not have been maintained without the imports of food and the human replacements of healthy peasants from the rustāqs, for the cities were insalubrious and mortality there high. The bulk of agricultural produce in the Nishapur oasis was consumed locally, although certain luxury foodstuffs like truffles and that curious spécialité du pays of eastern Persia and of the district of Zauzan in particular, edible earth, were exported as far as Egypt and the Turkish lands. In the 10th century, Nishapur had to import a considerable proportion of its foodstuffs from the rustāq of Ustuwā, which lay a fair distance away, towards Nasā and on the head-waters of the Atrek; Khabūshān, the modern Kuchan, was
its urban centre. As the name Ustuwa implies, it was an elevated plateau, and had corn fields watered by rain (mabākhis) as well as artificially irrigated ones. Sarakhs was less well-favoured for water, but it too was a cereal-growing area and supplier (maghūtha) of Nishapur; Maqdisī compares the amount of grain exported each week from Sarakhs to that sent from Old Cairo to Qulzūm and the Hijaz. 28 It is clear that the resources of the Nishapur oasis alone did not suffice for the city's alimentary needs, and that the agricultural production of more distant regions was to some extent geared to the city's needs, just as the provisioning of another great city of Khurasan, Herat, depended on the province of Bādghīs. Concerning agricultural techniques, it is unfortunate that a "precious" book on agriculture (dihqānī) by a scholar of Baihaq, Abū Dujāna, has not survived, for its information on agriculture in Khurasan seems to have been valuable. Ibn Funduq quotes from it a passage on the cultivation of almond trees, and another on the fact that the niluphar would not grow in the Nishapur region; its fruit had to be imported from Balkh.

The villages and hamlets of the oases of Khurasan were thickly sprinkled in the fertile valleys and on the stretches of plain. Maqdisī counted 6000 villages and 120 Friday mosques with minbars in the twelve rasātīq of northern Khurasan, and this survey excluded the regions of Tūs, Nasā and Abīward. Iṣṭakhrī contrasts this density with the more scattered distribution of nucleated villages in upland Qūhistān, each separated from the other by stretches of
steppe ranged over by Kurdish nomads. Much of the land in the Nishapur oasis was laid out as orchard and garden, as well as in tillage, and there were extensive estates (diyāq) to be found.

Stock-rearing was also important in Khurasan, providing food, means of transport and raw materials for local industry. Camels, used as beasts of burden, were reared mainly on the northern fringes adjoining the steppes. Sarakhs in particular was the "depôt for pack animals, supplying both Transoxania and the Khurasanian towns"; in the early 19th century it was still a great mart for horses and camels, and animals from the steppes were sold there. Sheep came mainly from outside Khurasan, although there were within the province stretches of excellent pasture, some of which, like the Ūlang-i Rādkān between Mashhad and Khabūshān, have played significant parts in history as the camping and grazing grounds of armies. Sheep were imported from Ghūr and from the Khalaj Turk nomads of eastern Afghanistan, and above all, from the Oghuz of the Qara Qum and beyond. Indeed, we see here an illustration of the interdependence of agricultural and pastoral economies in this part of Asia.

Azerbaijan is the only province of Persia where dry-farming can be practised at all extensively. In Khurasan, artificial irrigation was the norm, and where fields were watered by rain alone, the geographers mention the fact. As in much of Persia, the qanāt or kārīz was a feature of the Nishapur oasis, and their shafts and mounds dotted the landscape, forming hazards for night travellers.
The qanāt was often a small masterpiece of hydraulic construction, and the profession of qanāt-digger (muqanni, qanna’) highly-skilled and often hereditary.

In Nishapur itself, use was made of the streams which ran swiftly down from the mountains to the north-east and which provided cold water in the hottest weather. The Saghāwar one ran towards the city across the oasis for two farsakhs. It passed through the village of Bushtaqān, and turned seventy water mills and filled many tanks and cisterns en route. In Ḥustaufī’s time (sc. the 14th century), many qanāts had become ruinous, but there were still forty water mills where the rapid current ground down the grain with amazing speed. When it neared the city, the water was canalised into qanāts. Some of the shafts down to the water level in these qanāts were a hundred steps deep. They gave individual water supplies to the houses and gardens within the city and cooled the sardābs beneath the houses. Amongst the qanāts of Nishapur are mentioned those supplying the quarters of al-Ḥira, (?) Balfāwā and Bāb Ṭā ’omar and the Street of the Perfumers, the qanāts of Abū ʿAmr al-Khaffāf, Shādyākh, Suwār, Sahl-tāshīn, Ḥamra-yī ularyā and of Jahm from the village of Dastjird and the upper qanāt from the village of Jūrī. The water came up again at the other side of the city and was led off to irrigate fields and agricultural estates.

We do not have such detailed information on the irrigation system of Nishapur as we do, for instance, on the systems of Qum and Merv, but it was no doubt equally intricate. The system
at Qum resembled what is known of the Nishapur one; water was
cannelled to cultivated fields and estates outside the town, and
was run off inside the town (largely in surface channels, though in
places through underground pipes) for domestic uses and for gardens
and orchards. Consequently, there was ample water for the land,
for the ḥammāms and for the private houses. The shares in the water
at Qum were registered and minutely regulated; a Diwān-i Āb super-
vised affairs, at least, before the incoming Ziyārids and Būyids
introduced changes in administration and property-rights. The
water at Merv was regulated by a department called the Diwān al-
Kastabdūd, a name derived from the Persian kāst-afzūd "decrease-
increase"; the reference is to the repartition of the kharāj of
the proprietors of the channels, where assessment was according to
the waters over which rights were held. At Nishapur, we know of a
group of officials concerned with the irrigation system, called
quwwām wa ḥafaza, whose functions corresponded to those of the
Muqassim al-Mā' and his staff at Merv, i.e. they repartitioned the
water and kept the qanāts and channels in good repair. Doubtless
too, as at Qum, fish from the qanāts formed a useful addition to
the Nishapurians' diet; Fraser noticed how full of fish the qanāts
of Nishapur were.

Both surface irrigation works and underground qanāts are expens-
ive to lay out and to maintain. Sudden spates of water after storms
and after the melting of snows stretched and burst banks and made
the tunnels of qanāts collapse, necessitating major salvage work. Agriculture by irrigation requires high-level direction and considerable capital resources, and it is these points which have led Wittfogel to discern a common social and political pattern in the irrigated areas of Asia, America and Africa, the "agro-managerial hydraulic society". Even today, in a Persian province like Kirmān the upkeep of the qanāts is very expensive, because of the soft, sandy ground, and large landownership is the norm; the peasants are poor, peasant proprietorship is almost non-existent and the landlord's share in crop-sharing agreements is high.

Because of these considerations, the lead in irrigation construction had often to come from local rulers, landowners or notables. At Qazwīn, the construction of qanāts replaced earlier dependence on deep wells, and Mustaufī mentions various governors of his home town as active in this work; amongst them was the governor whom Ḥaḥmūd of Ghazna installed soon after he had conquered the city, Ḥamza b. Ilyasa, whose kāriz was still in use in Mustaufī's own day. At Qum, the qanāts of Sassanid times had fallen into ruin, and the digging of over twenty new ones was the work of the Arab colonists who came there from Kūfa, amongst whom the Ashcarī family were especially prominent. We do not know whether the initiative in developing the irrigation system of Nishapur came from Arab or Iranian elements. Nishapur was never so predominantly an Arab military colony as Qazwīn and Qum were, but it is recorded that
Abdallāh b. Ėhīr, when he was governor of Khurasan, expended a million dirhams of his own fortune on ḡanāts at Nishapur, and his interest in irrigation questions is shown by his commissioning jurists from Khurasan and Iraq to compile an authoritative textbook on the legal aspects of ḡanāts and the allocation of water. According to Gardīzī, this Kitāb al-ḡunū was still the basis of current practice two centuries later. The aṣyān of Nishapur dominated the life of the city in Ṣāmānīd and Ghaznavid times, and their work as public benefactors touched many aspects of Khurasanian life. For instance, Abū'l-Qāsim ṢAlī al-Muṭṭawīc (d. 376/986), a member of one of the most outstanding of Nishapur families, the Mikālis, was a great benefactor of Farāwa, building there ribāts and endowing them with auqāf, and constructing ḡanāts in many villages of the region. Such men felt that charitable works like these were part of the social responsibilities of their class, but they also furthered their personal interests as landowners.
Chapter Three

The topography and demography of Nishapur

Nishapur was of some importance in Sassanid times, but in the early Islamic period it was eclipsed by Merv, the capital of Khurasan and the bastion of Muslim arms in the north-east. Nishapur was a "spontaneous" and not a "created" town, as the Arab garrison towns were. 43 It had a garrison, as the name of one of the quarters of the city, al-Ḥira, shows, but it was not a key defence point as Qazwín or Merv were. The city's political rise in Islam seems to be connected with the success of the Abbasid da'wa in Khurasan. Abū Muslim built a Friday mosque and a Dār al-Imāra with a cupola and four basilican iwāns in the style employed by al-Ḥajjāj at Wāsit. 44 But Nishapur did not begin to overtake Merv in political and administrative importance till GAbdallāh b. Ẓahir made it his capital. Its comparatively dry and healthy climate, compared with the damp and febrile one of Merv, probably favoured its rise.
During the Šaffārid occupation, some public building was done: Amr b. Laith enlarged Abū Muslim's wooden mosque into a splendid structure with columns of fired brick, gilded tiles as ornaments, eleven doors with marble columns and a roof formed of three compartments each with its dome. 45

In the 10th century, Nishapur assumed the lay-out of a typical eastern Islamic city, with a tripartite formation. 46 It had a citadel (quhandiz, ḥiṣn), from which a road ran into the adjacent city proper (shahristān, madīna). There were gates from the citadel into the city proper and into the suburb (bīrūn, rabaq) which surrounded them both. The markets were situated in the suburb or outer city. Around the Great Square and the Lesser Square were market halls (khānbarāt) where commercial transactions were done, and warehouses (fanādīq) where the various wares were stored and where the great merchants were to be found. Below these were humbler warehouses, caravanserais, workshops and booths, filled with such artisans as hat-makers, shoemakers, cordwainers and ropemakers. Highest in wealth and prestige were the clothiers, whose market halls and warehouses accommodated merchants from almost every region of the Islamic world. 47 These commercial and industrial quarters of the city were teeming and chaotic and this aspect of the place displeased the fastidious Maqdisī, otherwise favourably impressed by its prosperity. In a critical passage he adverts to its unclean streets, jumbled-up khāns, foul baths, sordid shops and dilapidated
city walls. This uncontrolled development seems to have affected the local people. Maqdisī alleges that boorishness (jifā') was their salient characteristic; turbulence and faction were engrained in them so that they had no respect for authority, for the muhtasib, khaṭīb, imām or mudhakkir. 48

Surrounding the city were its walls. In such a rich province as Khurasan, walls were an important factor in security. They did not hold up a determined invader - Curzon remarked that Nishapur "has certainly been destroyed and rebuilt more than any other city in the world" - but they did give protection against lesser marauders like brigands and cayyāre and against long-ranging nomadic bands. Hence if a town rebelled, it was often punished afterwards by the razing of its walls, so that it might better feel its dependence on its master.

When Fraser crossed the Nishapur plain, he saw that all the villages dotted over it were in the form of square forts with towers at the corners; these may have been built to keep off Özbeg raiders, but were more probably a feature of the region from much earlier times. The walls of Nishapur itself are mentioned at several points in the city's history. As re-founded in Sassanid times by Shāpūr I, Nishapur is said to have been laid out on a chess-board pattern with walls 15,000 paces round, and after the transference of the city's population from the suburb of Shādyākh back to the old site in 1232, the new city again had walls 15,000 paces round. 51 However, these walls were not necessarily massive stone ramparts.
The number of times in which the city fell into the hands of conquerors shows that the walls were far from impassable. In the 19th century Nishapur had merely a mud wall and ditch around it, and at many periods before this its defences can have been little more elaborate. When in 1038 a single band of Turkmens appeared, the acyàn immediately wrote off the town as indefensible (see below, Part V, 494, 505). Likewise, the walls around the town of Baihaq or Sabzawār consisted at this time of a wall which, though strong and provided with platforms from which the defenders could fight, only reached the height of two men. Spears could easily reach the top and cavalrymen could use their swords there. Hence in 1071-2 Niẓām al-Mulk had it raised. After the Ghuzz devastations in 1153 and after the move to Shādyākh, the new area of settlement at Nishapur was enclosed in a wall, but because of population losses consequent on the Ghuzz' disruption of Khurasan's economy, the wall was of a reduced circumference. When Shādyākh was rebuilt after an earthquake in 1208, the wall's circuit was only 6900 paces. When a Ghūrid army under Ghiyāth ad-Dīn appeared at Nishapur in 597/1200-1, the walls seem to have been fairly substantial, for the Sultan thought that he would have to use battering-rams against the garrison holding it for the Seljuqs. But in the event, two of the towers collapsed of their own accord from the weight of the defenders on them, "in such wise that not one brick remained upon another, and Nishapur was taken". 53

The zone of Persia where clay was the basic building material
extended eastwards through Khurasan until the rocky core of Afghanistan was reached and stone could be procured. The initial offensive of the Seljuqs against the Ghaznavids came to a halt in the region where this geological change occurs, and Balkh, in the mountain zone, remained in Ghaznavid hands till 1059, twenty years later. The lack of a cheap, substantial building material has always been one of the bottlenecks of Khurasanian life. The traditional materials in Khurasan have always been clay and sun-dried brick. Even fired brick only came into use gradually during the Islamic period, and timberwork was only generally to be found in areas like the well-wooded Caspian provinces. These limitations of material have given a distinctive bias to the architectural development of eastern Persia, see for example, in the absence of large doming. It is not surprising that questions of building materials and fortification interested Khurasanians. We see this clearly in Naqir-i Khusrau's account of his travels. He always shows an intense interest in walls and defences, especially when they are of stout stone. He describes the splendid fortifications of places like Mayyafarigīn and Amid before dealing with anything else there, and shows especial interest in their gates, which were wholly of iron and not wooden. As he progresses through Azerbaijan, Armenia, Diyārbeikr, Syria and Palestine, his interest in the defences of their towns is sustained. Clearly, this pre-occupation represents the interest and envy of a man coming from a land where stone is a luxury material.
In assessing the size and population of Nishapur, we must proceed by inference. We need not assume that because of their richness, the towns of Khurasan were vast agglomerations of population; importance was not correlative with sheer size. The towns derived their importance from their being centres of trade, industry and agricultural marketing, and did not need to be large for this. In the oases of Khurasan, town and countryside were interdependent and the boundaries between the two ways of life often fluid. The acyân of Nishapur held estates and gardens in the countryside outside the city. The Sâmânid Vizier Abû'1-Mu'âjaffar Barghashî had a garden in the village of Muḥammadâbûd outside the city, a village which was so popular for residences that land-values there were very high (see below, Part V, 505), and Baihaqî's master, Abû Naṣr-i Mishkân, had a house and garden there. This village adjoined Shâdyâkh, the suburb to the south-west of the city and to the south of the modern town of Nishapur, and in Sâmânid and Ghaznavid times it was the seat of the Diwân of Khurasan, away from the insalubrious city. Here Masâ'ûd of Ghazna built a palace with courts and kiosques, and here Maḥmûd's minister Ḥasanak (see below, 347-51) had a palace which Masâ'ûd appropriated for use as a residence for official guests after Ḥasanak's fall. Shâdyâkh, already a popular residential area in the time of Ḥabdallâh b. Ṭâhir, who had built a palace and stationed his troops there, took the place of the old city of Nishapur after the Ghuzz attack of 1153, until in 1232 to people moved back to the old site.
A limiting factor in the growth of the Khurasanian towns was the problem of provisioning. Although much food came from local gardens and orchards, we have seen that Nishapur had to import meat and grain from outside the Nishapur oasis (above, 302-3). We do not know how this traffic was organised. Grain could be born on the backs of beast of burden and cattle and sheep could be driven in and slaughtered on the hoof. But for other, more perishable commodities, a system of transport and distribution would have been required. Inadequate communications, the endemicness of banditry and the arbitrary behaviour of the political authorities, all these discouraged potential entrepreneurs from putting their abilities and capital into such channels. The small-scale traffic in such luxury foodstuffs as the melons of Khwarizm and Transoxania, which, according to ath-Tha'lībi (La'tīf al-maqrif, 129), were in the 9th century exported to Iraq, does not invalidate this point. Moreover, rural cultivators did not generally look further than the main town of their rustaq or oasis as a market for their surplus produce or for any cash crops which they might grow; and here again, the fiscal demands of the political authorities often discouraged farming at too high a level above subsistence.

This comparative inelasticity of supply and distribution, together with the exactions of governments, helps explain the grievous famines which attacked both town and countryside in Khurasan whenever adverse physical conditions arose. "Ubī portrays graphically the horrors of famine in Khurasan when in 1011 the crops failed
after an exceptionally heavy winter. In Nishapur alone (Utbī probably means the whole oasis) 100,000 people are said to have died. People ate plants from the fields and boiled down old bones; newly-buried corpses were exhumed, and human flesh sold openly on the streets; parents ate their own children; and men were enticed away and killed and their fat melted down, so that people were afraid to stray outside the central part of the city unless armed and in groups. Ibn Funduq says that the famine arose less from a dearth of provisions than from a disease which caused voracious hunger (Cillat-i jūc-i kalbī), so that the more people ate, the less they were satisfied. Yet there were at one time in this crisis considerable quantities of unsold corn stored away in Nishapur; and we have other instances of the curious localness of many famines, where places suffered tragic dearths whilst adjacent regions were enjoying plenty.

In inferring the size and population of Nishapur, we can get some indirect help from Nasir-i Khusrau again. He was a native of Khurasan and a typical member of the Persian secretarial class. He served first the Ghaznavids and then the Seljuqs, working for Chaghri Beg as a financial official at Merv. From his official experience, we may regard him as a judicious and accurate observer, and his interest in questions of topography, population and economic life is manifest throughout the Safar-nāma. During his travels, his standards of comparison were always with his Khurasanian homeland.
Thus Jerusalem, with 20,000 inhabitants, was a "great city". The Qarmathian capital of Laḥṣā in Bahrain, which could field 20,000 armed men, and had also its women and children and 30,000 slaves, had "all that constitutes a great city". The towns within the Fāṭimid empire of Egypt, Palestine and Syria all impressed him tremendously, and it is not likely that his well-known Shiʿī sympathies influenced him here unduly, for he shows in general a spirit of fairness and tolerance. He estimated the population of Tripoli at 20,000, and even Askelôn impressed him as a great city. New Cairo, al-Qāhira, dazzled him, and he estimated the population of Old Cairo, Miṣr, at five times that of Nishapur. Khusrau's observations confirm what has just been emphasised, that the cities of Khurasan did not need to be greatly populous to be economically important. Perhaps 30,000 to 40,000 would be a fair estimate for the population of Nishapur in the early 11th century.
The localism of Khurasanian life has already been stressed in connection with economic affairs. The same localism operated in the sphere of ideas and personal relations. Frequently it expressed itself in extreme opinions in religion and politics - the two being closely connected in Islam - which contemporaries designated as ta'asubb or Caṣabiyya.

We may begin by noting Ḫaqdiṣī's information on the Caṣabiyyāt of Khurasan. One of Ḫaqdiṣī's claims to be the greatest Muslim geographer of his age lies in the element of sociological observation he gives, marking his work off from the jejune cataloguing of place-names, local products, roads and stages which characterised the earlier, road-book type of geography. Some of his dicta, e.g. that ports and towns on rivers are centres of vice, zinā' and lawāṭa,
or that regions surrounded by rivers and waters have turbulent and rebellious populations, seem curious to our ears; but the sections which he consecrates to the religious opinions and fanati-
cisms of the various provinces are of outstanding value.

Maqdisī stresses that in general, Khurasan was orthodox in religion (mustaqlm). He excepts from the Ahl al-jamāca only the pockets of Khawārij in Sīstān and the districts around Herat and "the people who wear white" in the rural parts of Haiţal, i.e., the provinces along the upper Oxus, "whose beliefs approach zandaqa". These must be counted under a heading he has previously given of "rural sectaries", allatī fī'r-rasātīq, amongst whom he names the Začfārāniyya, Khurramdāniyya, Abyādiyya and Sarakhshiyya. Of the latter, followers of Ābdallāh as-Sarakhsī, he speaks with respect, that they are people who practise asceticism and seek God's presence. The Začfārāniyya must be the followers of az-Začfārānī, whom al-
Baghdādī describes as a man of Ray and whose teachings stressed the uncreatedness of the Qur'ān. It is interesting to see the other two sects, descendents of two of the most powerful movements of Iranian national protest, al-ムqanna's Mubayyiḏa and Bābak's Khurramdāniyya, identified with the peasantry and the countryside. The first of these two sects had arisen in 775 in the Zarafshān basin, and had united Iranian discontent with the Abbasids, Turkish restiveness under Arab political control and al-ムqanna's own religious claims to be an incarnation of God's Spirit which had
passed through Abū Ḫurāṣanī to himself. Bābak's movement of "the people in red", Muḥammadī, was really a rebellion in Azerbaijan against the Caliphate, which continued for several years and eventually spread to many other parts of Persia before Bābak was caught and executed in 838. Bābak himself was militantly anti-Muslim and his movement included dualist and neo-Mazdakist elements. Other Iranian religious movements were more specifically Khurasanian: Bihāfarīd was born at Zauzan; Sonpādīh seems to have come from Nishapur; and Ustādhsīs' movement arose in Bādghīs.

These episodes illustrate the long history of disturbance and ferment in the Persian countryside, for orthodox, institutional Islam affected the urban populations and the landowning classes more than the peasantry. The towns were more open to new influences than the countryside. Moreover, the urban and mercantile ethos of Islam gave the merchant and artisan classes certain advantages, where Zoroastrianism, with its taboos and its elevation of the land and natural elements over the artificiality of commercial life, had constricted them. The landowners had a political and social motive for adopting Sunnī Islam, for by doing this they preserved their social and tenurial privileges. The peasants, with their minds turned inwards by the agricultural round and the struggle against natural conditions, were least touched by these considerations. Superficially Islamised, their social discontent and hatred against authority often erupted in the form of heterodox Muslim movements, in which extreme Shi'ī and messianic ideas mingled with older
Iranian beliefs; Zoroastrian currents are often discernible, although none of the uprisings seems to have been led by an orthodox Zoroastrian. It is not therefore surprising that remnants of these movements and sects should linger on in the rural and mountainous parts of Khurasan. They had little specific intellectual or doctrinal content, a fact which made it easy in the 10th century for Ismā'īlī da'īs to work among them. It also made it easy for any ambitious adventurer, like the Mahdī who arose in Chaghāniyān in 934. This false prophet attracted to his side large numbers of the "ignorant masses" (ṣamma-yi juhhāl), before the local ruler, Abū ʿAlī Aḥmad Chaghānī, suppressed it on behalf of the Ṣmānid government; but his supporters lingered on long after his death, awaiting their leader's return. In the 11th century, these only vaguely-articulate voices of protest come only occasionally within the purview of contemporary writers, but it is hard to believe that there were no religious elements in the peasant jacqueries we so frequently read about.

Thus Maqdisī, when he describes divisions within the Islamic jamāʿa in Khurasan, is thinking primarily of the town populations, which were largely Sunnī in outlook but had fierce sectarian divisions within this wider unity. The Ḥanafī law school already predominated in his time and was to continue gaining ground under the patronage of Turkish dynasties in Khurasan and Transoxania. But Shāfiʿism was still very influential. In the 10th century it made much progress in Transoxania through the teaching of Muḥammad
b. ʿAlī al-Qaffāl ash-Shāshī (d. 365/975-6), called by al-Ḥākim al-Bayḍīc the greatest Shāfiʿī scholar of his age there. Maqdisī names several towns on the northern edge of Khurāsān and in the Syr Darya basin where it was dominant: Shāsh, Ḫūq, Tūs, Nasā, Abīward, Ṭarāz, Ṣanghāj, the environs of Bukhārā, Sinj, Dandānqān, Isfarāʾīn and Jūyān. In the 13th century, Khīva remained Shāfiʿī when the rest of Khwārizm had become Ḥanafī. It seems that in Maqdisī's time Shāfiʿicism was receding in a northwards direction, but substantial portions of the peoples of Herat, Sīstān, Sarakhs, Merv and Merv ar-RūdĪ were still Shāfiʿī. Furthermore, the khaṭībs at Nishapur and in one of the two Merv jāmīcs were Shāfiʿīs, and in the Merv jāmīcs the ʿalāt was performed according to both the Ḥanafī and the Shāfiʿī rites. The third main Sunni element in the Khurāsānian towns was that of the Karāmiyya sect, who are described as having a strong party (jālaba) in Herat and Gharchistān and several khānqāhs in Merv, the upper Oxus provinces and Transoxania. We know from both the historians and the heresiologists that the Karāmiyya were a vociferous and pushing group in Nishapur for at least two centuries (see below, ch. 6). Maqdisī mentions that there was a sizeable minority of Muʿtazila in Nishapur; eastern Islam was to be an enduring stronghold of the sect. He also mentions the Shiʿa as a minority in the city, and the community of ʿAlids there was accorded the respect normally given to descendants of the Ahl al-Bait (see below, ch. 8). But it is clear that at this time (sc. c. 980)
moderate, Twelver Shi'ism was not yet a major factor in the Sunni towns of Khurasan. Finally, Maqdisi mentions odd reminiscences of earlier Islamic sects. The Jahmiyya predominated amongst the people of Tirmidh and the Qadariyya amongst the people of Kundur; and the ruler of Gharchistan, the Shēr, followed the practice of Ibn Mas'ūd in certain matters of ritual.

Maqdisi then passes to the qaṣabiyyat of Khurasan, commenting that there were very few places without them. In Nishapur, enmity existed between the western side of the town, where it rose up to Manīshak, and the other side of the town, by the quarter of al-Ḥira; originally, there had been no religious element here, but latterly it had become a Shi'ī-Kārāmī struggle, an illustration of how a purely secular division easily acquired a sectarian religious tinge. In Sīstān, the Ḥanafī Samakiyya opposed the Shāfi'ī Ṣadaqiyya, and the ruler had to intervene to stop the resultant bloodshed. At Sarakhs, the Ḥarūsiyya were Ḥanafī and the Ahliyya Shāfi'ī. In Herat there were the Karāmiyya and the ḌAmaliyya (these last presumably received this name from their opposition to that section of the Karāmiyya which denied the efficacy of good works; cf. Maqdisi, 38). At Merv, the people of the town proper, the Ḍadaniyya, opposed the people of the Old Market. At Nasā, the people of the Khanah quarter opposed those who lived at the top end of the market; at Abīward, the Kardērī group opposed the people of the upper part of the town. Thus whilst some of these factions were grouped around
a religious watchword, others were purely geographical, between different parts of the town, and we can only guess at the social issues involved here. It is very likely that many of them had no rational basis, but arose from an ingrained love of faction and partisanship.

The local Ǧašabiyyāt of Khurasan fell within what seems to have been a wider feeling of dislike between eastern and western Persia; on at least two occasions in Baihaqī, Sultan Masʿūd stresses the dislike of the people of Ray and Jībāl for the Khurasanian. A reason for this may lie in the different political fortunes of the two halves of Persia after the 9th century, the identification of the west with the Būyids and the east with the more orthodox Sāmānids and Ghaznavids, and in the different economic and commercial pulls of the west and Khurasan. But perhaps we should not stress this rivalry too much; the threat of Ghaznavid imperialism was enough to make the west suspicious of anything coming from the east.

A further element of unrest in Khurasan was the bands of vagabonds and irregular troops, Ǧāvārūn, şaṣālik, who infested town and country alike. Complaints about them in the historians are perennial. Their ubiquity and their continued existence over the centuries suggests that these bands were continually being replenished, by desperadoes who loved a lawless life, by peasants forced out of agriculture though lack of land or through fiscal oppression, by discharged and unemployed soldiers, etc. In the early 10th century we hear of one Muḥammad b. Hormuz, called Maulā
Şandalî, who was discharged from the Sāmānīd army as being too old, so went off and stirred up "all the people and riff-raff of Sīstān" against the local Sāmānīd governor. The disturbance in Persia caused by the Oghuz invasions favoured the spread of brigand activity; in the west, Basāsīrī had to march into Ahwāz against Kurdish and Arab robbers who had taken advantage of the Turkmen depredations to cloak their own spoliations. Sometimes cayyār bands arose from lawful vigilante groups of citizens which got out of hand. In 11th century Iraq, the citizens of Baghdad went out against the predatory Bedouins infesting the neighbourhood, "and that was one of the causes for the increase of cayyārūn and the spread of evil-doers". In Sīstān, bands of mutaṭawwīcā were formed against the Khawārijī, and out of one of these arose the Şaffārīds. The Ta'rikh-i Sīstān shows that for two or three centuries after this the cayyārs remained a powerful element in the province. They seem to have been organised there with a definite chain of military commands. The later Şaffārīds were often dependent on their support, and when the Sāmānīds and Ghaznavids intervened in Sīstān, the cayyārs were the core of local resistance. As a result, to the author of the Ta'rikh-i Sīstān, cayyārī is a term of praise, to be equated with muruwwa. In most Islamic towns there was an unruly core of mobsters who could be stirred up on any pretext, religious or lay, out of sheer love of violence; in Baghdad in the early 11th century, it was often the cayyārūn, who took advantage of Sunni-Shīʿī hostility, and not the Būyid Amīrs or the Caliph, who were
We have detailed information about a sharp outbreak of violence in 1034 between the two Khurasanian cities of Nishapur and Tus, in which the Tusis were joined by a contingent from Abiward and by other mischief-makers. During an absence at the Sultan's court in Ghazna of the governor of Khurasan, Suri (see above, Part I, 182-4), the people of Tus and Abiward rose, under the leadership of a man who had been an official (mudabbir) in the administration of the Ghaznavid Amir CAbd ar-Razzaq at Tus. They marched over the mountain range separating Nishapur from Tus, down through the village of Bushtaqan, intent on plundering Nishapur: "making an uproar, tumult and din, they came running and hurrying along, just as if all the gates of the caravanserais in Nishapur had been flung open". Fortunately for the Nishapurians, the Sultan's general Aḥmad b. CAlī Nūshtigin was at hand, having just arrived from Kirmān with part of his defeated army (see above, Part I, 185). He organised the townspeople, over 20,000 of them, who were armed with weapons, clubs and stones, and instructed them to make a frightening clamour against the Tusis with their shouting, drums and trumpets, "like the pandemonium on the Day of Resurrection". In the morning, the Tusis poured in "like ants and locusts", having 300 mounted men as well as five or six thousand armed men on foot. Aḥmad b. CAlī had 2000 infantry and several hundred cavalry, and his tactical skill and training as a professional soldier enabled him to draw the Tusis into an ambush and then rout them. He pursued them for
three farsakhs as far as the village of Khālanjūy. Gallows were set up in Nishapur and captured Tūsīs hanged and gibbeted. Ahmad b. ʿAlī also took members from the families of prominent men (zuṭamāf) of the Tūs district as hostages for future good behaviour. Spuler treats this as a rising of cayyārs, "unzufriedener .... Schichten". He suggests that Turkmen ravages may have deprived them of their livelihood, and this may well be true. More detailed is the Marxian analysis of the Soviet scholar B. Zakhoder, who has no doubts that we have here a class-struggle, a rising of the proletariat. He states that these events took place at the end of July or the beginning of August, 1034, when the harvest had been reaped and the cultivators were required to hand over a portion of their produce as taxation. In fact, the rising must have been in July rather than early August. The first news that the attack of the Tūsīs and Abīwardīs was taking place and that Ahmad b. ʿAlī was resisting it reached Ghazna some time in the second half of Ramaqān = first half of August, although a full report did not come till late in Shawwāl = early September. The swiftest and most direct route between Nishapur and Ghazna, that up the Heri Rud and through Ghūr, took fifteen days, but because of the difficult terrain it was only used when exceptional haste was needed; the more usual and longer routes were through northern Afghanistan or through Sīstān and Bust. In any case, this seems an early date for the crops to have been gathered in. But Zakhoder is right in
drawing attention to the relative statuses of Nishapur and Tūs and to the fact that since the early 9th century Nishapur had eclipsed the other city in importance. By the 11th century Nishapur, the administrative capital of the province, stood as the seat of a hated fiscal system. So the Tūsīs took advantage of the absence from Khurasan of the head of this system, the civil governor Sūrī. This administrative jealousy seems to have been alluded to by Aḥmad b. Ṭāhā in his letter to Mascūd as taṣāṣṣūb ... az qadīm ad-dahr, but there may well have been elements of irrational hatred as well. Tūs, like so many of the Khurasanian towns, was a factious and turbulent place. Maqdisī calls it "a house of bandits and a nest of rebels" and Ibn Fundūq singles out the cayārs of Tūs as the distinguishing element of the population there. Sectarian divisions within it were exacerbated by the existence of two great symbols of Shi'ism and orthodoxy in the nearby village of Sanābād, the tombs of the Eighth Imam Ālī ar-Riḍā and of the Caliph Hārūn ar-Rashīd. Nishapur suffered too from cayāra, and all these internal disruptive forces could in each case be focussed on the nearby, rival city.

That violence like this was not exceptional in Khurasan at this time may further be shown from the vicissitudes of Baihaq as recorded by its historian, Ibn Fundūq. In 998 the Sabzawār region was attacked by raiders from Tūs, Isfara'in and Juwain, who had banded together to devastate the oasis and to block up the qanāts; these
marauders were routed by stout warriors summoned from the nearby villages. The contingent from one of these, Dīvrah, was led by the local Sālār of the Ghāzīs. There was in Baihaq itself a family, the Sālāriyān, descendants of one Abū'ī-Cābiṭs al-Muḥṣin b. Cālī al-Muṭṭawwīc, a former Ra'īs of the town. Ghāzīs were a prominent element in the local defence forces of the Khurasanian towns at this time; they were recruited from old soldiers, enthusiasts for the faith, etc., and at times, Cāyyārs might be incorporated in their numbers. Hence the Sālār of the Ghāzīs was an important member of the ayyān of his town: that of Nishapur played a significant part when the city surrendered to the Seljuqs (see below, Part V. Such a local force could not always stand against a professional army in the field, but was valuable for warding off nomads or bandits, as here at Baihaq. Baihaq suffered again in 1006 when one Ahmād Tuvāngar besieged the town for a month before he was killed. The Turkmen invasions unsettled the whole of the Khurasanian countryside, but at the opening of the 12th century the peasantry of the Baihaq oasis suffered also from the depredations of the aṣḥāb-i gilāc; it is not clear whether these were rural Cāyyārs or perhaps Ismā'īlīs. What peace there was in Khurasan in the second half of the 11th century came from the strength and unity of the Seljuq Sultanate; after the death of Malikshāh in 1092 and the beginning of succession disputes within his family, the Cāyyārs got the upper hand at Baihaq until a police force of armed citizens and their slaves suppressed them.
We turn now to examine some aspects of the social structure of the city. Our material concerns primarily the classes of landowners, acyān and bourgeoisie, from which came most of the religious leaders and teachers and the local administrators of the city. The ulema and Ṣūfīs of Nishapur included many scholars and mystics whose reputations and influence spread far beyond Khurasan, so that the materials for their lives are plentiful. However, the biographers treat their subjects primarily as men of religion, for this was the aspect of their lives which they regarded as being of eternal value. Matters of everyday life and of local, secular affairs were considered to be of only transient interest, and the authors of the biographical collections and tabagāt are only marginally interested in them. But the historians of the
period are frequently concerned with the intrusion of religious questions into political and secular affairs, and in their treatment of events we get a certain corrective to the more narrowly theological interests of the biographers.

The ulema were by birth and social status closely linked with the class of town notables who filled civil offices in the city, often as semi-hereditary charges. For although in some ways Islam made the modern catch-phrase "equality of opportunity" a reality, there was always a counter-feeling that the arcana of many offices and professions were best handed down within one group or family. So just as rulers sought their aides from Vizieral or secretarial families, so municipal charges like the offices of ra'īs or qādi were often kept within a restricted group. There was a common bond between the ulema and the lay notables in that many of them had landowning or property interests. These might be private interests or else might come from offices held. The state allotted salaries to officials like qādis and khatībs, but sometimes these were augmented by private munificence in the form of assignations of lands to go with the office. Thus the Faqīh Abū Muḥammad al-Muqallab b. ʿAbd, who was for a while ra'īs of Nishapur during the Ghaznavid period, endowed estates and property for successive holders of the qādi of Nishapur to enjoy; some of these endowments were still left in Ibn Funduq's time. Where there was some divergence of outlook was in their respective attitudes to the external secular power, i.e. the Ghaznavid overlords of Khurasan. The viewpoint of
the lay elements was an immediate one: how best could the social
and economic interests of the city be furthered and protected? The
religious classes had a deeper consciousness of being members of
the whole Islamic community as well as of a particular city in
Khurasan. Furthermore, they regarded the sovereign as the protector
of orthodoxy and of the established order, and these considerations
had to be reconciled with the local interests of Nishapur.

Of the lower classes, the shopkeepers, artisans, labourers,
gardeners, domestic slaves, etc., we know little. The sources echo
the usual attitude of the Muslim literate classes and lump them
altogether as the turbulent and unstable *ghauqah* or mob. The
prevalence of the *cayyars* has been mentioned above. A further elem-
ent of violence in Nishapur seems to have been the Turks employed
in domestic service and perhaps too in domestic industry; we hear of
robberies and assaults committed by drunken Turkish slaves. Indeed,
there seems to have been an appreciable Turkish element in the
Khurasanian towns before the Seljuq invasions, not all of whom were
from the servile or labouring classes. Ibn Funduq has a section on
the *Aulād at-Turk* of Nishapur and Baihaq, whom he describes as once
numerous and as including *faqīhs* and *imāms*. Names like "at-Turkī",
"Ţarkhān", "Khāqān", etc. occur in biographies of the Nishapur
ulema, and al-Fārisī mentions a *Dār at-Turk* in Nishapur ( = here, 
a Turkish quarter). Nevertheless, despite the contempt of the
upper for the lower classes, there are no signs of any real class
hatred or jealousy between the ruling strata and the democracy. Religion was always there to bridge the gap - not the systematised theology of the ulema, but the less inhibited piety of the dervish communities, not yet formally organised into ṭarīqās, but exercising their power through the personal saintliness of the local leader and his convent or khāngāh. We shall see such influence well displayed in the person of Shaikh Abū Sa'īd.

We have noted Maqdisī's information on the madhāhib of Khurasan (above, 318 ff.). If it is true that over the course of centuries the Ḥanafī rite gradually became dominant in the north-east, in the 11th century the intellectual appeal of Šāficīsm was commending it to some of the keenest minds among the ulema. At this time, the Ashārīs were making orthodox kalām an incisive weapon against the Muʿtazila. Al-Ashārī's own legal affiliations are dubious, although most authorities attach him to the Šāficīs after his conversion from the Muʿtazila; certainly, in the 11th century his theology came to be specially identified with Šāficīsm. That Nīshāpūrī scholars of such eminence as Abū Ṭūḥāmammad Juwainī and his son Abū'1-Maʿālī, the Imām al-Ḥaramain, should fervently teach Šāficīsm and should pass on their learning to al-Ghazzālī, increased the attraction of Šāficīsm for the learned classes. After the blast of official disapproval under the later Būyids and early Seljuqs had quietened down, the patronage of men like Niẓām al-ʿulk and the promotion of Ashārī and Šāficī teaching in the madrasas enabled these teachings to achieve full toleration and respect in
the east. It seems that in the east Shāfiʿī purism in emphasising
traditions from the Prophet and in rejecting accretions to the
corpus of Ḥadīth recommended it to many pious minds, although from
the numerical point of view, the Ḥanafi rite was probably more
popular with the masses.

Nevertheless, the attractions of Shāficism were by no means
wholly intellectual. In the early 11th century it was widely adopted
by many Khurasanian Ṣūfīs. Shaikh Abū Yaʿlā ʿIṣḥāq Ṣābūnī, who was
the brother of one of the most prominent Nishapur Shāficīs, ʿIsāʾīl
Ṣābūnī (see below, 342-3 ) and who frequently acted as his
brother's deputy in preaching, was himself a Ṣūfī. A certain
Jaʿfar b. Ḥaidar Harawī (d. 481/1088) is described as "Shaikh of
the Ashʿarī Ṣūfīs". In his youth Shaikh Abū Saʿīd b. Abī'īl-Khair
imbibed Ashʿarism from several eminent Khurasanian scholars. His
teachers at Merv were Abū ʿAbdallāh al-Ḥuṣri, himself a pupil at
two removes of ash-Shāficī, and Abū Bakr al-Qaffāl. Then he passed
on to the Imām Abū ʿAlī Zāhir b. Aḥmad at Sarakhs. Abū ʿAlī had
been active in promoting the Shāficī rite in Sarakhs, and was one
of several Imāms, including Ḥumaid Zanjūya in Shahrastāna, Farāwa
and Nasā; Abū ʿUmar ʿArābī in Ustuwā and Khabūshān; Abū Lubāba
Maḥānī in Abīward and Khābarān; and himself, Abū ʿAlī Faqīh, in
Sarakhs, who had been spreading Shāficīsm and combatting the
Muʿtazila in these regions. Shaikh Abū Saʿīd therefore became a
Shāficī, and in this period, asserts the Shaikh's biographer
Muḥammad b. al-Ḥunawwar, many Ṣūfīs previously following other rites went over to Shāfiʿīism. A few decades later, al-Ghazzālī was able to unite Shāfiʿīism with a deep respect for and insight into the Ṣūfī path.

Ḥanafism was the other great orthodox madhhab of the east, where it became linked with the Māturīdī kalām, whose founder, a Samarqandī contemporary of al-Ashʿarī, had been a firm follower of Abū Ḫanīfa. It is often assumed that the Ḥanafī school was the most liberal of the madhāhib and as such, commended itself to the Turks and Mongols when they came into the Islamic world. The Ḥanafī attitude in law did tend to be less strict than the Shāfiʿī one, permitting as it did a freer use of raʾy and qiyās to supplement a narrow reliance on traditions from the Prophet, but the differences should not be pushed too far. Both the Māturīdīs and Ashʿarīs were at one in their opposition to Muṭtazīli rationalism. Shaikh Abū Saʿīd's biographer is at pains to combat allegations that the Ḥanafī rite is too easy and the Shāfiʿī one too rigid; the points of variance are only on secondary matters, and not on basic principles, he says. He frequently mentions opposition to the Shaikh and the Ṣūfīs in Nishapur by the Aṣḥāb ar-Raʾy. Although this term became a popular one for the Ḥanafīs, its original application to them was, as Schacht has remarked (EI 2 Art. "Abū Ḫanīfa"), largely adventitious; and there is no reason to suppose that the Ḥanafīs were at this time any more or less opposed in general to Ṣūfism than the
Shafi'is were. Indeed, ʿAli b. ʿUthmān al-Hujwīrī, author of the pioneer treatise in Persian on Sufism, the Kashf al-mahjūb, was a keen Ḥanafī. 93

In Nishapur, the Ḥanafī party was headed by such prominent families as the ʿṢāḥībīs and Tabānīs. The rite benefited from the patronage of Maḥmūd and Masʿūd of Ghazna; in Baihaqī, Maḥmūd speaks of it as the madhhab-i rāst. 94 The Sultans often chose members of the great Ḥanafī families for diplomatic and other official missions (see below, 341). Royal patronage may have favoured the progress of the Sunnī revival in the east in its aspect of madrasa-building; even in a remote corner like Khuttal, there were already by 1012 over twenty madrasas, each fully endowed with aqāf. 95 It is clear that, whilst Niẓām al-Mulk's backing may have given the madrasa-building movement an impetus, it had begun well before his time.

For the first forty years or so of the 11th century the Qādī Abū'1-ʿAlāʾ ʿṢāḥīb b. Muḥammad b. Aḥmad b. ʿAbdallāh Uṣṭuwaʾī led the Ḥanafīs of Nishapur. His wisdom made him a universally-regarded figure there, and in al-Ḥarīsī's biographical dictionary (see Bibliographical introduction, 24) he is often simply called al-Qādī, the qādī par excellence. 96 He was born in 343/954 in the rustaq of Uṣṭuwa. First his father taught him and then he was sent to learn adab from Abū Bakr Muḥammad al-Khwārizmī, fiqh from the Qādī Abū Naṣr b. Sahl and tradition from several authorities. Soon the fame of his learning spread beyond Khurasan; al-Ḥarīsī describes
him as *Imām al-Muslimīn* ʿalāʾ iṯlāq, and Ibn al-Jauzī, who does not normally concern himself with scholars unconnected with Iraq and Baghdad, accords him an obituary notice as head of the Ḥanafīs in Khurasan. The Qādi Qāsid made the Pilgrimage in 985, and was summoned to the Abbasid court in Baghdad to explain why in a fatwā he had refused to allow a covering (*ṣundūq*) to be erected over the tomb of the Caliph Ḥārūn ar-Rashīd near Tūs. The Qādi's good sense and desire to keep down sectarian passions is shown in the reason he gave, that to have given a favourable reply would have inflamed the local Shī’a.

During Mahmūd's reign, he was in high favour as the leader of orthodoxy and the mainstay of social stability in Nishapur. He was famed as a scholar, and his personal handsomeness gained him the name of the "Moon of Nishapur". Mahmūd made him tutor to the young princes Masʿūd and Muḥammad. For many years, Mahmūd's brother the Amīr Abūʾl-Muẓaffar Naṣr was military governor of Nishapur and Khurasan. He was an enthusiastic Ḥanafī, and founded a madrasa in Nishapur for the Qādi and endowed it with *awqāf*. An important episode in the Qādi's life was his protracted struggle for power in the city with the Karāmiyya and their leader Abū Bakr Muḥammad b. Iṣḥāq (see below, 357–8 ). This eventually ended in a victory for the Qādi and orthodoxy, with a congenial layman appointed raʿīs of the city instead of the Karāmi leader.

The Qādi had close connections with the powerful Mikālī family
(see below, 343-51), from whose patronage he had benefited when still a young scholar. He was thus glad to intercede for two members of the family, Abū'1-Faḍl and Abū Ibrāhīm, when in 1030 Sultan ʿUmar b. Ṣālim b. Ṣalāḥ al-Dīn came to Nishapur and heard maẓālim. The two brothers had been deprived of their hereditary property and the revenues of the family aqāf had been diverted from the beneficiaries by a distant cousin of theirs, Ḥasanak, and by other Ghaznavid officials, during the period when Ḥasanak was raʾīs of Nishapur for Sultan Maḥmūd. Thanks to the Qādī's influence with his former pupil, the new Sultan, this intercession was successful. Moreover, ʿUmar b. Ṣālim b. Ṣalāḥ al-Dīn appointed the Qādī's son Abū'1-Ḥasan Qādī of Ray. Three years later, the Sultan again remembered his connections with the Qādī and appointed one of the latter's pupils to a diplomatic mission to Gurgān. The Qādī's relations with the Tabānī family of Nishapur were also cordial; Baihaqī used his Mukhtaṣar-i Sācidī for information on the Tabānī faqīhs and their links with the Imām Abū Ḥanīfā.

During ʿUmar b. Ṣālim b. Ṣalāḥ al-Dīn's reign, the Qādī's advanced age and prestige made him the Grand Old Man of Nishapur. When in 1038 the Seljuqs first appeared before Nishapur, he was the first person the acyān went to for advice, and in the previous year, the military commander in Khurasan, ʿUṯbāshī, had consulted him on military and strategic topics. By now he was no longer acting as day-to-day Qādī of the city, but had been succeeded at some time before the beginning of ʿUmar b. Ṣālim b. Ṣalāḥ al-Dīn's reign by a man whom Samānī names as Abū'1-Ḥaitham
Nevertheless, the Ṣācidī family retained a grip on legal and religious offices in the city for many decades afterwards. Samānī says that the qadāʾ of the city was still in his own day (mid-12th century) held by a Ṣācidī. The family had many marriage connections with the ulema of Baihaq, and later came to fill the offices of qādī and khatīb there. The Qādī Ṣācid died in Nishapur at the age of eighty-six in the summer of 1040, when the city was under Seljuq occupation.

The careers of three members of the Tabānī family of Nishapur show how the Ghaznavid Sultans exerted themselves to win over prominent members of the religious and legal classes in Khurasan and to draw them into their service. The Sultans took pains to identify their imperialist political and military policies with the cause of Sunni orthodoxy and with the combatting of religious extremism (see above, Part I, 132-4). Hence there was a pressing need for reliable, orthodox scholars to serve in the Sultans' entourage as advisers and diplomatic envoys and to fill religious and legal posts throughout the empire. In this way it was hoped to consolidate religious orthodoxy and political stability within the empire.

The reputation of the Tabānī family as Ḥanafī scholars and their links with the founder of that rite especially commended them to Sultan Mahmūd, although he was not averse to employing good men from other rites; in 1001, for instance, he sent the well-known Shāfiʿī Imām Abū Ṭayyib aṣ-Ṣacliḳī on a mission to the Ilīg Naṣr at Üzkend. Abū'l-ʿAbbās Tabānī had been a pupil in Baghdad of Ḥārūn's Chief Qādī
Abū Yūsuf, himself the disciple of Abū Ḥanīfa, and the Tabānī family was always thereafter proud of this affiliation to the great Imām. The family prospered under the Sāmānids, and it was when Maḥmūd was a commander in Nishapur for the Sāmānids that he first became aware of their reputation as Ḥanafi divines. So in 995 he invited the Faqīḥ Abū Ṣāliḥ Tabānī to Ghazna, where he became head of the Ḥanafīs there and taught in a madrasa. One member of the family, Ḥasan Tabānī, entered Maḥmūd’s service as a soldier, not as a civilian; he fought against Abū Ṣāliḥ Simjūrī and against the Qarakhānids when in 1006–8 they invaded Khurasan, passing into Mas'ūd’s service and being present at his ally Shāh Malik’s victory in 1041 over the Khwārizmians. But in the main, the Tabānīs used their talents in the peaceful paths of religion and scholarship.

In 402/1011–12 Maḥmūd was negotiating a marriage alliance with the Ziyārid Manūchīhr, whose father Qābūs had just been killed. Khwāja Ṣalīḥ Mikāli was in charge. The Sultan recalled to mind the fame of the Tabānīs, and instructed Khwāja Ṣalīḥ that as he passed through Nishapur on his way to Gurgān he should "enquire whether there are any of the Tabānīs left, and whether any of them can come to Ghazna and our court. Win these people over, and convey from us promises of favour, reward and benevolence". Although Khwāja Ṣalīḥ made much of both Abū Ṣādiq Tabānī, Abū Ṣāliḥ’s nephew, and Abū Ṭāhir Tabānī, no positive action yet resulted. But in 1023 Ḥasanak returned from the Pilgrimage which in the end was to prove so inauspicious for him (see below, 348 ). He brought Abū
Abū Șādiq returned to Nishapur and was established by Ḥasanak in a madrasa in the Street of the Basket Weavers, but received a promise that the Sultan would summon him to Ghazna when he had finished with Qadīr Khan and with the Somnāth expedition. This was fulfilled; Abū Șādiq was awarded a monthly pension and was shortly afterwards appointed Qāḍī'l-Qudāt of Khuttal. 107

Abū Țāhir was appointed qādī of Tūs and Nasā by Maḥmūd. Masīūd continued this favour. He inherited from his father the policy of alliance with Qadīr Khan and the eastern branch of the Qarakhanids against their rival ʿAlītigin of Bukhārā. In 1031 Masīūd proposed a double marriage alliance with the court of Kāshghar, and Qāḍī Abū Țāhir was one of the two envoys chosen to arrange this. His judicial duties in Tūs and Nasā were to be exercised by deputies, and as a reward, he was to add to his existing offices the qaḍāʾ of Nishapur. The negotiations in Kāshghar dragged on for nearly four years. In 1034 the envoys returned, but Abū Țāhir died on the journey home through Badakhshān. Masīūd's relations with the heir and second son of Qadīr Khan, Bughra Khan of Ṭalas and Isfījāb, did not run smoothly, and in 1037 another embassy was sent to restore amity. Qāḍī Abū Șādiq Tabānī was commissioned to undertake this, again with promise of the qaḍāʾ of Nishapur as reward. His stay of eighteen months among the Qarakhanids was a great success, who delighted in his disputational skill as a Ḥanafi scholar. 108
The Şābūnīs were a prominent Shāfī family in Nishapur. The nisba "soap-maker" suggests that the family arose from humble origins, but Samānī mentions nothing of their prehistory. By the Ghaznavid period they had become renowned for their learning and piety. ʿUtbi mentions a Şābūniyya madrasa in Nishapur where a copy of the famous hundred-volume compendium of Qur'ānic sciences made for the Amīr Khalaf b. Aḥmad of Sīstān was kept; this madrasa was destroyed in Sanjār's time by the Ghuzz. The Khāṭib Abū ʿUthmān Ismāʿīl Şābūnī (373-449/983-1057) belonged to the generation after the Qāḍī ʿĀlid. He was well-versed in the religious and legal sciences, and it is recorded that while studying in the west he visited Abū'1-ʿAlā' at Maqarrat an-ʿUlmā. The Sunnis of Khorasān called him the "Shaikh of Islam" and his polemical fervour brought him the titles "Sword of the Sunna" and "Discomfiter of the Innovators". From his compositions, several of which were extant in Yāqūt's day, a Kitāb al-mi'ātāin, a collection of a hundred selected traditions and a hundred stories about them (see GAL, I, 446, Suppl. I, 618), is alone extant. It was as a preacher and orator that he was best known to the people of Nishapur; Baihaqī says of his preaching that "all the eloquent ones threw up the sponge (literally, "threw down their shields") in comparison with him". When he was still a youth, great scholars like Ibn Fūrak and Abū Iṣḥāq Isfārāīnī used to come and hear him discoursing. Consequently, in 1035 Sultan Masʿūd appointed him to succeed his father in the official charge of khaṭīb of Nishapur, an office which he held for some twenty years. He
was buried in a Nishapur madrasa; Samānī often visited his tomb, and his prayers there were invariably answered. 110

Although the Qāḍī Šā cid is frequently mentioned as an enemy of the Šūfīs, Ismāʿīl Šābūnī always appears in Shaikh Abū Saʿīd's biography as a warm admirer of the Shaikh. It seems that we have here an instance of a certain sympathy existing at this time between many Šāfiʿīs and Šūfīs. Both men had in early life studied tradition from Abū ʿAlī Zāhir at Merv, and their friendship may have dated from then. We find Ismāʿīl Šābūnī among the ulema of Nishapur who pleaded with the Shaikh not to return to Maihana. During the Shaikh's stay in Nishapur he had frequently attended his dhikras and had, it is said, been at times drawn into religious ecstasy by the Shaikh's eloquence, so that he neither felt nor expressed any disquiet when the Shaikh finally exclaimed "there is no-one within this shirt except God" (laisa fī'l-jubba siwā Allāh). 111 It is not easy to discern from the hagiographical nature of Shaikh Abū Saʿīd's biography whether Ismāʿīl Šābūnī's enthusiasm for the Shaikh and his practices was really as unbounded as this, but it is likely that he was more sympathetic than others of the orthodox ulema. Certainly, his brother Abū Yaʿqūb Ishaq Šābūnī was himself a follower of the Šūfī path (see above, 334 ) and he may have influenced favourably his brother Ismāʿīl.

The most influential of the Nishapur families, that of the Mikālīs, has yet to be mentioned. This family produced many theologians, traditionists, poets and literary men, although in the
Ghaznavid period they were more prominent as administrators, officials and sometimes soldiers than as pure scholars or divines. Their fame in the eastern Islamic world dated from the early Abbasid period. Samcani traces their genealogy back to Yezdegird II and Bahram Gur, but it seems that Soghdia and not Persia was their original home. Among their ancestors was a Shur Divasti, one of the local lords of Sughd who was killed in 104/722-3 fighting the Arab invaders of Transoxania. The family now became Muslim, for Islamic names now begin to appear in their genealogy. The early Abbasids encouraged Persians to migrate to the capital Baghdad, and the Mikalisi were in this way drawn into the cosmopolitan sphere of the Caliphate. Shah b. Mikal (d. 302/914-15) was a protege of the Tahirids and was eulogised by al-Buhturi. His nephew Abdallah b. Muhammad was governor of Ahwaz in the early 10th century, after starting out in the service of the Safarids. His son Abul-Cabbas Isma'il was educated by Ibn Duraid. Ibn Duraid wrote for him his Jamhurat al-lugha and dedicated to him his gaṣida in alif maqṣura, which spread the fame of the Mikalisi in the Islamic world as far as Aden and earned its author 10,000 dinars from them. Under Abul-Cabbas the family settled in Nishapur. In 958 the Samanid Vizier Abū Ja'far Utbi gave him charge of the Diwan-ar-Rasā'il, a post which he held till his death in 362/973. It was apparently Abul-Cabbas who became the first Mikalī ra'īs of Nishapur, an office which his son Abū Muḥammad Abdallah Isma'il later took over. Isma'il was well-known as an authority on
poetry and law, and especially on the science of shurūṭ. When Ḥaqdisī came to Nishapur, he stayed with him. Although in 364/974-5 he refused to head the Diwān ar-Rasā'il he nevertheless was, like his father, drawn into the Sāmānid administration. His son Abū Ja'far became ra'īs of Nishapur, and with the latter's grandson Abū'l-Qāsim ʿAlī we find the family fully involved in the circle of Ghaznavid officialdom.

Khwāja ʿAlī appears frequently in Baihaqī's pages. Maḥmūd drew him to Ghazna, and he settled down there and became ra'īs. The Sultan employed him in 1011-12 to escort his daughter to her future husband, Manūchihr b. Qābūs (see above, 340). On Maḥmūd's death he opportunely transferred his allegiance to the right man and was among those who sent to Ray encouraging Masʿūd to come eastwards and assume the throne. Shortly afterwards, at the end of 1031, Khwāja ʿAlī organised the grand reception at Balkh for the envoy from Baghdad who came to announce the death of the Caliph al-ʿQādir and to get the Sultan's homage to his successor. For this ceremony Khwāja ʿAlī was directly ordered by the Sultan to marshal all the ulema, qādis, faqīhs, ʿAlīds, etc. to meet the envoy; to erect stands and booths along the route of the procession to the mosque where the khutba in the new Caliph's name was to be pronounced; and to see that the population did not become disorderly.

His success here as an organiser and negotiator made him in 1032 the Sultan's natural choice as leader of the Pilgrimage of Khurasan and Transoxania. The Caliph had just announced that he
had got the Būyid Amīrs to put the route in order and to guarantee free access, and Masʿūd himself had sent 2000 dinars for repair work along the route. Khwāja ʿAlī was given a robe of honour, a ceremonial litter with gold fittings, a canopy (ghāshiya) and the title of "Khwāja" (at that time a prized one, notes Baihaqī, and not yet so debased as it had become by the time he was writing). During his absences from Ghazna, his son Abūʾl-Muʿaffar normally acted as deputy raʾīs. 118

A line of the Mikālī family parallel to that of Abū Muḥammad Ismāʿīl was that of his elder brother Abūʾl-Qāsim ʿAlī (d. 376/986-7), known as"al-Muṭṭawwī" from his love of jihād, although he was also a scholar and traditionist and a patron of the ulema. He fought against the Greeks at Tarsus, and then returned to Khurasan and settled at Farāwa, adjoining the Qara Qum where roamed the Oghuz nomads. He was a great benefactor to Farāwa; he built two ribāṭs there with stores of arms and equipment and auqāf to maintain them, and improved cultivation and irrigation by digging qanāts and wells. 119

Of Abūʾl-Qāsim ʿAlī's sons, Ābdallāh Ḥusain followed his father's ways and combined the callings of warrior and administrator. Gardīzī gives him the title of Raʾīs, so he may at some time have held this position in Nishapur or some other town of Khurasan. He became katkhudā of the Ghaznavid general Begtughī's army in 1035, but when that army was disastrously defeated by the Turkmen, he was unable to exchange his elephant for a horse and so flee. His Turkmen captors were about to kill him but were restrained by Chaghīrī
Beg. Thenceforth he remained with the Seljuqs and cast in his lot with them; Ibn al-Athîr lists him as Tughrîl's second Vizier, with the title Ra'îs ar-Ru'asâ'.

Abdallâh Ḫusain's brother Abû Naṣr Ḥâmid served for a time as ra'îs of Nishapur. Ḫutbî praises his learning and quotes some of his verse and a specimen of an epistle of his addressed to Qâbûs b. Washmgîr. He also praises the attainments of his two sons Abû'l-Faql CUbaidallâh and Abû Ibrâhîm Ismâcîl. The former was a fine prose and poetic stylist and a prolific author (Ibn Funduq gives the titles of two of his books); he was also an authority on tradition and from 1031 until his death in 436/1044-5 gave lectures in Nishapur which were widely attended by scholars. It was Abû'l-Faql and Abû Ibrâhîm who suffered dispossession from their lands and rights in Nishapur when Ḫasanak became ra'îs (see above, 338). Early in Mas'ûd's reign they regained their inheritance, and the Vizier Ḥâmid b. CAbd aq-Ṣamad stayed at Abû'l-Faql's house when in 1033 he passed through Nishapur.

A further collateral branch of the Mîkâlîs gave birth to the famous Ḫasanak, whose proper name was Abû CAlî Ḫasan b. Muḥammad and whose fate is recorded in detail by Baihaqî. His father had supported Maḥmûd's interests in Nishapur during the last years of the Sâmânîds. When his father died prematurely, the boy Ḫasan entered Maḥmûd's service, where his handsomeness and frankness made such an impression that the Sultan called him by the hypochoristic "Ḫasanak", and this name stuck to him all his life. At one time
he was Šahib-Barid of Sistan. Court favour and family traditions gained him the riyāsa of Nishapur; later, he exercised this office by a deputy, his kinsman Abū Naqr Manqūr b. Rāmish, whilst he himself remained at court. Hence it is possible that some of the tyrannies attributed to him in Nishapur were done by his minions rather than by himself directly. From his closeness to the Sultan, Ḫasanak was a candidate for the Vizierate after Maimandi's dismissal in 1024. Because of his lineage and personal wealth, and despite his youth and lack of experience in the central administration, he was chosen Vizier. According to the Chief Secretary Abū Naqr-i Mishkān, Maḥmūd repented of his choice soon afterwards, but Ḫasanak retained the Vizierate for the rest of the reign.

The year before he was invested as Vizier, Ḫasanak had gone on the Pilgrimage to the Holy Places, and because of the unsettled and dangerous state of the routes across Nejd, had returned through the Fāṭimid territories of Palestine and Syria. Whilst there he was injudicious enough to accept a khilāt from the Fāṭimid Caliph aẓ-Ẓāhir and to convey letters of friendship to Maḥmūd. The possibility of any intercourse between the Ghaznavids and his Fāṭimid enemies alarmed the Abbasid Caliph al-Qādir, and he accused Ḫasanak of Qarmathian, i.e. Ismāʿīlī, sympathies. The Sultan regarded the charge as ridiculous and called the Caliph a doting old fool, but to appease him, the offending khilāt was sent back to Baghdad for burning.

Ḫasanak kept the Sultan's favour, but his high-handedness was
making him dangerous enemies. He espoused the cause of Prince Muhammad, whom Mahmud had designated as his heir, and went out of his way to offend Prince MasJudd. So when Muhammad's short-lived Sultanate collapsed, Hasanak was arrested at Bust. The prime mover in his condemnation on the old charge of being a Qarmathian was MasJudd's new Vizier and confidant, Abu Sahl Zauzanî (see above, Part I, 136-7), who hated Hasanak for the humiliating treatment he had received from him in the past. His promptings coincided with the Sultan's own desire to make a clean sweep of the Mahmudiyan, men of the old régime, so his fate was doubly sealed, and in 1031 he was executed at Balkh.

SaJîd Nafisî pictures Hasanak as a symbol of Iranian nationalism, the member of a family of pure Iranian ancestry hounded to death by the Arab Caliphs. Hasanak was certainly a great patron of Persian literature, and there are six qaṣidas dedicated to him in the dīwān of Farrukhī. But the main factor in his fall was the Sultan's hostility; MasJudd could have shielded Hasanak from the wrath of the Caliph, just as his father had done. It is, however, true, as SaJîd Nafisî points out, that the actual execution was done in the face of popular disapproval; the crowd mourned deeply at the sight, especially the Nishapurians present, and refused to stone Hasanak when ordered to do so by the authorities. A poet of Nishapur wrote a moving elegy on him, including the verses:

"They cut off his head, he who was the head of heads, the adornment of the age and the diadem of the land;
Whether he was a Qarmathian, a Jew or an infidel, to be hurled down from the throne to the gallows was a dreadful thing.\textsuperscript{127}

Hasanak probably resembled other officials in that he did not hesitate to line his own pockets, and the rich presents which he brought back for the Sultan from his Pilgrimage may have been in part financed by his exactions. He had considerable property in Nishapur, including a fine palace at Shādyākh, which was confiscated on his death by the Sultan and used to lodge distinguished travellers. The scale on which he lived and the size of his retinue are shown by the existence around this palace of booths (withēqhā) which accommodated the five or six hundred personal ghulāms he had. Comparatively distant branches of the Mikālī family benefited from his influence in the state; one notable of Baihaq had a Mikālī mother, and Hasanak secured him exemption from the kharāj on his property in the village of Zamīj.\textsuperscript{128} Yet the sources do not attribute to him exactions and tyrannies on the scale such as the Vizier Isfarā'īnī or the Amir Sūrī were guilty of in Khurāsān. He was already by birth a rich man. The sympathetic attitude towards him shown by the common people at his execution indicates perhaps that it was the rich, who could afford to be squeezed, who had suffered most from Hasanak. The confiscation by Hasanak of the property of Abū Naqr Aḥmad's sons in Nishapur was doubtless in pursuance of some feud between the two branches of the Mikālī family. A certain Mikāl savagely abused Hasanak just before his execution, bringing down on himself the execration of the crowd.
Utbī stresses the many benevolent works in Nishapur done by Ḥasanak when he was raʾīs; he covered over the streets of the bazaar as a protection against wind and snow, the first time this had ever been done, and expended 100,000 dinars out of his own pocket. 129

We see from this story of the various branches of the ʿālkālī family how adaptable its members were and how tenacious they were of their powers and privileges. They retained a grip on the riyāsa of Nishapur which, though not continuous, embraced the last decades of ʿamānid rule and most of the period of Ghaznavid rule in Khurasan. The office of raʾīs or začīm was a key one in Khurasan at this time, for the dynasties controlling the province had their administrative capitals outside Khurasan at Bukhārā and Ghazna, and were accordingly compelled to leave the province with a considerable amount of local autonomy. The central government nominated the raʾīs and installed him with an official robe of honour, ṭailasān and durrāḡa, 130 a horse and the title of "Khwāja-yi buzurg". He then became the channel between sovereign and subject, and was responsible to the central government for the internal security of the city. Whenever the sovereign visited the city, he marked him out from the rest of the aṣyān by special honours. The raʾīs was expected to organise official festivities or receptions for distinguished visitors. If the Sultan's army appeared in the neighbourhood, he and the local representatives of the administration had to arrange supplies for the army. If he was especially trusted by the ruler, he might be used for a diplomatic mission. 131 Furthermore, once nominated to
the *riyāsa*, there was a good chance of acquiring for one's descend-
ants an hereditary grip on the office. 132

The *ra'īs* had to be a man of social status and accumulated wealth. Leadership in the organisation of public works and charities was expected of him. He had to patronise the ulema and keep open house for travellers and for the needy. So his personal means had to be considerable. 133 Moreover, he had to be *persona grata* to the rest of the *acyān*, for his leadership of them was more by persuasion and counsel than by coercive power. It was therefore natural that the *ra'īs* should be chosen from the *haute bourgeoisie* of the city. These various conditions were in Nishapur well filled by the Mikālīs, who had accumulated wealth from their estates and *auqāf*, and also, it seems, from trading and manufacturing interests; one Mikālī courtier at Ghazna had the name "Bazzāz", and Baihaqī mentions Mikālī boots. 134 Yet we have seen that, although their social position and wealth was bound up with Khurasan and in particular, with Nishapur, they were not restrictedly provincial in outlook. Members of the family served various dynasties in turn, from the Ṭāhirids to the Ghazavids, and at least one Mikālī adapted himself to the new Seljuq regime. All in all, the Mikālīs are a striking example of the qualities which gave Khurasanian life much of its characteristic resilience and energy.
Chapter Six

The Karāmiyya

The early 11th century marked the zenith of fortune and power for a religious sect which flourished in Khurasan and especially in Nishapur, that is, the Karāmiyya. Barthold described the sect as "pietistic," but in practice it was extremely activist and distinguished by its intolerance and persecuting zeal; in Nishapur, at least, it caused a great amount of social and political commotion. Its founder was Abū ʿAbdallāh Muḥammad b. Karām as-Sagāzī an-Nišāpūrī (d. 255/869), who was born in Sīstān of Arab descent, but studied and spent much of his life in Nishapur. He was an ascetic and hell-fire preacher, and held the doctrine of anthropomorphism to an extreme degree, if the allegations of his opponents are to be believed; his tenets were summed up in a treatise, ʿAdhāb al-qabr, which is no longer extant but which in its day achieved considerable fame in Islam. He preached his doctrines
in Ghūr, Gharchistān and the countryside of Khurasan, denouncing both Sunnīs and Shīʿīs alike, and appealing especially to the peasants and riff-raff of those regions. Finally, Muḥammad b. Karām arrived in Nishapur with a group of adherents from Gharchistān, where he had been working, comprising weavers and others from depressed classes. Thus it was perhaps the social and political implications of his activities, as much as the theological ones, which drew upon him the wrath of the governor Muḥammad b. Ṭāhir, who imprisoned him for some time; at this time, the countryside of Khurasan was much disturbed by sectaries and the Arab ruling classes were understandably suspicious of any new movement which seemed to attract a large following from the lower classes. 136

Nevertheless, the sect became established in Nishapur and put down strong roots there. At the same time, its adherents spread to other parts of Islam. In the 10th century there were Karāmī groups and khanqāhs in Baghdad, Jerusalem and Fustāṭ, where they even had their own quarter. But Khurasan remained the nucleus of the sect, which had considerable strength in the lands along the upper Oxus, where Muḥammad b. Karām had first begun his propaganda; in the 10th century their khanqāhs were to be found in Gūzgān, Khuttal and Farghāna, as well as at Merv and Samarqand. It was suggested by J. Ribera y Tarragó that these khanqāhs, together with the madrasas of the Karāmiyya which are later heard of, were educational institutions, and that their existence in Nishapur was a stimulus to the growth of the orthodox madrasa movement there, but this is unlikely.
In the latter half of the 10th century, the Karāmiyya in Nishapur were led by Abū Ya'qūb Ishāq b. Maḥmashād (d. 383/993), famed for his preaching and evangelistic fervour; he is said to have converted over 5000 People of the Book and Zoroastrians in Nishapur. Abū Ya'qūb's son Abū Bakr Muḥammad b. Ishāq succeeded to leadership of the sect after his father's death. The piety and asceticism of Abū Ya'qūb had made a deep impression on Sebūktīgin when he was in Khurasan, and had actually converted him to the sect's beliefs. Consequently his secretary Abū'1-Fatḥ Bustī penned the lines:

"The only true legal system (fiqh) is Abū Ḥanīfa's, just as the only true religious system (dīn) is Muḥammad b. Karām's; Those who, as I observe, disbelieve in Muḥammad b. Karām's system are a vile lot indeed (ghair kirām)."

Maḥmūd inherited this sympathetic attitude towards the Karāmiyya, and in the earlier part of his reign supported them as a conservative force and as a weapon against Muṣṭazīlī or Ismā'īlī religious radicalism.

For his part, Abū Bakr Muḥammad used this favour to further his plans and to establish a temporal ascendancy within Nishapur over the aṣyān and over other members of the religious classes. Already when the Qarakhānid invaders occupied Nishapur in 1006, they feared the strength of his party in the city so much that they carried him off with them. He escaped when the Sultan's army approached, and became even more favoured in Maḥmūd's eyes. Under pretext of ferreting out Bāṭinī heretics, he set up a reign of terror in
Nishapur, so that "people saw that his saliva was deadly poison and his delation meant ruin". A favourite practice of his was to extort money as the price of silence about alleged heretical proclivities. He played a prominent part in the trial and execution in 403/1012-13 of the Fātimid dā'i at-Tāhārī. This man had come on an open and peaceful mission to Mahmūd from the Caliph al-Ḥākim. When he had reached Herat he had been arrested, sent back to Nishapur and interrogated by Abū Bakr Muḥammad, who pronounced his doctrines baseless but dangerous. Abū Bakr Muḥammad's pursuit of anything smacking of unorthodoxy also brought him up against the Shi'īs of his city (ar-Rawāfiq), whose new mosque he had razed, and against the Ṣūfīs, in particular, against Shaikh Abū Sa'īd. Even famous scholars like the Ashʿarī divine Muḥammad b. al-Ḥasan Ibn Fūrak, who had come to Nishapur to teach and who was the fierce opponent of the Karāmiyya, was harried by the sect. They accused him of heresy and had him summoned before the Sultan at Ghazna. Ibn Fūrak vindicated his orthodoxy, but it was allegedly they who had him poisoned on his way back from the capital in 406/1015-16. Likewise, the biographer of the ulema of Nishapur, al-Ḥākim al-Bayyīʿī, fell foul of the Karāmiyya; they smashed his minbar and prevented him leaving his house for the mosque.

The peak of Abū Bakr Muḥammad's power came when Mahmūd, reversing the normal policy of giving the riyāsa of the city to a leading member of the lay aṣyān, made him raʾīs. He continued to parade hypocritically in the woollen cloak of an ascetic, but he had a well-
disciplined following to attend him and to execute his commands, headed by a personal adjutant (ḥājib). In harrying the Bāṭinīs and the Ṣūfīs he had the support of the Qādī Ṣācid and others of the orthodox ulema, but events now moved towards a breach between these two strong-minded personalities. Although the ensuing struggle was fought out on the theological plane, the real question at issue was over the temporal power in Nishapur.

After returning from his Pilgrimage of 402/1011-12, the Qādī Ṣācid came to Maḥmūd's court at Ghazna. In a theological discussion there, the Qādī brought up the unorthodox ideas held by the Karāmīyya, their anthropomorphism and consequent attribution to God of what did not befit Him. When summoned to reply, Abū Bakr Muḥammad denied all the allegations and thus saved his skin, but the Sultan ordered local governors in Khurasan to investigate members of the sect and to purge the madrasas and minbars of them. The next stage was that Abū Bakr Muḥammad again tried to clear himself by bringing a host of witnesses to testify for him, so the Sultan appointed the Chief Qādī of Ghazna, Abū Muḥammad Nāṣīḥī, to preside over a court of enquiry. At this, Abū Bakr Muḥammad and the Qādī Ṣācid accused each other of anthropomorphist and Muṭazilī beliefs respectively. But the governor of Khurasan, Maḥmūd's brother Abū'l- Ṭaʿṣaffar Naṣr, testified to the Qādī's pure Ḥanafī faith and the Sultan refused to believe that he could have become a Muṭazilī.

Finally, Maḥmūd dismissed Abū Bakr Muḥammad from the riyāsa, and to please the Qādī, reappointed a layman. With the appointment
of Ḫasanak (see above, 347-51) the office returned to the class of the acyān and to the Mīkālī family in particular. Ḫasanak took draconian measures, with a severity, according to Cütbī, surpassing that of Ziyād b. Abī Hilī, against the Karamiyya in Nishapur. The most tyrannical of them were jailed in fortresses. Abū Bakr Muḥammad's spoliations were recovered from him and he was enjoined to fade away into a life of seclusion and contemplation. Ḫasanak then warned other members of the religious classes, especially the ʿAlīds, that their favoured position and the respect they were accorded depended wholly on their obedience to the secular power. They for their part agreed with this, recognising that the Sultan was the Shadow of God on earth and that nothing would avail them except obedience and extreme circumspection (al-mail ilā 'l-ghulūw li'l-iqtisād).

This was the end of the Karamī family's bid for power in Nishapur, and they were never allowed a second chance. The sect continued to be strong in Nishapur. It is unlikely, pace Barthold (Turkestan, 290 n.2), that the Qāḍī Ṣācid and Abū Bakr Muḥammad ever became friends again. On the contrary, we know that enmity between the two families persisted eighty years later. Ibn al-Athīr records under 488/1095 civil strife in Nishapur between the Ḥanafīs and Shāfiʿīs on one side, led respectively by the Qāḍī Abū Saʿīd Muḥammad b. Aḥmad b. Ṣācid and Abū'l-Qāṣim, son of the Imām al-Ḥaramain Juwainī, and the Karamīyya on the other, led by Maḥmashād, which ended in the
killing of many of the latter and the razing of their madrasa.
The Karāmiyya persisted as a sect in Khurasan and Transoxenia well into the 13th century.
Chapter Seven

The Sufis

The community of Sufis in Nishapur, and in particular, that grouped around the famous Shaikh Abū Saʿīd b. Abī'īl-Khair Maḥānī, has been mentioned in passing. In the development of Islamic mysticism, the Sufis of Khurasan played an outstanding part. It is not necessary to posit for Sufism an origin in the East, say in Indian Vedanta, in the transmission of which Khurasan would certainly have played a mediating rôle. But it found a congenial home on Persian soil, and at an early date produced one of the best-known Sufi pantheists, Abū Yazīd ʿAllī Ur Bīsṭāmī (d. 261/874 or 264/877-8). Al-Hujwīrī attributes the spread of Sufism in Nishapur and Khurasan to Abū Cūthmān Saʿīd b. Ismāʿīl al-Ḥirī, whose preaching was very popular in Nishapur; and by the 11th century, he says,

"It would be difficult to mention all the Shaykhs of Khurāsān. I have met three hundred in that province alone who had such
mystical endowments that a single man of them would have been enough for the whole world. This is due to the fact that the sun of love and the fortune of the Ṣūfī path is in the ascendant in Khurāsān". 149

The career of Shaikh Abū Sa’īd, who lived in Nishapur for roughly the decade 1024–34, is known in detail through his biography, the Asrār at-tauhīd fī maqāmāt ash-Ṣaikh Abī Sa’īd (see Bibliographical introduction, 29–30 ). His career shows Ṣūfism in the stage before it became institutionalised into formal tariqas, but when great shaikhs were already the foci of devotion and spiritual enthusiasm, with large bands of murīds dwelling in the shadow of their baraka. It also illustrates the tensions which were generated in a city like Nishapur where the ruling stratum was prosperous, conservative, orthodox in religion and jealous to preserve the political status quo within the city. Into all this, the Shaikh brought a new way of life and behaviour. His spiritual gifts drew many followers to his side from the Ghaznavid official class, the city aqyān, the merchants, shopkeepers and master craftsmen, but the ruling stratum was suspicious of the Shaikh’s powers of leadership and his attractiveness to the lower classes, and fears of social disturbance are explicitly mentioned in his biography.

There are also signs that Abū Sa’īd’s personal philosophy of life struck a discordant note in the busy, commercial atmosphere of Nishapur. For as head of his khānqāh, he followed the Ṣūfī doctrine of tawakkul to the extreme, relying on benefactions and presents from
sympathisers, which were, however, not infrequently extorted by methods approaching spiritual blackmail. Often his right-hand man and major-domo in the khānqāh, Ḥasan-i Mu'addib, was at his wits' end to make ends meet and to find where the next meal was coming from. Yet the Shaikh would lavish money on entertainments and luxurious living while ever the money lasted. This fecklessness drew censure from the more staid members of the community; amongst the bourgeoisie of 11th century Nishapur the virtues of circumspection and carefulness (iqtiṣād, iṣlāḥ) were as cultivated as amongst the bourgeoisie of Merv and Khurasan in the 9th century as described by al-Jāhīz in his Kitāb al-bukhālā. On two occasions the Shaikh was specifically accused of the vice denounced in the Qur'ān of isrāf, profligacy or extravagance, on one of these occasions by the muhtar of Nishapur; but then, al-Hujwīrī noted, he was never one of those shaikhs who vaunt the superiority of poverty over wealth.  

For Abū Saʿīd lived like a great prince of the church. The local qādī at Kharaqān was not the only person to find a gap between what he expected of a Sūfī and ascetic, and the way of life which he found the Shaikh actually enjoying:

"The Qādī came in and gave a greeting. Then he saw the Shaikh, lolling back asleep on four cushions like a sultan, and with a dervish sitting by his feet massaging them. The Qādī said, 'I thought to myself, what sort of poverty is this? How can this man, living in such luxury as this, be considered poor? This man is a king, not a Sūfī or dervish'".  

We hear of Abū Saʿīd giving a banquet for the Sūfīs of Nishapur, 300
of them all told, of roast lamb and almond confectionery; and of a feast on a far grander scale held at the village of Būshangān (see above, 301). An open invitation was proclaimed, and 2000 people, of both high and low estates, came to the celebration, at which aromatic sandalwood and 1000 candles were burnt, even though it was daytime. 152 When he rode out across the countryside, it was not on the ass, traditionally associated in the east with holy men, but on horseback, with his faithful steward holding the stirrup. In the streets of the city, his retainers would carry him in state, since he attracted considerable numbers of novices, murīds, who always provided him with an escort. 153 The offerings of these murīds formed a fair proportion of the Shaikh's income, although he also drew contributions from such varied classes as the rich merchants and, after he had left Nishapur for Maihana, from members of the administration installed by the Seljuqs. 154 As well as the murīds, there were the muhibbān or Cazīzān, sympathisers who pledged themselves to follow the Šūfī way as far as possible in their everyday callings (thus corresponding roughly to the tertiaries or lay brothers of the mediaeval European religious orders and to the Cāshiqān of later Muslim dervish orders like the Bektāshīs). These came from the ordinary people, artisans, shopkeepers, etc., and when added to the professed murīds, swelled the number of potential retainers which the Shaikh could call on.

The Shaikh's popularity with the masses in Nishapur aroused the suspicions of the aqyān and ulema. The ulema were from the
doctrinal point of view mistrustful of Sufism in general, and they noted the gap between the conventional picture of a Sufi ascetic and the pomp of the Shaikh's household. This conservative opposition embraced all sects and rites. The leaders of the orthodox legal schools were prominent, led by the Qādi ʿAṣāid, and the Imam al-Ḥaramain's father, Abū Muḥammad Juwainī, was so strongly opposed to Shaikh Abū Saʿīd when the latter first came to Nishapur that no-one dared mention his name in his presence. The Ḥulids and Shiʿīs of Nishapur were another element of the conservative religious establishment (see below, 369-71), and were as keen against the Shaikh as any Sunnīs, even cursing him openly in the streets as he passed. Above all, the Karāmiyya hated him, and from the mention of Abū Bakr Muḥammad in this connection, it seems that the latter still remained influential in the city. Finally, not all the Sufīs were solidly behind the Shaikh. There was in Nishapur a moderate party of Sufīs, led by Abū l-Qāsim Qushairī, who were concerned to vindicate Sufism's right to a lawful place within the community of Islam, and who therefore deprecated any extremism which might prejudice this. Qushairī was both an Ashʿarī in theology and a Sufī, and he composed his Risālat al-Qushairīyya fī Cilm at-taḥawwuf to show how Sufism accorded with orthodox beliefs and practices. Qushairī seems in particular to have been dubious about the orthodoxy of some of the Shaikh's mystical poetry, about the hearing of music in his dhikrs or majālis-i samāc and about the propriety of dancing (raqq) to induce ecstasy.
According to Abū Sa'id's biography, all the currents of opposition came to a head when the Qādī Şāhid and Abū Bakr Muḥammad drew up a written indictment of the Shaikh's misdeeds and sent it off to the Sultan at Ghazna. In it, the Shaikh's sybaritic life and his concentration on music and dancing rather than the teaching of orthodox doctrine were mentioned. But his accusers made a further charge, that public security was being threatened, that the majority of the cawwāms had joined the Shaikh and that a general fitna was imminent in the city. The Sultan's reply gave the Ḥanafī and Shāfī'i imāms a free hand to inflict the ultimate penalty demanded by the Sharī'ah, and it was resolved to hang the Shaikh and his followers. The episode ends, as do all similar ones in the biography, with the frustration of their knavish tricks by the Shaikh's spiritual powers, and his accusers turn about and become his supporters.

Nicholson believed that this story might not be entirely fictitious, and it undoubtedly reflects the tension which must have existed between the Shaikh and the orthodox ulema. As Nicholson observes, their charges were substantially true and the Shaikh made no effort to deny them. If there was a reconciliation of the two sides, it cannot have been all that cordial, even though Muḥammad b. al-Ḥunawwar, the Shaikh's biographer and descendant, mentions several joint meetings of the spiritual leaders of Nishapur for discussion and disputation, at which such great figures as Shaikh Abū Sa'id, Qushairī, Abū Muḥammad Juwainī and his son, the Qādī Şāhid, Abū Bakr Muḥammad the Karāmī leader, Ismā'īl Şābūnī, etc.,
were present. Possibly some sort of respectful *modus vivendi* had been reached.

The appeal of the Nishapur ulema to the central government implied that they expected the dynasty's attitude to the Şūfīs to accord with their own. The policy of the Ghaznavids was to encourage any form of orthodox religion which could play a part in securing political and social stability. They were not insensible to the appeal of saintly men, as the visits of the Nishapur shaikh Abū Sa'id Muḥammad Khargūshī (d. 406/1015-16) to Maḥmūd's court show. According to Shaikh Abū Sa'id Maihanī's biography, when in 1049 the Shaikh died, one of his disciples obeyed his dying master's injunction and went to the court of Ghazna to beg the 3000 dinars for a debt outstanding on the Shaikh's *khānqāh*. The Sultan paid up immediately, and added 1000 dinars to erect a canopy over the tomb and another 1000 for the envoy's travelling expenses. However, in one place in Baihaqi, Sultan Maṣūd refers to the Şūfīs as "long-moustached ones" (*sūḥān-sablat*: literally, "with moustaches like a file") and expresses his general opinion of them thus: "He would always joke, when he saw a dervish who was a notorious hypocrite and who wore a dervish cloak, 'His heart is blacker than his cloak'."

Whilst he was raʾīs in Nishapur, Ḥasanak was also a great opponent of the Şūfīs. Perhaps we might formulate the dynasty's attitude in these terms: it regarded individual holy men with respect, whilst recognising that among the Şūfīs were many tricksters. It was suspicious of Şūfī shaikhs who collected great bands of followers.
around themselves, thereby creating a nexus of loyalties which
could not directly be controlled by the central government or its
local agents. The orthodox religious leaders, on the other hand,
were frequently employed in state offices like the qaḍā' or the
khāṭāba, and were thus amenable to pressure and control.

B. Zakhoder has suggested that at this time, Sufism in Khurasan
was really a religious cloak for political activity secretly directed
against Ghaznavid rule there. He is right in pointing out that
Abū Sa'id had many links with the class of merchants, traders and
shopkeepers; his own father had been a perfume-seller and grocer
(ṣāṭṭār) in Maihana, and for supporting his ḵāṅqāḥ he depended much
on the generosity of this class. Yet this class was not by its
nature anti-Ghaznavid; the Shaikh's own father, Bābā Bū'l-Khair,
had been such a warm admirer of Sultan Maḥmūd that he had frescoes
painted on the walls and ceiling of his house at Maihana depicting
the Sultan, his name and titles, his retainers and his panoply
of war. 165

But Zakhoder goes on to assert that Sufism and the ṭarīqas
were the agents of the nobles and ruling classes in Khurasan. He
quotes the appeals of the acyān of Khurasan to the Qarakhanids
against Ghaznavid oppression, and the resulting stimulus to the
Turkmens' invasions (cf. Baihaqī, 412), and suggests close relations
between the acyān and Sufis of Khurasan on one side and the Oghuz
on the other. These assumptions have no solid evidence behind them.
The Turkmens were received in Khurasan with resignation rather than
with positive joy. We know nothing of a Sufi conspiracy against the state in Khurasan. Muḥammad b. al-Munawwar tells a story of how when they were overrunning Khurasan, the two brothers Tughrīl and Chaghrī Beg came to the Shaikh at Maihana for his blessing. The latter told them that their successes were being dictated by the Divine Will, and went on to say to Chaghrī, "We have given you rule over Khurasan", and to Tughrīl, "We have given you rule over Iraq". It is not necessary to take this story seriously; the type of anecdote where the wise man meets with and encourages someone who is to achieve future greatness is a common enough one, and in another part of his biography, the Shaikh allegedly meets the young Niẓām al-Mulk and prophesies his coming rise to power. Nor does it seem that the Sufis were direct agents of the ruling classes' ambitions; although Abū Saʿīd had supporters in all ranks of society, most of his fiercest enemies in Nishapur were from the ruling classes of the aṣyān, the local officials and the ulema. Where unrestrained Sufi activities seemed to threaten the established social or religious order, these classes were at one with the central government in Ghazna.
Chapter Eight

The Sayyids

The Sayyids or Ālids were in the first part of the 11th century a class enjoying considerable respect and prestige in Khurasan, as in many other parts of the eastern Islamic world. This respect accorded to them was independent of political factors, for the progress of political Shī‘ism was now being checked by a Sunnī revival. The Sayyids themselves were a small minority in Khurasan. Outside the ranks of the Ḥashimīs, who had achieved forms of organisation such as that of the Fatimid da‘wa, Shī‘ism was still a diffused body of unsystematised beliefs rather than a closely-knit sect. Within it, the moderate, Twelver, Ja‘fari Shī‘a were a conservative rather than a revolutionary force. Such an attitude was forced on them in Khurasan by the political environment. The successive dynasties which reigned there – the Tāhirids, the Sāmānids and the
Ghaznavids - were all orthodox Sunni powers (in so far as the Šaff-Ěrids showed any religious feelings, their sympathies lay with the Khawārij, but their dominion in Khurasan was brief). Both the extravagances of ShiĆism in western Persia and the Caspian provinces, and the expansionist policies of the Dailami tribesmen there, who had adopted ShiĆism as an expression of their own particularism and of Iranian national feeling, stimulated the rulers of Khurasan to make it a bulwark of orthodoxy.

Within these circumstances, the moderate ShiĆIs could nevertheless exist peacefully in Khurasan. The price for this tolerance was that they should engage in no political activity and should subordinate themselves strictly to the temporal power. Although the Ghaznavid Sultans were themselves strictly orthodox, they were prepared to leave them in peace; this point was clearly explained to the Nishapur Ğalids after the episode of the Karāmı bid for power (see above, 358 ). During the first Seljuq occupation of Nishapur in 1038–9, the NaqĪb of the Ğalids showed himself as one of the most faithful of the local leaders to the Ghaznavid connection (see below, Part V, 509 ). When the Fātimid dā'i at-Tāhartī was arrested and brought to the court at Ghazna, it was a ShiĆI divine, Ḥasan b. Ṭāhir b. Muslim, who took the lead in the interrogation. As an Ğalid, the descendant of al-Ḥusain, he was able to demonstrate the falsity of at-Tāhartī's claim to be an envoy of the true Caliph-Imām, and so recommended his execution. The Sayyids of Khurasan integrated themselves into the social structures of the
towns and into the ranks of the landowning and mercantile classes, and were little inclined to pursue revolutionary policies. There is no evidence to show that they encouraged or approved of the various Ziyārid and Bu'yid attacks on the Sāmānids in Khurasan, and the victory of untutored Dailamī adventurers would have been inimical to their material interests.

Ibn Funduq describes the coming of the ʿAlids to Khurasan and Nishapur in the latter half of the 9th century:

"Muḥammad Zabbāra b. ʿAbdallāh al-Mafqūd was Amīr of Medina, and his son Abū Jaʿfar Aḥmad was a mighty commander. Now there was in the land of Ṭabaristān the One who Summons to God, one of the Imāms of the Zaidīs, and the people of Ṭabaristān gave their allegiance to him. There arose a contention between him and the Dāʾī, so he departed to Nishapur and settled there. His son, the Sayyid al-ʿAjall Abūʾl-Ḥusain Muḥammad b. Aḥmad b. Muḥammad az-Zabbāra, was born and brought up in Nishapur. An extensive following of people gathered round him and did allegiance to him as Caliph. ʿḤakīm Abū ʿAbdallāh al-Ḥāfīẓ records in his Taʿrīkh Nīshābūr that for a while they pronounced the khulṭba in his name as Caliph. Then the Amīr ʿAbdallāh b. Ṭāhir, governor of Khurasan, gave him his niece, the daughter of his brother ʿAlī b. Ṭāhir, in marriage. The Sayyid al-ʿAjall Abū Muḥammad Yaḥyā b. Muḥammad was born of them, and became the influential Naqīb and Raʾīs in Nishapur; they used to call him "Sayyid of the House of the Messenger of God". His son was the Sayyid al-ʿAjall Abūʾl-Ḥusain Muḥammad b. Yaḥyā, who was Naqīb and Raʾīs in Nishapur and highly respected. They placed him too in the khulṭba as Caliph, and a group of people gathered round him. This Abūʾl-Ḥusain Yaḥyā was a highly-cultivated man: he knew the Qurʾān by heart, was a ṭālī for poetry, was a traditionist, was able to relate
history, was skilled in genealogies and was eloquent. They gave allegiance to him at the time when the Fortunate Amīr Abū’l-Ḥasan Naqr b. Aḥmad [301-31/914-43] ruled. He was carried off to Bukhārā and kept there some time. Then they set him free, gave him a robe of honour and assigned him a regular pension. He was the first Khurasanian Ṣāfī to be given a pension from the royal treasury; they called him, therefore, Ṣāhib al-arzaq. Abū’l-Ḥusain Muḥammad b. Yaḥyā lived over a hundred years. His son Sayyid-i Ajall Abū Ṣāfī Muḥammad was the most noble of sayyids, was Naqīb and Ra’īs and was a great preacher and deliverer of homilies. There were always large concourses of people in his house. He had a brother, Sayyid Abū Ṣādallāh al-Ḥusain, known as Jauharak. He was an impetuous youth, and a quarrel arose between him and the sons of Sayyid Imām Abū Ṣādallāh al-Ḥusain b. Dā’ūd the traditionist. The followers of the Imām Mu’talibī Shāfī, May God be pleased with him, considered it advisable to help the sons of the Sayyid Abū Ṣādallāh, and the niqāba passed from this line to the other one, and the sons of the Sayyid-i Ajall Abū Ṣāfī became dispersed”.

Ibn Funduq then goes on to say that the Sayyid-i Ajall Abū Ja’far Muḥammad was Naqīb and Ra’īs of Mashhad-i Tūs for a time, that he himself possessed the patent from Sultan Masūd appointing him and that Thaḥālibī praised him in his poetry. 169

Thus we see from this passage, and from others in the Ta’rīkh-i Baihaq, how the Ṣāfīs came first to Nishapur and then spread to other towns of Khurasan like Baihaq, and how they established their right to such important positions as the custodiamship of the shrine of the Eighth Imām ar-Riqa at Mashhad. That many of the Khurasanian Ṣāfīs came there from the Caspian provinces, where Šīʿism had had a powerful hold since the end of the 8th century, is confirmed by
several entries in al-Fārisī's *Siyāq li-ta'rikh Nishābūr* (see Bibliographical introduction, 23-4). In particular, several came to Nishapur from Gurgān, as the nisbas "Gurgānī" and "Astarābādhī" show. He mentions, among others, Sayyid Dā'ī b. Mahdī, Muḥammad b. Jaʿfar aṣ-Ṣūfī al-Astarābādhī, who died at Bābāq in 1025/1014; and Abū ʿl-Qāsim Ḥamza b. Yūsuf as-Sahmī al-Gurgānī, who came to Nishapur in 106/1015-16 in a delegation from Manūchihr b. Qābūs to Sultan Maḥmūd. 170

In general, the Sunnī authorities did not interfere with the Ālids so long as their political interests were not menaced by Shīʿī activity. The Ālids seem to have been on good terms with the Ṭahirids; it is true that latterly, the Ṭahirids let their connections with the Abbasid Caliphate grow weaker. The family of Sayyid Abū Jaʿfar Aḥmad, the first of the line to settle in Nishapur, acquired marriage links with the Ṭahirids. His own mother was a daughter of Ṭahir b. al-Ḥusayn Dhūl-Yamīnain, the first Ṭahrid governor of Khurasan (205-7/820-2), and later, a daughter and grand-daughter of Amīr Ālī b. Ṭahir b. Ābdallāh b. Ṭahir were given in marriage to the family. In the next century, it seems from the passage quoted that the Ṣafmānid government at first viewed Sayyids of Nishapur as a potential danger to political stability there, but eventually came to regard them with tolerance.

Once established in Nishapur, Abū Jaʿfar Aḥmad's family assumed the niqāba as a natural right. The Naqīb was marshal of the Ālids in each town, and within its social structure, ranked as one
of the foremost of its acyän. It was he who kept the registers of the ālids, ansāb al-ashrāf, in each community. The birth of each child and the death of each person was carefully recorded here in order that purity of lineage might be verifiable, for ālīd birth always gave prestige and often gave entitlement to useful fiscal privileges. The office was a prize, and the citation above describes how a prolonged dispute arose among the sayyids of Nishapur and how the niqāba was diverted from one brother to another. In the course of the dispute, the Shāfiī ulema lent their weight to one side, and in 1005 the dispossessed claimant transferred to Baihaq. At Baihaq, too, a quarrel began among the sayyids over a question of precedence and was ultimately referred to the Sultan in Ghazna.

Where a considerable portion of a town’s population was Shiʿī, the Naqīb was the natural leader and spokesman for the whole town, with a position corresponding to that of the Raʿīs. Like him, the Naqīb was in a semi-official position vis-à-vis the central government, as surety for the good behaviour of the Shiʿī community. The Sultans for their part treated the Naqībs with some deference. When at the outset of his reign, Masʿūd was at Ray, he was concerned to win over the notables of the city, newly conquered from the Būyids. He gave robes of honour to several of the acyän, but it was the Qāṭī, the Raʿīs and the Naqīb of the ālids who got more expensive ones than the rest, and the importance accorded here to the religious leaders, both orthodox and Shiʿī, is notable.

Because they came generally from the educated classes and
perhaps because of their prestige as descendants of the Prophet, the Sultans sometimes used sayyids as diplomatic envoys. The social standing of the sayyids of Khurasan in the 11th century is shown by their marriage connections with the highest families. A branch of the famous Arab family of Muhallabîs which had settled in Nishapur in the middle of the 10th century and had subsequently become frequent holders of the riyāsa at Baihaq, gave a daughter in the early years of the 11th century to the local sayyids. In the next century a collateral branch of Nizām al-Mulk's family became allied to the sayyids of Baihaq. In numbers and material strength, the sayyids were a growing influence. In 1095 we hear of the sayyids of Sabzawār collecting a military force of their own, marching to a neighbouring settlement in the Baihaq oasis, Khusrūjird, breaking down its gate and burning down one of its quarters in revenge for an insult to one of the leading sayyids of Sabzawār. Sayyids were among the richest men in Khurasan in this century; one Abū'l-Hasan Muḥammad b. Muḥammad, who taught in the two Friday mosques of Nishapur in Majālis al-imlā', had great estates, property, merchandise and trading capital in Samarqand. Several centuries later, under the Șafavids, the sayyids were to become dominant in Persia; though still very much a minority in our period, the bases for this triumph were quietly being laid.

It has been remarked that the Ghaznavids were prepared to leave the moderate Shi'īs in peace, provided that the latter eschewed all
interference in politics. Towards Shi'I extremists, however, the Sultans were implacably hostile. The Isma'ili were suspect because of their religious and social radicalism, their wide intellectual appeal, and above all, for their political linkage with the Fatimid da'wa. In Persia and Transoxania the Isma'ili seem to have aimed especially at converting the ruling classes to their doctrines. The Ghaznavid Sultans were anxious to demonstrate their orthodoxy and their support for the Abbasids; the happy outcome of the execution of the da'i at-Taharti was that "when the news of the execution of the envoy from Egypt reached Baghdad and the firmness of the Sultan's faith became known, the tongues of calumniators and the reproofs of censorious ones were silenced, and his name was always mentioned with praise and honoured at the court of the Commander of the Faithful".

The Isma'ili da'wa seems to have begun work in Khurasan around the opening of the 10th century, after it had already been active for some fifty years previously in Ray and Jibal. The succession of the Khurasanian da'is in the first half of the 10th century is known from a list in Maqrizi's history of the Fatimid Caliphate, the Ittihad al-ghunafā'. The succession after 943 is obscure, but at least one later da'i is mentioned, and the well-known da'i Abū Ya'qub Sijistānī worked in Sīstān till he was executed by the Amīr Khalaf b. ʿAḥmad (reigned 964-1003). We have little explicit detail about Isma'ili activity in Nishapur during the Ghaznavid period, but Isma'iliism retained adherents there as it did in many
of the cities of Transoxania and of Buyid Persia. Ismā'īlīs were always - and had to be - expert practitioners of taqiya.

The Karāmī leader Abū Bakr Muḥammad was active in Nishapur persecuting Ismā'īlīs, who had become bold enough openly to build their own mosque (see above, 356). Sultan Maḥmūd himself harried the so-called Qarmathians of Multan; Sind was the one region of the eastern Islamic world where the Ismā'īlīs for a while secured temporal power. Furthermore, he celebrated the conquest of Ray from Majd ad-Daula by massacring the Bāṭiniyya there and burning their books. 183
The Dhimmis were not so prominent in Khurasan in this period as they were in Iraq and western Persia. Maqdisī attributes to the province "many Jews, few Christians and various classes of Zoroastrians". On the eastern fringes of Khurasan, Buddhism had been the major cultural influence of pre-Islamic times, with the monastery (vihāra) of Balkh achieving special fame. There had been a famous fire-temple near Nishapur, and the mountainous parts of Khurasan were some of the typical refuge-areas where Zoroastrianism long persisted. Ibn Funduq mentions two ancient, sacred trees in the Baihaq oasis, which were venerated by the Zoroastrians; one of them was cut down by order of the Caliph al-Ḥutawakkil, but the other remained standing till 537/1142-3.

In the Sassanid period, Nestorian Christianity spread widely
within the Persian empire, and its Patriarchal seat was in the capital, Ctesiphon. Most of the chief cities of Khurasan and the east, and to a lesser extent, those of Transoxania and Khwārizm, had by the end of the Sassanid period their own Christian communities, often with a bishop over them. These Christian communities in the Sassanid lands never enjoyed anything more than bare tolerance, for the Zoroastrian state church was a fiercely persecuting one. However, away from the direct surveillance of the Emperors in the west of Persia, the Christians of the eastern Iranian world enjoyed somewhat more freedom and tolerance. The Nestorian church had metropolitan sees of Parthia (sc. the Nishapur area), Margiana (Merv), Herat, Sīstān and the Caspian provinces, the first two of which achieved metropolitan status by the 6th century. In the province of Parthia, the diocese of Abarshahr (= Nishapur) is shown as united with that of Tūs in the records of the Synod of 497. In the early years of the 11th century, the Metropolitan of Merv was the most important Christian dignitary of Khurasan, but a Bishop of Tūs is still mentioned as late as 1279. Nevertheless, the numbers of the Christians can never have been great, and they must always have been a diminishing band in Khurasan.

Jewish communities in Khurasan, such as those at Merv and Balkh, begin to be mentioned in the Islamic period from the late 9th century onwards, when their financial contributions for the support of the Mesopotamian academy of Pumbeditha are recorded. Not only was the Rabbanite-Karaite division present among the Jews there, but
both the Rabbanite and Karaite Jews of Khurasan developed their own peculiarities of ritual and law which distinguished them from their Mesopotamian co-religionists. The Jews in Persia seem to have been more numerous than the Christians, and towns of the Jews with the name "Yahudiyya" were found at Isfahān and in Gü zgān, at the later Maimana.

The religious and intellectual strength of the eastern Persiam Dhimmī communities was by the 11th century weak, and they made no contributions to the cultural life of the Islamic world comparable with those of the more numerous Iraqi or Syrian or Egyptian communities. This may be in large part ascribed to their remoteness from the centres of spiritual life and enthusiasm in the west. The Nestorians spent much of their energy on the work of evangelising parts of Central Asia and the Far East, but the laxness of ecclesiastical life and the waning of faith in the eastern Iranian congregations was shown by several causes célèbres and scandals amongst their hierarchy. We must also compare the brilliance and superiority of Muslim scholarship in Khurasan, which led many Dhimmīs to desert their own faiths for that of Islam.

Shaikh Abū Saʿīd's biography makes a few references to the non-Muslim communities of Nishapur in his day. The Shaikh's spiritual powers were shown on various occasions by the conversion of large numbers of Jews and Christians there; a similar achievement was recorded of the Karāmī leader Abū Ya ʿqūb fifty years before (see above, 355). The Shaikh also converted Zoroastrians
there. His conversion of forty of the Christians of Nishapur is described in detail. He was outside the church of the Christians (kilīsīȳī ȳi ṭars̄īȳān). He called to the pictures of Christ and Mary hanging from a platform erected in front of the church to fall down if they acknowledged Muhammad and his religion as true; the pictures fell down with their faces towards the Ka'ba, and because of this miracle, several of the onlooking congregation were converted. 190

The profession with which the Dhimmīs were frequently associated in Islam, that of medicine, was still practised by them in the east during the Ghaznavid period. A Zoroastrian physician attended Shaikh Abū Saʿīd when he was ill, and was converted by his baraka. Although the Ghaznavid Sultans were such staunchly orthodox Sunnīs, they did not scorn the use of Dhimmī physicians; Masʿūd had a Jewish one called Yaʿqūb-i Danyāl, and Bahrāmshāh a Christian one, Abū Saʿīd Maṣūlī. 191
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Part IV

The appearance of the Seljuqs
From the 11th century onwards, the Islamic world became increasingly ruled by Turkish dynasties. Although this meant changes in the direction of supreme political power, the Islamic world did not in the Great Seljuq period become significantly more orientalised; the Mongol invasions were more notable in this respect. But the coming of the Turks did bring changes in the economic and social sphere, in particular, with regard to land tenure and land utilisation. Relative to the existing population, the numbers of the incoming nomads were not large, and for long the Seljuqs felt themselves to be a small band among a potentially hostile non-Turkish majority. But pastoral nomadism is an extensive and in many ways wasteful way of life, and the Turkmens' beasts did considerable damage to the existing rural economies of many parts of the Middle East (see
below, Part V, 502-4). On the other hand, many of the changes in land tenure in the Persian world had already begun under the Buyids, and the Turkish and Mongol invasions merely speeded up processes already in movement.

European orientalists have often viewed the decline of the Sāmānids and their replacement by Turkish dynasties with a certain sadness as marking the final victory of Tūrān in its long struggle with Irān. The Shāh-nāma is given an autumnal, elegiac quality and made the swan-song of old Iran. 2 It is true that over the last two millennia the frontiers of the Indo-Iranian world have gradually shrunk southwards; whereas in classical times Indo-European peoples like the Massagetae, Scyths, Alans and Sakae roamed the steppes from the Ukraine to the Tien-Shan, almost all the lands north of the Atrek and the upper Oxus are today Turkish. It is also true that Firdausī considered that there was a natural antipathy between the two racial groups, "two elements, fire and water, which rage against each other in the depths of the heart". 3 Yet it seems unlikely that Firdausī meant to write an allegorised account of the fall of the Sāmānid empire; the work of turning the exploits of the old Iranian heroes into poetic form had already been begun by Daqīqī at a time when the Sāmānids were at their apogee.

Although Firdausī makes the Oxus the traditional boundary between Irān and Tūrān, and although the defence of the north-eastern frontier against pressure from Central Asia has always been one of Persia's historic rôles, there was never in practice a hard-and-fast division
between the two racial groups. Turkish peoples had long been familiar to the Iranians, for the successive invasions of steppe peoples had brought them into the Iranian world and had often left pockets of them behind when the tide of invasion had receded. Some of these incomers seem to have been Indo-European, at least in leadership, e.g. the Sakae and Kushans, but others, like the Ephthalites or White Huns, were Turkish or Mongol in origin. Moreover, we are speaking here of confederations of peoples, which often comprised many differing racial elements.

The valleys and upland pastures of the upper Oxus lands were especially attractive to Central Asian peoples. Several of the empires founded by these peoples centred on this region, from which armies could be sent out into Persia or into the Indian plain; the Ephthalites, whose rulers bore the Turkish princely title of "Tigin", ruled from Bamiyan. In the early Islamic period there were Turkish elements in much of what is now Afghanistan, and in Ghaznavid times Khalaj and Oghuz Turks nomadised on the plateau between Kabul, Ghazna and Bust (see further, above, Part I, 92-3). Thus the eastern margins of Khurasan had admixtures of Turkish peoples from an early date, and it is likely that by the time Firdausi wrote, the stark antithesis of Irān and Türān was more a literary and historical preconception of the Persian national consciousness than an exact description of the state of affairs. Jāhiṣī, a sympathetic observer of the Shuṣubiyya movement but an Arab himself, seems to have seen this. He recognised that there was a difference between Turk and
Khurāsānī, but did not place a rigid barrier between the two:

"The difference between the Turk and Khurāsānī is not like the difference between the Persian and the Arab, or between Rūmī and Șaqlabī or Zanjī and Ḥabashi, let alone what is even more disparate in constitution and in the difference separating it; on the contrary, it is like the difference between the Meccan and Medinan, or Bedouin and sedentary, or plainsman and mountaineer, or like the difference between the mountain-dwelling Tayyi' tribesman and the plains-dwelling Tayyi'."

Transoxania and Khwārizm were in intimate geographical and economic contact with the Turkish steppes. At the time of the Arab conquest Transoxania was a politically decentralised region of city-states, and its dominant social classes those of the feudal landowners or dihqāns and the merchants. These Iranian governing classes always resisted heavy-handed and unintelligent control from outside, for their trade interests demanded that the caravan routes across Asia be kept open, and this meant skill and conciliation in dealing with the peoples who controlled these routes.

When there was internal disturbance, or when aggression from outside was threatened, the Transoxanian leaders not infrequently called in Turks as a counterbalancing force, either Turks from outside or else from those already settled within the region's borders. Narshakhī relates how the first settlers of the Bukhārā oasis came from "Turkestan", i.e. the east. Later, a group of dihqāns and rich merchants fled from the tyranny of the Amīr of the oasis, Abrūy, to the Ṭarāz area and founded there the city of Jamūkat. Meanwhile, at Bukhārā itself, other dihqāns and nobles called in the Turkish
Yabghu, Qara Jūrīn Türk (identified by Marquart as Istāmi, ruler of the western Tiu-kiu, thus placing these events in the second half of the 6th century), against the oppressor Abrūy. On the latter's defeat, Qara Jūrīn Türk's son Shīr-i Kishvar (sc. Il-Arslan) founded the city of Bukhārā proper and reigned there for twenty years.

In this case, Turks were called in from outside, but on other occasions, locally-resident ones were used. The rulers of Soghd used Turks from Īlāq, Chāch, Farghāna and Tukhāristān against the Arab invaders, and these may have been residents of long standing or even aboriginals in Transoxania. Bīrūnī and Balʿamī speak of the ancient border of Īrān and Tūrān as being at Mezdurān (which they explain as marz-i Tūrān) between Mashhad and Sarakhs. The legends centred round Afrāsyāb localise his exploits in Transoxania and his tomb at Rāmitīn near Bukhārā. According to Maḥmūd Kāsh-gharī, all Transoxania was once a Turkish land,"but when the Iran-ians (al-Furs) became numerous, it became just like Persian territ-ory". We are left with a general picture of Transoxania which was not only familiar with Turks as mercenaries, slaves and traders, but also with them as local settlers and landowners.

A further factor was the economic and commercial links of Khwār-izm and Transoxania with the Eurasian steppe. They received the products of the Volga lands, of Arctic Siberia or of China, and distributed them to the Islamic lands further south. For at this time, despite the distances involved, Khwārizm and Transoxania had direct links with the heartlands of the Caliphate. Already in the
9th century commerce was sufficiently organised for the melons of Khwarizm (over which Ibn Battuta was later to become very rhapsodical) to be sent in snow-packed containers to Baghdad; and the Abbasid Caliphs and their Viziers held valuable estates in Transoxania and Khwarizm. The northern frontiers of Transoxania, such as the province of Isfījāb, bristled with ribāts against the pagan Oghuz, Kimāk and Qipchaq, and ghāzī warfare was endemic there. Nevertheless, there were long periods of peace during which normal life went on; despite its frontier position, the town of Isfījāb was a populous agricultural and commercial centre which dealt with the products of the steppes. Khwarizm was especially dependent on commerce for its prosperity and had connections with the Volga and Urals region. As early as Qutaiba b. Muslim's time there was an influential Jewish colony there with its own rabbis, and in the 10th century Khwarizmian traders used the Muslim kingdom of Bulghar as a base for their activities in western Siberia and in eastern Europe, where numerous place names attest to their trading colonies.

In a region like Central Asia, the nomad and the sedentary cultivator are often in a symbiosis, each dependent on the other for certain basic products. The settled area supplies the nomads with flour and the finer cereals like wheat and barley, which they cannot easily grow themselves, with luxuries like sugar and spices and with manufactures like arms and textiles. Transoxania was especially fertile and had an industrious population of merchants.
and artisans, and so was normally able to supply the nomads with these goods. On their side, the nomads at this time fulfilled a rôle similar to that of the Bedouin of the Near East and North Africa and the Turkish and Persian nomads and transhumants of Persia in more recent centuries. They drove their herds to the frontier towns, selling there livestock, hides, wool and dairy products like clarified butter, cheese and ayran. Stock-rearing in Khurasan was replenished from sheep bought from the Oghuz, the Khalaj of Afghanistan and the people of Ghūr; but the tenderest mutton came from the Oghuz' beasts. In Transoxania and Khwārizm, the Oghuz and Qarluq supplied horses, sheep, asses, mules and camels. As well as supplying goods, the nomads also provided escort service for the caravans crossing the steppes, the equivalent of the Bedouins' khifāra. From such contacts as these, a spirit of tolerance and trust often grew up. Under a bond resembling the Arabs' jiwar, Ibn Faḍlān's caravan received shelter and hospitality from the Oghuz; according to Togan, relations like these were still kept up in the 19th century between Muslim traders and the Kirghiz. In the latter period, there were never any religious qualms about liaisons with pagans, and money would be deposited with them or fresh mounts obtained.

Finally, the trade in human beings linked steppe and settled zone and made Turkish mercenaries and slaves familiar in almost every part of the Islamic world. Turkish slaves began appearing in it during the Umayyad period when Arab armies raided through the
Caucasus to the Volga mouth and into Central Asia. Soon the slave-traffic became a large-scale commercial enterprise which the civil powers endeavoured to control and draw profit therefrom. The farm (muqāṭa) of a customs post in Azerbaijan on the road from the Caucasus sometimes fetched a million dirhams. In Transoxania the Samanid government issued licences (ajwiza) for the transit of slaves. The governors of the eastern provinces regularly sent slaves as presents to the Caliphate. The father of Ahmad b. Tālūn (ruled Egypt 868–83) had been presented to al-Wa‘mūn by the Samanid governor of Bukhārā and was of Toghuz-Oghuz origin. Concerning the price of these slaves, Barthold concluded from the evidence of Ibn Khurdādhbih that the average price of a Turkish slave in the 9th century was 300 dirhams. For the next century we have the words of Ibn Ḥauqal, although it is true that his information relates primarily to the outstandingly valuable slaves:

"The most valuable slaves are those which come from the land of the Turks. Among all the slaves in the world, the Turks are incomparable and none approach them in value and beauty. I have not infrequently seen a slave boy sold in Khurasan for 3000 dinars; and Turkish slave girls fetch up to 3000 dinars. In all the regions of the earth I have never seen slave boys or girls which are as valuable as this, neither Greek nor one born in slave status".

Some of the Turks to be found in Baghdad and other big cities were traders or artisans who had been attracted and chose to settle there; in Baghdad they fulfilled lowly tasks like baking, selling vegetables and stoking baths. But it was as soldiers that the Turks chiefly impressed people, and it is as a bullying and brutalised
soldiery that the Arab folk-consciousness has perpetuated them in the "Arabian Nights". For the Turks were prized as soldiers rather than as domestic slaves, since their hardy steppe background gave them stamina and courage. Ibn Ḥassūl praises the Turkish race for its pride: they are not content to be inferior to their masters in respect of mounts, food and drink and equipment, but demand equality of treatment; nor will they perform menial household tasks like cleaning, nor tend animals as domestic and agricultural slaves do. Furthermore, the nostalgia often felt by long-established, rather blase societies for the fresh, unspoilt barbarian credited the Turks with some of the qualities of the noble savage:

"The Turks know not how to flatter and coax, they know not how to practise hypocrisy or backbiting, pretence or slander, dishonesty or haughtiness on their acquaintance, or mischief on those that associate with them. They are strangers to heresy and not spoiled by caprice; and they do not make property lawful by quibbles". 18

To summarise. By the time of the Seljuq invasions, the Turkish peoples had become familiar to the Muslims as traders and as military slaves. Some of them were beginning to acquire estates and possessions inside the Islamic frontiers. On the eastern fringes, such as Transoxania and Afghanistan, the two worlds of Īrān and Tūrān had long been intermingled and the peaceful settlement of Turkish peoples was proceeding. So in some ways, the irruption of the Seljuq nomads merely speeded up processes which were already in operation.
The early history of the Oghuz

The Oghuz appear in history as a group of nine tribes, the Toghuq-Oghuz, who formed an important part of the Eastern Tiu-kiu confederation; they are amongst the Turkish peoples apostrophised in the Orkhon inscriptions of the 8th century. The prominence of this group within the Tiu-kiu empire is reflected in the words of the author of the Hudūd al-Calam when he says that "the kings of the whole of Turkistān in the days of old were from the Toghuq-ghuz", and the Oghuz-Qaghan, grandson of Yāfīth, progenitor of the Turkish race, plays a large part in the legends retailed by Rashīd ad-Dīn and Abū'1-Chāżī. The Toghuq-Oghus were closely connected with another component people of the Eastern Tiu-kiu empire, the Uighur, if, indeed, the two are not identical. The names "Oghuz" and "Uighur" seem to have a common origin in a root meaning "people", "population"; an intermediate, rhotacised form of "Oghuz", Ogör, is
found in early Byzantine sources. 21

The Eastern Tiu-kiu kingdom collapsed in 744 from internal attack by a coalition of the Turkish Uighur, Basmîl and Qarluq peoples. The Uighur Iltúbir eventually succeeded to the Qaghanate, and it is likely that the head of the Oghuz now took over the office of military leader (Yabghu) for the horde's right wing, an office formerly held by the Uighur chief. The Oghuz now became less and less a homogeneous ethnic group. The incorporation of defeated elements of a people into the victors' tribe was a common process in Central Asia. Moreover, weak groups would attach themselves to a strong leader and his following, and slaves would be acquired from conquered lands. As a result, famous names of the Eurasian steppe such as the Gepids in Pannonia and the Basmîl in Mongolia disappear suddenly from history, not because these peoples had been exterminated, but because the defeated remnants had been incorporated in another grouping. Among the twenty-two component tribes of the Oghûs listed in the 11th century by Kâshgharî (Diwan lughat at-Turk, ed. Besim Atalay, I, 55–8) are several which seem to be non-Turkish. 23

During the course of the 8th century, the Oghuz confederation moved from the heartland of the Eastern Tiu-kiu empire, the Orkhon and Selenga valleys in Mongolia, westwards to the Irtysh, the Aral Sea and the Syr Darya. Stray elements of the Oghuz had already found their way two centuries or so before this into the upper Oxus lands and into the Qara Qum and Dehistân steppes, but it was
this major migration across Siberia which brought the Oghuz people as a whole into the field of vision of Muslim writers. Ibn al-Athîr refers to it when discussing the origin of the Ghuzz who ravaged Khurasan during Sanjar's reign; he gives their original home as Khitâ, and then quotes "some historians of Khurasan" that they came in the first place from the remotest of the Turkish lands, the region of the Toghuz-Oghuz, during the reign of al-Mahdî (158–69/775–85). Ṭabarî mentions an attack of the Toghuz-Oghuz on Ushrûsana in 205/820–1, and the Ghuzz appear in Balâdhurî, apparently for the first time in Muslim literature. 25

In the writers of the 10th century there are several references to this migration of the Oghuz and to their new position in the Siberian steppes. Abû Dulaf Mîṣcar b. Muhalhil accompanied an embassy from the Sâmânids to the western borders of China in 331/941 and later wrote an account of the lands and peoples through which it passed. His information has to be handled with caution, for it is unlikely that he witnessed personally all the things which he describes, and he had a reputation among contemporaries for exaggeration and fancifulness; but he places the Oghuz to the east of the Kimâk of the Irtysch and before the Toghuz-Oghuz, who may be placed either at Kau-chang in the Turfan basin or on the Orkhon around Qara Balghasun. 26 Masûdî places the encampments of the Oghuz on the Irtysch, where their pastures bordered on those of the Kimâk and Qarluq, but adds that they were already driving their flocks in winter as far as the Volga and crossing the frozen ice to attack
the Khazar lands and the Azov or Black Sea coasts. The existing
Turkish peoples of the Aral Sea and Syr Darya region, like the
Pechenegs and Bajghird, were being forced to move westwards to the
Urals and South Russia, and the wars between the Pätzinakitai and
the Ouzoi now become known to us from Byzantine sources. 27

According to Mas'Cudi and Ibn ʻHauqal, the Turks had a town on
the lower Syr Darya, the "new town" of Yāngi-kānt (al-qaryat al-
ḥadīthah, dih-i nau: modern Jānkānt-kala), where there were Muslims
living. Most of these Turks were Oghuz, including both nomads and
sedentaries (bawādī wa ḥadār). They were divided into three hordes
(agnāf), an Upper, Middle and Lower, and were pre-eminent among the
Turks for their bravery, their short stature and their small eyes.
Yāngi-kānt was the largest of three towns lying to the east of the
Aral Sea, the others being Jand and Khuvāra. The pagan king of the
Oghuz used Yāngi-kānt as his winter capital and exercised political
dominion over the Muslim settlers there. Barthold surmised that
these three towns had been founded by emigrants from Sāmānid Trans-
oxania with the assent of the indigenous Turks and that they formed
a bridgehead into the steppes for the trade with the Siberian
forests and with the Kimāk and Qirghız. Yet there is no reason
why these towns should not be purely Turkish creations; there were
traditions of sedentary life among the Turks stretching as far back
at least as the Tiu-kιu empire on the Orkhon. 29 Towns a little
further up the Syr Darya, such as Saurān and Sighnāq, were Turkish
ones; the whole of the middle stretch of the river was profoundly
Turkish and the expanse between Jand and Uțrăr was held by pagan Qipchaq and considered Dār al-kufr by the Muslims till the end of the 12th century.

As a centre for the Oghuz and a spring-board for the expansion of the Seljuq family, the lower Syr Darya area merits our attention. We have very little literary evidence to help us here; the region had cultural and commercial connections with Khwārizm, but there was also frequent hostility between them. However, much light on these questions has recently been thrown by the researches of Soviet archaeologists, above all, by those of V.V. Struve and S.P. Tolstov. They have shown that this region, known to have been the home of peoples like the Massagetes and Sakae in pre-Christian times, had a rich barbarian culture in the first millennium of our era. The peoples living there were not pure nomads, but were also cattle-raisers, fishermen and agriculturists. The Ephthalites lived here before moving southwards into the eastern Iranian and Indian worlds, and the information of the Byzantine authors Procopius and Menander Protector that the Ephthalites were essentially dwellers in settlements is thus confirmed. According to Tolstov, there is no break in the cultural history of the towns of the Syr Darya basin between the Ephthalite and Oghuz periods; the Oghuz culture of the 10th century is a direct development of that of the Ephthalites in the 5th and 6th centuries. No doubt there was an ethnic continuity, with the incoming Oghuz imposing themselves as a new set of leaders but gradually integrating themselves into the existing population. So
by the opening of the 11th century the Oghuz had in part taken over the old sedentary traditions of the area and had become cattle-raisers and agriculturists as well as pastoral nomads, just as the Khazars had done in the similar conditions of the lower Volga. Idrīsī (drawing on 10th century sources, including the geographical work of the Sāmānid minister Abū ʿAbdallāh Muḥammad Jaiḥānī) and Kāshgārī describe the towns of the Oghuz as numerous, and on his map, Kāshgārī shows the lower Syr Darya as the "land of the Oghuz cities". During the 10th century, the old Hunno-Turkish settlement of Yāngī-ḵānt in the delta was re-fortified and rebuilt, hence its name "new town"; today, archaeology and air photography have disclosed there a rich complex of irrigation canals, citadels, walls and caravanserais.

The Oghuz of the lower Syr Darya thus succeeded to a cultural and social heritage which had some fairly advanced elements in it. The region was particularly susceptible to fertilising currents from Muslim Khwarizm and Transoxania, and it was their connections with these two provinces which gave the Seljuqs their opportunity to expand into the Islamic world. The Oghuz who remained in the surrounding steppes as pure nomads remained at a lower level of culture and social organisation, although those of them who nomadised in the vicinity of the trade route connecting Khwarizm with the Bulghār and Khazar lands on the Volga were not entirely isolated from outside influences.

The condition of those Oghuz who wandered from the Dehistān steppes in the south through the Üst Urt plateau to the mouths of
the Ural and Emba rivers and the Bashkir lands is known to us from the illuminating narrative of the Muslim traveller Ibn Faqlân, concerning the value of which Togan has written, "Jede kleine Einzelheit in den Berichten Ibn Faqlâns verdient jedenfalls entschieden die Beachtung und Aufmerksamkeit des Forscher". The account of his journey from Gurganj in Khwârizm to the land of the Bulghârs on the middle Volga in 921-2 was previously only known from extensive passages given in Yâqût's article "Bulghâr" in the Muğjam al-buldan, but A.Z.V. Togan discovered a largely-complete manuscript of the original at Mashhad. Whilst traversing the Üst Urt plateau, his embassy met an Oghuz tribe who were wandering "like wild asses" and living in a wretched state. Their women never veiled themselves and had little compunction about displaying their genitalia in public. Sick people were either left to recover as best they could or else turned out into the desert to die. Their personal habits were filthy: "they do not make ablutions after performing their natural functions, they do not wash themselves after sexual contamination or anything like that, nor do they have any contact with water, especially in winter". However, the chastity of their womenfolk and their abhorrence of pederasty are favourably commented on.

As far as Ibn Faqlân could see, these Oghuz were quite irreligious. One of their military commanders, the "Lesser Yínâl", had been a Muslim, but had had to renounce the faith when the people had told him that he could not be one of their leaders unless he did that. What vague religion they had, consisted of the formal acknowledgement
of the existence of "the One God", Bir Tängri, and the recognition of some kind of after-life for their great warriors. Slaughtered horses were thrown on warriors' tombs and effigies of men to attend them in the next life were erected on them (balbals). These sketchy beliefs attest to little more than a primitive animism. The reverence for water, and especially for running water and springs, which was displayed by Ibn Faqlan's Oghuz, was widespread among Turkish and Mongol peoples. The Orkhon inscriptions refer to "the Turks' auspicious Earth-Water" (Türk fiduq yiri subf) as a religious principle co-existent with "the Turks' Heaven" (Türk tängrisi). Reverence for water was written into the Yasa or fundamental law of the Mongols: in Jużjani's words, "Whosoever should enter a piece of water, whether large or small, they were to kill him also, and likewise anyone who should wash his face at the edge of any water, so that the water from the washed face of such person should enter that water". Ibn Faqlan mentions that these Oghuz had their qams or shamans, who took part in the burial rites of their great men, and he seems also to refer to the rites of shamans among the Bulghars, still only in part Islamised. The Hudud al-Calam says that the Oghuz held their medicine-men (tablān, pijishkān) in great veneration and allowed them a power of life and death. In the old Turkish tradition it was Oghuz, the grandson of Yāfīth, who held the magical rain-stone (yada-tash) which could bring victory in battle through control of the elements. The early Seljuq tribal leaders seem to have set some store by soothsaying and magic to guide them in their movements.
and campaignings; no doubt their soothsayers fulfilled a rôle similar to that of the *carrafi* of the ancient Arabs. At the battle of Dandānqān in 1040, the victorious Seljuqs had their *munajjim*, and after the battle, when Tughrīl proclaimed himself ruler of Khurasan, the astrologer was rewarded, presumably for his correct prognostications. Among the Seljuq family itself, Qutlumush b. Arslan Isrā'īl, Tughrīl's cousin, was very skilled in astrological lore; according to Ibn al-Athīr, this was thought remarkable, but as his rebellion later showed, Qutlumush represented conservative Turkmen feeling, and may have retained the beliefs and lore of older tribal life particularly tenaciously. 39

Ibn Faḍlān also gives us information about the political and tribal organisation of these Oghuz whom he met. Their ruler, he says, is called the *Yağhu*, a title of military origin which goes back, as we have seen (above, 409), to the time of the Eastern Tiū-kiu empire. His deputy was called the *Kudhārkin*, apparently the *Kūl-ārkin* of Mahmūd Kāshgārī. These two had the moral authority of tribal chiefs, and were perhaps descended from the ruling families of the Turks in the steppes. 40 However, the actual direction of military and political affairs was done by the man called by Ibn Faḍlān *Ṣāhib al-jaish*, sc. *Ṣubashī* or *Ṣubegī*. It was to this leader, and not to the *Yağhu*, that Ibn Faḍlān presented his credentials, handing over letters from the Abbasid court and giving special presents. Under the *Ṣubashī* were several subordinate military commanders with the titles Ṭarkhān (Ṭārkhān), *Yīnāl* and (?) *Yīh.īlāz*. 41
On the whole, the Oghuz were in a less advanced state than other Turkish peoples like the Khazars on the lower Volga or the Qarluq in the Semirechye, who in the 10th century were constituting themselves as the nucleus of the later Qarakhanid confederation. Politically, they were disunited. They had no Qaghan of their own, but only the Yabghu as their head. The title of Qaghan and the theoretical dominion of the steppes passed to the Uighur and the Qarakhanids, but the Seljuqs were never to assume it. Turbulence and fragmentation were characteristics of the Oghuz people which early appeared. In the Orkhon inscriptions, the rebelliousness of the Toghuz-Oghuz is frequently mentioned. According to the Ḥudūd al-Ḡālam, "each of their tribes [sc. of the Oghuz] has a (separate) chief on account of their discords with each other", and in the 10th century we hear of an important split which led to a section of the Oghuz taking over pastures in the previously-uninhabited Manghashlaq peninsula to the east of the Caspian. One of the reasons adduced by the Oghuz who in 1025 approached Maḥmūd of Ghazna with a request that they be allowed to settle in Khurasan, was the oppression of their own amīrs. Even after the Seljuq Sultans had become rulers of a mighty empire in the Middle East, they never succeeded in exacting full obedience from their own Turkmen followers, and the débâcle of Sanjar and the Ghuzz in Khurasan signalised the final failure of the Seljuq family to secure recognition amongst their own people for their supreme authority.
Chapter Three

The culture of the early Oghuz

The kingdom of the Oghuz Yabghu on the lower Syr Darya was the springboard from which the Seljuqs launched themselves upon the Islamic world, and we propose now to look at the state of the Oghuz peoples at the end of the 10th century. At this time, the Oghuz were still pagan, and those of them who were steppe nomads were in a more backwards condition than the Turkish peoples along the northern and eastern frontiers of Transoxania, where Muslim missionary activity was making much headway.

Central Asia has always been receptive of the higher cultures and religions outside its borders. At various times, the peoples of the Eurasian steppes have adopted almost all the universal religions of Asia and Europe, such as Buddhism, Judaism, Christianity and Islam, and some which are now extinct or nearly so, such as Manichaeanism and Zoroastrianism. Not surprisingly, this eclecticism
has given the region a tolerant outlook. It has always been content to receive rather than to give, but Sinor has justly remarked that "in one sense it is perhaps an achievement in itself that it [sc. Central Asia] gave birth to none of the conquering religions". Certainly, episodes like the persecution of the Transoxanian Muslims by the sinicised Qara Khitây or the more recent rivalry in the steppes between the Buddhist Kalmucks and the Muslim Kazakhs have been exceptional.

Manichaeanism and Nestorian Christianity expanded into Central Asia and made converts of whole peoples like the Uighurs of Chinese Turkestan in the latter part of the 8th century and the Keraits of Mongolia in the 12th century. Judaism flourished among at least the rulers and nobility of the Khazars. But Islam and Buddhism have made the most lasting impressions. Islam has been successful among the majority of Turkic peoples - the Yakuts being the main exception - even though much of Central Asia has lain outside the framework of institutional Islam. It was not easy to fit Central Asian peoples into the framework of orthodox Islam; often they were nomads or forest dwellers who could not easily come together for congregational worship, and whose tribal ways of life were often little compatible with Islamic law. Only where there was some urban life and civilised tradition did centres of Muslim orthodoxy and scholarship, such as Kâshghar and Kazan, arise.

It follows that it was not the orthodox theologians, the ulema, who evangelised Central Asia, but rather the itinerant Sûfîs and
mullahs. It is likely that a certain Nīshāpurī missionary, Abū'ī-
-Ḥasan Muḥammad al-Kalāmātī, who passed from the service of the
Sāmānids at Bukhārā to that of the Qarakhānid and died amongst them
some time before 961, played a part in the conversion of the Qarakhānid
prince Satuq Bughra Khan, who assumed the Muslim name of Ābd al-Karīm.

In Maqdisī's time, there were several ḵāngāhs of the Karāmiyya in
Farghāna (see above, Part III, 354 ), and from them evangelism
into the surrounding areas was done. Evangelisation by dervishes
and mullahs has continued in the steppes until almost the present
day, and it has only been slowed down by the counter-efforts of the
Russian Orthodox Church after 1700. Islamisation has not always
been total: syncretism has been an inevitable corollary of the tol-
erance and receptiveness of the steppes. There must have been cases
where the shamans of the Turks became Muslim dervishes and thus kept
their old prestige; Muslim evangelists must have been constrained to
stress the miraculous and charismatic elements in their own practice
which resembled those of the old shamans. The social and cultural
prestige of Islam was in itself a powerful attraction. It could be
felt from the merchants who came from the Muslim lands to trade, even
though the merchants rarely functioned as direct proselytisers.

As has been noted, the Ṣūfī preachers and the faqīhs who went
forth from the towns and ribāts of the Sāmānids' northern frontier
scored important successes among the Qarluq peoples who made up the
Qarakhānid confederation, such as the Chigil, Ṭukhsī and Yaghmā.
The Oghuz and the kindred people of the Qipchaq, who were moving
westwards from central Siberia to South Russia, were less affected by Muslim missionary efforts at this time. If the Oghuz had been affected by Manichaean or Buddhist influences, as were the Uighur, before their migration westwards in the second half of the 8th century (see above, 409-10), no trace of such beliefs is discernible in the 10th century; all that Abū Dulaf vaguely mentions is that the Oghuz had a "house of prayer" which contained no idols. Significant of the Oghuz' low level of culture is the fact that they were complete strangers to writing. The old Turkish script, used in earlier times in the Orkhon and Yenissei inscriptions, by the Türgesh in the Semirechye and by the Manichaeans of Turfan, left no traces among these western Turks. On the other hand, the Turks further east remained to some extent literate through the adoption of the Uighur alphabet, which we find in full use among the Qarakhanids, where it was only later and gradually replaced by the Arabic one. From being illiterate, the Oghuz on the other hand adopted the Arabic alphabet straight away, probably in the early 11th century.

The Oghuz of the Syr Darya and the western steppes were more open to influences from Khwārizm and south Russia than from the Muslim lands further east. Khwārizm juts out into the steppes like an island of fertility and civilisation, connected with the lands to the south only by the Oxus and the narrow strip of cultivable land along its banks. The commercial links between Khwārizm and south Russia have always been close. A caravan route connected Gurgānj
with the Khazar capital of Atil on the Volga delta. Ibn Faḍlān travelled along this way in a caravan of 5000 men and 3000 horses; the trip was made every spring, returning to Khwārizm in the autumn. In 1946 Tolstov found, with the aid of aerial photographs, the clearly-defined traces of the route between Gurgānj and the lower Emba. On it were still standing splendid stone caravanserais and wells with stone covers, attesting to the importance which the Khwārizmians attached to this route. There were also maritime links. Mas′ūdī says that large ships sailed up the Volga with merchandise from Khwārizm; this must have been sent over the Üst Urt plateau to Manghīshlaq for shipment, for it does not seem that there was ever in historic times a navigable channel connecting the lower Oxus and the Caspian.

The 10th century witnessed an increase in the volume of trade between Khwārizm and Bulghar and Khazaria, bringing about the political as well as the economic rise of Gurgānj, which led eventually to the triumph in 995 of the local Ma'mūnīd family over the ancient Afrīghīd Khwārizmshāhs of Kāth. In the 10th century, the Oghuz peoples formed a very loose, barbarian empire of vast expanse, from Talas and Chāch in the east to the Bashkird and Khazar lands in the west and the Dehistān steppes in the south-west. Hence relations with the Oghuz loomed large in Khwārizmian political and commercial diplomacy. Diplomacy was often extended to military action. Ibn Ḥauqal speaks of regular campaigns against the Oghuz, and Bīrūnī speaks of the Khwārizmian Faghbūriyya festival, "of the king's expedition", held each autumn before the ruler set off on his annual expedition against the Oghuz.
The cultural and religious connections of the two regions were potentially of significance for the Turkish peoples living along the connecting route. The Greek Black Sea colonies and Orthodox Christian Kiev Russia adjoined Khazaria, and there are traditions that both Biruni and al-Farabi were able to learn Greek language and philosophy in their native land of Khwarizm. Byzantine missionaries made Christianity one of the religions of the Khazars, and the Khazars' Judaism seems to contain influences from Byzantine Judaism. The Christianity of Khwarizm seems to have been Orthodox or Jacobite in complexion and not Nestorian, i.e. its connections were with the west and not the east. Biruni describes the Christians of Khwarizm as observing certain western festivals, and in the 14th century the Armenian King Haithon observed whilst passing through that the local Christians acknowledged the jurisdiction of the Patriarch of Antioch.

Yet despite these influences and despite some evangelistic activity by the Muslims of Khwarizm and Bulghar, the Oghuz seem in the 10th century to have been totally unaffected by the higher religions. Zakariya Qazwini's Cosmography, written during the 13th century but drawing on an earlier sources, describes Christianity as being widespread among the Oghuz, but Togan has rightly discounted this report, for which no definite evidence exists and which is in itself unlikely. The names of the four sons of Seljuq, Musa, Mikail, Isra'il and Yunus, have been traced to Jewish influences stemming from the Khazar court, but all we can really deduce from this is that these Biblical names had a certain cachet among the
The successes of Christianity in the western steppes came later and affected primarily the Qıpchaq, successors there of the Oghuz; the *Codex Cumanicus*, a Gospel text and some western hymns in a carefully-latinised transcription of Turkish, is an enduring monument to Qıpchaq Christianity.

From the early 11th century, the term "Türkmen" comes into use as a synonym for the south-western Turks, the Oghuz and Qıpchaq. Kāshghārī extends its use to the Qarluq, but this was not an accepted usage, and the term "Türkmen" is never used in contemporary histories for the Qarakhanids or their followers. In the 10th century Maqdisī speaks of *thaghhrān alā 't-Turkmānīyyīn* in northern Transoxania. Gardīzī and Baihaqī almost invariably call the Oghuz who harried the Ghaznavid frontiers "Turkmens", and Niẓām al-Mulk refers to the Seljuq tribesmen by this name, although the term Oghuz/Ghūz continued in popular and official usage down to the Mongol period. The name "Türkmen" has been discerned in the transcription *T'ū-kū-mān* of an 8th century Chinese encyclopaedia. By Kāshghārī's time the popular etymology from Persian *Türk-mānand*, "resembling the Turks" was the accepted one. The most favoured modern view is that *mān* is an augmentative suffix with intensifying force, so that the meaning would be "Turk pur sang" (Deny, Minorsky), but Kotwicz saw in *mān* an Iranian translation of the Turkish suffix *-ışh* of "TÜRKISH", and Pritsak takes *-man* to be a collective suffix.

The distinction of "Türk" and "Türkmen" was a real one in the early 11th century and had a linguistic as well as an ethnic aspect.
Already we can distinguish a south-western Turkish dialect, that of the Oghuz and Qipchaq. The distinction of "Turkî" and "Ghuzzi" language was known to the Persian poet of Mas'ûd of Ghazna's court, Manûchihrî (d. c. 432/1040-1); he says that poetry in both dialects existed at this time. 61 It has just been mentioned that Kâshgharî linked the Oghuz and Qarluq politically as "Turkmens", but he was careful to attach the speech of the Oghuz to that of the Qipchaq, distinguishing it from that of the Qarluq and the eastern Turks, his own dialect. He says that that the Oghuz change the true Turkish (sc. eastern Turkish) m > b, t > d, d > t, v > w, dh > y (> z amongst the Qipchaq) and that both the Oghuz and the Qipchaq omit intervocalic -gh-. 62
Chapter Four

The migrations into Transoxania and Khurasan of the
Seljuqs and other Oghuz groups

Kāshgharī (ed. Besim Atalay, I, 55-9) lists twenty-two tribes of the Ughuz, and says that the QInfq are the leading one, the tribe of the princes of the Oghuz. The Seljuq family - it does not seem originally to have been any bigger social unit than this - belonged to the QInfq. Our principal source for Seljuq beginnings is the anonymous Malik-nāma, probably written for the young prince Alp Arslan shortly after the death of his father Chaghri Beg in 451/1059. Thus it dates from within a generation of the events which it describes. It is known to us from extracts in later historians like Ibn al-Athīr, al-Ḥusainī, Barhebraeus and Mīrkhwānd. The information given here has been thoroughly examined by Cahen, who has combined it with the evidence of other sources (such as the Ghaznavid ones, the Khurasanian one of Ibn Fundūq's Mashārib at-tajārib and
the Būyid one of Hilāl as-Ṣābi' 's son and continuator, Ghars an-Naṣma) to produce a critical account of the appearance of the Seljuqs down to their victory at Dandanqān in 1040. O. Pritsak has also dealt with Seljuq origins, but from the point of view of the Turcologist as well as that of the Islamic historian. The two scholars have differed on several points, with Cahen tending to uphold the older, traditional views against Pritsak's more speculative ones.

The ancestor of the Seljuq dynasty, Duqāq or Tuqāq, was called Tāmir-yalīgh "iron-bow" from his bravery and strength. He served the "King of the Turks", the Yabghu of the Oghuz (often spelt B.y.ghū or P.y.ghū in the sources). In Mītāhwānd, the Yabghu is called "King of the Khazars". Relations between the Yabghu and his servant became strained; according to the Akhbar ad-daulat as-Saljūqiyya, Duqāq had opposed the Yabghu's plan to raid Islamic territory, but this is clearly a later touch to show that the Seljuq family were already moved by the divine light before their formal adhesion to Islam. Duqāq's son Seljuq was also in the Yabghu's service and held the important military office of Sūbashī (interpreted in the Arabic and Persian sources as Qā'id al-jaish, Muqaddam al-jaish). However, the Yabghu's wife grew alarmed at the power and prestige of Seljuq and poisoned her husband's mind against him. Seljuq fled before the blow could fall, taking with him a hundred men from his family and retainers, 1500 camels and 50,000 sheep. He reached Jand near the mouth of the Syr Darya, where "God Most High flooded his heart with
His most holy light", and he sought instruction on Islam and the Qur'ān from the local faqīhs and ulema. Seljuq and his band then settled in the steppes near Jand, gathered together a band of Turkish ghāzīs and freed the local Muslim population from the exactions of the "envoy of the pagans" who came each year to collect taxes. Although Seljuq may have become nominally a Muslim, al-Ḥusainī's account records that when he had a dream in which he found himself urinating fire, whose sparks spread all over the world, it was a muḥcabbir (sc. one of the Turks' shamans) whom he asked to interpret this portent of universal dominion for his descendants.

The locale of these events is the steppes stretching from the lower Syr Darya to the Volga, the expanse over which the Oghuz Yabghu ruled, with his winter capital at Yāngi-kānt. The connections of the Yabghu, Duqaq and Seljuq with the Khazars of the Volga have recently attracted the attention of scholars, especially as Abū'l-ʿAlā' b. Ḥassūl, the Ghaznavid official of Ray who went over to the Seljuqs and wrote a book for Tughril extolling the Seljuqs and attacking the Būyids, mentions a curious episode involving Seljuq (here spelt S.r.j.q) b. Duqāq. According to this, Seljuq struck the King of the Khazars with his sword, and this is cited to show the nobility and daring of Tughril's forebears. Barhebraeus says that Duqāq was in the Khazar service and his son reared at their court. D.M. Dunlop has therefore assumed a connection between the Seljuqs and the Khazars and has suggested that the cause of Seljuq's flight to Jand may have been a final rupture with the Khazars. This is
unlikely. The mention of the Khazars in the sources may be a recollection of earlier connections between the Oghuz and the Khazars, but their relation in the second half of the 10th century were very hostile: the Khazars were now a declining political and military force, and in dealing with Vladimir of Kiev's Volga expedition of 985, the Russian Primary Chronicle speaks expressly of a Russo-Oghuz alliance against the Khazars.

In the whole episode we have an instance of the political disunity and divisiveness of the Oghuz. The power of the Yabghu, nominal head of the people, was being challenged by the Subash, an over-mighty subject, and we have here the story of this dissident's expulsion. When Seljuq reached Jand he in turn expelled the Yabghu's representatives from there. Thus began the bitter hostility between the older, ruling line of the Oghuz, that of the Yabghu and his nephew Abūl-Fawāris Shāh Malik b. CAlī, and the Seljuqs, who could only be regarded as rebels. Seljuq's assumption of Islam gave what was potentially an additional motive for hostility, that of religion. In practice, it can have made little difference. The conversion of the Yabghu and his circle at Yangi-kānt must have followed in the early years of the 11th century; Shāh Malik had a full complement of Islamic names and his father had assumed the name CAlī. In any case, it is far from certain that all the Turkmens who followed the Seljuq leaders southwards into Transoxania and Khurasan were Muslims, and perhaps only a minority were; their violent behaviour was not conspicuously Muslim.
The terminus ad quem for the conversion of Seljuq and his family may be fixed at 992, for in that year Arslan Isrā'īl b. Seljuq was aiding the Sāmānids against the Qarakhanid Bughra Khan, who conquered Bukhārā in that year. 69 The three sons of Seljuq, Arslan Isrā'īl, Mīkā'īl and Mūsā (the fourth, Yūnus, died young) moved towards Transoxania and entered the service first of the Sāmānids and then of various Qarakhanid princes. Gardīzī records under 1003 the conversion of the Oghuz Yabghu and his alliance with the last of the Sāmānids, Ismā'īl b. Nūḥ al-Muntaṣir; and the Oghuz again joined the latter the next year against the Ilīg Khan Naṣr. 70 Cahen and Pritsak have differed over the identity of this Yabghu, whether the original holder of the title is intended or whether Arslan Isrā'īl b. Seljuq, who is later found with the title, is intended. Cahen inclines to the traditional view, held, for example, by Barthold, that this Yabghu = Arslan Isrā'īl, who had assumed this title in rivalry to the Yabghu proper and as an assertion of the Seljuqs' independence of his control. On the other hand, Pritsak denies that Arslan Isrā'īl could have assumed the title so early and asserts that it must have been the Yabghu of Yāngi-kānt and Jand who aided the Sāmānids. His stress on dating is a valid point, and it is also significant that Shāh-Malik's kunya "Abū'l-Fāwaris" points to Sāmānid connections, for this was a favourite name of the later Amīrs. 71 At whatever date the assumption by Arslan Isrā'īl of the old Turkish title may have taken place, it was an act of defiance towards the original Yabghu, for it implied headship of the whole
Oghuz people. It is possible that the Qarakhanids prompted this act as a display of hostility towards the Samānids' ally, the Oghuz Yabghu, especially as the Oghuz rulers of Yangi-kant and Jand continued to be bitter enemies of the Qarakhanids as well as the Seljuqs, and after the fall of the Samānids, they transferred their alliance to the Qarakhanids' enemies, the Ghaznavids.

What impelled the Seljuqs and their followers to move southwards from Jand and seek pastures in the neighbourhood of Bukhārā? The region was, of course, politically troubled: two old-established dynasties, the Samānids and the Afrīghid Khwārizmshāhs, had recently collapsed and two new ones, the Qarakhanids and the Ghaznavids, had arisen to fill the vacuum of power. There were numerous opportunities for Turkish tribesmen to find employment as military auxiliaries or as frontier guards. Economic factors may also have been involved. Several sources on the history of Central Asia speak of lack of pastures there and overcrowding among its populations. CAufī, and following him, Marvazī, say that the Qūn, who seem to have been a Turkish people living with the Qāy tribe (not to be confused with the Qayīgh tribe of the Oghuz) in Mongolia, came westwards because of pressure on pasture grounds. Ẓahīr ad-Dīn Nīshāpūrī, and following him, Rāwandī, specifically say of the Seljuqs that "these noble ones left Turkestan for the province of Transoxania on account of the large number of families and the shortage of pastures", and Jamāl Qarshī confirms that this took place because of overpopulation (li-tazāhumihim ahāliyahā). 72
It may well be that this was one of the motives impelling the Seljuqs to move southwards. Disputes over living-space were not infrequent in the steppes; these often ended either with a bloody struggle, after which the winners took over the losers' pastures, or else with an irruption into the settled lands which thereby served as a safety-valve. We know that the Seljuqs and their followers were in a wretched physical and material condition whilst they were spreading into Ghaznavid Khurasan. But the arguments of climatic change, increased dessication, overpopulation and economic pressure have often been put forward as facile explanations for complex population movements, and it is safest to treat the economic motive behind the Seljuq invasions as only one amongst several.

One probable factor in the migrations of the Oghuz people at this time was pressure from the Qıpchaq and the associated tribe of the Qanghıf. The Qıpchaq were an old people who arose from the Kimāk of the Irtysh basin. Gardızī describes them as one of the seven constituent tribes of the Kimāk, but his information must have been quite old, for Ibn Khurdādhbih in the 9th century gives them as a separate people, the Khifshākh. On the other hand, the Ḥudūd al-Ḡālam says that although the Khifshākh had separated from the Kimāk, their ruler (malik) still acted as deputy for the Kimāk. The geographers of the 10th century mention that the Oghuz and Kimāk harried the northern frontiers of Transoxania; by the next century, the name "Kimāk" has disappeared from use, but Baihaqī says that the Qıpchaq were harrying the confines of Khwārizm at Mascūd of Ghazna's accession (1030). Undoubtedly, important
ethnic movements were taking place at this time in the western steppes, leading to the occupation of South Russia by the Polovtsi or Comans and transforming the name of these western steppes from the older title "Oghuz steppe" to that of "Qıpchaq steppe".

Pritsak plausibly conjectures that since Shāh Malik fled after the Seljuq occupation of Khwārizm in 1044 southwards into eastern Persia and not back to Yāngi-kānt, the lower Syr Darya had by then passed out of Oghuz into Qıpchaq hands. 75

In the first three decades of the 11th century, the Seljuq family lived as condottieri on the Islamic frontiers, giving their services to whoever would promise them plunder and pastureland for their followers. Arslan Isrā'īl married a daughter of the Qarakhanid ruler of Buhārā, Cālitigin b. Bughra Khan Hārūn, and eventually, the sons of Mīkā'īl, Abū Ṭālib Tughrī Beg Muḥammad and Abū Sulaimān Chaghri Beg Dā'ūd, joined him in Cālitigin's service and settled on pastures at Nūr-Buhārā or Nakhshab. Towards the end of the second decade of the century, in 1018 or 1021, a long-distance foray of the Turkmens under Chaghri Beg into Armenia and Azerbaijan is recorded by the historians (Mīrkhwānd amongst the Islamic ones and Barhebraeus, Matthew of Edessa and Vartan amongst the Syrian and Armenian ones). Kafesoglu has devoted a special study to this expedition and has asserted its historicity as an exploratory, preparatory raid; but Cahen thinks that the historians' reports must refer to the raids made some ten years later and that some chronological confusion has occurred. 77
There was no unified direction amongst the Turkmens as a whole, and no coherent policy; sections of them now alternated between the service of the Qarakhanids and of the Ghaznavids. When in 1025 Maḥmūd allied with the eastern Qarakhanid ruler Qadīr Khan Yūsuf of Kāshghar against the latter's brother and rival Šāliḥīn, Šāliḥīn was temporarily driven out of Soghd and his Turkmen auxiliaries were also compelled to move. The Sultan felt that these Turkmens were a potential danger, so Arslān Isrā'īl was captured and jailed in India for the rest of his life. His nephews Tughrīl and Chaghřī did not at this stage have sufficient prestige - their titles of "Beg" imply no special primacy - further to impose the rule of their family over the Turkmens. Arslān Isrā'īl's former followers then asked Maḥmūd for permission to settle on the northern borders of Khurasan and act as guards there, saying that they were suffering from the oppression of their Amīrs. The Sultan hoped to imitate Šāliḥīn and use them as auxiliaries, and he allowed 4000 families of them, together with their baggage, sheep, camels, horses and mules, to cross the Oxus and settle near Farāwa, Sarakhs and Abīward.

Deprived of Arslān Isrā'īl's leadership, they degenerated into a complete rabble. Various minor chieftains led sections of them, but there was no unified direction. They plundered the settled lands of northern Khurasan and their flocks were a menace to agriculture there (see below, Part V, 502-5). In 1027 the people of Nasā and Abīward complained of these depredations to the Sultan, and punitive measures were taken, first by the governor of Tūs, the
ghulām general Arslan Jādhib, and then by the Sultan in person (1028). A crushing defeat was inflicted on the Turkmens, who now scattered far and wide, some back into the Dehistān steppe and the Balkhān-Kūh hills, others westwards into Persia, where some of them found employment with local rulers. It was these whom Ibn Kākūya of Isfahān (see above, Part I, 166) on more than one occasion enrolled into his service. They now became a cause of chronic unrest in the Ray and Jībāl provinces. Māscūd enlisted some of them under their leader Yaghmur at Ray in 1029 and brought them eastwards with him. They were then placed under one of his own slave commanders and used for an expedition to Makrān, but they were never a reliable element. Yaghmur's followers continued to raid Khurasan from the Balkhān-Kūh hills; and in 1033 the Ghaznavid commander Taqī-Farrāsh executed fifty of their chiefs, including Yaghmur. He hoped thereby to clip their wings, but in fact he merely added the motive of vengeance to the violence of the remaining Turkmens. 79

These Turkmens are the "Cīrāqī" ones familiar from Baihaqī and Ibn al-Athīr, so-called because of this penetration of theirs into western Persia or Cīrāq C Ajamī. From Baihaqī and Ibn al-Athīr we learn the names of some of their leaders: Yaghmur (who seems to have held a certain primacy), Būqā (Bogha), Göktash, Qızfl, Manṣūr and (?) Nāq-oghlu (Mūkrimin Halil Yīnānğ, Anadolu'nun fethi, Istanbul 1944, 37, reads "Anasī-oghlu"). But it is clear that the "Cīrāqī" Turkmens were composed largely of independent bands. 80 In general, they remained separate from those bands which the Seljuq family led
and there was hostility rather than solidarity between the two
groups. The amīrs of whose tyranny the "Cīrāqīs" complained
may have been members of the Seljuq family attempting to impose
their authority. In their letter of 1035 to the governor of Khurasan
Sūrī, the Seljuq leaders Mūsā Yabghu, Tughrīl and Chaghīrī promised
that if the Sultan would let them settle at Nasā and Farāwa, they
would act as guards against fresh Turkmen incursions from Balkhān-
-Kūh, Dehistan and Khwārizm, and would inflict punishment on the
"Cīrāqī" Turkmens.

Meanwhile, there remained in the Bukhārā area Tughrīl, Chaghīrī
and Mūsā Yabghu (this title, and the nominal headship of the Seljuq
family, seems to have passed to Mūsā by seniority after Arslan
and the killing of Yūsuf b. Mūsā b. Seljuq by ʿAlītigin
Isrāʾīl's death in imprisonment). In practice, Tughrīl and Chaghīrī
were the directing brains behind the Seljuq bands' military advent-
ures. Concerning the composition of these bands, it is likely that
the Seljuq leaders' successes attracted additional groups of Oghuz,
and probably elements of other tribes, from the surrounding steppes.
The Qıṅqıq begin to drop out of mention, but other Oghuz tribes come
into prominence: the Iva, the Dōgār, the Salghur and the Avshar.
All four of these appear in Kāshgharī's list of the tribes of the
Oghuz (as Iva, Tugar, Salghur and Afshār), and they were to play
important rôles in the later history of the Seljuqs and their Ata-
begs: the Artuqids arose from the Dōgār tribe, the leaders of the
Salghurs founded during the 12th century a dynasty of their own in
Fārs and the Qaramanoghullar of central Anatolia probably arose from
the Avshar. 82

A group within the Turkmen following of Tughrľ, Chaghř and Mūsā Yabghu which has recently attracted the attention of Minorsky and Cahen was that of the Yināliyān/Ināliyān. The three leaders crossed the Oxus in 1035 with 10,000 riders and with another group of Turkmens from Khwārizm who had no mounts and who had to go on foot, and made for Merv and Nasā. According to Baihaqī, the riders comprised both Seljūqiyān and Yināliyān. 83 The latter group were led by Ibrāhīm Ināl, whom the sources all take to be Tughrľ's uterine half-brother, but whom Cahen thinks was probably a son of the Yabghu Yūsuf b. Mūsā b. Seljuq. What is certain is that these Ināliyān were not a separate tribal group; no such tribe is given in Kāshghari. But there is the well-known Turkish title of Inal/yinal, which is found as far back as the Tonyuq inscription. The Mafātīḥ al-Čulūm interprets yinal as "the wali-Cahd of the Yabghu or of any Turkish ruler", and Kāshghari defines it as "son of a princess or vassal". We know that it was used among the Oghuz, for Ibn Faqlān met the Yināl aš-saghīr, who was one of their military commanders. 84 Minorsky concludes that among the Seljuqs, the family of the Yināl had a special place and retained hereditary rights, so that their retinue and following had a separate, semi-independent existence; possibly the Qīnīf had been ruled by Yināls. In this way, the later pretensions of Ibrāhīm Ināl, which were to lead in 1052 to his execution, become more explicable as the attempted assertion of old tribal rights. 85
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Part V

The ascendancy of the Turkmens in Khurasan
Chapter One

Introductory

The gradual ascendancy of the Turkmens falls within the reign of Mas'ūd b. Maḥmūd (421-32/1030-40). The military machine with which the Sultan attempted to stem the Seljuq advance has been described in Part II. Some of the strategic considerations involved will now be considered. It is not the aim here to construct a detailed narrative of military events in Khurasan, although there is ample material for it in the Ghaznavid sources of Gardīzī and Baihaqī on one side and the pro-Seljuq sources which draw on the Malik-nāma on the other. Baihaqī's account can conveniently be read in A. de Biberstein-Kazimirsky's résumé appended to his edition of the Diwān of Manūchīhri. The actual events will only be dealt with here in as much as they form a necessary background to the strategies and policies of the two sides. Finally, the first Seljuq occupation of Nishapur in 1038-9 will be analysed in detail.
Chapter Two

Sultan Mas'ud: the man

The military machine described in Part II was founded by Sebükteşin and perfected by Maḥmūd during an active career of over forty years. Mas'ud inherited this machine, with a reputation of his own already forged in many battles. Maḥmūd took the two brothers Mas'ud and Muḥammad on his campaign of 1011 against the Ghūrī chieftain Muḥammad b. Sūrī when they were both fourteen years old. He again took Mas'ud with him in 1015 when Ghūr was invaded from Bust and Zamīndāwar and the region of Khwābīn attacked. The "lion-hearted youth" distinguished himself as an intrepid cavalryman and archer; a single arrow of his killed the commander of a tower whose defenders had been causing the Muslims much trouble, thereby demoralising the pagan Ghūrīs and driving them to surrender. Because of this and similar deeds, Maḥmūd next year made him waṭī-ṣaḥḥ, "for he saw and realised that when he departed from this
mansion of false reality, this mighty house - may it always endure - would not be able to stand without him". At the same time, the Sultan made Mas'ud governor of Herat, although he did not take up this post till 408/1017-18. Since Herat was one of the great cities of Khurasan and a key defence point, the office was commensurate with his position as heir. It was whilst he was governor of Herat that his father in 1020 deputed him to invade Ghur from the north-western side. 2

The close of Maḥmūd's life found Mas'ūd in the far west of the empire. On the conquest of Ray and Jibāl from Majd ad-Daula in 1029, the Sultan left the further pacification of this region to his son. Mas'ūd campaigned vigorously against the Musāfirids in Qazwīn and Dailam and against Ibn Kākūya in Isfahān and Hamadān, and later asserted that but for his father's death, he would have carved a way through to Syria and Egypt. 3

Already there had been one rift between Maḥmūd and his son, when Mas'ūd had fallen from grace and had been temporarily exiled from Herat to Multan. He had remained wali-Qahd, but had never regained his father's full trust. 4 Now, at the end of the Sultan's life, relations again deteriorated. Prince Muḥammad's partisans were active at court pushing his interests and slandering Mas'ūd, and Maḥmūd's powers of judgement were beginning to fail; advancing age, illness and the effects of a lifetime of furious activity were now telling. 5 Maḥmūd accordingly transferred the succession to Muḥammad. Mas'ūd was at this point in distant Ray, and he later
alleged that he had been deliberately left there with a weak force so that he would not be able to achieve any spectacular successes (in reality, it seems unlikely that Mahmūd would have hazarded his recent conquests merely to spite his son). It seems that the Sultan was aware of the disparity in military experience and skill between his sons, and realised that in a struggle for power, MasCūd's hand would be the stronger one. According to Jūzjānī, Abū Naṣr-i Mishkān showed bewilderment at his master's preferring Muḥammad, but Mahmūd had replied, "I am aware that in every respect MasCūd excels Muḥammad, and that after my time the sovereignty will fall into the possession of MasCūd; and I use so much ceremony now that this poor Muḥammad may during my lifetime experience a little honour and gratification, which, after I am gone, will not be left to him".

When the Sultan died, Muḥammad succeeded in Ghazna according to his father's will. He rejected the idea of a division of power with his brother, himself to have Khurasan, Ghazna and India, and MasCūd to have the new conquests in the west and the title of Sultan. But MasCūd progressed triumphally eastwards to Nishapur, and at the end of Ramaqān 421/1030, the army of Ghazna deposed Muḥammad at Tīgin-Abūd when news arrived that the army of Khurasan had proclaimed MasCūd Sultan. Even before this, a part of the army of Ghazna had been inclined towards MasCūd because of his military reputation.

It has been necessary to sketch MasCūd's early career and training, for, despite the fact that Mahmūd was fortunate in coming forward when there was a power vacuum in eastern Islam through the
collapse of the Samanids and the weakening of the Buyids, the empire was basically dependent on the military leadership of its Sultan. The empire as Mahmud left it could only be kept going by a military genius of equal vigour, for it lacked as yet an adequate infra-structure of civilian administration to ensure continuity and stability. Muhammad's first Sultanate (he was again briefly raised to the throne by the rebels who in 432/1041 murdered Mas'ud) broke down because the other members of the Ghaznavid family, such as the Amir Yusuf b. Sebuktigin and Muhammad's sister Hurra-yi Khuttalî, and the great Turkish slave commanders realised that Muhammad would never be able to hold the empire together. They feared that the army would become run down and that there would be no steady flow of booty for the state treasury and for the soldiers themselves. These factors overrode Mahmud's dying wishes.

Whileever Mahmud directed the Ghaznavid war machine, it went almost of its own momentum, but after his death, the political and military situation became more difficult than it had ever been in his own lifetime. Mas'ud took over the empire at its apogee, and had to hold together territories stretching from the Ganges to the Aral Sea and western Persia which had no unifying bond but the personal one. Since therefore the personal factor is so important here, we must now consider how Mas'ud's own character and capabilities affected the running of the empire and its defence. Barthold's verdict on Mas'ud is severe:

"[He] inherited only his father's faults. Mas'ud held the same
high opinion of his power as Maḥmūd, and like him wished to decide everything according to his own judgement, but lacking his father's talents came to disastrous decisions, which he obstinately maintained, paying no heed to the advice of men of experience. The tales of Mas'ūd's prowess in the chase and in battle show that he was distinguished by physical bravery, but all the more striking is his complete lack of moral courage; in the hour of misfortune he showed himself more pusillanimous than a woman. In cupidity he yielded nothing to Maḥmūd, and the overburdening of the inhabitants by forced levies was carried in his time to an extreme degree".  

That he was physically brave is undeniable. At Dandanqān he fought desperately with sword, lance and mace, when most of his retainers had fled: "if on that day a thousand choice cavalrymen had stood by him and aided him, he would have successfully finished that affair; but they did not aid him". Yet Barthold is right: the finer, moral element which raises bravado from the level of an instinct to true nobility of character, was lacking. Observers noted a decline in his character and resolution as his reign progressed. Earlier generosity gave way to avarice. Failing to weigh up correctly the relative claims on his attention of India and of Khurasan, he made several wrong strategic appraisals. As Turkmen pressure grew, we get the impression of a man harassed by circumstances and too small for his job. Baihaqī noticed a decided change in 1040 after the defeats at Dandanqān and Balkh, when the Sultan's melancholy grew deeper and his officials whispered to each other that he was "not the man he used to be". Mas'ūd concealed his decision to abandon Ghazna for India, but it leaked out to his advisers, and he had to defend this
abdication of responsibility by adducing the unfavourable prognostications of his astrologers for a winter campaign in Afghanistan. It was fear of his master's growing capriciousness that made the Vizier Ahmad b. 'Abd al-Ṣamad seek a special muwāda' when he was appointed in 1040 to accompany Prince Maudūd's army (see above, Part I, 138-9). Mas'ūd's advisers had for long grumbled about his istibdād, the obstinacy of weakness, and had made unfavourable comparisons between him and his father:

"This lord is the reverse of his father in firmness and strength [lit. "liver"]. His father was a man of resolution and perspicacity. If he adopted some unsound policy and said, 'I intend to do so-and-so', his despotic and kingly position made him speak out; and if anyone demonstrated the wise and unwise aspects of this, he flew into a rage and was voluble in insults and abuse. Then when he had reflected over the affair, he eventually came to the right decision. But this lord is of a different stamp; he acts irresponsibly and without reflection". 13

All this gives an unfavourable picture of Mas'ūd, and we are also influenced by our hindsight, the fact that his father was successful and he was not. Moreover, the differences in personal character were not wholly decisive. It was rather the different circumstances which each of them faced which brought out varying traits of character, for Mas'ūd was presented with problems such as his father had not had to tackle.
Chapter Three

Threats to the stability of Maḥmūd's empire

Maḥmūd's policy towards the Būyids had been generally one of non-intervention; he had been content with the old Sāmānid lands in Khurasan and with an assertion of suzerainty over the Ziyārids in the Caspian provinces. He had been unable to resist meddling in a succession dispute among the Būyids of Kirmān in 407/1016-17, but this brought no permanent success, and when later in his reign troubles again arose within the Būyid family there, Maḥmūd made no move to interfere. It was the Sultan's view that the weak rule of Majd ad-Daula and his mother Sayyida in Ray rendered that quarter innocuous; if a vigorous man had been ruler there, he used to say, he would have had to keep an army stationed at Nishapur. Sayyida died in 1028, and Majd ad-Daula's ineffectiveness drove him to invite the Sultan in against his own unruly Dailamī troops; but when Maḥmūd arrived, he deposed the Būyid ruler. Ghaznavid arms then
penetrated into Dailam, Kurdistān and Fārs against other local rulers. Mas'ūd took over these conquests, and had in the city of Ray a fine base for watching western Persia, a rich fiscal source and a population which at least initially seems to have welcomed the prospect of stronger rule from the Ghaznavids (see above, Part I, 179–80).

However, it was not easy to control this region from remote Ghazna or even from Nishapur, and Ibn Kākūya, whom Mas'ūd had subdued in 1029–30 and left tributary in Isfahān, soon showed himself as a tenacious enemy. As soon as Mas'ūd left Ray to claim the throne, Ibn Kākūya threw off Ghaznavid suzerainty. During the next few years he even occupied Ray for a while, but the Ghaznavid governor, Abū Sahl Ḥamdawī, drove him out of his capital Isfahān for two years and seized his minister Avicenna's library of heretical books. But Ibn Kākūya on more than one occasion recruited cavalrymen from the "Ciraqi Turlonens (see above, Part IV, 434–6 ), and when the Ghaznavids were finally compelled to abandon Ray, it was he who for a time held it. Ibn Kākūya's dynamism and the increasing pressure of the Turkmens in Khurasan combined to squeeze the Ghaznavids out of western and central Persia; it is indeed remarkable that the Sultan's forces were able to defend this salient in the west till as late as the winter of 429/1037.

India had been the scene of some of Maḥmūd's greatest triumphs; events like the sack of Somnāth captured the imagination of the Islamic world as few others did. Maḥmūd did his work well in northern India. The great confederations of Indian princes which
had caused him so much trouble had been broken by the end of his reign. The dynasty of some of his most persistent enemies, that of the Hindūshāhī Rājas of Waihand, came to an end in 1026. After the campaigns early in his reign against the Qarmathians of Multan, these heretics did not rise again till Mādūd's reign.

Mādūd's gains in the Doāb and Ganges valley were all held by Masūd, and one fresh success, the capture of the "Virgin Fortress" of Hānsī, some sixty miles north-west of Delhi, was achieved by the Sultan personally in 1037. It was not always easy to control the Ghaznavid forces left in India, for the Sultan could only be there in person sporadically and the concentration in the garrisons of unruly ghāzī elements made for turbulence. For some time after 1033 India was disturbed by the rebellion of the Commander-in-chief there, Aḥmad Inaltigin, but this was quelled and the Sultan's authority restored. (see above, Part I, 169).

However, there is a general point to consider here. Mādūd's successes in India gave the empire a bias in that direction; in some ways, the empire in his time was an institution geared to the exploitation of India. Some indication of the importance which the Ghaznavid family itself attached to this function may be gauged from a letter which Ḫurrā-ya Khuttalī wrote to her nephew Masūd on his father's death; in it she describes Ghazna, with its face towards India, as the heart (āqā) of the empire, Khurasan as next in importance and the rest as subsidiary. It was not surprising that Masūd too should feel drawn towards India, so that he tended
to neglect Khurasan and to minimise the dangers there. His advisers realised fully that if Khurasan and the west were to be defended against the Turkmens, the Sultan would have to give his whole attention to the task, but they found it hard to persuade their obstinate master to agree to this. Without doubt, Mas'ud's refusal to concentrate sufficiently on the Turkmen threat in Khurasan allowed the situation there to get out of hand and enabled the intruders to secure a hold from which they could not in the end be dislodged.

The most serious threat to Mas'ud's empire came from the Turkmens of Central Asia, and here he faced a more difficult task than had his father. Mahmud made the Ghaznavids a major Central Asian power in the face of hostility from the Qarakhanids, with whom he had divided the old Samanid dominions. An initial entente with them had not lasted long, and in 1006-8 the Ilig Abul-Hasan Naqr b. Cali (d. 403/1012-13) had invaded Khurasan. Thereafter, the Qarakhanid family had been rent by internal discords and the Sultan had been able to take advantage of these and ally first with Abul Naqr Ahmad Toghan Khan (d. 408/1017-18), ruler of the Semirechye and, until the latter years of his life, of Kashghar, and then with Qadir Khan Yusuf (d. 423/1032) of Kashghar and Khotan.

The alliance with Qadir Khan, in which a personal meeting at Samarqand and complicated marriage proposals played a part, was directed primarily at the brother of these two last Khans, Cali b. al-Hasan, known as Calitigin, who captured Bukhara in 1020 and maintained himself there and in Samarqand till his death in 425/1034. Whichever he lived, Calitigin was the most skilful and resolute...
of the Ghaznavids' opponents in Central Asia. His speedy re-establishment in Bukhara and Samarkand after his defeat by the allies Maḥmūd and Qadīr Khan in 1025–6 probably shows that the mercantile classes of the Soghdian cities found his strong rule and connections with the Turkish steppes favourable to their interests. The riches of these cities enabled him to subsidise Turkish tribesmen like the Seljuq family and to enrol them as allies. Neither Maḥmūd nor Masūd was able to make any decisive impression on ʿAlītigin's position. After his death, the power of his sons was only broken by a rival branch of the Qarakhanids, the two sons of the Iliq Naṣr, Būritigin (the later Tamghach Khan Ibrāhīm, d. 462/1068) and Muḥammad ʿAin ad-Daula of Üzkend, when ʿAlītigin's sons had been weakened by the loss of the Seljuqs as auxiliaries. But at Maḥmūd's death there was something like a state of equilibrium in Transoxania, and Barthold surmised (Turkestan, 285) that the Sultan was not displeased to see ʿAlītigin's kingdom as a counterpoise to Qadīr Khan's.

Maḥmūd himself had two footholds to the north of Khurasan, one in Khwārizm and the other on the upper Oxus, comprising the crossing-point of Tirmidh and the regions of Chaghāniyān, Quvādhiyān, Wakhsh and Khuttal. He overthrew the native Khwārizmian dynasty of the Maʿmūnids in 1017 by sheer aggression: his ultimatum to the Khwārizmians caused the murder by his troops of Abūʾl-Ḥabas Maʿmūn and so gave the Sultan a final motive for interfering, for the murdered ruler's wife was Maḥmūd's own sister Ḥurra-ʾyi Khuttalī or Ḥurra-ʾyi Kaljī. The Sultan thus gained Khwārizm proper, with its capitals
of Kāth and Gurgānj, its rich agriculture and its trade links with the Oghuz steppe, but also outposts along the southern edge of the Qara Qum, including Nasā and the ribāṭ of Farāwa (modern Qizil Arvat). These points were to figure prominently in the raids of the Turkmens across the desert. Furthermore, Maḥmūd could now turn the flank of the Qarakhanids; but in the event, the intervention of the Seljuqs and the generally conciliatory policy followed by Maḥmūd's governor Altuntash combined to preserve Čaḷītin from serious harm.

The upper Oxus provinces had in the Sāmānid period been ruled by local dynasties, loosely tributary to Bukhārā and descended either from the original Iranian lords or from Arab amīrs, such as the Āl-i Muḥtāj in Chaghāniyān and the Abū Dā'ūdids in Khuttal. Local dynasties seem to have survived under Ghaznavid suzerainty, although their connections with earlier lines are not clear. According to the Chahār maqāla, Fakhr ad-Daula Abūl-Muẓaffar Āḥmad b. Muḥammad, the patron of Farrukhī, was Amīr of Chaghāniyān in Maḥmūd's time; he was apparently the last of the Āl-i Muḥtāj. In Masūd's time the wāli of Chaghāniyān was the Amīr Abūl-Qāsim, a son-in-law of the Sultan. No separate dynasty is mentioned for Khuttal in the early Ghaznavid period, unless the name of Ḫurra-yi Khuttalī be a reminiscence of some marriage connection with a local family there. The importance of these provinces to the Ghaznavids was primarily strategic; they served as footholds for attacks on the Qarakhanids, but they also had some economic and military value to the empire (see above, Part II, 247).
Thus Mas'ud inherited a strong position on the northern borders of his empire. But three new factors arose which combined to undermine this strength and to cause the collapse of the Ghaznavid hold on the Oxus valley and Khurasan. These were firstly, the loss of Khwārizm; secondly, the impact of the Turkmens; and thirdly, the pressure of Būritigin and the "Alīd" branch of the Qarakhanids, to use Pritsak's term.

After the annexation of Khwārizm, Maḥmūd had installed as governor there his slave general Altuntash, who assumed the traditional, pre-Islamic title of Khwārizmshāh. Altuntash had begun his career with Sebūktigin, and throughout his stay in Khwārizm, i.e. until his death in battle in 1032 against Cālitigin, remained perfectly loyal to the Sultans. It was really only his faithfulness which enabled them to keep some control over that quarter, for Khwārizm was remote from the core of the Ghaznavid empire and was virtually an island in the surrounding steppes, linked only to the south by the route along the Oxus. The strong-points of Āmul-i Shaṭṭ and Tirmidh were important in maintaining communication with Khwārizm, and a convenient island at Tirmidh made it possible to bridge the Oxus with boats; but the stretch below Āmul was vulnerable to the attacks of Cāлитigin and later of the Seljuqs, who crossed there and spread across the Qara Qum towards Khurasan.

Altuntash was always aware of his key position, and realised equally that he was a potential target for the Sultans' jealousy. The steppes were at this time in some turmoil through the westward
movements of Oghuz and Qipchaq peoples (see above, Part IV, 432-3), and the frontiers of Khwārizm felt some pressure. Altuntash recruited Qipchaq, Kujāt and Chaghirāq tribesmen to keep the rest out, and he also possessed as many as 1500 Turkish ghulāms of his own, a retinue of truly royal dimensions.

Tolstov has pointed out that Altuntash, whilst remaining loyal, adopted a policy of his own, identifying himself with the traditional interests of the province, and has suggested that his relationship with the Sultans resembled that of Ma'mūn I b. Muḥammad with the Sāmānids. As soon as he became Sultan, Mas'ūd's suspicious nature led him into direct action against the Khwārizmshāh once efforts to lure him back to court at Ghazna had failed. Egged on by his ārid, Abū Sahl Zauzānī (see above, Part I, 136-7), Mas'ūd suborned the commander of the Kujāt, Manjūq, to assassinate Altuntash, but failed.

Altuntash's son Hārūn took over his father's army when he succeeded him in 1032 as de facto ruler of Khwārizm, although Mas'ūd refused to allow him the title of "Khwārizmshāh", and two years later successfully had him murdered by his ghulāms. Not unnaturally, Hārūn's brother Ismāʿīl Khāndān became the Ghaznavids' bitter foe, especially as during Hārūn's brief reign, a third brother had been killed at the court of Ghazna in mysterious circumstances. The ease with which Khwārizm now fell away from the Ghaznavids showed that the connection of the two had had little firm basis; Khwārizm looked towards the steppes for its livelihood, and its true interests lay in being either an independent political unit or else being
linked with a powerful Central Asian Turkish dynasty which could control the steppes.

So Mas'ud's policy in Kharizm ended in total failure. Isma'il Khāndān was eventually driven from his kingdom by the Sultan's ally, Shāh Malik of Jand, but Mas'ud himself was by then (1041) dead. Even had the Sultan been still alive, his ally's victory would have been for him a hollow one, for the rivalry of Mas'ud and the sons of Altuntash had allowed the Turkmens to pour southwards and effectively cut off Kharizm from the rest of the Ghaznavid empire.

The appearance of the Seljuqs in Islamic history and their wrestling of Khurasan from the Ghaznavids are discussed above in Part IV.

Finally, there arose in Mas'ud's reign threats along the upper Oxus, endangering Balkh, Tukhāristān and Badakhshan. Ālītigin and his sons felt the Ghaznavid bridgehead of Tirmidh as a threat to their security. Moreover, when Mas'ud came eastwards from Nishapur to claim the throne and expected a struggle with his brother, he foolishly promised Khuttal to Ālītigin in exchange for military help. Since Mas'ud attained power peaceably, this help was not needed, but Ālītigin continued to claim his side of the bargain, and the Sultan's advisers soon saw that this encouragement to one of the dynasty's shrewdest enemies had been an error of judgement. In 1034 Ālītigin allied with the rebellious Hārūn b. Altuntash against Mas'ud; Hārūn was to attack Merv and Ālītigin was to march from Samargand, take Tirmidh and ravage Chaghāniyān. Ālītigin's sons
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put the plan into effect after his death. A fierce but unsuccessful siege of Tirmidh followed and the Ghaznavid governor of Chaghāniyān, Abū'īl-Qāsim, was temporarily expelled, but Hārūn's murder caused a suspension of hostilities. 39

A further cause of unrest here were the Kumējīs or Kumījīs, who dwelt in the Buttamān Wts. at the heads of the valleys running down through Chaghāniyān and Khuttal. It was probably Alītīgin who in 1034 stirred up the Kumējīs against the Ghaznavids, when they raided Khuttal, and in 1038 Būritīgin collected a force of 3000 from among them and devastated Khuttal and Wakhsh. Contemporary sources usually call the Kumējīs "Turks", but they were almost certainly the remnants of some earlier Central Asian people like the Ephthalites or, more probably, the Sakae, since Ptolemy mentions a Saka tribe of Kōmēdoi. 40 Alītīgin also stirred up the Turkmens, and as early as 1034 their raiders penetrated to Tirmidh, Quvādiyān and Tūkhāristān. After Dandāṅqān, the Seljuqs were able to besiege Balkh for a while. The raiders were attracted into the upper Oxus valleys by the rich pastures there, where their own beasts could forage and where local livestock could be driven away. 41 There was a danger of raids from this quarter reaching the very heart of the empire, for the routes from Tūkhāristān through Baghlān, Bāmiyān and across the Ghurband to the Kabul valley and Ghazna were not difficult. Whether the Turkmens could have held these regions permanently, however, is another matter; the subsequent course of Ghaznavid-Seljuq relations suggests that they could not have held them.
Mas'ūd deliberately deprived himself of a rich fund of wisdom and counsel by repudiating many of his father's experienced officials and commanders. Instead, he surrounded himself with his own partisans, some of whom, like the Čāriq Abū Sahl Zauzanī, had long supported Mas'ūd whilst his father was still alive, others of whom attached themselves to Mas'ūd when his brother's Sultanate collapsed. In Baihaqī these are often called the Mas'ūdiyan or Nau-khwāstagan, "parvenus", and contrasted with their rivals, the Mahmūdiyan or Pidariyan; the division between the two groups emerges very clearly from his pages.

Once established on the throne, Mas'ūd began systematically to get rid of all those who had opposed or slighted him during his father's lifetime: those who had, so he thought, persuaded Mahmūd to deprive him of the succession, and those who had been prominent in setting up Muḥammad as Sultan. Shabānḵāra'I describes succinctly
the ascendancy of the Mas'udiymân which now began:

"When Sultan Mas'ud had been in Herat for a while, a youthful group who knew nothing about the real management of affairs (ghaur-i kārkhā) and a gang of malevolent ones rose to power. Wherever there was some official or person who had been esteemed by Sultan Maqmud, they were unable to tolerate this state of affairs continuing, and succeeded in the end in either jailing them all or driving them away from the court" 42

Only one man, Ħasanak, was forthwith executed on a trumped-up charge of religious heresy (see above, Part III, 348-50 ). The assassination of the Khwārizmshāh Altuntash was attempted, but failed. (see above, 465-6, and below, 472-3 ). Several others were removed from their positions and jailed, and the early deaths of some of them shows that their captivity was by no means pleasant. 43

More than anyone else, Ħasanak had incurred Mas'ud's hatred for the contemptuous way with which he had treated him as prince: he had accused him of squandering the wealth of Herat and Balkh when he was governor of Herat, and had set Mushrifs over him. 44

During Muḥammad's Sultanate, Ħasanak had no longer kept the Vizierate, but had kept considerable influence in administrative affairs.

On the military side, the chief agent in setting up Muḥammad had been the Chief Ḥājib ʿAlī b. Il Arslan, called Qarīb or Khwīshāvand from his kin relationship to Sultan Maḥmūd. When the latter had died, ʿAlī Qarīb had secured an ascendancy in civil as well as military affairs at Ghazna: "In this last period, all the Sultan's [sc. Muḥammad's] affairs were dealt with by him and he became a universal influence (nā'ib-i kull), so that Viziers, secretaries and deputy
officials were all under his direction". 45 ČAli Qarīb was on bad terms with Ḥasanak, and soon decided to betray Muḥammad and to bring over the army to his brother's side. But this switch did not save him, and shortly afterwards he was arrested, deprived of his ghulāms and his wealth and jailed; MasCūd assumed that one act of treachery might well be followed by another. 46

MasCūd's uncle ČAqūd ad-Daula Yūsuf b. Sebūktigin had during the latter years of his brother's reign been military governor of Khurasan. When Maqmud had died, he had joined ČAli Qarīb in proclaiming Muḥammad Sultan, but had later deserted to MasCūd. On his accession, MasCūd made much of his uncle and appointed him commander of a punitive expedition to Quṣḍār, with further instructions to intervene, if necessary, in the adjacent territory of Makrān. But he also charged Yūsuf's officers to watch over their master, and his chief deputy and favourite was secretly made a Mushrif over him "so that he might count Yūsuf's very breaths". MasCūd not only mistrusted his uncle for his former support of Muḥammad, but had also a grudge against him over a projected marriage with one of Yūsuf's daughters which had never materialised. The mission to Quṣḍār was largely a ruse to get him away from the centre of power; when in 1031 Yūsuf returned, he was arrested and jailed, dying in captivity a year later. 47

These people had been directly involved in Muḥammad's Sultanate, but MasCūd's suspicious nature led him to plot the fall of men who had had no part in this and who had even promoted his own interests. In 1031 two of his father's Turkish generals, Eryaruq, Commander-in-
—chief of the army in India, and Asīghtigin Ghāzī, who had succeeded Arslan Jādhib as commander in Khurasan, were arrested and imprisoned, the latter dying in jail three years later. It was not even that they were clearly of the Mahmūdiyān and ipso facto suspect to the new Sultan; it was the Mahmūdiyān old guard, objecting to the two generals' arrogance and disrespect, which largely engineered their fall. Eryaruq had been tempted by the resources to hand in India and had been suspected of disloyalty in Maḥmūd's reign, for he had refused to return from India when ordered to by the Sultan. But Asīghtigin had several claims on Masūd's gratitude. As commander of the army in Khurasan, he had declared for Masūd on his father's death and had brought over the people of Nishapur and the army to his side. He had then become so high in the Sultan's favour that Masūd had reportedly loved him "just like one of my own brothers". Nevertheless, relates Baihaqī, the intrigues of the Mahmūdiyān, resenting Asīghtigin's comparative youth and his overbearingness towards them, accorded with the Sultan's fears of this over-mighty subject. Both Eryaruq and Asīghtigin had large retinues of their own ghulāms and could wield substantial military power, and this determined the Sultan's decision to overthrow them.

Masūd was emboldened by these successes to move against the Khwārizmshāh Altuntash, most powerful and experienced of the provincial governors, and one who had become — for the geographical and political reasons explained above — virtually independent. On Maḥmūd's death Altuntash had behaved with circumspection. Both
claimants regarded him as a figure embodying impartiality and reasonableness. MasCūd appealed to him for military aid, and Altuntash's advice was one of the factors which persuaded the leaders in Ghazna to go over to MasCūd. He came to attend Sultan MasCūd at Herat and addressed him on the need to cherish old and experienced counsellors. But despite the Sultan's welcome of him as "excellent commander, uncle", Altuntash's fears were aroused by the fall of ʿAlī Qarīb and by the insinuations of evil-wishers in the Sultan's entourage, and he hurried back to Khwarizm on the plea that the thaghr there against the Qipchaq and other Turkmens could not be neglected. MasCūd was forced to hide his suspicions about the "wolf's offspring", as Altuntash's calumniators were calling him, and to blandish him, for his skill and advice in renewing the alliance with Qadīr Khan Yūsuf against ʿAlītīgin were necessary. Altuntash himself was never taken in by this outward show of friendliness and never returned to the Sultan's court. He was apprised of the Sultan's attempt to have him assassinated and struck first against the traitors involved. It was feared after this that Altuntash would be driven into an open declaration of independence and an alliance with ʿAlītīgin, but he did in fact remain loyal to the Ghaznavids and shortly afterwards died fighting for them. The full effects of the episode were not seen till Altuntash's two sons succeeded him in Khwārizm (see above, 466-7).

Although MasCūd freed ʿAbd al-Ḥasan Maimandi and restored him to his old office of Vizier, thereby being able to draw on Maimandi's
counsel for the remaining three years of Maimandi's life, the removal of many other able and experienced servants deprived the Sultan of their services at a time when the empire was facing many serious problems. The Māsūdiyān who rose to favour were often sycophantic and encouraged their master in dubious courses. Fortunately, an element of continuity and wisdom remained at the core of the bureaucracy in men like Abū Naṣr-i Mishkān and the Viziers Maimandi and Ḥamd b. ʿAbd as-Ṣamad. Beyond the inner circle of officials and advisers, the fiction was always preserved that these plottings and dismissals were never the work of the Sultan himself but always of his "evil counsellors"; but since the Sultan's word was law, the ultimate responsibility was clearly his. The resultant atmosphere of intrigue and insecurity affected the confidence of those officials and generals who had survived from Maḥmūd's reign, so that the Sultan's istibdād and inferiority to his father in judgement became axiomatic to them. The fall of their masters seems also to have affected the subsequent behaviour of the ghulāms. These retainers were normally re-distributed among the Sultan, his family and his generals (see Part II, 235-6), but ghulāms formerly belonging to the Amīr Yūsuf b. Sebūktigin, to ʿAlī Qarīb, to Eryaruq and to Asfīghtigin Ghāzī are specifically mentioned as being amongst those who deserted to the Seljuqs in Khurasan at an early date.
The struggle in Khurasan with the Turkmens: political, military and strategic considerations

The Seljuqs and their Turkmen followers filled up the steppes adjoining northern Khurasan vacated by the "CĪrāqī" Turkmens, but it was events in Transoxania and Khwarizm which stimulated their movement southwards. They had remained on their pastures near Bukhārā in the employment of Ālītigin, who had attached them to himself "by promises and by subsidies" and who used them as military auxiliaries. The Malik-nāma (in Ibn al-Athīr and Mīr-khwānd) mentions that discords arose between Ālītigin and the Seljuqs after 1029 and eventually caused the movement of the Turkmens from the Bukhārā district. The death in 1034 of Ālītigin and the devolution of power to his two young and inexperienced sons and to their mentor the general Qānūsh or Tūnush undoubtedly meant the end of the connection. At Hārūn b. Altuntash's invitation,
they moved into Khwarizm, but in 1035 Sultan Mas'ud procured Harun's murder, Khwarizm became disturbed and the Seljuqs' old enemy, Shâh Malik of Jand, gained control of much of Khwarizm. The Seljuqs were of necessity driven southwards into Khurasan. It would be unfair to ascribe this combination of events to Mas'ud's poor diplomacy, but his treatment of Altuntash's sons in Khwarizm lost him that province and created favourable conditions for the expansion of the Seljuqs.

The Sultan was absent in Gurgan during the winter and spring of 1034-5 when in 1035 Shâh Malik drove the Turkmens out of Khwarizm. Ten thousand of the Seljüqiyan and Inâliyan crossed the Oxus and made for Merv. Their leaders' intentions were not at this time openly bellicose. The governor of Khurasan, Suri, received a very humble letter from "the slaves the Yabghu, Tughril and Dâ'ud, Mawâli of the Commander of the Faithful", mentioning the tribulations which they had endured beyond the Oxus and throwing themselves on the Sultan's protection. They sought the grant of Farawa and Nasâ, promising to guard from there against any further incursions from the steppes and to send a hostage from among their leaders to the court at Ghazna.

The Sultan's civilian advisers suggested a pacific answer, at least until the Seljuqs had openly shown their bad faith - the Turkmens had specifically asked for the intercession of the Vizier Aḥmad b. ʿAbd aṣ-Ṣamad, with whom they had had previous dealings in Khwarizm - but the Sultan and his generals were bent on destroying
the Seljuqs at the earliest possible moment. The account in the Malik-nāma, which however puts the most favourable construction on the Seljuqs' actions, confirms Baihaqī that the Seljuqs had hoped to secure a foothold in Khurasan by peaceful infiltration, but had their proposals rejected by the Sultan: "When this news reached the leaders, they despaired of making a peaceful settlement with Mas'ūd or of entering his service as auxiliaries. They sent their dependents and wives back to a safe place, started a policy of spoliation against the local people and became busy preparing for warfare". 58

A Ghaznavid punitive expedition led by the general Begtughdī was heavily defeated on the road to Nasā in 1035. 59 So immense a haul of booty and military equipment fell into the nomads' hands that they were amazed at their own victory. The belief in Ghaznavid invincibility, in the inability of lightly-armed bands to defeat a trained, professional army, was still fixed in their minds. They ascribed their victory to God's Will and to their opponents' poor tactics rather than to their own ability: "We were poor, now we have become rich, but Sultan Mas'ūd is a great king and there is none other like him in Islam. If this has happened to his army on account of bad management and poor leadership, he has many [other] generals and armies, and we must not become over-confident by what has taken place". The Sultan had no option but to grant the Seljuqs Nasā, Farāwa and Dehistān; the pill of reality was only superficially sweetened by the submissive language which the leaders used
towards Māsûd. The Yabghu, Tughrīl and Chaghṛf were given patents for these three places. They also received the insignia and dress of governors, a standard, a two-pointed hat, sewn garments in the Persian style, horses and bridles for them, a golden belt in the Turkish style and thirty pieces of uncut cloth, and were to be addressed as dihqāns. It is interesting to note that each one of the three leaders sent his own envoy for the negotiations and was to provide a hostage from his own circle; the Seljuq leaders did not regard themselves as a united body. 60

The Sultan attempted to divide the Seljuq leaders, in particular, by detaching Mūsā Yabghu, who now appears with the additional title of İnānj (İnānj) Beg, from his nephews Tughrīl and Chaghṛf. 61 Marriage alliances were proposed in an effort to secure some influence over the Seljuqs: a daughter of the Āmīād of Khurasan, Sūrī, for Mūsā Yabghu, a daughter of the Ghaznavid amīr Ābdūs for Tughrīl and another free-born wife for Chaghṛf. But only Mūsā Yabghu accepted Māsûd's presents and was inclined to accept the proffered alliance, for the Seljuqs had by now become suspicious of the Sultan's good faith. 62

Their deference towards the Sultan was wearing thin. Emboldened by their successes, they made fresh demands on him in the autumn of 1036. They had found the pastures allotted to them on the desert fringes inadequate and now asked for a grant of Merv, Abīward and Sarakhs. Administration was to remain in the hands of the Sultan's existing officials, the Şahīb-Dīwān, the qādīs and the Şahīb-Barīds,
but the revenues were to be handed over to the Seljuqs. In return, the Turkmens were to be formally recognised as auxiliaries and promised to serve wherever the Sultan wished. It was impossible for the Sultan thus to hand over these important commercial and strategic centres. The continued possession of Merv enabled some watch to be kept on the approaches to Khwārizm and Transoxania, where Ismā'īl Khāndān b. Altuntash and the sons of ʿAlītigin constituted hostile elements. Moreover, these bases would bring the nomads within easy distance of the heart of Khurāsan and the great cities of Nishapur, Tūs and Herat.

The last piece of evidence we have for the over-estimation of Ghaznavid power by the Turkmens comes from the autumn of 1039 when they were actually in possession of Nishapur and on the brink of gaining the whole province of Khurāsan. The three leaders met for a conference at Sarakhs, Tughrīl coming from Nishapur and Mūsā Yabghu from Merv, and were accompanied by a concentration of tribesmen estimated by Ghaznavid spies at 20,000. A difference of opinion arose. Tughrīl and the Ināliyān suggested moving on to western Persia and the Byzantine marches, as the "Cīraqī" Turkmens had done, for there was no opposing power there comparable with Masqūd's, but only a series of local Dailamī and Kurdish rulers. Chaghīrī conceded the Sultan's superior resources in wealth and manpower, but pointed out their own advantages in superior mobility; hence, he said, they should stay in Khurāsan. The Seljuq leader had put his finger on a crucial point here: when the Ghaznavid armies were defeated,
the attendant losses of material were disastrous, whereas the Oghuz did not usually take their baggage into battle with them, and if defeated, could merely withdraw to the desert where they had left their belongings (see further, below, 484 ff.).

The episode raises the question of leadership among the Seljuq family. Since the Malik-nāma was probably written for Alp Arslan, we would expect it to be favourable towards his father Chaghrit, and this is generally so. According to the Malik-nāma, ČAltītigin eventually turned against the Seljuqs (see above, 475 ) and tried to detach Yusuf b. Mūsā b. Seljuq from the other leaders; it was Chaghri who restrained his brother Tughrīl from action against Yusuf, pointing out to him that to split the family was just what ČAltītigin wanted. According to Baihaqī, whom we would expect to be impartial here, the decision of 1039 to stay in Khurasan was Chaghri's, against the views of Tughrīl and Mūsā Yabghu; on the other hand, Cahen has concluded that he was a somewhat colourless and politically passive individual as compared with his brother Tughrīl. The Malik-nāma cites other instances of Chaghri's percipience and magnanimity: that he restrained the Turkmens from pursuing the fleeing Ghaznavids after Dandānqān lest the Seljuq forces be dispersed, and that he released a thousand of the Ghaznavid officers and notables captured in battle, providing them each with a horse, clothing and provisions for a safe return to their own land.

The sources differ on the topic of the plundering of Nishapur when the Seljuqs first occupied it in 1038–9. According to Baihaqī, Tughrīl gave special orders to Chaghri and Ibrāhīm Ināl that they
should not oppress the local people. In the source or sources drawn on by ʿImād ad-Dīn, Ibn ʿal-Athīr and Barhebraeus, Tughrūl forbids Chaghrī to plunder the city, threatening to kill himself if his brother does so, for he has promised the Caliph's envoy that Nishapur and the Muslims there would be spared. The problem of holding back barbarian Türkmen when it was their natural instinct to despoil everything within reach was an acute one for the Seljuq leaders, who did not want totally to alienate the local populations; it was only really soluble by deflecting them westwards to the borders of Byzantium. 67 However, the Malik-nāma records that Chaghrī had assured the acyān of Merv, after the city had peaceably opened its gates to the Seljuqs, that there would be no pillage and that measures for the restoration of the devastated surrounding countryside would be taken. 68 Sultan Masʿūd seems to have regarded Mūsā ʿAbghu as nominal head of the Seljuqs, as indeed his title implied among the Oghuz. Diplomatic contacts were made through him: in 429/1037–8 he took an oath binding himself to restrain the destructive proclivities of his followers and tribe (qaum u qabīla), and it was to him that Masʿūd sent the severed heads of Türkmen whom he slew for violating the agreement. 69 But in practice, Tughrūl and Chaghrī seem to have been the directing brains behind the Türkmen's movements, in so far as there was any central direction at all.

In the campaigns across northern Khurasan and the Qara Qum desert, the advantages were at first sight all on one side. The Sultan had a numerous, experienced and well-armed body of professional soldiers
who had been trained and tempered in the many battles of himself and his father. The Turkmen bands were not numerous; probably there was no overwhelming superiority on either side. The traditional skill of steppe peoples with the bow and arrow made the Turkmens fearsome in this respect, but their swords and other cutting weapons were of poor quality. For protective clothing, the nomads had usually only light jackets of skin and leather, although when Tughrīl entered Nishapur in 1038, a large proportion of his 3000 cavalymen had cuirasses (zirīhs). This must have been exceptional, and the Turkmens may have acquired them in the booty left on battlefields by defeated Ghaznavid armies.

The Turkmens were often in a miserable state, affected by the drought and famine conditions in northern Khurasan and by the buffettings they received from the rulers of surrounding lands. Baihaqī describes the wretched condition of the Seljūqīyān and Ināliyān after their defeat on the borders of Khwarizm in 1034; the fugitives from this lost their wives, children, baggage, beasts and all. The group of 200 horsemen with which Ibrāhīm Ināl entered Nishapur in 1038 is described as being very ragged and battered in appearance. From evidence such as this we can detect some economic motive in the Turkmens' incursions, the search for easier conditions of life and for better pastures. In the history of nomadic incursions from Central Asia, there was always a clearly-discernible rhythm of intensity in pressure on the settled margins. The winter pastures of the nomads tended to be in better-favoured spots like the shores of the Oxus, Syr Darya, Zarafshān, Chu or Issiq-Gūl, where conditions were
slightly less harsh than in the deep steppe. Altuntash had allowed
the Seljuqs and their herds to spend the winters on the borders of
Khwārizm, and according to Narshakhī, it was in winter that the ghāzīs
of Bukhārā went to man the ribāts of Paikand against the hungry pagans.

That the Turkmens had only limited political horizons when first
they attacked Khurasan seems certain; only the total collapse of
Ghaznavid arms there in 1040 and the defection of the Khurasanian
cities from their old allegiance brought into the minds of leaders
like Tughrīl and Chaghri the possibility of establishing political
dominion over the region. In the two decades before Dandānqān, the
Turkmens were motivated primarily by economic considerations, the
need to find additional pasture for their existing flocks and the
desire to add to their wealth by increasing their flocks. They used
the technique of sending small raiding bands deep into Ghaznavid
territory which rounded up and drove off the flocks of the local
population. Thus at the beginning of 1034 the regions of Tirmidh
and Cubādiyān were raided and the beasts there driven off, and in
the following winter Fārāb and Zīrgān in the Sīstān and Bust area
were similarly stripped of their herds. As early as the summer of
1033 the far-sighted Abū Naṣr-i Mishkān sold off the 10,000 sheep
which he had in Gūzgān, fearing — rightly, as events showed — that
the nomads would get them if they were left there. These swiftly-
executed raids had an importance beyond their purely material con-
sequences; they created within the Ghaznavid dominions an atmosphere
of fear and of uncertainty as to where the next blow would fall, and
so a certain air of defeatism was current among the civilian elements of the bureaucracy.

The mobility and lightness of the Turkmen bands was their chief asset. Up to modern times, the nomads of the Eurasian steppes have had advantages over the professional armies of the civilised, settled powers. These latter have rarely been able to use in pitched battles their superior fire-power and knowledge of tactics. The raiders have snatched up their plunder and retreated back into the steppes before an engagement could be made; and pursuit of them has had little point, for the nomad has no possessions worth capturing. Slaves have been the only really valuable commodity which counter-attacks have brought back. A Chinese chronicler in 617 complained of his country's forces' disadvantages as compared with the Tiu-kiu:

"The Turks' superiority lies in their cavalrymen and archers. When they find themselves in an advantageous position, they charge forwards furiously; but if they spot any danger, they flee like the wind and disappear like lightning, without keeping any order. The bow and arrow are their teeth and claws, and the breastplate and helmet their normal dress. When on the move, their troops do not keep in any order; nor do they encamp in any fixed place, but anywhere they can find pasture and water. Mutton and horsemeat form their army's diet. If they are victorious, they halt and plunder the enemy's belongings; but if they are defeated, they flee unashamedly. They never bother to mount guards at night or to take any precautions during the day; they never waste their resources on constructing fortifications or procuring provisions and food. But when the Chinese troops set off on a campaign, they set about it quite differently. If they have a battle with the Turks, it is rare that they [sc. the Chinese] are victorious".
A raiding-party on the move was self-sufficient, provided that pasture could be found. Concentrated supplies from dried milk and dried meat were carried, and mares' milk was drunk in the form of qumīs. For long-distance expeditions, herds were driven along with the party. After receiving news of the Utrār massacre, Chinggis fitted out an army for Transoxania, and made plans for a three-months' journey thither. Every ten cavalrymen were allotted three tughilf sheep, which were to be killed and their mutton dried, a cauldron and a skin for water, and this was to be supplemented from the herds of mares they were to drive before them.

These considerations were valid for the Turkmen invasions of Khurasan. The more mobile and frugal nomads wore down in the end the Ghaznavid armies, despite the facts that the latter were led by Turkish professional soldiers and that they had also behind them the accumulated experience of the Iranian military tradition. One of MasCūd's courtiers said that "the steppe is father and mother to them, just as towns are to us", and Abū Naṣr-i Mishkān said,

"We have to encamp with our army in any rocky place or area of scrubby undergrowth we can find, whereas this crowd [sc. the Turkmen] merely encamp on tillage and green vegetation and the most suitable spots. They can find the cold and flowing waters, whereas we have to drink from waterholes and cannot find cold and flowing waters. Their camels can forage freely on herbage and find pasture over a wide distance, whereas we have to keep our camels in the encampment, tethered outside our tents, for they cannot be left to pasture outside the camp. That is the reason why they have no heavy baggage, so that they can come and go, whereas we have heavy baggage, and the need to look after it keeps
Since the Turkmens travelled light and since each rider could operate as a self-sufficient fighting unit for quite a long period, they could afford to leave their baggage as much as thirty farsakhs from the main body. The Seljuqs realised this advantage. Baihaqi reports that Chaghri himself attributed the defeat in 1038 of the Ghaznavid generals Begtughdr and Sūbashī to their being encumbered by their baggage and supply train. Although in 1039 the Sultan sent back to Ghazna for equipment suitable for steppe warfare (Elat-i jang-i biyābān) and was then able to set off westwards from Herat with this lighter equipment, the Ghaznavid armies remained in this respect handicapped compared with the Turkmens.

Clearly, the Ghaznavid armies were hampered by their inferior mobility and their dependence on fixed bases where provisions, fodder and other war material was concentrated. They functioned essentially from the towns of Khurasan and from the strong points, each under a kūtwāl or castellan appointed directly by the Sultan, where supplies were kept and valuables stored in times of danger.

But the nomads deployed their raiding parties through the countryside and against the outlying agricultural villages of the oases. They did not waste time trying to reduce strong points or towns, a process for which they were ill-equipped both militarily and psychologically. Instead, they by-passed them and devastated the surrounding agricultural areas, thereby starving out the urban centres and fortresses. Furthermore, they interrupted and cut off the caravan traffic upon which the commercial economy of Khurasan depended to an appreciable
extent. It was only towards the end of the fourth decade of the 11th century that the Turkmens got possession of great cities like Tus, Nishapur and Merv, and then it was by peaceful surrender rather than by conquest.

The Ghaznavid armies were led by Turkish ghulâm generals, such as Begtughdî and Sūbashî, until in 1038 the Sultan turned from his Indian concerns and took the field personally. It was the Turkmens' policy to avoid a pitched battle, for they realised that their advantage lay in hit-and-run tactics. They were reported to have said in their deliberations,

"It is unwise to seek a pitched battle (maṣāff) with this sovereign. Let us keep to our own way [of fighting] and not be burdened with baggage and impedimenta. In this way we will gain the preponderance. We will not disperse, unless some difficulty arises, so let him [sc. MasCūd] go backwards or go forwards, just as he wishes (?). Winter has passed and summer has begun; we are steppe-dwellers and are well able to endure extremes of heat and cold, whereas he and his army cannot, and after suffering this distress for a while, will have to turn back". 82

When the nomads could be cornered and forced into a pitched battle, the superior weapons and training of the Ghaznavid soldiers often told in their favour. But these advantages were often negatived by such human factors as divided command and ill-advised interference from afar by the Sultan, resulting in confused directions to the soldiers. The pitched battle on the road to Nasā in 1035 went first in Begtughdî's favour but later turned into a defeat. There had been an excessive number of voices in the command and a confusion of orders had followed; one commander had turned his men back for water,
and this had been interpreted as flight and had led to a final, successful onslaught by the enemy. The general Sūbashī (Sūbashī seems here to be a personal name and not a military office) was next placed in command of the army of Khurasan. He remained there for three years, during which the Seljuqs "were dodging him like a fox" (yurāwighūnahū murawaghat ath-thaʾlab). Sūbashī's supposed dilatoriness led to allegations at court that he was spending his time in Khurasan drinking and womanising and that he was either a coward or else secretly in league with the Seljuqs. Eventually, the Sultan gave him a specific order to engage the enemy, although this was against Sūbashī's better judgement. He was in fact defeated near Sarakhs in 1038, and as a result, Tūs, Nishapur and much of Khurasan were temporarily lost and Herat threatened. In a later apologia before the Sultan at Ghazna, Sūbashī is reported by al-Ḥusainī to have said that he had been given an impossible task: "How can a physician restore an old man to his youth, or how can a traveller turn the mirage into water?". There is also the testimony of Baihaqī, that Sūbashī had been a very skilful tactician in Khurasan, so much so that the Turkmens had named him "the magician" (jādū). But to the Sultan, it was always his servants who were at fault and never himself.

Apart from the elusiveness of the Turkmens, the most notable factor in the failure of the Ghaznavid armies was their having to operate in a land racked by famine. Much of the fighting was done on the northern fringes of Khurasan, where the cultivation grew sparser and the desert steppes of the Qara Qum began and where the
limited amounts of forage and water available were inadequate to supply a large army. The provisioning of the large Ghaznavid armies, with their baggage trains, strings of elephants and camp followings as well as their fighting men, presented terrible problems for the Sultan and his advisers. In part because of supply difficulties, it was not usual for professional Muslim armies to remain in the field for years on end, but by 1040 many Ghaznavid soldiers had been continuously on active service with Sūbashr and Masʿūd for three years. The Turkmens regarded Khurasan as a foreign land and had no concern for its economy and its agriculture; they plundered indiscriminately and were quite prepared to let their flocks eat their way steadily across the agricultural oases. But to the Sultan, Khurasan was one of the richest jewels in his crown, and his armies could not afford to live off the land and denude it of wealth and supplies beyond a certain point.

The damage from the Turkmens' depredations was a factor in the increasing savageness of the warfare between the two sides. On seeing the ravages done early in Masʿūd's reign by the "Cīrāqī" Turkmens, the general Tash Farrāsh put to death over fifty of their leaders, including Yaghmur; their sons naturally treated subsequent struggles as wars of revenge. In 1035 the Sultan ordered that Turkmen prisoners should be trampled to death in the army camp by the elephants, in the hope that this would be a warning to the rest. Only towards the end of the decade, when the struggle for Khurasan became a life-and-death one for the Ghaznavids, did the Sultan's starving armies
throw off restraint and vie with the Turkmens in despoiling the province in the search for supplies. The rival forces rode and marched over the face of Khurasan, whose inhabitants were faced with the normal burden of taxation and food requisitions by the Sultan's armies on the one hand, and with the devastations of the nomads and their flocks on the other. Long-term planning, a necessity for highly organised agricultural and commercial communities, became impossible, food production declined, the value of land dropped catastrophically (see below, 502-5) and famine inevitably followed.

The strategy of the Ghaznavid commanders became increasingly dictated by considerations of food and water supply. As early as the winter of 1034-5, the army at its Nishapur base was suffering from the cold and from lack of provisions, and it was in part this which prompted Mas'ud's decision to move westwards to Dehistān, where he had heard that ten mans of wheat or fifteen mans of barley could be had for a dirham. The towns of northern Khurasan suffered especially badly. Sarakhs, once prosperous and populous, was ravaged and waterless when the exhausted army of the Sultan reached there in the summer of 1039. There was much skirmishing with the Turkmens over the possession of waterholes on the edges of the almost waterless Qara Qum. The army commanders protested at this time that their soldiers were discontented and too weak from lack of food and water to fight properly, and they blamed the Cariq for his inadequate budgeting for the supplies required. Shortly before this, it had also been alleged that Sūbashī had been cornering wheat and selling
it in the army bazaar at inflated prices. 89

Nishapur was re-occupied by the Sultan and his army at the end of 1039. Famine was raging in the city itself and in the surrounding rūstāq, with a man of bread fetching sixteen dirhams and with much mortality from starvation. Masʿūd was forced to send camels 250 miles westwards to Dāmghān in Qūmis to fetch back food for the army. The following spring, the army was in the Ṭūs area, where bread and barley were quite unobtainable. The whole region had been denuded of crops and food. The governor of Khurasan, Sūrī, whose normal task it was to see that dumps of supplies were kept at various points for the use of the army, had so devastated and burnt the region that the local people and their beasts were dying of hunger. The army, now almost rebellious from lack of food, went on again to Sarakhs, but "the town was ruined and waterless, with not a blade of corn there. All the people had fled, and the plain and the mountain were just as if they had been scorched, being without a scrap of grass". 91 Consequently, this army, of which it had been said when first it was fitted out, "if it had been hurled against the pillar of Fate, that pillar would have collapsed, or if the succession of Time had been affrighted by its soldiers, it would have fled", was in a sorry state for fighting at Dandāngān. On the journey across the desert from Sarakhs to Merv, the drought conditions were exceptional. Large watercourses were totally dry and no surface water was seen on the whole journey; after three days' march the army had to dig to find water. The army's mounts suffered worst of all,
especially the horses; the state of the one-horse troopers was parlous and the palace ghulams were reduced to fighting on camels. There were quarrels over the distribution of water from the meagre desert holes, inadequate even for the Sultan and his personal entourage, and this brawling contributed to the army's demoralisation. For their part, the Seljuqs were aware of these difficulties amongst their opponents and aggravated them by blocking up wells.
Chapter Six

Baihaqī's account of the first Seljuq occupation of Nishapur 1038-1039

The Seljuqs first appeared at Nishapur in Sha'ban 429/May 1038, and we have a detailed account of this, sent to the Sultan at Ghazna in the form of a despatch from his local intelligence officer. This is in Baihaqī, 550-4:

"A letter arrived from Abū'l-Muṣaffar Jumaḥī, the Šāhib-Barīd of Nishapur. He wrote that he was writing it in concealment and that it was only after much scheming that he had been able to despatch this messenger [the letter arrived between two and three months after the events described in it]. He explained that after the news arrived of Ģubashī's defeat, and twelve days after that event, Ibrāhīm Yūnāl had appeared on the outskirts of Nishapur with 200 men. He sent an envoy with a message which said, 'I am the advance guard for Tughril, Dāʾūd and Bīghū. If you want war, I will go back and make [your choice] known; but if you do not want war, let me come into the city and have the khuṭba performed [in their name]. For there is a large army following behind me'. They escorted the envoy into the city. A great clamour broke
out there, and all the acyān flocked to the house of the Qādī Sācid 94 and said to him, 'You are our Imām and leader; what do you think about this message which has just arrived?' He replied, 'What do you yourselves think about it, and what course of action do you contemplate?' They said, 'You are quite well aware of this city's position and its lack of fortification; indeed, it is just like a grain of sand in the eye (?). Its people have no arms, and they [sc. the Seljuqs] defeated a powerful army like the one which the Ḥājib Sūbāshī had. What power can we dispose of? This is our view'.

The Qādī Sācid said, 'You have reasoned very well. Organising warfare is not the business of subjects (raṣāiyat). You have a ruler, Amīr Masūd, who has adequate forces. If this province means anything to him at all, he must necessarily send someone and secure his rule here. But as for the present, a great conflagration has flared up and a horde eager to set their hands to bloodshed and pillage has appeared: there is no course open except submission'.

The Imām Muwaffaq, who was the Ṣāhib-Ḥadīthān 95 , and all the acyān agreed that 'there is no other reasonable course but this. If we do anything else, the city will be violently sacked. The Sultan is far away from us. We can justify our conduct to him later, and he will accept our explanation'.

The Qādī said, 'When the Ilig's forces under Sūbāshītgin came from Bukhārā, the men of Balkh resisted them until they set about massacring and plundering, but the men of Nishapur did the exactly what they are doing just now [sc. submitted]. When Amīr Maḥmūd, God's mercy be upon him, returned to Ghazna from Multan, he spent some time there putting affairs in order and then set out for Khurāsan. When he reached Balkh, he saw that the Bāzār-i Čāshiqān, which had been constructed under his orders, had been burnt down, and he castigated the people of Balkh, saying, 'What have subjects to do with war? It was natural that your town should be destroyed and that they should burn the property belonging to me [sc. the
market] which used to bring in such revenues. You should have been required to pay an indemnity for the losses, but we have pardoned you; [only] take care it does not happen again. If any ruler proves himself the stronger [at a given moment] and demands taxes from you and protects you, you must hand over the taxes and thus save yourselves. Why do you not consider the example of the men of Nishapur and of other cities, who submitted? They acted quite rightly in doing that, so that no plundering took place. Why do you not consider other cities, from whom no further taxes were demanded, since they had already been accounted for [by the previous masters]?” They replied, "We are very sorry and will not pursue such erroneous courses in future". The problem today is exactly the same as it was then'. They all agreed that it was indeed exactly the same.

Then they summoned Ibrāhīm's envoy and gave him the reply, 'We are subjects, and have a lord; subjects do not fight. Your commanders should come, as the town is open before them. If the province is of any concern to the Sultan, he will come after it or else send someone. However, you must know that the people have become apprehensive of you because of what has happened in the past, so that with regard to this policy which you have pursued in other places of plundering, massacring, killing and execution, you must adopt another course; for beyond this world lies another one, and like yourselves, Nishapur has seen much. The people of this region have the weapon of prayer in dawn vigils, and if our Sultan is far away, the Lord, He is exalted and magnified, and His servant the Angel of Death are near'.

The envoy went back. When Ibrāhīm Yinal had perused the reply, he moved to a position one farsakh away from the city and sent an envoy back again with a message saying, 'You have appraised the situation sensibly and have spoken very wisely. I have written this instant to our leader Tughril and acquainted him of the position, so that he may rally Dā'ūd and Bīghū, who are at Sarakhs and Merv, and all the other numerous great men who are in other
places; and then Īughril himself, who is a just ruler, will come here with his retinue. Do not be downcast, for the plundering and unlawful behaviour which has taken place up to now happened inevitably because of the rabble who were at that time carrying on warfare. Today things are different; effective power (or, the province, wilāyat) has passed to us; there is no need for anyone to become agitated. Tomorrow I shall come to the city and install myself in the Khurramak Garden, so that [all these things] may be made known'.

When the acyān of Nishapur heard these words, their peace of mind was restored, and a herald went round the markets and explained the situation so that the general public might be reassured. They laid out furnishings and carpets in the Khurramak Garden and prepared food and got ready to go out and meet [him]. The Sālār of Būzgān 96, Abū'l-Qāsim, a most capable and intelligent man, who had in the past been beaten and ill-treated by Sūrī, threw himself whole-heartedly into preparing the Turkmens' reception. The Ṣāḥib-Ḥadīthān the Imam Muwaffaq and the other acyān of the city collected together and went out to meet Ibrāhīm Yīnāl, with the exception of the Qāṭī Śācid and Sayyid Zaid, Naqīb of the Ālids,97 who did not go.

Half-a-farsakh from the city, Ibrāhīm appeared with two or three hundred horsemen, a banner, two beasts of burden, and with the whole group having a generally ragged and battered aspect. When the reception committee came up to him, [they saw that] he had a splendid horse; he had a pleasing face and manner of speaking which encouraged everyone. He rode on. An enormous crowd of people had turned out to watch; older men, who had only seen Maḥmūd's and MasŪd's [well-turne out] forces, were secretly weeping, although outwardly smiling at that procession and concourse. Ibrāhīm dismounted at the Khurramak Garden and they brought him large quantities of the food and refreshment which they had prepared for him. Each day people came to greet him. On Friday,
Ibrāhīm went to the Congregational Mosque, being by now more smartly arrayed. The Sālār of Būzgān had brought three or four thousand of the armed men under his command, and had made an agreement (mūkātabat) with this group [sc. the Turkmens]; thus as a result of Sūrī’s tyranny they became friends with each other, for the loss of Khurasan was really to be laid at Sūrī’s door. (?). They had argued at great length with Ismā‘īl Ṣābūnī the Khaṭīb to persuade him quietly to pronounce the khutba. But when they pronounced the khutba in Tughril’s name, a fearful hubbub broke out among the crowd and there was danger of an outbreak until they calmed [them] down, finished the service and went back.

A week later some riders arrived and brought letters from Tughril to the Sālār of Būzgān and the Imām Muwaffaq. He had written to Ibrāhīm Yināl that the aṣya‘n of the city were wise and praiseworthy in what they had done; they [sc. the Seljuqs] must take care to act equitably towards them and towards all the populace. He had sent round instructions to his brother Dā‘ūd and his uncle Bīghū and to all the military commanders and their forces, and he was coming along personally in the advance force with his personal entourage to take care that the people of that district should not be harmed, since they had shown themselves submissive and percipient of their own interests.

The people were reassured by these messages. They laid out furnishings and carpets in Ḥasanak’s old garden at Shādyākh. Three days later Tughril arrived in the city, and all the aṣya‘n, with the exception of the Qādī Ṣācid, went out to meet him. Tughril was accompanied by 3000 horsemen, the majority of them wearing cuirasses. He himself had a strung bow over his arm, with three wooden arrows fastened at his waist, and was fully armed. He wore a mulḥam tunic, a head-dress of Tawwazī cloth and felt boots. He installed himself in the garden at Shādyākh, as did as many as possible of his forces who could be contained there, the rest encamping round the perimeter of the garden. They brought there large quantities of food and refreshment which they had prepared.
and gave provisions to all the soldiers. As he went along, Tughril conversed continuously with Muwaffaq and the Sālar of Būzgān, and the Sālar carried out all his wishes.

Next day the Qādī Saʿīd, accompanied by his sons, grandsons, pupils and a large group, went to pay his respects to Tughril, after people had reasoned with him the previous night. Also, the Naqīb of the Ālids and a group of Sayyids came along. The interview took place when it was still not yet light. A small, disorderly group of the mob had gathered round, and each one who got up spoke out boldly and addressed Tughril. Tughril had seated himself on the lord Sultan's throne at the front of the dais. He got up when the Qādī Saʿīd came in, and they placed a cushion for him at the foot of the throne. Then he sat down. The Qādī said, 'May the sovereign's life be long! This throne which you are sitting on is Sultan Masʿūd's. There are happenings like this [reversal of fortune] hidden in the Unseen, and no-one knows what further ones may be in store. Be circumspect, and fear God, His name is exalted. Render justice, and listen to those who have suffered tyranny and who are in wretched circumstances. Do not give free rein to this army of yours for them to wreak oppression, for an act of injustice is an inauspicious event. I am fulfilling my duty in coming to greet you, and I shall not come again because I am occupied in study, and apart from that, I do not give my attention to anything else. If you want to go back with a piece of wisdom, this advice of mine will be sufficient'.

Tughril replied, 'I do not want to incommode the Qādī by his coming again; any other communication necessary can be done by messages. I promise you I will take full account of what you have said. We [Seljuqs] are new and strange [to all this] and do not know the usages of the Perso-Islamic tradition (rasmā-yi Tāzikān). The Qādī must not refuse sending advice to me in future [if only] by messages'. He replied, 'I will do that then'. He turned away and all the aṣyān who were with him returned too.

Next day he handed over administration of the city to the
Sālār of Būzgān, who put on a robe of honour, a tunic and a woollen robe, arranging this outfit personally on himself, and he also received golden saddle accoutrements of the Turkish type. Then the Sālār went back to his house and assumed the duties of his office. The people saw him in the black woollen robe, endowed with the majesty of office, giving him the insignia of being Tūghrīl's Amīr.

At present I myself [sc. Abū'1-Mu'āffar Jumāhī] am with Sayyid Zaid the Naqīb of the Ālids, who is showing himself very friendly and helpful. After [writing] this, my envoys are leaving, and through the good offices of this Ālid I am able to complete this despatch."

The other sources do not add much to this remarkable eye-witness account, but they do give some information about the attitude of the Seljuq leaders. Gārdīzī is wholly silent about the first Seljuq occupation. Most of the other sources are pro-Seljuq ones, and often they reflect the Malik-nāma (Cīmād ad-Dīn, al-Ḥusainī, Ibn al-Athīr, Barhebraeus, Mīrkhwānd); we expect therefore to find a favourable construction placed on the Seljuq leaders' actions. According to Cīmād ad-Dīn, the Turkmens entered Nishapur in Ramaḍān. Their natural instinct was to plunder, but Tūghrīl restrained them because it was the sacred month: "Do not tear away its sanctity and do not gnaw at its inviolateness, for nothing is to be gained by plundering [then].... Control yourselves for the remainder of the month, but do what you will after the Fīṭr". Meanwhile, the Caliph's envoy arrived to restrain the Turkmens and to instil them with the fear of God. When the Fīṭr came round, Tūghrīl in fact restrained his tribesmen, but he only deterred his brother Chaghri from pillaging
by threatening suicide and by promising the Turkmens 40,000 dinars, the greater part to be levied on the local people and the rest to come from Tughrîl's own pocket. Ibn al-Athîr gives most detail on the Seljuq occupation in his entry for the year 429. He says that in that year, Chaghîr entered the city, changing nothing there, and that Tughrîl followed later; then comes the episode about Chaghîr's intended pillaging. Mirkhwând is brief: the people rejoiced at Tughrîl's coming, and the culamâ', fuqahâ', açyân, ru'asâ', wulât and umarâ' all sent presents and promised submission. Al-Ḥusainî only mentions in passing that Chaghîr came to Tûs and that the notables of Nishapur came to meet him. Žahîr ad-Dîn Nîshâpûrî also places Tughrîl's coming in Ramdaân 429. He says that Tughrîl mounted Mas'ûd's throne at Schâdyakh, and that this caused unrest among the people until a herald went round proclaiming that no-one would be hurt by the incomers; these details accord with what Baihaqî says.
Chapter Seven

The attitude of the aCyân of Nishapur towards the incoming Seljuqs

To understand why the aCyân of Nishapur and of other Khurasanian towns for the most part surrendered peacefully to the Turkmens, we must recall briefly what has been said about the economic and commercial interests of the province, the agriculture of its fertile oases, the manufactures of its urban craftsmen and the long-distance trade organised by its merchants and financiers. Its interest lay in stable, firm government. The Khurasanians expected to pay taxes, but required in return adequate defence. The Ghaznavid connection had not in the reign of Mahmûd been wholly a matter of force majeure exerted from the outside by the Sultan, for at the outset, the régime had been supported by the landowners, merchants and notables of Khurasan as politically and economically useful.

However, Masûd was hard pressed by the Turkmens and was finding it difficult to govern Khurasan from Ghazna. His military prestige
was ceasing to counterbalance the disadvantage of geographical distance. Since contemporary thinking placed a cleavage between rulers and subjects, there was a tendency towards conditional obedience which negatived the theological motive for obedience. Loyalty suffered when the ruler could no longer provide protection. Towards the end of Mas'ud's reign, the tacit contract with the people of Khurasan crumbled. Instead, local forces reasserted themselves and the cities salvaged what remained of their interests and came to terms individually with the Seljuqs. A similar process of transfer of allegiance may also be seen in Transoxanian history. The commercial interests of the Soghdian cities necessitated their being on good terms with the steppe peoples through whose territories the Soghdian caravans passed; hence the comparatively smooth accessions to power of dynasties like the Qarakhanids and the Qara Khitāy.

When the Turkmens entered Khurasan, they brought with them the only permanent wealth they possessed, their herds of horses, camels and above all, sheep. The nomads' first demands on the settled populations were for pastures. But the oasis plains around the great cities like Nishapur, Merv and Herat were highly fertile and thickly dotted with villages. Agriculture was intensive and there were complex irrigation systems of canals and qanāts. The irruption of the nomads and their herds into such a highly-developed economy was a tragedy. If the forest hunter is the most carefree of men — those among the Mongols regarded their pastoralist brethren as tied down to an intolerable life — the steppe pastoralist also has an
irresponsible attitude to nature and the land. Unlike the agriculturist who must conserve his seed and think of future years, the nomad is a true *ibn al-waqt*. This irresponsibility makes him the terror of settled peoples and his close-cropping sheep more feared than his arrows.

It is only rarely that the sources allude explicitly to the menace of the herds, but Baihaqī was not speaking figuratively when he said that the "Cīrāqī" Turkmens had in the latter part of Maḥmūd's reign "devoured Khurasan as if it were food laid out for hunting falcons". Mīrkhwānd has a brief yet illuminating description of the distressed state of the Nishapur area early in 1038: "That region became ruinous, like the dishevelled tresses of the fair ones or the eyes of the loved ones, and became devastated by the pasturing of [the Turkmens'] flocks (ba-qa-liq-i čāṛpāyān furū mānda)". Barhebraeus seems also to allude to these facts when he says of the hordes following Tughrīl: "... and no one district .... is able to support them for more than one week because of their vast number. And from sheer necessity they are compelled to depart to another quarter in order to find food for themselves and their beasts". The Turkmens' herds caused economic disturbance in other parts of Persia. When Seljuq raiders first appeared in Sīstān "they devastated the land, seizing provisions and fodder and pasturing their herds". Muḥammad b. Ibrāhīm records it as a virtue of Qāvrūd b. Chaghri Beg Dā'ūd that the immense numbers of beasts required to supply his kitchens were not a burden on the people of Kīrmān but
were pastured well out in the steppes there. 110

The ravages of the flocks in Khurasan were aggravated by the trampling of rival forces across the land, interrupting agriculture, and commandeering crops as food for themselves or else destroying them lest they fall into the enemy's hands. We have already seen (above, 483, 489–91) how the Turkmens drove off the beasts they found and how both sides practised scorched-earth tactics. We may further cite the information given by Ibn Funduq on the state of affairs at Baihaq. This town suffered badly from a Ghaznavid commander sent there with an army in 1037. The army encamped in the oasis and started to plunder. Then the commander ordered the cutting-down of the pistachio-nut trees of the villages because their oily and resinous wood made them good fuel for the ovens, and finally ordered the whole lot to be felled and sent off to Ghazna. Hence the Khurasanians called him "the commander who makes a clean sweep, Ḥājib-i Pāk-rūb". This came on top of seven years of Oghuz raiding; in the seven years before 1038 no sowing had been possible outside the boundaries of the town of Baihaq, but only in the gardens and orchards protected by the outer wall. During this time, mutton had been unobtainable; only venison, veal and eggs had been procurable, and these had been scarce. 111

The position of the densely-populated towns thus became parlous. A city like Nishapur could not normally feed itself (see above, Part III, 302–3). The towns now found it difficult to draw food from the surrounding countryside. There followed general famine and depop-
ulation. Land fell out of cultivation and peasants took to flight, swelling the bands of cayyars and other malcontents. When in 1037 Tughrîl and Chaghri occupied Merv, Chaghri wrote letters and had proclamations read inviting those who had fled to return to their homes. In the Nishapur district, land values plummeted, and it is possible that this contributed to the decline of the dihqān and small landowner class into peasant status. In 1039-40 the small owners (katkhudīyān) of the city were reduced to selling the roofs of their houses to buy food, and a dāng of land could be had for a dirham. In the adjacent village of Muhammadābād, where land having trees, tillage or vineyards had formerly fetched the high price of 3000 dirhams per juftvār, it now fetched only 100 dirhams, and Baihaqī heard that during famine conditions it was being offered at a juftvār for a man of wheat. It is recorded by al-Fārisī that the fortunes and property of one ancient Nishapur family, the Mu'ammalīs, declined do much from the ravages of famine and the Turkmens that they were obliged to move to Baihaq. 113

It was not surprising that the landowners and notables of Khurasan often decided that it was less damaging in the long run to come to terms with the Turkmens, even where resistance was feasible. If, as the acyān stated to the Qāḍī Šecid, Nishapur's defences were at this time weak, other cities like Merv, Herat and Balkh were adequately protected, and the towns on the northern rim of Khurasan, such as Nasā, Abīward and Sarakhs, were heavily fortified against attack from the steppes. Within Nishapur, the Sālār of Buẓgān disposed of a large armed force (above, 497 ) which could perhaps have been
used for resistance. The mention of the Imam Muwaffaq as being the Šāhīb-Hadīṭhān is particularly interesting, for it seems to point to the existence in Nishapur of a body of local vigilantes, whose task no doubt was the preservation of internal order and the defence of the city against bandit and cayyār depredations. The factionalism and social disturbance endemic in Khurasan at this time have been mentioned (above, Part III, chapter 4), and we know that at this time of economic dislocation and shaky local administration, Nishapur was troubled with cayyārs; one benefit which the Seljuqs are said to have brought when in 1040 they re-entered the city was relief from the cayyārs. 114

The writer has not found other mentions of Ḥadīṭhān (Arabic pl. Ḥādāth) in Nishapur or other Khurasanian cities at this time, although we know that vigilante bodies flourished in Sīstān (see above, Part III, 325). The term Ḥādāth was used in the 11th century for the para-military vigilante and police bands of citizens of the Syrian and Mesopotamian towns, but does not seem to have been current in Khurasan. In the latter region we have the ubiquitous cayyārs; and Cahen has recently sought to discover whether the Persian cayyārs are not in some way the counterparts of the Ḥādāth of further west, without however reaching any clear conclusions. Thus we can only conjecture what was the composition of these putative Ḥadīṭhān of Nishapur and what were their duties. We do not know whether they were recruited from the bourgeoisie and upper classes, as were the later Fityān of the Caliph an-Nāṣir's time, or whether they resembled more the Ḥādāth of Damascus, Aleppo, Mosul, etc.
the Anatolian Akhīs of Rūm Seljuq and early Ottoman times in being
based on the urban craft and trade associations. The latter seems more likely.
Cities like Nishapur, Aleppo, Damascus and Qonya were all great industrial
centres, and Cahen has in fact detected some early Persian traces in
the later Akhīs. In Nishapur, the leader of the Ḥadīthān, the
Imām Abū Muḥammadh Hibatallāh b. Muḥammad al-Muwaqqaf, was a Shāfiʿī
Cālim, son of a qādi and grandson of the famous scholar Abū’-Ṭayyib
Sahl b. Muḥammad Şaclūkī; al-Fārisī says that his family had been
ru'asā and imāms and leaders of the Aṣḥāb al-Ḥadīth for 150 years.
Massignon and B. Lewis have discerned a strong religious current in
the early Islamic gilds, but they have suggested that this was often
heterodox and even Ismāʿīlī-tinged rather than orthodox. Be this
as it may, the Ḥadīthān of Nishapur could presumably have been used
to defend the city against the Seljuqs if there had been any strong
will to resist.

Instead of holding out in the uncertain hope of Ghaznavid help
arriving, the aṣyān of Nishapur, in particular the lay elements,
made terms with the Seljuqs. Ghazna was very distant, and their
interests were primarily local, Khurasanian ones. In the previous
year of 1037, Sultan Masʿūd had been warned that the people of
Khurasan had become resigned to giving allegiance to the Seljuqs,
and in their fatḥ-nāma to the Caliph after Dandānqān, the Seljuqs
claimed that "the notables and prominent people" of the province
had appealed to them for protection. This section of society
had in the past suffered much from the tyranny of the Ghaznavid civil
governor Sūrī. Niẓām al-Mulk's father was harried by Sūrī for not squeezing enough taxation out of his camal (see above, Part I, 183). His ill-treatment of the Sālār of Būzgān is specifically mentioned in Baihaqī's account (above, 496). But who exactly was this Sālār of Būzgān? Al-Farīsī gives his full name as Abū'l-Qāsim ʿAbd aq-Ṣamad b. ʿAlī al-Būzjānī and describes his knowledge of tradition. He may have been a great property/and landowner, and the title of "Sālār" may have come from some participation earlier in life in warfare or ghazw on the frontiers of Islam. In this case, the force of men which he headed may have been tenants from his estates whom he had armed or else former ghāzīs settled in the Nishapur area whom he had mobilised.

The interplay of local interests with vestigial loyalty to the Ghaznavids can be traced in Baihaqī's account. The record of Ghaznavid government over the past years had sapped the loyalty of the lay elements among the Nishapur acyān. The Imām Muwaffaq, although a member of the religious institution, was caught up with the Ḥadīthān and other secular interests in the city, and threw his weight to the side of peace with the Seljuqs. But for the other religious leaders and scholars, there was something of a dilemma. They came from the leading families of Nishapur, were connected by birth and marriage with the lay acyān and shared with them interests in landowning and commerce. On the other hand, the ulema and scholars were the most cosmopolitan of scholars within Islam, and from the Ghaznavid Sultans' encouragement of Sunni orthodoxy and employment of learned
men as diplomats and officials, owed much to that dynasty. The
Sultans had always understood well how conservative religious inter-
ests could be a prop to the secular state.

Hence there must at this time have been a tug of loyalties among
some at least of the leading religious figures in the city, and the
reserved attitudes of the Qādī Șācid and Khāṭīb Șabūnī reflect this. Whenever the Sultans had visited the city, the Qādī
and his sons had always been singled out for special honour. Offices
like the qaḍā' and the khīṭāba were state-appointed and state-salaried.
Yet the Qādī could not be blind to the pressing threat to his native
city, and he contented himself with giving level-headed advice to
the other notables and with maintaining a correct but cool attitude
towards Tughrīl. 121 Although the Ghaznavids were staunch Sunnīs,
they had ranged the moderate, Twelver Shiʿīs on their side (see
above, Part III, 369-71 ). Here in Nishapur, the Sayyid Zaid
sheltered the chief intelligence officer of the Sultan and hung back
from welcoming the Seljuqs. In sending orders to the Ālids that
they were to help his Șāhib-Barīd Abū'1-Muẓaffar Șamāhī, Masūd
counted them among his most reliable supporters in the city, and
on his re-entry there, gave the Naqīb and the Ālids robes of honour.

As a parallel to this attitude of the religious classes, we
may quote events in Sīstān a few years later, in Maudūd b. Masūd's
reign. The local ruler, Abū1-Faḍl Naṣr b. Āḥmad, a scion of the
Șaffārīds, was attempting, latterly with Seljuq aid, to throw off
Ghaznavid control. As in Nishapur, it seems to have been the
religious classes who clung most strongly to the Ghaznavid connect-
Maudūd attempted to rally his own partisans in Sīstān until at the beginning of 1044 Abū'1-Faḍl swept down on them and jailed them, who comprised a qādī, two faqīhs and two amīrs. 122

The interpretation given above of the ambivalent attitude of the religious classes in Nishapur differs from that put forward by Cahen, that the known Sunni orthodoxy of the Seljuq chiefs made them acceptable when they appeared before the city. 123 It has been suggested here that material considerations were uppermost in the minds of most of the lay ayyān, the preservation of their interests, and that the religious classes were to some extent still swayed by loyalty to the Ghaznavids. Neither group could look forward to the coming of the barbarian Turkmens with positive enthusiasm, for their Islam was at the most nominal only, and even their leaders were marginally affected by religious considerations (cf. the original attitudes of Tughrīl and Chaghīrī over the question of sacking the city, above, 499-500).

The subsequent careers of the two leaders of the Nishapur notables who favoured surrender as the lesser of two evils, the Sālār of Būzgān and the Imām Muwaффaq, shows that they realised from the outset that the Seljuqs' star was now in the ascendant in Khurasan. The former was appointed the Seljuqs' administrative representative in the city (above, 498-9). Zāhir ad-Dīn Nishāpūrī describes him also as Tughrīl's first Vizier, and as being at the time of Dandānqān the Seljuqs' "Vizier, helper, counsellor and executive"; the decision after the battle to write to the Caliph for confirmation of Tughrīl's kingship is attributed to him. 124 The
Imām Muwaffaq left with the Seljuqs when they evacuated Nishapur in 1039, being too compromised with them to stay and face the returning Ghaznavids. He was later installed as administrator of the city for the Seljuqs, and it was during that period that he recommended to Tughrīl Abū Naṣr Kundurī, one of the many former Ghaznavid officials who passed into Seljuq service. 125

When Masʿūd temporarily re-occupied Nishapur in 1039, he appointed as Raʾīs not one of the local notables, whose loyalty had proved dubious, but one of his own permanent officials, and this man behaved harshly towards the Qāyān. 126 But Ghaznavid rule had little longer to run. The next year, the Seljuqs returned, this time for good. Both lay and religious elements found it easy to make their peace with the new rulers, and indeed, we find the Qāḍī Ṣācid's eldest son in favour with Tughrīl and used by him for a diplomatic mission. 127

There are references to other towns of Khurasan making their own terms with the invaders whilst still nominally under Ghaznavid rule. Like Nishapur, the Merv oasis suffered from the attacks of the Turkmens and the ravages of their flocks, so that towards the end of 1037 the "prominent men of the ulema and the best-known of the worthies" surrendered the city on condition that the Turkmens did not harm the populace. Tughrīl and Chaghri entered, and amongst other things, gave orders for the restoration of devastated lands and estates. 128 Complaints were frequently made to the Sultan by local commanders that local populations were making agreements with
the Seljuqs. In 1039 the people of Abīward handed over the town's citadel to them. Shortly after his temporary re-establishment in Nishapur, Mas'ūd had to lead a punitive expedition against a group in the snow-covered mountains near Tus, who had made an agreement with the Seljuqs and, it seems, joined them in their depredations. That allegiance was refused because the Ghaznavids were no longer able to provide protection is shown by what happened at Sarakhs; just before Dandanqān, the people refused taxes to the Sultan, since they were already pressed by the Turkmens, and fortified themselves against his forces. 129

The cost of keeping the Sultan's armies in the field bore heavily on Khurasan, so that even the loyalty of the more eastern districts, of Bādghīs, Gūzgān and Tūkhāristān, was strained, although the terrain there was mountainous and unsuitable for the nomads to operate in. Law and order broke down there and Gāyyārs flourished. 130 In a desperate effort to raise money, the Sultan in the summer of 1039 levied a tax on Herat and the nearby regions of Bādghīs and Ganj Rustāq of a million dirhams. It was allotted to the army as berāts, and the troops collected it violently, on the pretext that the people had been in collusion with the Turkmens. Consequently, several of the aṣyān fled. The rot spread to official employees of the dynasty. Amongst those jailed for collusion was the Na'īb-i Barīd of Herat, a nominee of the Chief Secretary Abū Naṣr-i Mishkān; the Ḡāmil Abū Ṭalḥa Shaibānī was sentenced to be skinned alive because after Sūbashī's defeat and the appearance of the Seljuqs before Herat, he
had gone out to welcome and entertain them. The excesses of the Sultan's own armies alienated many people in this area. In the summer of 1040, an army travelling from Ghazna to Balkh started plundering en route; the exasperated local people informed Chaghri of the army's approach and gave the Seljuqs help in other ways.
Chapter Eight

The Seljuqs' attitude to power at this time

We conclude with some observations on the attitude to power of the Seljuqs at this time, in as much as this is determinable for us. It is necessary always to remember that the Seljuqs were barbarians; their supplanting of the Ghaznavids in Khurasan is a classic example of successful barbarian infiltration across the borders of civilisation. We have pointed out that the Turkmens' contacts with Perso-Islamic culture and religion had not been of long duration and had been only superficially accepted; moreover, the Oghuz were among the less advanced Turkish peoples of Central Asia (see above, Part IV, chapter 3). Hence it is not in order here to quote the past political achievements of Turkish peoples, such as the empires of the Huns, the Tiu-kiu or the Uighur, either on grounds of chronological continuity or on the grounds of identity of achievement; the formation of a nomadic steppe empire is a very different process from the formation of a settled, sedentary state.
Our information suggests that the Turkmens were impelled to overrun Khurasan by a combination of political and economic circumstances—the pressure of political enemies in Khwārizm and Transoxania and the necessity of finding food and pasture for their families and beasts. Certainly, the driving factor of pure hunger must not be neglected. The Seljuq leaders Tughrīl and Chaghri were men of skill and acumen, and during the course of the Turkmen invasions had additional responsibilities thrust upon them; as they took over more and more of Khurasan, they gradually assumed the rôle of protecting power there. But even for the leaders, this was a slow and novel process to embark upon, whilst for the rank-and-file of Turkmens it always remained an incomprehensible rôle; to them, the sole function of a chief was to lead his followers to plunder.

The Seljuqs led their tribesmen across the Oxus in 1035, and at this early date the three leaders Tughrīl, Chaghri and Mūsā Yabghu called themselves "Mawāli of the Commander of the Faithful". However, Cahen is probably reading too much into this when he views this as a remarkable indication that the Seljuqs were already seeking the cachet of orthodoxy and Caliphal recognition; such phrases were stereotypes and the Seljuqs were at that time a band of desperadoes in whose activities few signs of future greatness were as yet discernible. The Turkmens were for long overawed by Ghaznavid prestige, and as late as 1039 Tughrīl thought of moving to western Persia where there was no opposing power comparable to the Ghaznavids (see above, 479 ). But the occupation of Nishapur in 1038
was a turning point, for the Seljuqs then found themselves masters of Khurasan's administrative capital. It was natural that Tughrîl, proud of his success, should seat himself upon Mas'ûd's throne at Shâdyakh as the successor there to the Sultan, and Ibrâhîm Inâl's first demand on entering the city had been for the khutba to be pronounced for the Seljuqs (above, 493 ). According to Ǧîmâd ad-Dîn, Tughrîl behaved like a fully independent ruler: "He forbade, he gave orders, he made grants, he levied taxes, he administered efficiently, he abolished things, he ordered affairs correctly, he abrogated them and he presided every Sunday and Wednesday over the investigation of mażhlīm". He also began calling himself as-Sultân al-muçâzgam and Rukn ad-dunyâ wa'd-dîn. Nevertheless, it is possible that these sources which depend on the Malik-nâma exaggerate the degree of Tughrîl's political sophistication at this time. Ibn al-Athîr adds that the Seljuq leaders continued to pronounce the khutba in Khurasan for Sultan Mas'ûd mistakenly (calâ sabîl al-mughâlata); possibly the Seljuqs at this time continued to place Mas'ûd's name there after their own, as if some degree of his suzerainty in Khurasan were still recognised. 135

When in 1037 the Seljuqs entered Merv, Mîrkhwând records that on Tughrîl's advice, Chaghîr nominated nuwâb and ʿummâl and gave orders for the restoration of agriculture and estates; here again, the Malik-nâma may be exaggerating the Seljuqs' sense of social responsibility at the time. 136 Previous contacts with the Ghaznavids must have taught them something of prevalent administrat-
ive ways. When the three leaders were granted Nasā, Farāwa and Dehistan, they received the dress and insignia of Ghaznavid governors; at Nishapur, the Sālār of Būzgan was invested as Tughrīl's deputy with a similar outfit (above, 499). It is likely that those members of the Nishapur notables who went over to the Seljuqs guided Tughrīl further into the regions of Islamic administrative and diplomatic procedure. Before this, the Seljuqs had some assistance from secretaries and faqīhs in their diplomatic exchanges with Sultan Masʿūd. Baihaqī mentions that they had as an envoy "a dānishmand from Bukhārā, advanced in age and eloquent", and after Dandānqān, the Seljuqs' fath-nāma to the Caliph was taken by one Abū Isḥāq al-Fuqqārī. However, the Seljuqs had not acquired anything approaching a chancery of their own, for on this occasion they used writing-materials salvaged from the Ghaznavid dawīt-khāna which had been left on the battlefield.

Against this evidence of nascent political consciousness must be set the plundering instincts which were innate in all the Turkmens, including at least at the outset, leaders like Chaghri and Tughrīl. The Seljuqs were all unfamiliar with the usages and way of life of civilised existence. When in 1040 the Seljuqs entered Nishapur for the second time, Tughrīl is said to have tasted almond confectionery (lauzinj) and said that it was excellent qatmāch except that there was no garlic in it; other Turkmens tasted camphor but exclaimed "This is bitter salt!". In their desire for plunder, the masses of Turkmens were prepared to destroy the administrative capital of
the province which they were in process of taking over and to alienate the classes which their leaders would have to depend on for guidance. Apart from Tughrfl and Chaghri, it does not seem as if any other of the leaders showed awareness of the new horizons opening up before them; thus the division between the supreme ruler and his entourage on one side, and the mass of tribesmen on the other, which was to bedevil the Sultanate of the Great Seljuqs, existed already in embryo.
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